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PREFACE.

The scope . of these notes does not admit of an historical

essay nor a chemical treatise on the varied ifcaterials and

combinations used in Ceramics ; and to those who wish

to have a thorough knowledge of these subjects, no

works •can be more highly recommended than M. Alex.

Brogniart’s TraiU des Arts cSramiquci o% des PotterieSf

and M. M. A. Sdlvotat’s Leqons de cSramique. There are

many other works from which much useful information

can be obtained, such as Shaw’s Chemistry of Pottery;

Musprat’s Chemistry as applied to Arts and Mcmufactures ;

Spon’s Encyclopredta of Industrial Arts ;
Pottery,

L. Amoux ; La Porcelaine, Dubreuil ; History of Pottery,

Marryat ; Die Thonindustrie Zettung — The Pottery

Gazette, tic., &o., to many of which the early chapters

of these notes are indebted—and my thanks must also

be expressed to Mr. Sami. Sant for some additional notes

and for the trouble taken in revising the hrst proofs, as

also to^Messrs. Wm. Boulton, Ltd., the eminent pottery

machinery engineers, for their courtesy in permitting the

use of many of their designs of machinery, I can do no

better than quote M. Brogniart’s opening remarks in his

preface to the first edijrion : “I know no industry,’""he

says, “that affords in its practice, in its theory, or in its

histor;|r, ao many interesting considetations in th^ wealthy

of i|s i^ientifio and economic applicatmn, as the ceramic
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art or the manufactni'o of vessels and, utensils out of

baked earth. Nor do I 'know cyie that offers 'productions

more simple,* more variefi’ more easy to* make,* or more

durable in spite rf their fragile constructibn. • In no other

human product are so many qualities united.” It is not

proposed to attempt to teach a trade
;
that is not learnt

from books, but only by constant application to the details

of the manufacture in actual practice. The potter,

unfortunately, unlike the poet, is made, not born. It is

hoped, however,, that these notes may be of some use to

apprentices, students, and to those who are about to take

up earthenware-potting as a trade, and to induce them

to study the great works that have from time to time

appeared on this and kindred subjects
;
and the apology

for many trivial matters mentioned in the course of these

notes must be that details which are scarcely noticed by

those who are constantly in contact with them, and which

• form part of their daily life, though quite simple and un-

interesting to them, are full of interest and significance

to the inquiring mind of the novice. Should anything

be found that is of interest or service to those already

proficient in their trade, then my object is inde^ more

than attained.



NOTE TO THE SECOND IMPEESSION.
•

The continued demand for this littlo Ikook, which has

been out of print for some years, has induced the

Publishers, w^th the consent of the Author, to issue

a second impression of it.

The Author having neither the time nor the inclination

to undertake the task of revision, and the main principles

of the industry remaining unaltered, the book appears

substantially as it was written in 1901.

London.

March
j
1917.
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NOTES ON THE

MANUFACTUEE OF EAKTHBNWAEE.

INTRODUCTORY NOTE.
• •.

Earthenware is one of the many divisions of ceramic

art, under which generic title may bo classed all the

gradations, fr^m tho coarsest brick to the finest porcelain,

including bucks, tiles, terra-cotta, delft, earthenware,

stoneware, china, and porcelain. Though the two words

ceramics and pottery are derived from a somewhat similar

idea, the fonner seems to have obtaint 1 a wider significa-

tion, embracing the latter as a sub-division. The word
ceramic is derived from the GieekA:epa/uo9 ,

which meant
the horn of animal, and then acquired the meaning of

a drinking cup, and as doubtless the first earthen cups

were made in the '^hajw of horns the same name was
applied to them, and nfterwards spread to all the products

of the^pottor’s hjt. In like manner pottery is derived

from th-'' Latin poferium, a drinking vessel, and therefore

conveys -no idea ;
‘

r.io shape or substance of which it was
made, but o^'iy of the us© to which it was put. This is

tlierefor© the derivation of the French potier and the

English potter, the ancient Greek name being also /cepa/m)^.

The origin of pot^ry, is lost in the mist of agee,

partially baked ut^nsus having been found k)gether with

the stoiie implements of pre-histSrio times, aiid it is

exceedingly improbable that its invention sprang from
* R
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any one parti cul^tr pa?t *01 the globe or from any one

particular race, aa it is evident tliat it woUld lill a special

want common to the whole Jinpiun race! fre-his^oric man
mufit have observed the property of plastic clay to retain

the water in the holes made by his own f^et or by those of

animals, and must have conceived the idea that articles

might be shaped from it more suited to his wants than

animals’ ski?is or roughly hollowed wood or stone, nuts

or gourds.

It is universally admitted that it is one of the most

ancient of inventions, and probably was only precQded by

that of the mai]iQ£acturo of arms, which would have been

the first requirement of man for purposes of self-defence.

It ifl more than probable that it was anterior to the

discovery of fire, as sufficiently useful vessels can be made

sun-baked, and are so made to this day in Egypt and

India. Hato also points out tliat, as there is no nooeasity

for the use of metals in the working of clay, its origin was

of the very early ages. The two things from which wo

are able to prove the history of past ages are fossils and

pottery, and in the latter are written the history of peoples

and the progress and development of civilisation, and it

is for this reason that men, whatever may be their studies

or occupations, all take more or less interest in this art.

No branch of manufacture presents so ancient and

intimate a connection between the useful and the b^iautiful

as that of the potter, and both in its theory and practice

it unites a combination of qualities unknown in any other

expression of human skill. The shapes are endless in

variety, and the beauty of the most successful pieces is

mg^tchless. Though difficult to discover its absolute origin,

it is easier to decide to whom thfe honour of producing

good qualities of articles is due, and in this we must
‘ assign to the Chinese and Egyptians equal plao^, as they

both gav« evidence of their skill al^least 2,000 yearfeB.c.
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With the Greeks and Komans pot^ry was in high

eeteem, and£)fteh in. tluo shape of yasos formed part of the

offerings .to victoribiis gengrals. It seems to have been

used rather for religious and decorative purposes than for

the domestic nises to which we are accustomed to see it

applied in daily life
;

and one of the most interesting

purposes td which it.was put was in connection with the

dead, either in cinerary urns or to contain valious articles

placed in the tomb. It is probably to this more than to

ajiy other reason that we are indebted for so many
specimens of the antique productions of different periods

in existence to-day. •

Attention should here be drawn to the wonderful action

of heat on clay, which has enabled vessels, of so fragile

a substance tlff't it can easily bo broken to pieces in the

hands, to endure for thousands of years and to be hardly

affected by atmospheric changes and direct contact with

the damp soil
;

while coins and arms under similar

conditions have dolonorated com derably from their

original state. “ Thus a pieoe of common pottery is more

enduring than epitaphs in br.iss and effigies in bronze.

Stone cruribios a^va^, ink fades, and paper decays, but

tlie earthen vase survives the changes of time and conveys

its message from long past ages.”

Although, as stated above, the chief uses for pottery in

the Gr*oo-Rorlian period were for decorative and religious

purpo es, it is indisputable that large quantities of pottery

were also ut’ed *

> jmestic life. Lamps, drinking cups, &c

,

exist in considerable quantities
;

but the chief reason

for believing that the use was not generally domestic is

that the vessels were not sufficiently fired, and were thGi;p-

fore too porous to heal; liquids in or to be brought in

contact with the greasy substances^used in*food. It is

only in (JOmparatively modem times that ware has been

made U> cook in, and/>n the old vases, &c., there are
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designs of dishes fof fc'uits, plates, and drinking horns,

but no pieces of shapes -sultable for culinary purposes.

There is no Europe^, pdttery known of a body

sufficiently close and firm to oease to be porous, or of lead

glazed ware before the eleven tl) century.
"

The great advance in pottery was the invention and

application of glaze to make it impermeable to liquids and

foreign substances. It may be briefly stated that in the

thirty or thirty-six centuries which we may say history

acknowledges, twenty centuries passed in which, neither

in Africa nor in Europe, was any glazed ware •or any

hard impormeaVle* pottery made. On the contrary, in Asia,

especially in China and Japan, from the earliest times a

glazed and vitrified body like porcelain has been known.

More skill is required in the production 6f pottery than

in the manufacture of articles from such materials aa

horn, wood, or stone, which require no after processes to

render them serviceable, and though clay is more easily

manipulated during the early stages of its manufacture it

is more difficult to bring it to a satisfactory conclusion

owing to the firing processes which it has to undergo. It

is only in the lost four hundred years at most that pottery

has risen in Europe from its state of birth—coarsely and

badly made—to the perfection of form and design and

excellent workmanship that we see before us to-day, and

year by year as it has improved in manufacture; apart

from its application to all the daily wants of life, it

becomes more intimately connected with industry, science,

and art, supplying the manufacturer, chemist, electrician,

agriculturist, and architect with new means, suitable to

tl^ir Varied wants—retorts, crucibles, insulators, drain-

pipes, terra-cotta friezes, and an ipnumerable number of

requirements daily ipereasing, and while giving on one
‘ hand, receiving on the other in exchange, new materials,

chemicals and processes, new applications of machinery,
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beautiful shapes and designs. •!<; is thus in constant

contact with all thf^ different interests daily life.

iThe aiK3ient Britons luantifaetured baked clay ware, and

Tylor remarks iy his history of mankind that much of the

oarly British Vare was made in willow bitskots which were

destroyed during the firing, thus leaving a basket pattern

on the surface. During the Homan period considerable

quantities of articles both useful and ornamental were

made on the banks of the Severn, Non, and Medway
;

and England may bo said to have eventually become the

home ef fine earthenware, though it cannot lay claim to

the first production, as the faience d'oirdfl^imde in France

at the end of Francis the First’s and beginning of Henry
the Second’s reign, from 1520 to 1550, is true eai’then-

ware, most be lutiful in design and execution, bearing

upon it the impress of the genius of those who
originated it, viz. : Helene do Hangest, her librarian

Jean Bernard, and her potter h’ran<jois Charpentier.

Up till about the year 1850 England held the markets

of the world, owing to the groat su])criori1y of the quality

of her pT'^de.cts ov^r those td her competitors, due to the

genius and untiring zeal of such men as Cookworthy,

Toft, Astbiiry, Elc’’^, Dwight, Josiah Wedgwood, John
Wall, Josiah Spodo, Mason, the Davenports, and many
other."' too numeron' to mention

;
and the work tliey so

ably Vegan is being carried on and improved by the

English potters of to-day in a manner worthy of their

predecessors, their best productions are still un-

rivalled in beauty and quality. But since that date the

manufacturer on the Continent have advanced with

enormous strides, and By the application of the 8cienoe«of

the chemist and the mechanical engineer, coupled with the

establishment of enormous factories managed, on the

most mddern and economical principles (let us take as

a type«the group of potteries in the Bhenish phavinoes),
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a competition has arifefi which can only be combated by
the greatest activity 6n the part of to English potter.

The general standard of quality required at the present

day by modern markets is far higher thpn formerly and

yet it must be produced and sold,at a lower ^rice. Owing

to the opening up of new countries, mad to
,

a general

higher standard of living, the demand continues to

increase in spite of its modem oompotitors, tin and

enamelled iron, which have so rapidly oome to the front

;

but the increasing production of cheap china on the

Continent cannot fail to exercise an adverse influence on

the sales of eartteiware, as for many purposes it is the

more desirable production.

Mons. Faujas de St, Fond, the eminent French!

geologist, writing at the end of the eighteenth century on

the subject of English earthenware, says :
“ Its excellent

workmanship, its solidity, the advantage it possesses of

sustaining the action of fire, its fine glaze impenetrable to

acids, the beauty and convenience of its form and the

cheapness of its price, have given rise to a commerce so

active and so universal that, in travelling from Paris to

Petersburg, from Amsterdam to the furthest part of

Sweden, and from Dunkirk to the extremity of the

South of France, one is served at every inn with English

ware, Spain, Portugal, and Italy are supplied witii it,

and vessels are loaded with it for the East Indits, the

West Indies, and the continent of America." ^What a

different talo must be told at the end of the nineteenth

century ! Not only are most of these countries supplying

their own wants by their own productions, but they are

wiiesting many markets from the ^British manufacturer
;

nay, even successfully competing ^ith him in his own
home markets, and t^is not only by lower price but by
superior quality in the general effect of their decoration

and finish of their wares. • •



CHAPTER I.

DEFINITION OF EARTHEN ^AltE AND GENERAL PRINCIPLES

OF ITS' MANtFACTUKE.—FRENCH FAIENCE, GERMAN

STETNGUT, ITALIAN TERRAGLTA, SPANISH I^IZA.

Every ware made of clay, or of a mixture in which clay

is the chief ingredient, and hardened by heat, may be

regarded as a 8})ecies of pottery, t»o that within this term

anything from bricks to jicrcelain may* be included, and

of these various products tlie one selected for our special

study is Earthenware.

The charactf'istics of fine earthenware are as follows :

In biscuit (tliis is really a misnomer, as applied to fine

earthenware, as the word signifies tunce baked, whereas

the terra is applied to the firing of ware in its clay

state, which is the first lii-c) it is .aie but opaque
;

in

texture and grain coarser than porcelain, the fracture

porous closer end more refractory than delft, neither

vitreoas nor translucent, moderately dense, sonorous when
struck, hard, firm, -^nd durable

;
it is covered with rich,

rather soft fritted glazie, easily fusible, and containing

lead or borax or both
;

it should be fine, clear, and
vitreous, froe'^ from specks, transparent, to show the

embellishment of the biscuit, and scarcely affected by
acids, alkalis, . . . udden alterations of temperature.

Fine eartlienware always requires two fire.s, the first

to bake the clay into the shape required—called the

bisr-nit fire- the second* to melt the coating of glaze oier

the piece and celled, the glost fire. The first fire is

also necessary foi two other reasoi^s. ’
•

(1) iT a piece of moist clay were glazed, the oon-

tractioft between the vftreous glaze and the gxefen or raw
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claj would be so* di^eiaiit that the glaze woi^ld probably

crack or craze, even if. tbe piece did not vrarp, by the

action of the glaze pormpati*^ it, before the contraction

had taken place, thus acting as a flux on the body.

(2) As the glaze materials arg. ground fine and hold in

suspension in water, the usual mctliod for glazing is to

immerse the piece in the liquid, and earthenware, when

onoe fired, oecomes sufficiently porous to suck up the

glaze into which it is dipped, and thus an even coating

is formed over it. Clay ware, unfirod, would have no

suction, and, in fact, dipping a raw clay piece into the

liquid would, tUuless the greatest care were exercised,

probably bo sufficient to again reduce it to a simple mass

of clay
;
added to this, pieces in this state would be very

difficult to isolate from each otlier during firing owing

to their softness.

The materials used in ife manufacture may bo divided

into four classes :

—

1. Plastic clays.

2. Class-forming materials, used in the body or in the

' glaze.

3. Indifferent substances.

4. Colouring agents.

It is not intended to discuss every material that ever

has or is likely to enter into the composition of the body

or glaze, but only those which are generally considered

most adapted for the purpose :

Class 1 .—China clay (kaolin), “ ball ” or " blue ” clay.

Class //.—Cornish stone, carbonate or oxide of lead,

tincal, borax, and boracic acid, felspar, whiting, carbonate

af soda and pearl ash.

Class J//.-^Flint, (fuarti..

Class IV .—Colouring agents which are ^nerally

[netallic oxides and metals.
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IFix)m tlio^e four claasos of matoqals^it is dosirod to

form a finished production whose characteristics have

already baen stated, but tnore. ^ire some other require-

ments for the purposes of manufacture whicL must also

be taken into*oonsidoratjon •

A body mixture, in the moist state, must be sufficiently

plastic to be easily workable into all the varied shapes
required. It must be sufficiently infusible* to prevent

collapse in the ovens when fired at the heat necessary

to produce hardness, yet must bo sufficiently fusible to

become -dense and sonorous. It must have sufficient

stability to resist excessive contraction,* htid should not

be liable to become crooked
;
and it must bo sufficiently

clean and free from iron and other colouring matters to be
white, or uoarl}* .so, after firing.

These qualities can only bo obtained by a mixture
;

few, if any, ciavs combine all these requirements, there-

fore those they lack have io be artifi<dally introduced,

and the body becomes a mechanical mixture, and cannot
be regarded or described as a clioinical combination. It

should a] o i,e reir<'mbered that the nature of the body
will depend mu(*}i on the heat to wliich it is submitted,
and the same mater' I may go through all the gradations
from porous ware vO glass at a continually increasing heat.

Tlio proportion et’ glass-forming ingredients in the

mixtu (• for earthenware bodies is purposely kept so low
that tiie surface of the ware, after being exposed to the

full heat of biscuit oven, remains roughish and
absorbent. For most decorative and nearly all domestic
and sanitary purposes it is neoessaiy to cover this surface

with a smooth non-absorbent film
;

tliis result is

practically gained by ^vering the surface of the ware
with an extremely thin layer of glasei which the,glaze.

Glaze ^Mixture .—A perfect mixture must therefore

form a*vitrifiable compound which, when fired, •shall be
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transparent and sln^IUneither injure nor bQ injured by

any colours with which it may come in contact
;

in fact

it should show up the opJbeHfshmenfis of the biscuit and

increase the brilliancy of the colours. It must bo

sufficiently hard to rasist abrasion and haVe the property

of expanding and contracting in nearly th,G same ratio

as that of the body of the ware. This is of the utmost

importance, as most substances expand with heat and

when they cool contract, and if the contraction is different,

the weaker substance will yield to the stronger. This

is tlie great cause of crazing or cracking of the glaze.

It must not be*fc^ fusible nor too hard, cither of which is

productive of crazing
;
but it must fuse at a temperature

lower than that at which the ware has already been lired,

and must, in fusing, spread equally over the ware without

leaving any part uncxivered.

Generally the loss alumina there is in the biscuit the

easier the adaptation of a satisfactory glaze.

The potter’s object in regard to body and glaze is then

threefold :

—

. 1. To increase fusibility as he may desire (to make

glazes).

2. To diminish fusibility on the contrary, to make a

body that can resist getting out of shape and to make it

stable.

3. To make glaze and body agree in order iSo avoid

crazing, peeling, or blistering



CHAPTEK II.

THE MATERIALS USED IN TAE COMPOSITION OF THE BODY.

The greater portion of* tho materials that enter into the

composition of earthenware are natural products and are

not artificially-produced chemicals, and it cannot be too

much insisted upon that every material should be

analysed and practically tested by putting it through all

the processes it is intended to undergo be^Oae employing

it in any quantity in tho general manufacture of tlio

ware. The old Greek philosopher said “ Know thyself ”,

no doubt a very* desirable knowledge
;

but to this the

potter may with advantage add “ Know your materials

China clays from the same mines vary in plasticity, and

in the amount of v^oloiming matter they contain. Ball

clays develop iron which, before liring, was quite

invisible. China stones are of different density, and vary

much in 1^’cir vitr'^ying qualities. Flint may be

insufficiently ground, oi of an inferior quality.

Any one of those iations might cause enormous loss

which, with a little foresight and a few trials, w'ould

have boon absobdeb avoided. Even in colours and
chemicab^ there may be some foreign matter used in their

preparation which, though innocuous as regards tho

manufacture of uiu material produced under ordinary

circumstances, may combine with some special substance

which is being used in the vario’is mixtures of bodies

and ghzes and produce the most disastrous results. «

There ano two grand g-ules for the potter to observe

:

(1) Test every material, no matter whether 6lay,^ flint,

stone, colour, glaze, oil, or what not, whether they

have confld from new sotroes or old ones—always test.
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(2) Always be'ma}^i«'.g’‘6omo exporimont, either in colours,

bodies, glaze, moulds., oy methods of manufacture
;

otiiers

have found out befo^ y«>ti methods of improving or ’

cheapening their productions. Why should not you also

do something* which, oven the result* is neither what

you required or expected, may
, lead you to some

discovery that may be of use ?

Very riiany of the gimtest improvements in manu-

factures have arisen from experiments made for totally

different objects. That the Egy^rtians or Romans were

satisfied with certain methods of manufacture is no

argument thaft^these should hold good at the end of the

nineteenth century. The important point in any

alteration is to see that some definite improvement is

made, or advantage gained by it. Mere change is not

improvement, though nowadays it often passes for it.

It is not intended here to suggest reckless and

expensive experiments, which hike up both considerable

time and money, but there are a hundred little things on

a works which might be improved with a little thought,

and a few simple experiments which may result in

considerable saving. It should also be remembered that

it is never safe to base opinions on the result of a single

experiment, as there may, by chance, be a combination of

circumstances, over which the experimenter has no

control, which together cn,uso the success of an 03?periment

wliich otherwise would have failed. The heat in the

oven, for example, may have gone to the exact degree

required, and then have cooled, and this particular point

of heat may nevor be exactly hit off again. A gas may
Jbe given off from some oolour^or material in proximity

to the experiment, and form % combination with the

material that is be^ng tested, and chance will thus give

a result which may never be obtained again. A hundred

causes may affect a single expei^ment, thereforeVhen the
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result requirejJ been obtaineS, bgfore Employing it in

any largo scale in'tho. production, sepeat the experiment

and test it ujider the farying^eirgimstanoes it will have to

undergo in the inaimfacture in order to make* sure that

the result is relfttbfe and c^n always bo rej^roduoed when
required and is not merely a chance success due to some

cause which cannot be accounted for.

Class I.—Plastic Clays.
•

Clay consists of a hydrated silicate .alumina in

combination more or less with other substances, such as

potash, soda, lime, or iron acting as fluxes on the silicate

wlii(!h otherwise t ould give no signs of vitrification. It is

derived from the felspathic rocks which by their dis-

integration and decomposition have formed the clay. The
reason why clay deposits are richer in alumina than the

rocks from which they are fonne<l is explained by
the lightne.s‘5 of this substance which, being held in

suspension ’’n water n long time, was consequently carried

farther, leaving the siiiceous refuse, which is a heavy
material, to settle on 'ts way.

The foreign subsi^mccs which are contained in the clays

in their natural state modify their character according as

one or r^ore of these ingredients predominate. Iron,

which tAists in different states, is one of the most
injurious Bubsta...-cs contained in it, owing to its

colouring pixiperties, and clay to be used in fine earthen-

ware must be almost entirely free from it. Lime may
also cause difficulty, as ^though in its pure state it is^

infusible, when combine^*with alumina, silica, or alkaline

silicates it is very fusible.

Its two Chief ingredients are then silica or alumina.
The foriaer can be easil3i obtained in the form of sand,
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flint, or quarti^
;

byt ammina is not found in a pure

state, and only oxasts^ as a (X)mponent'part of clay.

Pure silica is refractqiyD'but liaJs great^ alHnity for ®

alkaline niatter with w’hich it forms vitreous compounds.

Too much silica in ware makes it brittle, and unable to

stand sudden changes of temperature, the very qualities

that alumina gives, and from it clays also derive their

power of absorbing water and their plasticity
;
and yet,

in its pure state, these are qualities that alumina does

not possess, although it be finely ground and mixed with

water. Nor can plasticity be obtained by mixing silica

and alumina jH.the same proportions as they exist in clay.

The means of obtaining plasticity has yet to be discovered,

and plastic materials are relatively few. Pure day is

soft and more or less unctuous to the tCuch, and it may
be converted into a doughy, tenacious, plastic paste,

insoluble in water.

The most prominent physical properties of clay are its

plasticity and its behaviour when exposed to heat. When
slowly dried and exposed to a high temperature it

shrinks considerably and splits into extremely hard

masses, and will not fuse in the most powerful blast

furnace in use in commerce. The stronger the heat, the

more dense, hard, and sonorous the clay becomes,

although generally remaining slightly porous. It

dissolves with difficulty in borax, and forms a transparent

glass at a high temperature. The ingredients which

most affect the character of clay are sand, iron, lime, and

magnesia, and its plasticity diminishes in the proportion

to the amount of any of these non-plastic substances that

jt contains. The presence of sand affects it to the

largest extent, magnesia less, aj^d iron hardly at all.

By firing, the nature of clay is changed, and it becomes

a firm*, compact mass
;
and once rendered anhydrous by

artificial heat, and the water pisviously held inn chemical
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combijiaiion removed, it can mflcr ^egaift plasticity by

Diecbanical mr^ture with water. It^is ypon this property

that it8 omployment ic tJa' pi^paratiou of various classes

of articles dopends.

"^All clays conUacT in drying, and the shjinkago some-

times reaches 25 to 30 per cent in weight. The purest

clays are tho-'inost inf\isible, ard at the same time the

most bablc to fmodure under the influence of iKat. The
iron in clays is often imperceptible before firing, owing

to tlie presence of organic colouring matter
;

but heat

destroys t^c organic matter, leaving revealed the pinkish

or reddish iron stains. Most clays after (ixtpactiou from

the mines are “ wcatlierod ", tliat is, exposed in the open

for a considerable period
;

the sun disintegrates the

mass of clay and the rain evonsolidates it again, which

seems to some extent to diminish the contraction of ihei

clay when it is afterwards mixed in the body, and also

to facilitate manipulation. The longer it is weathered

tlie better it is.

“ Blue " or “ Ball " clays are found in the lower

tertiary cla.ys of Devon and Don ctshire, and are dug in

the neighbouiliuod of Wareham and Teigngraco, and
various other places. They are wonderfully plastic, and
very free from iron, ddie former is shipped from Poole,

and the latter from 3’eignmoutli. The Poole clay is

rather richer in alumina than tliat from Teignmouth,

and should oa that account be rather the superior
;

but

in practical result ‘

i y difference is not very apparent.

The upper beds of the clay frequently contain a con-

siderable amount of sand, and the best quality is not

found till some depth hj?s been reached. It is of a
greyish Dluo colour, ditb to organic matter, and is

unctuous and without grit. With moderate heat it

becomes white and remains absorbent, but when subj^ected

to intonse«heat it is rendei^ so hard that it can hardly be
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scratched with* a knife*, it turns yellowish in colour,

becoming non-abeorb^nj.. The fre^ silica in the clay is in

a state of very fine divisionr

Analysis op <^luk Bill Clay at a Tempbrature of 212%

ACCORDING TO HIGGENBOTHAM (MUSPBAT, P. 790).

Silica 46-38
Alumitia . 38-04

Protoxide of Iron 1-04

Lime 1-20

Magnesia .

Water

Another Analysis.

(tiace)

,13-44

Silica
-

50-63

Alumina . 39-74

Lime •42

Magnesia .

Alkali .

•23

2-80

Iron

.

2-35

Water 12-20

The mines from wliich it is obtained are extensive, and

the first operation is to remove the soil which lies on the

top of the clay. The depth of this soil varies according

to the locality, from 60 to 80 feet, and the clay itself is

.covered by a fine bed of sand. The clay is cut out in

blocks, and carefully selected for shipment. The beds of

clay vary from 3 to 6 feet in depth, and with thejncreased

demand, both home and foreign, the industry has

obtained considerable proportions.

One pint of ball clay slip at 24 oz. per pint, contains

about oz. dry material. This weight is merely given as

^a guide, and would vary oonsif^erably with different ball

clays. *

Ball clay loses i|i drying before an ordinary open fire

about* 18 per cent in weight, and after firing in biscuit

oven a further 12 per cent, "Jotal 30 per cent between
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the commercial received *and^the clay when fired.

This clay bef«g' rtlmc^st always stgreS in the open, the

quantity of water will varj^ lyuch, the same clay in

summer and winter varying^ much in tiie ihoisture it

contains. •

*

Its fnijf!ion in tJie mixture for the body is to give

phisticaty and facility in working. It is really the

foundation of tJie body. ‘

China Cliijf, or Kaolin, as it is called by the Chinese, is

a white, or nearly white, earthy substancie, though some-

times with a yellowish or pink tinge, easily pulverised..

It is found in granite soils rich in felspa* /ind contains

a small amount of mica and porphyry. The felspar, its

most important clement, has lost by external influence the

larger j),irt of it» alkali, and has become a kind of earth.

It is found in China and Japan, and in France and
Germany, and several other countries on the Continent, as

also in America. The English supplies are chiefly drawn
from St. Stephen’s and St. Austell, in Cornwall, some
also coming from Loo Moor, near Dartmouth, and a fow
other places.

China clays are prepared in diffeient ways in different

localitie.'?, according to the formation of tho ground, but
the fundamental principle is the same in all : that they

must be thoroughly washed. To obtain this object the

clay inusl be dissolved in larg^ quantities of water, which
it readily does. This result may be obtained naturally

by running the water through the clay deposit itself, or

artificially, by taking the clay from the deposit to the

supply of water. Tho liquid is then run through trenches,

or flumes, over settling pj^s, into which the heavy refuse,,

composed of mica and ^ndocomnosed felspar, sinks by
its own weight to the bottom

;
the ftner part? which is

the china ciay, overflows, and is carried on through sieves

into larg^ central tanks,#where it accumulates. -Wheu
• 0
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the tanks are fillc^athe washing process stops, and the

fine clay is allowed to settle, and is remo^/ed in the slip

or sludge state to wido si allow urying tanks, or it is

dried artillcially on kilns, or hy sloani pi])es ])iissing

througdi tlio 'ianks, and in some places it is enclosed

in perforated cjdinders, which, revolving with groat

rapidity, extract llie moisture. lii'cmaitis drying till it is

sufficiently stiff to ho cut in squares .and removed. It is

sometimes considered necessary to sift sand over it to

prevent any foreign substnnf^cs coming in conhict with it
;

but this has to be scraped off again when sufficiently dry

to prepare itder shipment. In this state it becomes quite

white, and, though not so plastic as ball clay, contains

rather more alumina and less iron, which makes it more

refractory

.

Analysis of China Clay—Lord Playfair (Musprat, p. 789).

Silica 45-62
Alumina, with trace of oxide of iron. . . 40-76
Lime . . 2-17

Potasbia, with trace of Soda . . . . 1-90

Magnesia, Phosphoric traces, and Sulphuric Acid (traces)

Water, with small quantity of organic matter . 9-61

The commoner the clay the more plastic is it, and the

bettor the quality the more careful must be its use, as an

excess of it is liable to cause crazing.

One pint of china clay slip, at 2Gozs. to <i;he pint,

contains about 9 ozs. dry material.

The remarks on this subject in connection with ball

clay apply with equal force to china clay.

China clay loses in (hying before an ordinary open fire

•about 11 J per cent in weight, and after firing in biscuit

oven a further loss of 11 per ce^t on original weight, or

a total losS of 22} |>er cent.

Its function in the mixture for the body is ^ make the

body White and less Liable to biftak under a heavy weight
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or eudflen chang’es of t-emperatiire. I^aLso oounteracts tho

want of plastic^ij in flint, tho othou whitening- material.

Class II.-•-Glass-forming Materials.
•

Cliina. or Cornish stonc'J is a granite in which tho

constihicnt felspar has been only paiiially decomposed,

and retains siiffident alkaline silicate to render jt fusible.

Deposits of this stone intersoot tho granite hills in

Cornw^all beneath the mines from which china clay is

obtained.
.
Pegmatite, from which is obtained the chief

source of china clay, is a form of the san^Q rock, but in

a more advanced stage of decomposition. It is (piarried

and shipped direct from the mines without further

prejiaration there*.

Analyses of Cornish Stone.

Silica . . 72-78 74-34
Alumina . 17-22 18-46
Lime . . 1-40 —
Magnesia . 0-31 0-24
Alkali . 6-49 6-

Iron . traces traces

Water . , 1-64 0-96

These would bo average samples, but Cornish stone

varies very much, especially in the amount of lime and
alkali it contains.

As it can be easily fused it is found to be a useful and
cheap flux and can be ground with greater facility than
felspar.

It is ground very fine in mills with block stone runnei^,

and it ls of importance tliat the mill-stones should not
contain iron, or, as they wear down, minute particles of,
the iron will be mixed,*with the ground china stone.

Fuller particulars as to grinding are^iven in 'the Note
on Flint, p.*21. No material requires more careful study
than china stone, as it vanies so much in the proportions
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of the fusibib ma^prial it contaiiLS, and therefore one

sample will melh much more easily rhan another, or in

technical lang-iia;^c, is “ so^Ucr It varies in a})pearance

.

greatly after grinding, and when mixed with water at the

same weight t;)cr pint one sample will be quite thick and

almost sludge, while the other will be comparatively

speaking thin. When fired at ordinary hiscuit heat by

itself the surfacte becomes smeared and the interior

slightly vitrified
;

at intense heat the whole mass would

melt. A certain amount of a ^^imilar stone comes from

Jersey, but it is “ soft” and has a slightly pinkish tinge

which betrqy^'4. the presence of rather more iron than is

desirable.

One pint of china stone slip at 32 ozs. per pint contains

about 19 ozs. dry material.

Cornish stone, that is to say, ground stone that has

been dried for shipment, loses in drying before an

ordinary open fire about 6 per cent, and after firing in

the biscuit oven about 2 per cent of the original weight,

or a total loss of 8 per cent.

Its function in the mixture for the body is to render

the ware m6rc compact and of a closer texture
;

in fact

being a flux to bind it together and to give it a good ring.

Class III.—“ Indifferent Substances.**
«

Flint contains moisture, an organic substance, and

occasionally iron. Its ohemical Formula is Si O2 . It is

found in the upper strata of the chalk, and the best

quality seems to come from Saint Valery en-Caux, near

Dieppe, in France. Those nodules are preferred which

are blueish black and whicK^are free from iron and

incrustation, as t^e ligllter coloured ones do not calcine

perfectly white, which indicates the presence of oxide

of iron.
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SiLca is, a^er uxygen, the mosf widely distributed

material on the eartli’s* erust. In* this particular form it

is found in irtregulaY shaped nodules weiji^hing fjom a few
ounces to several p«ands. To facilitate the grinding of

these masses they are first^calcined in upftght fumaoes
like ordinary .••lime-kilns, and during this process it is

better that the material to be calcined should^ be kept
apart from the combustible

;
this is easily accomplished

by liaving across the kiln a series of small fire-brick

arches just sufficiently close to each other to prevent the

nodules of flint slipping down into the fii-o-hole.

Though raanj manufacturers mix cloan*slS,ck with the

flints to insure complete calcination, fhe flint is thus

rendered white ,and disintegrated and splits in all

directions. It is then passed through an ordinary stamp
mill or a stone crusher, by which means it is crushed
suflicienily fine to be put on the mill to be ground. As
was pointed out in connection with Cornish stone, great
oaro must be observed in the selection of mill-stones

whi(“li have neither colouring matter nor on excess of lime
in them. The flint is ground in various sorts of mills,

but the most usual is that with water and stone block
runners. Attempts have been n»n.de to grind it dry and
also to disinlegiate it by means of steam jets, but the wet
process is still the one ini gi3nera»l use. It should be
ground until it is of an impalpable fineness, and until it

becomes a greyish white liq; >1. and should then be
tested for finenass by passing through a fine silk lawn.
Many potters prefer doing their own grinding, as they

are then sure of the materials they are using. The
grinding of pottery mateffials lias in England become a*
trade by itself, and in tHb Potterios district bot^ flint and
stone are s^ld by the millers in slop i^ate at a weight of
about 32 ozs. to the pint. ^But they are to be obtained dry
for forei^ requirements especiall_x.
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The proper p^riiitKnf^ of both flint and stone, in fact of

all materials whidh aTe required in a fine State of division

in earthenware, is of tlio ilimost inn])ortancej and upon it
*'

depends not only the facility of Avoyking^ and plasticity

of the body, but the ultimata quality of the ware. Caro

should be taken that the runners in the mill do not always

run in the same circle, or they will work grooves in the

lower stones, and when new runners are substituted they

will not work down into the grooves, and the result will

be improperly ground material. Both runners and

nether-stones will require constant attention and picking

or roughing*.

The mills should not be charged loo heavily at first

starting, nor should they be driven too fast or the material

will not go under the stones, but he carried round with

them. At most English factories the bottoms of the

mills are paved Avith “Welsh Eunners”, which ore

replaced as they are worn down—the grinding stones

being Derbyshire Chert. Only the water absolutely

necessary for the grinding should bo introduced, as an

excess will increase the time occupied in grinding, and

care must be taken that the material does not become too

hot, which would indicate that the stones wore being worn

aAvay excessively and foreign matter would thus bo

introduced into the material ground. Towards the finish,

when the material is getting fine, care must be taken lest

the stones get sot, wheni there will bo a break-down.

Fineness can be tested by the expert by trying it between

his teeth or nails, but the silk or wire lawn is always

tlio safest and surest test. When flint is required extra

• carefully ground it Avill be ^ well to run it off into

settling tubs, gradually drawing off the fine flint held in

suspension and allowing the coarser to sink to the bottom.

This latter can then bo returned to tho mills for

regrinSing.
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Pliiif, wheji suLmiticd to tiio iJcs^J; of tfio oven, always

bill as wliito ;• it bas^i very small,anv)unt of contraction

and its wlijtenos:^ lii'dps larg^jly, to correct yellowness in

the ball clays. •

One pint of •dint at 32ozs. to the piiit^ contains about

20
J,
o/s . ory^ matcrml

.

Flint, wlicii sold j^round in the dry state, loses by

dryino' before an ordinary lire about 31 ])or ceii^t, and after

firing' in biscuit oven the loss is hardly ajipreciablo, thci’O-

fore the total loss may be taken as 3j per cent.

Its function in the mixture for the body is to give

whiteness and prevent excessive and unequy,! contraction.

Ci.Ass IV.
—

“ Holouring Agents.’’

dohalt stain, for improving the colour of the body. In

whatever projiortion the materials for the body may be

mixed, the body, after firing*, will have a yellowish tinge

caused by tlie presence of oxide of iron in the clays which,

however pure they nniv be, almost always contain traces

of it combined in .such a manner that it is impossible to

free the bo:!y completely from it even after taking all

possibh^ prccaullons by passing it over magnets, etc.

To remedy this a small quant ’ty of oxide of cobalt,

technioiilly cuIIikI “ rtain ’’,'^is added to the body when
mi.xod. It is difficult to state the jireciso date at which

oxide of cobalt first entered ii.io the manufacture of glaze

or ceramics. It was employed in the infancy of the art

by the Chinese, Persians, Arabs, and Egyptians. Cobalt,

being of a boaiitif'd dgt;p blue colour and being one of

the few colours which ^letain their beauty at the highest

temperature of ceramic ovens, acts# by neutn'alising the

yellow tfhge of the oxide of iron, much in the same
mannei* as the blue-hagp used in laundries for whitening
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linen, and gives a pure white appearance
;

it

is a grej metal, lil«3 silver when it ,^s polished, and melts

at about the same temperatikre as irbn.. It is,not affected

by air or Vater at ordinary tempei^atures, and is found

chiefly in Hungary. It is not used coirnnercially as a

metal, and it is obtained in its purest form as a by-

product of nickel.

Oxide of cobalt is generally obtained in two forms :

the black oxide, and the prepared oxide of cobalt, which

has already been calcined. It must be very pure, as the

least trace of nickel in it would cause discoloration.

>

The black oj^ido has about 10 per cent more colouring

power than the prepared. It ks u.sual to reduce the

colouring power of cobalt by fluxing it in the following

manner :

—

6 lbs. black oxide.

^
pO lbs. cobalt||

6 ,, prepared oxide,
( j

5 ,, flint.

5 ,, flint, J t 5 ,, stone.

This mixture should be calcined in a sagger in the

hardest part of the biscuit oven. It is of blackish grey

tint on entering the oven and becomes when fired to the

required heat of a dark purplisli tint. It must then be

carefully ground in water and passed through a very fine

lawn. It is of the utmost importance that the stain be

properly ground to an impalpable fineness
;

should

any insufficiently ground stain pass into the body,

after firing, the ware will be seen to contain little blue

specks.

,
It is generally used at about 1^4 ozs. to the liquid half

pint. The quantity of stain to b^ used varies, of course,

with the colour and quality of the ware that is to be

produced. Ivory coloured or cream require* little or

none
;

white a considerable quantity. As it depends on
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the colour of> tlie. clay^^, the only irtciins of determining*

the quantity nooetseal’y is to mddi' t'i’ials witli varying

quantities <jf stain in tlie bofty till, after firing, the tone

of (tjlour roquiroti has been obtained.

(.bie pint of stain at 28 ozs. to the pint*contains about

11 ozs. dry material:

Its function in the nlixturo of the body is to counteract

the oxide of iron and make tlie ware white.



CHAPTER nr.

THE MIXTURE OF THE MATERIALS FOR THE BODY.

It will be as well to roeiatc our requirements in the

body. ,

It must bo sufficiently j)liistic </0 be easily workable. It

must bo sufficiently infusible to prevent collajise in the

ovens, but sufficiently fasiblci to become dense and

sonorous. It mast have sufficient stability to resist

excessive contraction and must not become crooked. It

mast be sufficiently free from coloiu’ing matters to become

clean and white after firing’.

To obtain these results the already mentioned materials

have boon selected for their various characteristics, whicJi^

it will be as well to restate also.

Ball Chtj. As the foundation and to give plasticity.

Flint. To give whiteness and prevent excessive

contraction,

China Clay. Also to give whilenoss and make the body

loss likely to break uiuler a heavy weight or sudden

changes of temperature. To counteract the wont of

plasticity in flint.

Cornish Stone. To render the ware more compact,

closer in texture, to bind it*, together and to give

it a good ling. \
OxicU of* Cobalt. iTo improve the colour of the finished

article.

Water must here bo mentioifod as although'it only
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f( rm.s part of Jlic compo-sition tho ware in some

msufficioiilly lired ])ioeo, and mask therefore be considered

non-existwit in a hnislied pibeo of line carl henware, yet it

must bo used mix the materials to j^ivo them the

necessary soft^iess for ohiainiiig' the pla*'f»ieity required in

tlic manufacture. • A knowlcdg^e of the analysis of the

water used is also iieeeissary, as it may contain substances

which would combine with clays in an* unexpected

manner, such as magnesia, soda, lime, &e.

These materials have then to be mixed in such a

manner o.s to combine artificially the alumina and silica in

other and different proportions to tht!t •in which they

already exist in order to foTin other and bettor wares than

would result from these materials in their present state,

even if ware could be made from them without a mixture,

and to remove any existing’ matters from them that could

bo detrimental to that object.

The quantities of each rnatfu’ial used in the mixture

vary considerably in different manufactories, and it is

evident they must so vary according as the physical or

chemical natures of law materials vary, and therefore

reci])es and even analysis of wares are of very little

practical use, and tho only object for which they can

serve is to put tho experienced and educated manu-
facturer in the A\ay of making experiments and trials

which*may lead him to obtain tho object ho has in view.

Tho annexed formulae are 'given merely to explain the

system of manufacture
;

and because they have given

satisfactory results in these proportions it does not follow

that the result would be equally satisfactory with another

set of materials .ad urfder other and different conditioais.

The only possible way of obtaining a mixture suitable

to one’s requirements is to experinfcnt with Ihe materials

under tte same conditions they will have to undergo in

the coinmercial manufllcture.
*
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Body Ft'BMULiE in Wet Inches.

Ball Clay,
Good. Met'iuni. Common.

at 24 ozs! per pint . lO 11 15
China Clay, ,, 26 ozs. ,,,

4 . 8 9 4 8
Flint, « 32 ozs. ,, 6 44 4
Stone, ,, 32 ozs. ,, 24

•

4
24 2

Stain, ,, 2d or 28 ozs. per pinT. None
(In varying proportions with

the colour that is required.)

Thoro are* two modes of mixing * the “ dry ” and the
“ wet ”. In the former the materials are weighed out in

their proper proportions dry, and the advantage of this

method is that all the materials can bo blunged or mixed
up in one “ blunder ”, as the tanks in which the water is

mixed with the materials are called
;
and therefore less

room and less motive power are required, and it may be

looked upon as the cheaper method. But it has this great

disadvantage. The materials absorb water in a difleinnt

degree. Flints vary little
;

stone rather more
;

and
clays a very great deal

;
and if some of the clays are

weathering in the open air, which is almost always the

case with ball clays, the quantity of moisture contained in

them would be -different from day to day and the real

quantity of dry clay in each pound would bo a continually

varying amount. Apart from this, in weighing out large

quantities, which is done in baskets or boxes, it is

exceedingly easy to make a mistake in counting the

number of boxes or baskets as they are being weighed
;

and a mistake in any material of one measure would upset

the whole balance of the mixture.

In the wet system each material is blunged up till the

“slip ”, as the mixture of. material with water is called,

is of a specified weight per pint,‘‘that is to say, either

water or material has to be added tiil the required weight

is obtained.* * For thi^ purpose it is necessary to keep in

the “ slip house ”, scales and a pint pot, and before

making a'inixture every material fcust be weighed *to see
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that its weight is exactly riglifr. ,'^h0 usual weights for

t^ie materials per pint are, f^r JbaU clay 24ozs., china

clay 2G oz^,, flinj; 32 ozs., aiid f^lxine 32 ozs. Stain varies
;

but anything from 25 ozs. to 28 07x>. would be a suitable

W'uglit. As 4.]iose are the net weights^a counterweight

the exact equivalent of the pint pot is required in the

other side 'of the scale. Aftm* each mateiial is weighed
the pint pot must be washed before proceeding to weigh
the next material. The weights of the various materials

are so different that, were this not done, a small quantity

of the previous material weighed would be left in the

bottom or stick to tho side of the pot, <>n^ thus the true

weight of the Jater material would not bo ascertained. It

is I.I.ereforo necessary to see that the materials are

wcigiiod exactly, as it will at om^e bo perceived that a
difference, though small in a pint pot, would be very

large when run into the mixing ark or tank.

In t'ormor days, and in some manufactories to-day,

where the newest appliances have not yet been introduced,

the materials are mixed wdth tho water in open tanks and
blunged up by hand ’''dth long wooden implements like

hoes or rakes
;
but in lactories wlioro machinery has been

introduced the materials are ndxed in octagonal iron

blungers, covered at the top with wooden covers in which
there arc doors tho admks’ n of the material, while
a pip* or trough is connected with them for introducing
the water.

In the Staffordsliire Poliuiios, flint and stone are sold

by the various millers in tho slip elate at about 32 ozs. to

the pint, so that the materials to be blunged up are the
ball clay and th^ chigia clay

; but to the two blungers
necessary for these ,hiust bo added a third for the
scraps ”, as the broken pieces of clhy ware. Clay shavings

from thfe turner’s and bits of clay cut off in the various

processes of manufactlire are called, of which there is
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always a proportion^ !|,ddod to each rnixin^^ as, having

alrea/dy once been •workQ.d up, it feenie to give more
oon.sistency and facility in Wjrking, ‘to ,the body.

These reAiarks apply only to scrapes in their moist

state, as should •they bo allowetj to dry hard the reverse

will bo the case, and a body remade from dry scra})s

only will work “ short ”, that is, would be wanting in

plasticity. ‘Being of the same component parts as the

mixture, scraps do not much affect the composition of

the body, whether they enter in a large or small quantity,

and though not a matter of great importance, they are

blunged up to.afhout 20 ozs. per })int. In manufactories

where the flint and stone are bought in the dry state, those

would also require blunging, which would necessitate in

all five blungers : ball clay, china clay, flint, stone, and
scraps, unless a dry mixing were used, which would

necessitate the weighing out of each material separately,

though tliey could afterwards be mixed in one blunger.

The woigdits per pint of the different materials which

are here mentioned have not been assigned merely

arbitrarily
;

but from long experience it has been found

that at these weights the materials are generally best

held in suspension in the water and mix together easily.

If too much water were added, the materials being in

themselves of dift’erent specific gravities would be inclined

to keep apart and not so readily mix. It would al!,o take

longer to pass through the presses, and thus cause greater

destruction to the press cloths.

The modern blungers, as we have said, are octagonal

iron tanks, which with advantage may be paved, and are

asranged with shafting underneath them, connected with

the motor-power. To this shafting are attached by cog-

wheels the 'shafts oi* spindles which pass through the

bottom of the blungers and rise a little above the top of

them. On these shafts the (hollow* cylindrical tubes which
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carry the blade*^ n‘^cc6sary to tBo maUTrial are

koy'^'l and scqjirofl fipm .slippni|j^ ydtji a sot ])iii. The

blades are ^sot at aw an^l(;^ on the priiici])le of the

J^LL-NmER.

Archimedean screw, anS the material is, therefore, being
continually raised to the top of the blunger, whete iron,

eplash-boards with hole%in them are bolted to th© sides,
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and the slip is dashed down again to the bottom
;
and

this process is coi|lmued till the material is thoroughly

mixed with the water. It i(? of importance to see that the

set pin is ’-veil screwed up, or the cylinder may in working
slip down tho^shaft, which at least woi\ld result in the

breaking of the blades or the cylinder, and might cause

a serious breakdoAvn.

If the fbnt is blunged, it is as well to churn up only the

quantity required for the mixing, so that when the flint is

run off only a small quantit]y is loft in the blungcr. Flint

has a nasty way of scliting at the bottom very hard, and if

there is much 4]int in the blungcr, and the mixing blades

get buried in it, it is almost impossible to move them,

and if the engine or motor power were started suddenly

something must give, and if it is not the blades it will

be some of the cogs out of the wheels, or it may caujsie

damage to the shafting itself. Therefoix? the blungers

should always bo started with cure, and should not be
overloaded with materials before starting.

It is as well to have the blungers erected so that some
of them will run one way and some the other

;
this is of

no importance 'as long as the cylinders carrying the blades

have been cast to run the way required, and it certainly

tiikes considerable strain off the shafting. Blungers are

sofnetimos on a floor above tlio mixing ark, but the

general arrangement, on account of the quantity of

material required to load themj, is to place them on the

ground floor, though about one foot above the flooring,

the mixing arks being excavated and built below the floor.

The simplest metliod for running the materials into the

mixing ark is to have a tirough ^carried along the front of

1;he blungers, having their valwes fofl drawing off the

material ^fitted in i^-. The trougli should slope slightly

towards the point where the exit to the mixing ark is

made, and there should be boards fitted in the trough in
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f^roovos betwoon each blungit'r * wliich cafi bo put in and

out a*s may bb^recjuiml for the runninj*^ oft of the difforent

materials. The exit should b*c in the bottom of the

trough, an(l should be covered with a coai'fte lawn, or

rather sieve, iq catch any improperly blunged lumps or

foreign matters whii'h afterwards might get into the

valvovs or clacks of ’the pumps.

We may now suppose that, all the different materials arc

blunged up, and liavo been weighed and found correct.

They have now to 'fe run info the mixing ark, which is

below the floor-level. These arks arc made either bricked

and comeiifed over, or built with nicely |pcod bricks and

cement
;

and they have fixed in the cenlre large iron

fare’ rntached to a spindle, and to a shafting running

oveihead, and can be fhrown ni or out of gear as required.

Arks built of an octagonal shape are the best, as it aids

the mixing of fho materials ; wliereius, if louiid, the Ians

are likely to carry the materials lound and round, and

they do not get such a good mixing up.

There ar<' many ways of measuring the projiortions of

the materials into the ark
;

in some cases the number of

inches requiianl of each uiatorial is marked on the side

of the ark iksolf
,

in others it i« registered on the wall

of the slip-liouse by a weight attached to a float in the

ark. But. ]a rlmps the simplest and most accurate is an

ordinary deal lath about aii inch vsquare, planed smooth,

and with nails dri\ . n in at right-angles at exactly the

heigiit in inches required b. • nih material. The lath is

placed upright in the ark, and the materials are run in

one bv one, and each up to its nail driven into the lath or

“mixing staff If the„ light is not good, a small lame

or lantern can be lowei^ into the ark, so that the nails

can bo easily seen, and the flow of mslorial cut eff as soon

as the liquid rises to the nail. It really should bd cut off

just before it reaches tli« nail, as a little material will bo
D
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left ill the trou^hf \v]ji(‘b fijust Lo carofiilly scraped down

into the mixing ai;lt l,)eforo the next iMterial is drawn

off. This applies especially flint and stone
;
and with

reasonable 'care mistakes are impossible, We therefore

consider wet irpxing is the most acouia/e, and by far

the safer of the two methods. * It is nsual to run in ball

clay first, then china clay, flint, and lastly, stone. This

order rather assists the mixing, os the two heavier

materials are put in last, and would, therefore, be inclined

rather to fall through the others.

Our mixing is not yet quite finished, as wo have to

add the stain,^ which is the last operation. After the stain

has been carefully ground and lawnod, the quantity

decided on for the mixing is carefully weighed and passed

through another lawn intx) the mixing ark, and tlie vessel

containing the stain is washed with more water, and that

water passed also through the lawn into the mixing, so

that none of the stain is left behind. Cai'e should bo

taken that the stain does not dry or cake on the side of

the vessel, as, if any little grains of dry stain go into

the mixing, it is sure to show up afterwai-ds in little

blue specks on the wiire
;

in fact, causing the same

imperfection as if the stain had been insufficiently

ground.

I'he mixing being finished, the fans are started, and

the clay slip from the scrapi blunger run in. ^ Should

a larger amount of scraps tJian usual be used, the mixing

may require a slight additional quantity of stain, as if

a mixing of scraps alone were made, it would probably

be found that, after firing, it would not be quite such

^ good colour as fresh made body, owing, no doubt, to

the scraps getting dirty in working. When all the

materials Imve been«sufficiently mixed, the slip is pumped

by an ordinary pump, driven from a shafting into the

lawns. < These lawns are either? silk or wire, and are
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fix'^d on ash hiwn rims. Tliey Tiro no^w usually arranged

in a lawn boxn on*e alx)ve the oth' in two or thix'o th rs,

two lawns in each tstr. A hiok,

attach (id to an eccentric is fixed

to eacli lawn, wliich pulls Ihoin

backwards ^and Ibrwaixls over

glass slides,’ which ofior little

resistance to their movcni'^nts,

the motive power Ix'ing obtained

by belts from a shading. The

stream of slip is regulated by

two val\os at the top, and the

quantity of slip that jiassas magi

be arranged according to the

class 01 body and the fineness nf

the lawns. The numbers of tlie

silk lawns used are It’s and

IGs, the coarsest being above,

and the finest below. IS’s are

sometiiLOS used, but it would

take considerably longf'-*' tx> pass

a body through so fine s. iawn.

There are gauges made for

testing lawns in the form of a

square apertum with a magni-

fying glass fixed ab^ve it, and

by placing this on ... lawn the

number of thread^ can

counted in this given space, and

compared with other lawns. It

may be taken as a general rule

that wire lawn of a* given

number of threads will sieve

Slip Pump.

finer than •a silk lawn of the same number, probably

because the silk gives a little, and allows particles to go
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through, which^ho w^ire* lawns, being more rigid,would not

allow to pass. Wire la^vns last longer, artd should be more

economical, though their fiwt cost i>*j rather higher. The

lawns have to bo washed from time to time, as tiio sieving

Two-TIER Lawn Box or Sifter.

is progressing, to get rid of the dirt which they extract

from theeclay, and, of course, the finer the lawns the

more dirt will be extracted from the slip, and(, therefore,

the finer lawns that can bo used, taking into due regard
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th< tiino if. Inquires fx:) pass ilirougA? tJio better for the

body, and apart from obtaining,- A doanor body, tLere

is no bettoifc niotbed of inixing- tJian by passing through

lawns und by tlio.iiu'thod boro (lescribcd tho sli}) passes

thiougljL two of tlin'o of tiieiii.- It is ^^clI to bear in

mind tliiit lawns, thougli sliowing- tJie maximum size of

the particles })assed tbrough, do not show Uio minimum.

(Ihojn tlioso lawns it passes down to the “ tinished " aide,

whicli is of similai- oonstniction tx> the mixing pot, or

a^’k, also with r'^volving fans in it.

In passing dcAvn, the slip is carried through a box

in whirh are plaiod a quantity of eloetTie or ordinary

horsf-shoe magnets, the more the bettor, and as the slip

passes f hroupli it must at some 2>oriod of its course come

111 coiitad witb the poles of uiio of the laag^nets, and any

litUo ])articlcs of iron ttiat are free in the sli])', either

originating in the imitcrial fhemselves or ])icked up in

])assing’ fhrougli the machinery, will .stick U) the magnets,

and on { arofully Avashiiig the latter in water and iiolding

thoni up to the light f,Iio iron can b(^ soon sticking tx>

them. Magnets may .J > be ...t'jiched to the fans in

the finished ark if considered neoessary.

It is of great impoiixinoo Ilia all the iron possible

should bo ertracted fiom the slip a^, eyen should the

iron not cause little browii^.--| '( or specks in the ware,

it is Lsuie to make ii of a yellowish tinge. It is, there-

fore, necessary to keep the inaenots well cleaned and up
to strength. If horscsiioe magnolh, tliey will want
constantly strengthening by a king magnet, and, as by
oontimial cleaning the marks of the different polos arel

obliterated, it is well'’!) have the mark of tlio nortli#

pole deeply filed in, s(;k as to avoid mailing mistakes as

to the polos when remagnetising iwith the kipg. If

magnets haye to be remagnotised, which they 'will require

^bout once a week or b8 to keep tlieiii up to tMh mark'^
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place two mag-nete 'ilat* on & board or in a frame with

their contrary polos touching' each other. Then place!

the north-pole of the next to wiiat is the

eouth-pole of one of the mag^ncts to be strengthened, and

move the king*round and round over the magnets, always

in the same direction, till they have rooovercd sufficient;

force.

In the majority of poiteries iron pipes and pumps are

in use, but iron is sucli a fruitful source of discoloration

Filter Press.

in ware that it is better, although the first cost is much
heavier, to have enamelled or copper pipes and gunmetal

pumps and connections, &c.

The manufacture of the body in tJie slip state is nowi

(.complete, hut it is in far too liquid a form to he of anyj

use in making ware, and so sufficient water must be*

extraqted'to leave the clay in the doughy, plastic mass

necessary for working.

Thefe ore throe ordinary vfe.ys of dping thi^.
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first is by youirng* the slip iiitb plaster moulds,

viiich gradually absorb the moi^diwc iroan the clay. This

is cosily, Qp accojLLiit of tlio viuaiitity of moulds required,,

and slow, in fact ^juit© unsuited to the production of clay

on a large sc^e. - ,

'The second method is by heat : a large shallow tank

is made, sometimes 80 to 100 feet long, tlio bottom being

made of fire-clay quarries or tiles, and having flues

running underneath it. The chimney is a^t one end,

and the fire-hole at the other : and as the heat increases

the himiidity in the clay is driven ofip. This method is

still practised in some works, but the idi^advantage of

it is the expense for fuel, and the fact that the kiln can

only bo filled onco, and, therefore, the chry 'made once

in a day. It is then also tather a slow method of pro-

duction, and, no doubt, mil gradually die out before the

modern system of the filter press.

This is the invention of Messrs Needham and Kyto.

The press is foriinxl of a series of wooden trays. The
frame consists of a frame of teak, oak, or other hard
wood, and a body of groo"’ed and sunk half an inch

boiow the frame on eacih side, so that when one tray is

placed on edge against another, ^ hough the frames, which
are about 2k inches wide, fit closely together, there is

a space left bet wren the b^dir of the two trays, which
forms u. chamber about 1 inch dec^p. The grooved blocks

should have a space of } inch left between them in

every 6 inches, to allow Tor vkk swelling of ilie wood (whoii

wet, and also to allow the water exuding from the cloths

to escape. Each tray measures about 2 ft. lin. by,

6 ft. 5 in. by iu. Tl^e framework of the two end trays

is much stronger thai^'the others, and on the outside of

them thick pieces of hard wood called knee<i are bolted

t)n
;

thdse extend a little above and below the trays,

and have a deep notch Aif ip them both above and below

;
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these notches are ufvally faced with iron, and the iron,

rods wliich pa^s fK)in l^acJi to front of the press for

screwing it tightly together, lit into iheui.

The usual number of chainbeus in thej)ro»ssos is twenty-

four, though fimaller ones are used if only small

quantities of clay arc requinxL A twenty-four cliamber

press, when screwed up together, moasurt^s about 7 ft. 6 in.

by 6 ft Gfn. by 2 ft., and has six iron rods above and

six below to screw it up. For convenience this rect-

angular block of trays is j)laccd on a stand formed by

two beams hold together by cross })ieces, raising tlie press

about 15 in. frfttu the lloor. When the press is nearly

“ up ” the pressure sometimes is so gix'at that the nuts

have boon known to strip the screw otf the rcxls, and fly

off. The worms shoiikl, therefore, bo cut very deep, and

it is as well to have a sheet-iron shiekl to hang over the

front of the jiross if the workmen have to be continually

passing in front of it.

Before the trays forming tlio press arc put up and

screwed together, the press cloths, winch are the moans

by which the clqy is to be obtained, are carefully arranged

in them. These cloths are nuide of the best cotton

material, strongly and evenly woven to resist pressure,

an4 are often firepai-ed with chemicals before using, to

prevent rotting, as they are specially liable to a sort of

vegetable mouldy growth which soon destroys thera. The

cloths thus dressed oertoinly, last longer than undressed

ones, and a dressing properly applied, which does not

stop up the interstices of the cloth, appears to have no

undesirable effect. Clotlis should be numbered and dated

ftfid a book should bo koj^t in w^>ich tlie dates on which

they are put into use is noted well os the dates on

which cloths are repaired. By this moans the quality

and their duration in use can be ascertained and careless-

ness and waste can be checked. *•
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"^Tnloss carefully looked after, dothf will form a very

heavy item in slip house accounf-s.* A press cloth with

proj)er treatnient should last «,hoiit four months or more.

The elolhs are placed on the trays and doiflded over

evenly
;
when doubled they should overlap the bottom

of th<5 trays about 9 inches, and the -Ido about 6 or 8

inches. These overlapping^ edges are careiiilly folded

up till they lie perfectly flat in the chamber inside the

frame of the tray, thus really forming a bag. Care must

b^ taken that the ch-th does not get betw'een the frames,

as, when the jiressure is applied, it wall be cut and the

clay will escape. •-
,

It is by far the- best to have two cloths, the outer one

next the woodw’ork being inu(*h coarser, generally of

Ifcs^^mn, and merely fo ])!’(;:, ‘ct the inner cotton cloth,

d'hoy are put in the tray together and folded at the same

time. Near the centre, but n little to the right or loft of

it, in alternate trays, and at the point. whoi*o the cloth is

first doubled, a gim-metal tube is attached to tin. cloth,

and passes through the frame of tlie trays, and it is by
this tube that the clay introdr'^wl into Oie bags which
the cloihs folded as> deserilx'd, now form. The metal tube

really passes between the frames '* two trays, a sufficient

quantity of wood being cut aw'ay to admit of its passage

between tbeni. Th. lube is hod to the cloth by a
nut and It is as well to have a coiijile of flannel washer;s

each side of the cloiii to prevent the tube nut fraying it.

A gain-motal or sometimes galvanised iron stand-pipe is

placed across the press from back to front communicating
with the supply-pipe from the press pumps. To the

stand-pipe are att- '^hed guu-raetal nozzles which are at*

the requisite distance o^" each side of it to be connected

to the metal tubes rising through the tray fr^fmes from
the bogs or cloths. Each nozzle has a tap to it, so that

any one chamber can be Aut off without interfering* with
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the charging* of tlja-ot^Iicrs. This is necessary in the case

of a cloth bursting-.
. ^ ,

*

There are several form!! of no^zloj?, but. the best one, •

is made 'in the form of an ordina^i-y tap and is far

stronger and*, less likely to ^got out of order- than the

zig-zag shaped one that has been generally used. The

nozzle is joined to the metal tube by a grooved attach-

ment recjuiring only half a turn with the spanner to

connect it. The nozzles have a certain amount of play

where they join the stand-pipe, so that tliey may come

exactly over the metal tubes in the trays. When a press

is being tgken down, after the nozzles have been

detached, it is necesslary to lift up the stand-pipe in

order to take out the trays
;

it is therefore as well to

have an iron hook from the roof at tbo front of the

press and about two feet above it
;

Ihc end of the stand-

pipe can then be raised and the hook attached to it.

For this reason the stand-])ipo must have a slight amount

of play whore it joins the supply-pipe. The height it

has to be raised is only what is necessary just to clear

the tube in the bade tray, so the movement is really

very small.

The principle of the pross is filtration by pressure ;<

that is to say, the clay slip is pumped by force pumps

through the stand-pipe into the cloths formed like bags

in the chambers of the press. The bags retain<^the clay,

as the cloth is too fine to allow it to pass
;

but the

water filters through, coming out perfectly limpid, and

leaving all the material it before held m suspension in

the cloths. In some other manufactures the presses are

used in exactly the opposite manner for filtering moist

substances
;

the refuse remaini^ig in the cloths and the

transpai^t liquid flowing from the press is collected.

When no more water will trickle through, and it is clear

jio further material can be (Jriven in^ the pumps are
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st^^pped, the press is disconne^‘tod,'teJj|^n down, the cloths

Uii folded, and •the* clay taJeen oiij. * •

The clay .is foiynori in tl^ clothe like a corrugated

mat about £ of an, inch thick, 5 ft. 3 in. lon^ and 1 ft.

7 in. Avide. The cloth comes easily aAvay*froin the clay,

but it is as ’ft^ell to have a couple rf thickish copper

scrapers in case there is any v^et clay wliitli sticks to the

clotli. The clay mat is rolled up and carried nway, and

the cloths are at once refolded to commence the operation

o^ain. Cloths mu; o be washed regularly, as the pores

in the cloth after a time get stopped up, and the water

not passing freely causes them to burst with Jbhe pressure;

and presses should be kept in thorough order.

Caie is necessary in folding the cloths that they fit

right up to the edges of tin trays
;

if folded too short

or too narrow the cloth lias to take the pressure instead

of the press, and the cloih is sure to burst. Cloths'

should be folded in the press wt, as they contract when
Avet, and if folded in the press dry, though tbc}" api^arently

fit exactly, yet when tlio Avot slip is introducxid they

contract and a burst probab^^ Bur:- ting cloths are

a source of mucli annoyance, and though it may no-t

mean an absolute loss of cinv, ’t is at any rate a loss

of time, and it also moans tiiat the tap of the nozzle,

from iwliich the cliamber cccifa* ling the burst cloth is

fed, inrftt be turn<‘d off : ami, as the other chambers
got tilled, tliere is not the same amount of material in the

chamber with the burst cluiii, and the pressure is not

divided equally over the Avholo press, and this is a fruit-

ful source of strained and warped presses.
' To avmid the in onvonipiioo of warped trays iron presses

have been introduced, hyjt they have not met with general

favour, no doubt OAving to the fear of discoloration from
rust. Th^ clay then has to be pumped from the finished

Ark into the presses, thrdligh the stand-pipe and nozzles,
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by fipocijilly coostitvot^ force pumps worWng' up to a
high pressure, driven from the shafting and, as much

.• Press Pump.

force IS required, the eccentric on the shafting* by which

the pump is worked should be placed as near one of the
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supr>orts carryinj^ iho shafting- Ss -possiblef, and it is an

ad Ktional secimtyio have an incli iron rod bolted to the

siippori, and also to U\e casting* to ivliieh the pump is

fixed, it couiiiorads any tendency the pump inay have

to loice iij) the ^slfafting’, and is conducive to smooth

worhi'ig by giving; more figidity and strengtli. Each

pump is piovided with a safety pressure valve which

only opens when the press is full and cannq^ contain,

any more ^solid clay. Without this valve, which ojicns

and lots the clay bu' : to the ark, either tlie pipes or the

connections would burst.

The supply pipe should have a short niece of pipe

about 3 ft. liigh, closed at the end, fitted uprightly to

a T-joint, near each })ress to act

os ail air cushion and relievo

piessure.

The valves, washers, and rings

of press pum })3 require CitiCiul

attention from time to lime, as the

slip, coi'liiuMlly working through

at high pressure, cuts them up considerably and unless

the pumps are in good ' .iulition ami well fettled the

presses take mucli longei to fill. Emdi press lakes about

an hour and a quarter to till, ihough tlie time will vary

with the comj’xvSifion of the body, ; those containing more
flint will^como up quicker than those containing a large

proportion of ball c! ly, as in tlio former case there is

more dry material per pint iquid slip pumped into

the pres.s. A twenty-four chamber pi’oss will produce
each lime it is charged about 18 cwt. of clay ready for

the pug mill, though Ihj weight will vary according
to the class of body ma»ufacturod. The depth of the

^

trays of presses also va^-ios slightly and thLs ^ould of

course greatly affect the quantity produced.

The floor on which theipresses stand should bejsloped.
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slightly baclv: towjj|xls* a drain le^uling to a tank, so that

the water drijjpijng^ fipni the prosse's om be collected

for use again if required.! A' pan O” two should always'

bo kept diandy in case of a burst *

cloth ' to catch the

escaping &li]),^^\liicli can at once be jxduri]od lo tlie finished

ark to be pumped through aguin. The last o]')oration

to be carried out in preparing the clay for the workmen
is now to bo described.

The clay coining from the presses (or slip-kiln) may
not all be exactly equally moist, and in order to

Pug Mill.

give it consistency and homogeneity, the old sjjstem was
to cut off a piece of clay with a wire and dash it down
on anotlier piece placed on a specially prepared block,

faced with plaster, and this operation, called “ wedging ”,

was repeated till the clay was thoroughly incorporated

and of the same density and moisture. This operation
• is now carried out at a great .saving of labour, by the
pug-mill^ which is not unlike ill action a large sausage
machine. It is cylindrioai in form and mad© of several

castings, so that tlie top parl^ can be unbolted in case
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it sl ould be necospary, to clean* it out An axle runs

through it from, end to end, and to 'i a^o attached blade®,

of iron set at such an angle t^ at, while cutting the clay,

they are oontlnually pressing it fofwaid. •

Thus the jjug js fed from the top to one end, and the

clay is •cui up and squeezed out in a sotid block like

a sausage, about Gin. X 4 in., at the other, and it is

far bettor prepared tmd more equal than ever it could

be if “ wedged ” by iiand. It is as well to have at

the exit of the pug . small wooden stand made with

foiU‘ qr five littio wooden rollers on it on which the

clay block can rest in cx)ming out. The^ clay is then,

cut off with a piece of brass wire in lengtlis as required,

ind is ready for the workman.

Cleanliness and tidiness are absolutely essential in all

parts of a pottery, but in ao place should they be more

insisted upon than in the slip-house. No one except

Lhosd employed in it should bo allowed there, as the

more coming and going the more dut will he brr-ught

in. The clay should be cut off from the pug and w^heeled

Dut to the shops bv (uic man, and distributed by him,

DT should bo put in a plan- whei'e oacb man can help,

himself. But potters should not be allowed to fetch

their clay from tho slip-house.

The slip-iUalrer sliould never bo without a sponge in

his hand-Q In the many opevuiions he has to carry out

there must be slip-spb.shos on hk blungter-doors, troughs,

utensils, &c. While wet they ... he removed with the

greatest ease
;

but if allowoil to dry, it would take

a considerable amount of work, and would then liardly

be done in so satisfactory .a manner. *

^
It is better tliaf maohinciy, utensils, &c., should be

kept well painted, to avoid tlie danger of iron in the

body, and painted in bright red and green any '^hite

splash of clay is at once eean, and con be cleaned off.
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manner one hodyf.t'iau be compared with another. The

'fracture must bo. notiqod carefully, as am air bubble or

grain of material is siiJhcibnt sometimes to cause a break

,

which othe?'wisf* would not have occurred, and the deduc-

tion from the .experiment would be mivsloading. Equality

in moisture and finoness ia also necessary for obtaining

reliable results. When new mat>crials are used, or an

alteratioii in the mixing is made, it is as well to have

all the ware produced from that particular mixture

especially marked, and a note should bo taken of it for

future reference
;
m that should there be any defect

its origin niar bo traced.

The water from the presses should not be allowed to

run away, os, apart from its cost, tliere is always a

certain mount of clay from burst cloths, leakages, &c.,

tnixed with
;

it should therefore be pumped back

to make other mixings, especially in the scrap blunger.

If, howevor^ space admihs, it is far better to have one

or two settling tanks, into which it may be run, and'

as the clay sett'es down the water' may l>e drawn off

and used again, or else it may be run into the drains

without fear of gradually choking them up. It is extra-

ordinary the amount of clay, that may be saved in this

way in the course of a year, ajid should this clay not

be considered sufficiently good to, be remixed with the

best body, it will always serve for common bedy or for

fetilt clay. It is such small ecomomies as these that require

attention, as, though the daily loss of clay may seem small,

at the end of the year it will mount up to many tons.

'Body slip is about 26ozs. to the pint, which, if

thoroughly dried, Would give about 9|ozs. per pint of

dry material.



CHAPTER iV.

THK ]\i\Tt.JALS AND THEIR PREPARATION EOR THE GLAZE.

Although there are many j)ro( e«5ses to he ^-one throuf^h

before the glaze is require ! it will ])or}iai>s bo bettor

to discuss it before ^>roceeding t/> the manufacture of

pieces, a.s many '^f the materials used in the preparation

of the body also form pai‘t of the glaze.

Let us again briefly detino the ixKjuinMtfcifts in glaze.

It miLst be a vitrifiable substance which, when fired,

shall be trans]airent, and neither injure nor be injured

by aT\y colours with whub it may come in conhu t, and
must unite thoroughly with the body. It must be suffi-

ciently hard to revsist abrasion* and should not be easily

affected by acids, and. leave the property of expauling
in nearly the .same ratio a-^ the body,

;
it must fuse at

a lower tonifierature thu-n that at which the biscuit has

already been hred, am* o 'st in f^'^ing .'^pread oquallyi

all over the article to ho glazed. The glaze, besides

adding cleanliness,, gives iin anp ranee which pottery

without it could iiovcr obtain, and it makes many classes

of decoration possd ie, which f' erwdse could not be
attempted. No meiPaon is made of raw glazes, as they
are both unsuited to a higb-cl i'-’'^* article, and unwhole-
some both in their use and Uuj.uufacture. There are,

broadly speaking, three classes of glazes : transparent,

opaque, and coloured. The two latter are geiicTully used
either to cover a h^dy that i'? disagreeable iu colour or*
to give decorative effecte, and the transparent glaze is

the only one that need be discussed in connection with
fine earthenware. The foundations of the glaze are in

principle similar to those of the body.
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Silica in the forrF. of sand, flint and chipa clay, which

are the hard matGrials,^ whic|i are fvisod into glass

by the aid of tinoal, boikcic acM, borax,^ lead, soda^,

china stote, and whiting, &c.

Vitreous matters, to liave a glassy ajppearanoo, must

be raised tto at lea^t a red heat. Pure lead glazes fuse at

about this temperature, but they are soft, can be scratched

with a kni*fe, and are easily attacked by acids . Other glazes

require a much higher temj)eraturo to fuse them, ajid are

much less influenced, by adds, and are far harder.

When substances, either simple or complex, are sub-

mitted to h^jat, there becomes at once apparent a wide

difference in their fusing propeiiios
;
some become liquid

with facility
;

others must be submitted to white heat

;

others, again, only fuse at the very highest tempcratui’os

used in commerce, and there are some that even, in those

circumstancies, do not appear to undergo any alteration.

The contraction, as has already been pointed out, must

be in the same ratio as the body of the ware, in order*

to avoid crazing, peeling, and other defects. As it will

be necoasary. to refer to the propel-ties of the various

materials employed, it will be as well to state what is

meant by infusibility. It is probable that any material

would fuse or volatilise if sufficiently intense heat could

be obtained. But for ordinary purposes any material

which resists unchanged a heat of 1800 C., V)r aboult

3270° F., may be considered infusible. A glaze must

not be too thin, or the ware will Iiave a rough and poor

appearance, and it must also receive a suitable fire, as

defects in glaze are as often due to the firing as to

^the combination of the materials. If the glaze is too

hard, it will not flow well ov^r the whole piece, land

will leave little bare points uncovered, and unless

subjected to very great heat, the ware will have a dull

appearance, and is not “ up ks it is called.
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Jf tlio g-lazp is loo soft, it -will rui_ iown the piece and

ooliect in drops on the edgos, and it will flow the colours,

and give the })attfirns an indefinite smudgy appearance
;

but too much fire, or too heavy dipping, might cause

simdar results.* •

Crazing, which is the most grave defect earthenware

can have, is generally caused by the glaze iccupying

less volume in its fired state, and its consequent inability

to envelope and completely cover the body of the ware

urderneath, and, being unable to stretch, it cracks in

all directions. Pieces with this defect admit through
the crocks any moist or gi’oasy substance \v4iitfh. cradually

decaying in the porous body, turns it yellowish brown,
and gives the piece an unplea.saiit smell, and makes it

thori>ughly unwholesome. Ciadually the piece loses all

ring and, when struck, sounds like a piece of board.

H (xintinued in use, it will eventually fall to pieces.

This defect, among the Chinese, was in certain orna-

mental pieces looked upon as a beauty, but it is probable
that they arranged their body and glaze to obtain this

effect., and that it was not a nn re matter of chanoe.

But, much as this “ crackle ” ware is appreciated in

ornamental pieces by the collectvir, for every-day use
pieces with this defect would oe rightly looked upon,
both by dealer and cons^mei, with anything butJ

approval. Glazes that have a thin appearance after*

tiring, are less liable to craze than thicker-looking ones,

as they can, in the process of firing, should they noti

be properly balanced, absorb sufficient silex or alumina
from the ware, and thus correct to some extent the balance
by annexing some of the* material lacking in their own*
composition. This is »o argument in favour of thin

glazes
;

the potter’s object is to obtain either thin or
thick glazes as he may require them, and to make them
agree with the bodies he is employing.
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TIio njatorials tcod* most f^enorallj ir; earthenware

glazes are : flint “and ohina clay,, which 'may be called

the dry iiiaiorials
;

Cprnish stone, tincal, boi’^i-cic acid,

borax, carbonate or oxide of lead, carbonate of soda (soda

ash), oarbonatf of ])otush (pe;irl-ash), carbonate of lime

(whiling), felspar, &c., which may be called the fluxing

materials.

Flint should be well calcinc'd and ground, as for the

body, and it is of special importance that all materials

entering into the glaze should be finely ground.

It gives hardness, quality, and transparency to the

glaze, and loses in fritting about 3 per C‘ent of its weight.

China Ckni/, in the same state as used for the body. It

gives an ap
2
)carance of softness and depth of tone to the

glaze.

Whiting, or Carnonatc of Lime, is chalk Avliich, in its

pure state, is in fusible
;
butwill fuse ata high tom})erature

when combined with silica, alumina, or alkaline silicates.

It im
2
)roves the colour of the glaze, and makes it. harder.

Cornish Stone in a glaze must bo looked at from two

points of view,’ as both containing some of the elements

of the dry as well as those of the fusible materials.

It will fuse by itself at a high temperature, but at a very,

much lower combined with borax, boracic acid, &c. It

gives solidity to the glaze and affinity, to the body. It

loses about 5 per cent in fritting. ^

'^Tincal is found in Thibet, China, Ceylon, Tartary,

Saxony, Transylvania, Potosi, and other places. Its usual

appearance is that of brownish crystals. That from

Thibet is obtained from a lake at a considerable elova-

' tion
;
and the springs for thtf greater part of the year

being frozen, both tincal and salt are deposited on the

edges.ariil shallows. It contains a considerable quantity

of foreign matter, and for this reason borix is pft^^i

preferred to it. It fuses easily.
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Boracic Acid is obtainod in 'je^^owisn white thin

he: uox)nal scale brittle and sligl^tJ^ grpasy to the touch
;

it is formed one atom of l)0)on and throe of oxygen. It

has bee n largely used in ceramics of late years •and since

its i'lti'oduction glazes have considerably,improved. It
,

is obtuned chiefly from Tuscany, where it rises in vapour
*

jets, and is collected bypassing through tanks nf water
;

and when the water is sutliciently saturated it- is drawn

off and allowed to crystallise. It is eminently fusible.

Ikiracic acid fontain > fifty-seven parts boracic acid and

fcrty-tlirce parts water. Carbonate of soda is generally

used wh(‘n fritting with boracic acid in Ihp proportion

of 44 ^ i)or cent to the acid.

Fntl made with it is of a light yellowish white colour,

hries .S3 jier cent of its wehght, and looks lighter and
clearer than borax fritt. It is diflicult to obtain always

of the stuno purity, and has been largely superseded

by bornx, though by many it is still considered its

superior.

Borau' is unrivalled in i+s properties of promoting fusi-

bility of vitrifiablo compounds, causing them to flow with-

out bubbles or specks, and on acixiunt of its known purity

is preferred by many to lioracic ^’cid. It contains fifty-

three parts soda and boracic *i.cid to forty-seven parts

water. It used to be manufachued from tincal, but the

process ^as slow and expensive. It is now made by
treating boracic acid with eaibonote of soda, and the

price has fallen considerably -l.. is sometimes adulterated

with alum and salt, and, like all other materials, should

be carefully tested and tried before use. All these fusible

materials should carefnby tested for moisture, as some,

of them, especially red* and white lead, absorb water

with avidity, and, apart from the mistakes diat may
arise from* a given weight containing less real material

than it ehould^ it makes a vast difference in the real
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cost price, and 5 p§,r cent more water means a consider-

able reduction in,mq.torial.

Fritt made with borax *'i3 of a bluish-green colour.

It loses about 33 per cent of its weig'ht in fritting. It

gives great brilliancy to a ^laze. ,

Carhomte of Lead, or White Lead, is obtained by

oxidising the metal. The two principal methods of

obtain ingr it are the French and Dutch
;

the former^

by decomposing the basic acetate of lead) by carbonic

acid
;

the latter by bringing in contact the metal steeped

in vinegar with the products of decaying manure.

Earthenware pots are half hi led with vinegar, and lead

shavings or rolls are introduced. The pots are then,

placed in tiers and buried in imyiure. After remaining

some time they are withdrawn, and the white carbonate

scraped off from the metal. It then goes through various

purifying pixiC/Osses. Many modilications have been

introduced, but they are mostly founded on the foregoing

processes. It is of a white colour, insoluble in water,

fusible at a low tem])cratuje.

Oxide of Lead. Red L(;ad, minium. Lead as a metal

is largely distributed, and is sometimes found in the form

of oxide, though generally in the form of galena
;

that

is,, in combination with sulphur. It often contains traces

of copper, iron and silver, and to obtain it pure it must
be oxidised. •

Protoxide of lead is heated to a certain degree in hne

powder, and the flames j)lay upon it while it is constantly

agitated. Oxygen is admitted, and the more oxygen it

will take up the redder it becomes. Two or thitic calcina-

^tions are sometimes necessary k> procure a brilliant red.

It fuses with a little more facility than white load, but

gives a /dightly yellowish appeaaunce to the glaze.

Carhomte of Soda is generally made by treating

$ulphaie of soda at red heat '^ith chalk and carbon in
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ce^'t^n propgrtions. Cominon sa’t* is converted by,

euipliuric acid nnto sulphate of ,aotla, . and is then fired

with sawduj^t or qpar slack, find it becomes sulphurate

of sodium
;
by the,addition of lime, or by the dissipation

of the sulphur l>y roasting'^ it becomes carbonate of soda.

Soda ash is \ised when boracic acid lakes the place of

borax, and it affects. its decomposition very quietly.

Sodium with jiotiksh forms the fusible elemenfe in most

of the alkaline silicates.

Foiash, or pearl ash, is one of the most energetic o^

fluxes. It deoomposas boracic acid at a high teiiipemture.

It exists in combination with silica in Uig felspathian

rocks, but is difficult of extraction. It is largely obtained

by burning vegetable matter in pits. The ashes are

roiiuo'od to tubs, and about " per cent of lime is added
;

water is then intro-duoed, and when it is saturated, is

drawn off and dried in shallow pans. When dry it is

removed, the result being crude potash. It is then heated

in a reverberatory funnel till most of tho sulphur and
the oxcossive water an) driven off. Thoi loss is about

10 to 15 per cent, an ^ the blu’sh white rosiduo which
cxmiaine more carbonic acid than before is tho pearl-ash.

Felspar .—There arc several d’fferent sorts of felspar,

but the one with which we are chiefly concerned is known
as Orthoclase, nr potash variep It decomposes when
subjected to atmos^dieric influences, and its last stages

of decomposition result in China clay.

It is composed oi silica, u^iuinina, potashj, and traces

of lithia, lime, &c., the two former being in very regular

quantities, but the alkalis varying considerably. It varies

much in colour, '*rom g'fccn to yellow, but the fawn-

ooloured is usually prc/erred. At a moderate heat it

smears, and at a great heat it runs down to a transparent

glass. It *comes in decomposition between granite and
china stone, and is very hard and difficult to 'grind.
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It is therefore boUor to calcine it before ,^rindingf. It

gives brilliancy and, a. waxy appearance to glaze. It

is used more in china thanSn eaidheiiware njianufacture.

Ajs regards recipes and mixtures fpr glazes the same
remarks apply as for bodies, and the <examples given

are merely to explain the process.

As the most general syslein of applying the glaze

is by immersion, it is necessary that all the materials

should be capable of being held in suspension in water,

both when being ground and afterwards. Besides,

several of the materials used would <lisfiolve in water,

it is therefore eneoessary first to vitrify them, as in that

state wafer has no effect on them. This is one of the

chief objects of fritting.

Fritting can be carried out in crucibles or even in

saggers in the oven, where only a small quantiity is

required, but for commercial purposes a fritt kiln is

a necessity

The Fritt Kiln is a fire-brick tank in direct contaot with'

the flame. The flames pass from the firo-holc over the

bridge, which, is really one end of the tank and which

separates tlie combustible from the material to bo fritted.

The flames are reverberated down on to, the material,

and then pass out at the opposite end into the flue oi^

stack. The materials are introduced at the top of the

kiln by holes covere<l with fire-clay quarries, t.nd it is

as well to sprinkle ground flint round them, to prevent

loss of heat and the escape of any vapour from the

interior into the fritt house. When ready, the molten

material is run off through a hole in the side of thej

,kiln, the bottom being sloped* towards it to facilitate

the running off. The hole caf^ be closed by an iron

door or plate about in. thick, fitted to a handle. This
door fits closely into the aperture from which the mass
runs, and when replaced the ihterstic^s should be filled
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witli ground to proven^ heat a«d vapour from

esetping. • ’

, i
• * ’.

• Below the Igvel of bottoni of the kiln, opposite the

opening, is a tank o[ water, and the molten fritt is run

by a short, thick .iron spout fixed in the 4)pening into

the wattu ; there should be a conLsln.nt cun-ent of cold

water running ‘through the tank while the fritt is being

drawn oil, so that the water may thoroughly break up

the molten mass to facilitate its grinding aftei^wards.

In fact the deeper the tank, the finer the fritt will be

broken u]). If it wore drawn off without water, it would

form a solid mass of glass which would brf3 difficult to

])reak up and grind. The water should run in low down

in the taidv on one side, and the overflow should bo

on the top on the opposite side, thus obtaining a circula-

tion of cold water through the tank
;

there should also

bo a ])lug in the bottom, to draw off the water when

the operition is completed, to failitate the collection

of the fritt.

Somel lines the fritt will not run out readily, and this

is esjiecially the case with the fi^st charge fritted, and

it has to bo helped out witli iron rods with hook.s at

the end ; this is always rather un -atisfactory as, unless

groat care bo taken, the great Imat of the kiln will fuse

the iron, and bits may fall off irb) the fritt
;
and also

as the brickwork, or. account of the continued heat in

contact with the fusible materials, becomes soft, bits may
easily be pulled away witlr tlm fritt to its detriment.

When once the noces-saiy heat is obtained, it is moroj

economical to continue fritting charge after charge till

a considerable stoc^" is obtained, working both day and
night as long as neces.sa)5r. Fritt kilns, owing to the

continued and great heat to which they are subjected,

require oonstderable repairs and they should always be

done with the very^ best fli%-bricks laid in ground ^nt.
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Sufficient water ii?\ay bo luixed with tha flint to enable

the bricks to bo. laid.
.
This is % bette'r than using fire-

clay or otlior materials, all of which have, more contrac-'

iioii than flint. In ‘

calculating thp oosfl of frifct, after

deducting the known loss^ of weight) in the different

materials, it is advisable to take off a further 3 or 4,

per cent for loss in manipulation.

A.
Friii Mixing. Mill Mixing.

lbs. lbs.

Borax . . . . 120 Fritt 100
China Stone . . 120 Stone 50
Flint . . ,

* . . 60 Lead 50
Whiting . . . 80 2 to 3 ozs. stain if necessary,

China Clay . . . 20 at 25 ozB. to pint.

B.

Borax . . 140 Fritt 90
China Stone . . 75 Stone 100
Flint . . . 75 Lead 60
Whiting . . . 70
China Clay . . . 25

C.

Tincal , . . . . 144 Fritt 90
Stone . . . . . 84 Stone 25
Flint . . . . 66 Lead 85
Whiting . . . 48 Flint 6
China Clay . . . . 24

D.

Boracio Acid . . . 88 Fritt 11
Soda Ash . . . 39 Stone .

•
. . 6

China Clay . . . . 37 Lead . . . . . . 4
China Stone . 75
Flint . . . 75
Whiting . . . . . . 62

Weighing-out jor Fritting .y—When the composition has

been decided upon, the first l^peration is to weigh out

the m^rials. This is usually done with an ordinary

steel yard and a weighing box, the latter of a? size suitable

to the quantities to be weighed, A box some 18 in.
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each waj would be a convcniolt siae, if should haver

an iron band passing under ilie J^ojjtorji and round the

.sides, forming a liandlG over tfie top, something* similar

to a hb(‘ket, so that^a man on oaoli side can easily lift

it on and off tJio.stooI jard and oarr[y it ^way between

them 10 ’omptj it. It is better to weig-h sufficient material:

for each cliarge separately
;

but if many ch^j-ges are

weighed together they can bo hoajied u}) au<l dug over

from side to side on a wooden flooring till thoroughly

mixed
;

but there is an element of doubt in this latter

method as to the exact coinpositioin of each separate

charge of fritt, tliough in the ehargef^ tujceu together^

as a whole the propoiiion of quantities is correct.

Groat accuracy is nooessai’y, in weighing the materials,

and there is notliing easier tlmn to make a mistake
;

so

lit ivS aa well every now and tlien to ask the man in

charge of the fritting, wlio is lifting the box from the

steel yard, how many boxes have been weighed of any
one material ? to see if he is paying attention. No one
except those emjiloyed f^hould bo allowed in the fritt-

hou®e w'hen weigliing ^s going on, or their attention,

may bo called off and mistake result.

Weighing for the Mill.—^After tk<3 materials have been
fritted. The fritt must be weighed out with the insoluble

materials vdiicii ii, has been unnecessary to fritt, such as

lead. Afior waaghing tliey^are sent to the glaze mills

to be ground.

Grinding.—These millc ai^ iisually round pans with
removable wmoden covers, and with chert bottoms. Either
in large pieces or in small blocks, the latter giving the

best results. Grant care is necessary to select stones

that are hard and that ooptain httle or no iron in theii;

composition. A shaft, driven from undemeath,^pa88es
through a cylinder in the centre of the pan, and to* this

shaft are attached the orm^, and to the arms are fastened
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the blocks of cb>prt' whiih grind the materials. The

stones are either p^usiied or pulled round by a chained

attachment. The betterSnodo i's to have^ an iron band

round the stone that prevents it moving out of its place,

but allows tjie full weight of the stone to rest on the

bottom. When pulled by chains, the stones are slightly

lifted and do not gi'ind so wclj, and when pushed, the

materia‘1 does not seem to pass under so well, but is

carried round in front of them.

The stones shoul<l have one or two grooves cut under-

neath thoni from (he front, and curving slightly towards

the centre whore the groove should finish . By this means
the material is admitted freely under the stones. The

bottom aiKl tlie stonos require frequent attention and

picking, or the time occupied in grinding will be con-

siderably increased. A'nything from twenty-four to

forty-eight hours may be neemsary, though time is no

guide, as it depends on the mills and tlie hardness of

the substance to bo ground.

The glaze must bo thoroughly ground till it has

assumed a creamy appearance, and care mud bo token

to add the necessary quantity of water, as some materials

grind better with more water, others with loss. The
mills must not be overloaded at starting, and part of

the charge can he put on after the mill has been working

a little. Towards the end of the grinding,, when the

material is getting ve^y. fine, the stonos are liable to

set or suck, and may cause a break-down. The introduc-

tion of a small quantity of vinegar, or quick lime, will

correct this, but the effect these materials may have on
the mixture being ground must be taken into account.

Latterly the Alsing Cylinder has come into use for glaze

grind! o-g, and it seems to give general satisfaction when
used, the glaze being equally well ground, and in less time

than with the old mills. It alsb occupies a smaller space.
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The glaze can bo tested fd' fiiKme^^s between the nails,

II'-! when thei'A' is no appearain.^’i <j|f grit in it, it should

JO tested witli a line 'lawn and it rt^ady should bo run

)lt or carried into the lead-house* •

Hie Ijcad-iwU’^c is the st-orc for glaze^ maU’rials and

!^l:i7A!,dhe hitler being hept in largo tubs, and is sent

o the dipjiing shop as roipiired.

The glaze is first e>arefully lawnod and #run into

ibingers or tubs. In the former ease the blungt^r, instead

)f having blades att' ched to the central shaft, has frames

Alsing Cylinder.

in which a quantity' oT magnets are placed to extract

any particles of ireoi Uiat may be floating in the glaze.

In the latter (iase the magne; i-e fixed in a dolly, which

is a frame attached to a handle, and is agitated in the

tub by hand. A' very simple mode of magnetising glaze

is to have the tub into r^hich the glaze is first sifted at^

a higher level than the*post, and then let the glaze run

along a trough filled with magnets into the storage tubs.

A.11 glaze should be well magneted and! kept in stock

at least fourteen days belbre being used. It seems with
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age to get more together, iy glaze the -ware better, to be

raore economical and.to^ ,furihor, and b3^ always having

a stock it gives plenty of time foi’ tlie repair of mills.

From all points of view it is of advantage to hold a

stock of glaze. It is also a safegiiard to dip a piece

or two in every mixing when run off the mill, to Rumbcr

it and send it through the glost oven. Then each charge

of glaze will be tested and proved before it goes to

the dipping shop for general use. It is little trouble

if done regularly, and its advantages are apparent. One

of the gieat difficulties in potting is to bo able to trace

any defect to its true cause
;
but by chocking tlic various

processes in different stages it is easier to say where

a defect is likely and whore, it is not likely to occur.

Mills should have their ironwork painted, and should

be kept locked when grinding, so that no one has access

to them except the man I'Osponsible for the work. When
left open, extran^us matters get into them in the most

unaccountable manner, and sometimes oau'^c much
trouble. For the lead-house and glaze-making a clean,

observant, methocjical man is required, and no one with-

out these qualities should be allowed in this department.

He should keep in the lead-house a list of the dates on

which a charge is put on the mill and on twhich it is

run off. By this means can be seen the time taken

in the grinding, which shows unerringly the ^condition

of the stones. He should also keep a note of the dates

on which the different stones are picked, as some stones

are softer than others, and it is well to know beforehand

when any particular stone is likely to require attention.

It is even more neoessary to insist on cleanliness in

this department than in any other
;

and all utensils

should he kept only for glaze, and' no other material

under any circumstances should be allowed in fihem. And
apart from the uecijasities of the business, a dirty man
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is nearly sure to sufffjgc fro. a tlio eJXocts of the load^

wlpJe one who ds clean will avo^d any iil-oITects. It is

,
also as well from time to time to send to the dipping

sho]) f{ r a jug of glaze, and this shonhl he •carefully

lawnod
;

if therp is dirt in it you. may ho pixitty certain

that till? dij)pcrs are nut sufficiently careful in lawning

their glaze, which they should do at least two or thi-eo

times a day.

The chief defects in the glaze are : crazing, peeling,

pinholes, blistering, dryness, unevenness, running,

spitting out.

Crazing may bo due to the expansion a^d contraction

of the body and glaze not being equal. By examining

the quantity and sizes of the crazes some idea of the

difference between body and glaze may bo obtained. The

nioro crazing apparent the less affinity there is. Im-

proper use of china clays, especially the bettor class, is

a frequent cause of crazing. It may also bo due to

too great fusibility or softness of the glaze. To too

thick dipping, to short firing in biscuit, to short firing

in glost. Should by accident tlie smallest amount of

oxide of copper come in contact with the glaze it will

cause crazing.

Feeling may bo duo to want of affinity between body
and glaze

;
an oxfms of flint, causing the body to have

a greater, expansion than the glaze, breaks the glaze

off at the edges and corners. To short-firing in biscuit,

to the use of dirty water in sponging the pieces in the

clay state
;

to insufficient brushing and cleaning in the

biscuit warehouse. In these two latter cases the dust or

dirt left on the edges realjy forms an independent body
lying between the body and the glaze, and prevents them
from properly uniting.

Pinholes ^nsLj be caused by hardness of glaze, or glaze

with insufficient flowing qualities, or under glost-firing,

F
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or badly, spong^ed t^ayware^, or soft insufficiiently pugged

clay.

Blistering may he duo 'to unequal firing, or to the

admission of cold air when the glaze is at the melting

stage.

Drgness may be due to insufficient clipping, hardness

of glaze, over biscuit-liring, over, glost-firing, placing in

insufficiently glazed saggers.

Unevenness may be due to insufficient ^lost-firing, or

irregularity in dipping, or infusability of glaze.

liunning may be due to too soft a glaze, over glost-

firing, hard b’seuit, or over dipping.

Spitting Out .—This defect is generally noticed after

enamel kiln firing. The glaze becomes rough and full

of little black specks. The real cause is hardly known,

but it is generally attributed to the ware being damp.

Old ware, which has been some time in the warehouse,

is far more lioble to this defect than ware fresh from

the ovems. It is therefore generally better to decorate

over glaze new ware rather than ware that has been

for some time 'in stock in the warehouse. It is often

most difficult to tell to what cause a defect is due, and

it ia only by constant observation and experiment that

the true reasons are discovered.

It would no doubt bo desirable to obtain a glaze into

the composition of which no lead entered, l»it up to

the present no leadless glaze which really meets all the

requirements of the commercial potter, as to its adapta-

bility to all classes of work and ^colour, facility in

manipulation and lowness in price, has been proved

«. successful. Leadless glazes have long been known, and

there is little difficulty in proiflucing them for certain'

classes of work, especially when cheapness is not a sine

qua non. Many have cried Eureka, but, as far as we
know,' there is not yet on thd market a leadless jglaze,
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guaT*antcod by. its manufactuivr, tha^ *3an compote com-

mei daily with lead glazes—’^ut.because a satisfactory

® solution lias pot yoji been arrived at, it is no reason for

supposing that it cpnnot bo attained, and, with many

working in the fi«ld, it is to be hoped that ere long the

dosire(i result .>vill be gained.

There are certain persons who are predisposed to the

effects of lead, and these of course should notVork in

any department where load is used, but by far the greater

number of cases of disease from lead are directly caused

by want of cleanliness, and by, inattention to the most

ordinary precautions when dealing with .deleterious

compeunds. It is another case of familiarity breeding

contempt.



CHAPTER V.

MODELS AND 'MOULDS I PROOISSES AND* MATERIALS USED

IN THEIR MANUFACTURE.

In oldeii times the chief method employed in the manu-

facture of pieces was by “throwing” on the potter’s

wheel, designs of which have come down to us on vases

and on other materials, both from the Chinese and

Egyptiiaais,. aind this appears to bo the only practical

means by which truly circulai* pieces can be made by the

hands without any further appliances. Though still in

use, it may bo said, from various causes whicli will bo

afterwards referred to, to bo gradually falling into

desuetude, and the majority of pieces are to-day made
with the help of plaster moulds in one form or another.

It will, perhaps, be better tlierefore to discuss the manu-

facture of moulds and the models from which they are

made before referring to the manufacture of ware

generally.

Almost any shape oan he fashioned by the ceramic art,

but it is evident that some forms and designs lend' them-

selves bettor to the manufacture tlian others. Where cost

is no object and artistic productions of the nlDst varied

form are required, the modeller can, of course, liave full

scope for his inspiration, but it must not be imagined in

commercial manufacture that he can ho allowed an abso-

lutely free hand. There are certain hard and fast lines

from which he must never depart, such as facility of

manufacture both in moulds and actual making, sub-

ordi^jation to the requirements of the painting afterwards

to be applied, the tasto of the market fot which the

goods are being produced, <5:c., and! it therefore often
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happens that .a ^rian who is arti«i,’oally an excellent

mo toller is of little uso to commercial pottoL. The
modeller’s oljject should then bo to make models of

beautiful dosig-n wlijch at the same* time can be produced

with few defects, small loss, and at a re:^onablo price,

that 13 to savj of sufficient facility in manufacture to

enalile the workmen to earn a fair wage with a large

production. •

Far the greater quantity of earthenware is for useful

and commercial ratlu e than purely artistic and decorative

purposes, though beauty and utility should always bo

combined whenever possible
;

but beauty, must not bo

confounded with the curious and the elaborate, as many
of the most simple forms are the most beautiful. It is

til 'refuro necessary that the I'uidcllcr should understand

the different procos,ses of manufacture in order that his

models should not offer cxccasive difficulty to the mould-

maker on account of “ uudor-outting ” or ornamentation

that will not “ deliver ” easily, which uocc|ssitatep many
parts to a mould

;
nor to the worker who has to introduce

the clay and afterward^’ ^hV-k together the vauous parts
;

nor in the ovens, whore iuo picce.'> must have sufficient

baf?e to stand on to prevent them going cixiokcd, unless

they a TO to be placed ujisido down. Pieces that hav^
to be propped up wutli various supports must always

be cxpc.:sivo on account of the time employed in

arranging them. IF. must also bear in mind the contrac-

tion, so as to avoid different . ^nesses—^a fruitful cause

of distortion.

It must alSo bo remombored that the clay piece while

in the mould drie^ and thereforo contracts—the model
must bo made in such 'a manner that the contraation

takes place “away ” from the mould, otherwise the piece

would either split or would not “ deliver ” from the mould
when the time came to tShe it out. ,
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An important ^'oint, to 3, is that tho size 6f the piecO

will never bo the same rs the model
;

the moulds are

made in plaster, and before tlie workinp^ moulds are

obtained from the model at least three casts have to

bo made
;

ai^ with each casting the plaster swells about

one-hundredth, and therefore tho piece when first made

from it would be slightly larger than the model, and

in tho case of flat there are four swellings, though five

castings, as the working case being hooped does not

swell outwardly. In drying and firing the clay contracts

considerably, tho contraction in ordinary earthenware

body being (^ne-twelfth, or about 8 per cent, and con-

sequently the piece when finished is considerably 'Smaller

than tho original model. It must here be remarked

that a difference between hard and easy firing will cause

great variation in the size of pieces from the same

moulds
;
and tho modeller can only allow for the usml

contraction, so that any pieces that are required exactly

to size must bo fired in that part of tjie oven where

there is the least variation.

Ho should avoid acute angles and corners and excessive

thinness when sharp corners have to bo made, as they

are almost sure to crack during the manufacture. Any
parts projecting from tho body of the piece are

undesirable, such as arms and legs in figures, as they

would have to be propped and so the expense ^f produc-

tion would bo greatly increased'. It is most essential

with the introduction of machinery that the models for

circular pieces should run exactly true, and therefojre

the moddllor must be able to turn his modbls absolutely

^
correctly to the centre. This i^ of the highest importance,

ajs it is impossible to work ‘ with untrue moulds or

machinery.

One of the commonest tasks required of the modeller

h to make a model that will produce a piece of ware the
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6X'ict shape -size of a ampij pivon* or to mtdtef

i’lom one piece a scale of pi^^es cither larger or smaller

'*• than Uie sapiple. In the first case, he has to add on

the cxjntraction of j.he clay to alTthc diiTcront»measurc-

of the sample, and form his model to these

di/uensions. In ordinary work there is no occasion to

take into consideration the swelling of the plaster, which

would hardly affect tlic piece in practice. In tjio second

case lie w'ould have to make his model of the piece in

the same way as above, and then work out each of the

various dimensions by a simple proportion sum.

It i,s of great importance that scales of,articles should

be made accurately, as, apart from the appoaiunce, they

must “ nest well”, that is, fit inside each other at equal

distances to facilitate firing (hem in the ovens. A simple

wjy of obtaining all the different sizes and proportions,

of a scale of articles is to take one measurement, say^

the length of a piece, and describe a circle with that

measurement as radius, whidi afterwards may be pro-

duced outside the eircle
;

along the circumference of

the circle from the point where the radius joins it,

measure the different parts of the model, and through'

these points draw radii from the centre, producing them
outside. Any other size can be obtained, cither smaller

or larger, bj marking the leng+h required on the radius

first drawn, cither inside or outside the circle, and then
through this point with the same centre describe another

circle, cutting the oilier ra<Li Measuring the distances

along the circumferenc*e of tliis new circle will give all the

measurements required for the piece of this new length.

Let us take a dish as an example, but witli only some
of its measurements, 80*as to avoid confusion. The dish
is then 8 inches long, 5 inches wide, and 2 inches deep^

and it is •required to make two other dishes 10 inches
aijd 6 inches long, and In the same proportion..
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A to B is the lcr>gth of 'dish 8 inches, ^ind the line is

produced oiitsidc^tlie circ‘3 ZY. B 'to'C is the width

5 inches along tlie circumferenco ?JY. B to D is the depth
2 inches -along circumference ZY. Praw the radii AD
and AC and produce them outside the circle ZY. To
inalce our 10-incli dish, measure 10 inches from A, past

B outside llie circle to E, and with rtulius AE describe

another circle PQ, and the points where the new circle

cuts the produced radii, measure to E along the circum-

ference of the circle PQ, give the dimensions required.

That IS to say, the distance between E and F is the

depth, and botv/otm E and G the width of the 10-inch

dish. In like manner for tbe 6 -inch dish, measure

6 inches from A to H and describe circle TS. H to J
is the depth of the 6-inoh dish and H to K is its width.

In this manner any number of different measurements
• may bp made, such as height, breadth of edge, slope
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of oclo’o. &c., and so any nunr or (A sitzcs can bo scaled

ci'lior greater oi'lcss than the siunple.

, It is as we]], wlinn there are many measurements, to

note aoAvn what they are to avoid making mistakes,

thus :

A 1o 13 = length.

33 to D = depth.

13 to C = width.

Models may be made of any material
;

in fact it is

evident that any substance from wlilch a plaster cast

can be taken may be used as a modid. wood,

marble, papier macho may all servo their turn. But

the sabstanet^s generally employed by the modeller are

wet clay and plaster.

Wax is probably the best of all materials for the

modeller’s use
;

t^iat is to sav, if no after-processes had

to be taken into a(!count he Avould prefer it as a material

to work in. But it is not in general use, except for

tine work such as cameos tc
,
as t he plaster absorbs the

oily surface of the wa"' end s; 'oh the model.

Ckq/ is an admirable liialcrial to work in, and adapts

itself with great facility h) the m bdlor’s rctpiircments.

It is tlierefore largely used. it. is a littlo ditlicult to

secure tiio necessary finish and
; ufeotion of detail in

the raodeisf, and to cast good moulds from them the

greatest care is'neoe&>.ti-y, as, once used, even if extracted

without breakage, they .^rc no further use, con-

sequently the block mould is always preseiwed and
tlicrefoie becomes the unodcl.

Fhsicr is a lai’getv uscd^merlium for making models.
It is haixl enough to prwuro perfect outline, and yet
not too hard to work in, though, when the morlel is

finished, it (ian bo mado still harder by the application
of oil. Great care is ahviys necessary in blocking a
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model, as plast(^ mode^ may also be^ easily brokoii.

The handles, k^;iobs, amji ornamentation are made from

clay, and a plaster cast is taken of them for future

reproduction
;

sometimes a clay model is made j)lain

and then a plaster cast taken of it, o-nd a plaster lump

run and the various decorations aro aflixed to the plaster

lump and tho whole cast again. When taldng casts

from plaster, the model must be sized with a mixture

of about half-a-pound of soft soap to a pint of water.

For plain pieces, of which there is a very large and

unfailing consumption, it is sometimes advisable to have

brass or gun-metal models which aro practically

indestructible, though very expensive in their first cost.

For taking casts, they must be sized with linseed oil and

cleaned with turpentine.

The modeller’s tools consist of compasses, files, gouges,

and chisels of various forms and shapes oi steel or iron

for plaster, and of wood for clay work, and he requires

a whirler, and in some cases a lathe, in his shop.

Models are multiplied to such an enormous extent, not

only by tho nioulds produced from them but by the

thousands of pieces made from these moulds, that the

greatest attention should bo paid to them
;

otherwise

the market is flooded with inferior designs which tend

rather to debase than to elevate the standard of taste.

Moulds are a very costly and, perhaps, the most

cumbersome part of the potter’s stock-in-trade. There

must bo moulds vof pvery size of every piece that is

required, from the most elaborate vase to the simplest

saucer. They are made in one or more parts, as may
be necessary for tho manu^cture of the piece. Plate

and flat working moulds are generally in one piece which

form^ the front, tho back being made by the tool or

profile. Other shapes, such as ordinarily tshaped cups

and, mugs, are also made iif one part moulds. In this
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tlio tool forms the piecf ^’Tsidi. mould. Moulds

in iiiany parts, f(5r the manuf'^jf are 0/ ^gj^ar-boxes, ewers,

• &c., may bo jicscribed i.s plasmr boxes, wliich once held

tlio iiiodol, and tligrofore the clay, being pressed into

tluen, recoiv(Xs tin) same form and sliapo as the original

model. ’ They have to be made in such a way that after

the ela.y Inas been applit'd 1/) the various pa^ts of the

mould, and these parts have been placed toged*er, room

is loft to work the joints of the cla,y together, either by

hand or with a tool

Metal moulds of lead and tin used to bo enijdoyed in

pottery, but non-absorbent materials are, luisuited for

practical mould -making, and now-a-days the substances

in ust? may bo said to be reduced to two : fired clay

or pitcher, and plaster. M eilds made from the former

give very clean, clear impressions, and last considerably

longer in good condition than plaster, but they labour

under two disadvantages. Firstly, tlu'y cost considerably

more in the first instance
;
and secondly, they are only

slightl}' absorbent, and on this account a much larger

quantity of them are inquired quick production than

if made of plaster, as they take a considerable time

before the clay has dried suffif-’euily to admit of the

clay ])ieco being cxtractiHl. Titeher is still, however,

oonsidei ddy used for cup handtiS and small parts, and

also for leaves, gai lands, and ornamentation which are

afterwards applied to Jasper and Basalt w^are vases, &c.

In this case the clay is pi os sed into the .mould, and

the superfluous material is removed by scraping the

surfd^’c with a knife
;

and, were this clas‘^ of mould,

to be made of pbu ^er, the knife would destroy the surface

in a very short time.

Moulds are also made from brimstone or sulphur and
are used I'aore especially for leaves and raised flower

work which are afterwlards fastened to the ware
;

they
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aro also harder tKan'pKsj^or and are not, worn down sO

much by the knife
;

tlij ^y should, however, be oiled

before use. ",
All moulds of any size are made qf plaster, on account

of its facility in working, and its great absorption of

water, and its only disadvantage is that by constant

wetting it is liable to become rotten and perish. They

last longer wlum thoroujghly dried between the manu-

facture of each clay piece off them, and new moulds

which are first thoroughly dried and then put in work

for a short time, and then again thoroughly dried, when

put into reg^ilar work bect)me much harder and last

much longer than those which, after being only once

thoroughly dried, have been put into continuous work.

They should be dried carefully at a moderate heat, and

the longer they are drying the bettor. If the moulds

are in more than one piece, the parts are held together

by “ Hatches ”, whi(?h are cither of plaster or pitcher

in the former case they aro aast in the plaster itself, in

the latter they aro made of clay and fired before use.

They are a most important item in mould-making, as

without tjiem the different parts of the mould would

not fit exactly together without movement.

Moulds, when made in several p;irts, should be put

together and then dried, and should not be dried

8e])arately, This applies specially to moulds* that are

to be used for casting.

Natches are called hujmp and hollow, one half being

the hump, the other the hollow. The hump is a sort

of a round stud that fits exactly into the hollow without

any lateral movement. The pitcher natches are stamped

out of clay by a machine with dies of the necessary size.

The hump and hollow should be fitted together, and be

thus fired in a regular part of the oven, for if fired

separately it is difficult to fit them afterwards, as the
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slightest variation in the coiii|"',ntioi ^yould prevent them,

filing with th# heeesyary • aetitiidQ, and a certain

0 amount of play would l‘“sult, aetrimentai to the accurate

fitting of the parLs of the moulTls. The position of

tli(‘ natciies in tjio moulds also re( pii res ^study, and it

must, be left to the judgment of the mould-mjijvor to

decide
;

for if placed too near the edge tli<\\ may break

out in Avorking, and unless plac(‘d with care tiie parts

will not ])ro])erly hold together.

The models, Avlie^ finished by the modeller, are sent

to the mould-maker to make the necessary moulds from

tlnun. The mould-maker should have served two or

thref' yeaj’s in the pressor’s shoj), so as to have acquired

a kno’vledge of the Avorking of moulds and the diffi-

culties in making pieces wt^ich arise from insufficient

t'are in the constimtiou of moulds, and ho can thus

learn to make them in such a manner that The clay

pieces will “flniw” easilj Irom them and Avill not split

in certain parts from inequality in thickness, (& *., and
he will also have learnt the most convenient point for

dividing them, both fo?* facility in working and to hide

the seams or joins in tii«i clay. This is very important,

as by irntting them at the corner's or at some point where
the embossing or fluting- lend: ikself to it^ they may
sometimes aluiosi be hidden

Mouldsi must dislocate easily without pulling away
any part of the pi inside, and, if in several parts,

they must join very close!
,

- r the seam Avill be too

visible, owing to the clay being pressed into the joints,

and however carefully this seam may be cleaned off,

and ibough before entering the oven it may be quite

invisible, after firing in^biscuit it will be plainly seen,,

especially if it gets an extra hard fire, and after the

glost fire ilf will be even more apparent. It is therefore

highly necessary that slams should be as small as
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possible, and therefore tip closer the different parts of

moulds fit togeil\cr the lidter the result.

On receiving the model, the mduld-mtUtei; looks it over

»

carefu.113^ to see that* it is correct, ^and to decide into

how many parts it must bo made
;

if a round piece

to bo made off a machine, lie trios it carefully on the

whir,lor, as the revolving table ,of the mould-maker is

called, to see ;that it is absolutely true. In the case

of a plate model, it should ahvays be centred from the

ehoulder or ball and not from the outer rim, as this

may not bo exactly true, especially if the edge bo

scalloped or v^ndyked
;
and it may be taken as a general

rule that all embossed or fluted models are slightly

untrue, however carefully they have been made.

In making moulds for “ pressers ”, such as jugs, cwors,

sugar-boxes, &c., there are three operations to bo gone

through.

The “ block ” mould (which is of the same form as

the working mould) is made from the .model. This

mould is always kept in case of damage to the model,

for as the “ ca§e moujds ” ore made from it, it is of

equal value with the model. Let us take a jug model

as an example. First of all the centre of the model,

both at top and bottom, must be measured with thei

compasses and marked with a pencil on both sides from

top to bottom, thus dividing the model into ^.vo equal

halves. A piece of clay about half an inch thick is

then pinned or nailed on to the top and bottom of the

model, and bevelled off towards the centre, just leaving

the edge of the bottom or top visible all round. Then

,
take two bats of clay about in. thick, and sufficiently

dry not to bend, and cut them ’out to fit closely against

the eidps of the model from top to bottom, These are

called the side-sets.
*

The modql is then placed on the whirler on its side,
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hp,ld in position exactly level ^y a pi^po of moist clay.

Thi^ is easily se»n *by moasnrl'Tr i^rpin^ the centre line

^0 the whirler with the Compasses. 'J’he side-sots which

have hojri cut to lit^iho iiiodcd are*then }dacod •exactly

level with the conti’O of the model alon^ the pencil line,

and aie piOj)ped up with clay from underneath. The

model then has the appeamnoe of boin^ buri('d exactly

up to its centre in clay. Two plaster bats .e»o then,

placed on<^ at each end of the model and rounded off

to the shape that m ; be deemed most convenient for

the exterior of the mould, and a pencil lino should bo

drawn across them horizontally, exactly at tl^o same level

as the side-bits.

The model is now sized with a mixture of soft soap

and walci’, heated together (about half a pound of soft

soap to every pint of w.^tor), to prevent the plaster

sticking to it when poured over. The hollow natehes

are then placed faw. downwimls on the side-sets and
arranged in the most suitable place, caro being taken

that they are not too near the edge, as they may break:

out from the mould
;

and yet in such a position that

they Hill prevent imy uu voimmt when the parts of the

moulds have to be joined together

If the natches are to be of pla-^cr, a little half globe of

clay is placed on the side-sets, the plaster is then run
on, and affer it is s<^t the ^ieco of olay is i)ickod out
and thus leaves a Iriie round hole or hollow natch

;

when the other half of the i ud is made this hollow

natch is filled -by the plaster, and thus the hump natch
is formed on the other half of the mould, and tJvo natches

thus fit absolutely true. Pitcher natohes are stronger

land wear better, but in many moulds both are required
to hold the different parts securely together. Clay bats

or “ cotters ’• are then arranged round the model, held
in position by 'string at suffiSient distance from the model
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to give iliG 'requisite tliickiioss to the mould and arched

over (he model, a liole being loft at the top for the

introduction of (In* jilaster. TLe plaster is then poured

in and, -whon fset, the clay bats are removed and the

outside of the ])lastcr scraped off with a steel scraper

to the shape*^ of the plastorMiats at each end. ’We thus

have half tlie block mould made.

The half block mould wilh the model still in it is

now turned over and again fixed level. There is no

occasion for side-sets of clay this time, as the half of

the model already made forms these The hump nalches,

if of pitcher, are now placed in the liollow natebes
;

the,

plaster bffts'at the two ends are fixed at exactly the

same height as before, the pencil hue drawn across

it on the previous occasion serving as guide. The clay

bats are again ranged round and over it, and the jilaster

poured in. When sci., the bats are iTinoved, the mould

scraped off level with the plaster bats, and the model

then taken out. The natches have set firmly in the

plaster and hold the parts firmly together, making the

joints close.

The Block Mould is thus finished, and we now proceed

to make the Case Mould, which is like the original

model, except that it is divided into two or more parts

as may be necessary, each part being fixed to a flat

base of plaster. Those are made merely by,, sizing the

block moulds and pouring in the plaster, and it is from

these case moulds that the working moulds are obtained

by again repeating the process of sizing and taking

plaster casts.

Handle Moulds, &c., are made by introducing the

model into a flat bat of clay exactly up to its centre

it is then sized and the natches arranged in their proper

iposition. Clay bats or leather bands are placed round

it and the plaster poured in. When set it is turned over,
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the hump natchos placed in ,^lie 1ml

!

9w ones, and the

same operation g-ono through! rgaln. Thus the block

mould is made.

Round (he actual mould of the handle tho piaster is

slightly hollowed ^iway to enable Clie extra ^lay to escape

from the cavity of the mould
;

without this precaution,

when the clay is introduced the two halves ^t tho mould

twould not lit closelj and the result would •be an

imperfectly made handle with too largo a ridge at the

joint.

The block mould is sized, and from this in tho same
manner the cajso mould is obtained, and fjom the case

mould the working moulds are again cast.

Plate Moulds are required in surdi quantities and for

machin<' work so exactly idenllcal and running so abso-

lutely true that the numdor of operations for making
tho working models has to be increased. The model

is received from tho model i or tho exact concave form

of tho inside of the plato, cither ^vill^ or without ^pare

edge on it.

If tho plate is scalloped or worked on the edge,

probably without spare c Igo, as for facility in working
the modeller would have turned it off. Tho mould-
maker must therefore put it on again by making a spare

edge of clay. The mould-makei should first see that

the model, is absolutely true in every sens© by trying

it on the whirler, aud, as wo have before mentioned.,

this must be tested from the h tuldor of the plate and
not from the edge, as all deeply embossed work, and
©specially flutes, are invariably slightly untrue.

The next proceeding is to make (1) the Block Mould.
The model is placed on the whirler and a leather band
is placed round the model at a distance sufficient to

form the mould of the strength required. After sfzing

the model, the plaster is poured in. Whenever a little

a
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more plaster thai) is necessary for tlio mould hajs been,

blended, pour the remaAdor on uny flat surface and

it will make a plaster bat Avliicb will always be useful.

When set, the leather baud is removed, and the mould-

maker must earofully take the moesurement of iho

jigger-head in which the working mould will eventually

run, and allowing a trifle for the swelling of the ])laster,

•must turn the natch or bevel which fits into the jigger-

head
;

and in doing this the greatest care must be

taken that the back of the mould is exactly level. After

turning the natch, the mould is removed from the model

and the spa^c edge is turned down at the same angle

as the brim of the plate. The beginning of the spare

edge thus forms the outline of the edge of the plate,

this being tin* guide to the workman for iho size of the

plate when fettling it.

To lUiiko Iho Case (2) the block is first sized and then

centred on the whirler, and a clay set made all round

it, touching the spare edge, about 2-^- in. wide, to give

iho necessary strength in plaster to the case.

Hatches are now put on the clay, and in flat moulds

they are almost universally of plaster. The leather band
is then put round and the plaster poured in. The band
is. then removed and the superfluous ])lastor turned off

;

this is half the case mould. It is then turned over with

the block in it, resized, the leather band arranged round

it and filled up again with plaster. When sot the band
is removed and the mould cleaned off, and this forms

the back of tho oaso or really the natch or bevel on

iho finished working mould that fits into the jigger-head.

Wo thus have tho Original Case (2).

The case is then parted and tho block removed. The
two halves of /the case whicli form tho front of tho

plate, and the back of the mould that fits into the jigger-

head are then resized, placed on the whirler and tho
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ioaf^ior band ap:ain arrangc'j round TIio plaster is

pol led ill and wJicn set, tur> e 1 FirooUi, tlie cases are

opened and the ros'ill. is ilio Doable -Case (3) which

is a^aia like the ui''dcl but with the spare odg*o on and

the necessary slranglli required by tlio mtrking case.

Great aire must be taken in original and double

ca.scs, iK't to run the s^'cond half till the sivoliing is

finished in tlie ilrst lialf
;

in fact till the £dh.stor is

quite euld, or the result will bo “rocking” or movement
belwocn the I wo paa'-; and the working* moulds will bo

untrue.

From tiie double cases Ihe Worblng Cuscs^ Q ^^re made
by taking casts in the manner already described

;
but

instead of covering the avIioIc mould vith jilastcr, the

pLi.stei is run ip levid vith ^he top part of the natcli

for the jigger-hea,d. TiiC plaster is bevelled off from

the natch, thus leaving a sort of funnel by which the

plaster can ho run in, in the next operati(m of making
W’orking moulds. Before running m liie pinaster when
making die ivorking caso« a hoop-iron hand of the size

required is placed just inside (be leather band and so

adheres to the plaster when set, prcvenling it from
swelling outward.', and lioldine case well together,

and the joints Uius fit close 1 igethor and slobbering

out when making w *rking moiBd- is avoided. Neither
block, original case, nor double case are hooped, but tlio

working cases always should bo
;

so there will bo
SAvelling in all operatioxis v. .. opt in the making of

working cases, the Avorking moulds made from these

cases also having their swelling.

Wo have now the Working* Oases (4) made, and though
not absolutely necessary,’ they should bo well dried,

because moist plaster is not rigid, but slightly pliable,

and if plaster is run into gases freshly made, they are
likely to warp.
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To maJve iho workinf^ nioulds, the worjcin^ cases ar^e

well sized and the jilasteriis run in, and-when sot they are

extracted, and the seam, wher'o the two^ piirts of thq

mould 'join, is cleaned off, and afj^er being thoroughly

dried they are ready for uso.

Wo have thus, to obtain working moulds for plato-

malcing by machinery, live processes to go through
: (1)

Blocking
; (2) Original Cases

; (3) Double Cases
; (4)

Working Cases
; (5) Working Moulds. Working plate

moulds should bo thorouglily dried before being used.

If worked directly they arc made they will last but a very

short time. ,vlf, alter being in use some time, they gotl

W’orn and a little rough, they can be sand-papered and

flannelled
;

this puts a fresh face on them, and they can

be put into use again. Much sand-papering is, however,

unadvisable, as it wears down the surface of the moulds,

and if they are put to work with new moulds on the same

inachine, some plates woukl result tliick and others thin.

With reasonable care a round of 50 dozen plates should

last, in regular work, four or five months.

Cases should be made of well-blended plaster, and

as soon as properly sot, say after a quarter of an hour,

they should bo talten out of the moulds and doused with

cold water, and wiped over afterwards with a sponge.

When cases have been heavily sized, little pieces some-

times chip off, and the moulds run from them would

show slight roughness ; but this can be removed by

polishing with flannel. If one working case has been

hooped and another is required, that must also be hooped,

or the working, moulds Avould bo of a different size,

owing to the swelling of the plaster. For the samei

reason, if one half of the case is hooped, the other half

must . also be hooped. For Jolly moulds, made in two

or more pieces, the outer part of the doubie mould can

have a piece of iron wire, about the size of thin telegraph
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wire, ca,st in it ;
this prevent^ it. sv. -^'Hing and holds the

int-rior parts of the mould w^-.l t.ogether, avoiding large

seams in the piece when made.

New cases that have been pujb to dry, or did cases

that have been mnused for some time, shcyild be soaked

in waicr before being used, or the newly blended plaster,

when poured into them, will dam'ago th.; cases and

render them rougli. All moulds must be m rde thick

enough to stand the work tor which they are intended
;

but at the same tin ; should not bo mtido thicker than

absolutely necessary, both on account of the extra

material u.‘<ed in their nmnufacture, whicl^ makes them

more cosily, and the additional weight, which makes them

more (umbersome in handling. The plaster for cases

should bo hanler than that b'r general moulds
;

that is

to say, there should be more plaster and less water in

the blending Should the eases be soft, and the plaster

poured into them be harder, tiiey will assuredly be spoilt.

Moulds for casting are made in much the san e way
as oilier moulds, but it is only necmsaiy to feavo a

small hole fur the introduction of the slip, which is

poured out again when a sutliciciit coating has been

formed on the mould. The ton mould should be of

rather softer plaster and more porous, so that it should'

deliver easily
;

that to say, tho plaster should bei

blended vith more venter and less planter when mixing.

t.t is evident that in making moulds for different pieces,

thei'C must he variation i:i tl. rocedurc, as every model

requires slightly different treatment, though the principle

is alv\ays much tho same. Mould-makers also vary con-

siderably in their method^?, and two men to whom tho

same model has been given will often make tho moulds

in a different manner, according to their individual

predilections, though the final result will be the samo
in either case. Wo have roughly indicated some of the
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motiiods, it i^onlj at tlio bench 1Tio,art of mould-

maJiing can be accj^iLirodland flio detail understood.

• An accurate list of all inodt‘ls, cuses, moulds, &c.,

should be kept by the mould-imilver, and whenever now

moulds are n\ado, or old ones thrown out, the quantities

should be noted and the date entered in the book kept

for the puqjose. So that at any moment the exact

quantity of moulds in existence, of any ])icoo or shape,

may be at once ascertained without loss of time.

One mould-maker should be told olf to look over

moulds in work. That is to say when aii}^ shaj)C has

to be ])ut in,h;uid, ho should see in what condition the

moulds are when handed to the workman, and note the

condition -wlion returned to the mould store, so as to

see that they have not been unfairly tn'ated. Any moulds

that are in g’oneral use ho should look over after every

month’s working, throwing out the biwl moulds, and

replacing them as soon as possible by new, to keep the

full number of the “round” up. No workman should

bo allowed to tlirow' out any moulds till they have been

passed by the ipould-maker, and ho must always i)roduce

for inspection the number of moulds ho originally

received in whatever state they may be broken, oit

wliat not.

This is a great chock on carelessness, and prevents

breakage and ill-treatment of moulds
;

ancU the time

spent by the mould-maker in this supervision is repaid

again and again by the greater duration of working

moulds. It is not much trouble to keep small books

for the current shapes, and at the year’s end they serve

as a useful basis for calculations of the cost of mould-

making compared with the amount of w^aro produced.

Every mould should be marked in the original

“case”, with both its name and size, and»thus every

working mould will also have its name and size on it,
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wliicli IS most. ui^'v'ful, cspoAijlIy tlicro are many,

siy’s of Iho saii<o shape, ano all possibility of error

is thus avoicjocl.

rhulrr, iho material of which moulds are made, is

W'oj (liy of some ^iudy. It is preferred ^to all other

nmteiials on account of its power, when dry, of absorbing*

tlic moisture from clay .in contact with it and for the

ca.se with wliich it can be manipulated. •

li is obtained from gypsum or sulphate of lime. The

plaster stone is fouvd in many places, and tlie method

of pre2:)aring it is to first breaJc up the stone and grind

it fin(dy ;j it is then passed through a fyie sieve and

e\apnrat(‘d in a long trough made of fire-clay quarries

under which pass flues loading from the firo-hole at ono

end h) the chimney at- the other. This is called boiling,

as the moisture, iii escaping, ctTorvosoes. It is moved
about with a sort of wooden ralco till, at a tomporaturc

of about IGO'" F., it is conqiletely ])ropared, and solicits

((uiibi nation with water or other Inpiids. When mixed

with them it bocoinos very hot and rapidly solidifies.

After being boiled it auiun requires sifting”, as the finer

it is the more durable and closer are the moulds, and

llie impressions and do,signs made with it are sliarpon

and dearer.

A good way of sifting is to have a hollow cylinder

of wire lawn, placed at a slope in a frame, with a

liaiidlo attached to it, by which it can bo turned round.

The plaster is introduced ^rv^m a hopper above, into

the centre of the cylinder, and when the handle is turned

the fine plaster falls through the lawn into a box below,

and the coarser, which will not pass through, runs down
iho interior of the cylinder into another roooptacle placed

at the lower end.

Plastiw is much modified by irregularity in boiling.

Overboiled plaster swells more than plaster which has
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been pr()j)erlj prepared. Underboilod, plaster takes

longer to blond, and doe’s not so readily mix with the

water, and is very deceptive to any but thoroughly

experiertced hands, as it is not Buffioiontly absorbent.

If it is much underboilod jt Will not set, and, though

apparently very hard when making ilie moulds, in use

it soon perishes. Underboilod. or undofmixed plaster

seems to go on absorbing when poured jnto a case, and

it will absorb the size on the case, and even the surface

of it, making it rough, and thus spoiling it. In talking

of plaster-blending, hardness is due to more plaster,

and softness, to predominance of water.

Plaster should be mixed till it just begins to set
;

that is to say, if it sticks sufficiently to the fingers

to form a slight coating over them, it is about the right

strength for moulds, but for cases it should be rather

thicker.

Properly boiled and mixed plaster causes a slight

sweating on the face of the cases when poured into them,

and this assists the delivery of the mould, and it seems

also to have a hardening effect on the case.

Overboiled plaster solidifies with small lumps aa soon

as it is mixed with water
;

and so hard are they that

they can only be broken with great difficulty. If poured
in this condition into the cases, the small lumps fal^

by their weight to the bottom of the case*, ‘that is

to say, to the face of the mould. Should these be plate

moulds, for example, after a few weeks’ wear, these

lumps being harder than the surrounding plaster, work
up plainly on the surface, to the detriment of the ware.
' Pure water is required for blending plaster. Should

it contain salts, or alkalis, the plaster is affected, and,

the mpulds soon become unfit for use. Casters sometimes

put salt or soda in the slip to facilitate the delivery

of the piece from the mould
;

but this on no account
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should be allowed, as it io ruin.*^' 0^ to the moulds.

Tlio use of diid}^ water in b]eiidiri<:. seems to increase

the swelling gf piaster* and moolds made from plaster

blend. '(1 with dirty water soon rot and perish. *) Plaster

generates great heat when mixed with liquid, and it

is always best to use plaster that has been freshly boiled,

and it is not advisable tg keep a large quantity of boiled

plaster in stock. «

Many attemj)ts have been made to grind up the old

moulds again and i make them with a certain proportion

of new plaster
;

but it is very doubtful if it is really

economical, as the moulds thus made are.soj|t and appear

to last but a short time, and seem to have lost their

absoibing power
;
but any moans by which plaster could

be used again would be imuh Avelcomed, as the quantity

of moulds destroyed during the year is enormous. In

fact, one of the few uses old moulds arc put to is in the

ovens, a layer of moulds being laid on the fire-bara

before lumping the mouths with coal. They protect

the bars and retain considerable heat without flame.

Tluy are also sometiiiies used to check the lire a liltlo

if one part of an oven uurns too fast.



eilAPTER VI.‘

THE MANUFAfTURF. OF A11TR:LES FROM CLAY, AND THE

VARIOUS METHODS EMPLOYED-

Tim nif*ihods of mamifaciuro maj be broadly described as

four : Throwing-, Pressing, Casting, Stamping out with

Dies. Thero are many variations and applications of

these moUiods, such as the of handles, which

is a sort pf^jiressing-. The inanufaciuro of plates by

machinery, which is a combination of pressing: and

turning, &c., to which rcicronce will be made in due

course.

Thron'ing, as the forming of pieces on the potter's

wheel is called, is probably the most ancient method

of manufacture, as, before its invention, clay vessels

could have had but little symmetry of shape, and it is

by far the most interesting process to watch. The skilled

operator, with, merely a formless mlass of clay on the

rotating wheel in front of him, with no other appliances

than his hands, will transform it into a vase in a few

sooonds, and after reducing it back again to a lump
of clay, will form other vases or elialicos, with endless

variation of shape and form. In no other ait is there

such scope for individuality and originality, and It is

this, coupled with the apparent facility with which the

forms appear and disappear under the thrower’s hands,

that makes the work so fascinating to the onlooker.

It is difficult to fix the time or place of the invention

of the potter’s wheel, and the necessity for some such

oontriyancG must have been early felt, and no doubt

invented by several nations.^ It appears td have been

known in China in the earliest times, as the most ancient
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piftoes of Orieiiiial porcelain known Jywe evidently been

inade on the wliool. In t it must have hocii 11 use

. for some t\\9 thousand 3U'ars b.c
,
as Avitness the mural

docorahons of ^le lomhvS at Bom Assan and- Thebes.

It is referred tg 'in Holy Writ, and Avas at work at

an eai'l^ period in Assyria. >

Homer mentions it in the Iliad, Book XVIII, line

599 to GOl, in descrihin<_r a dance. Its in\on4ion was
cluimod by Athene for Coroohu<^. by CorIntJi for

Hyborias, and foi Daedalus or Talas by tlio Cretans.

The Greeks indeed considered it sueli an important

discovery that they thought it Avortljy of being

immor(alis(.‘d, and so medals w'ore struck Avitli the repre-

sentation of a vase made on the potter’s wlioel, and an
owl, ihc einbleni of Mineiu i, on them. Others consider

lliat it was introduced into Greece before this period,

and Birch remailcs, “the very oldest vases of Greece,

wliich are sn])posod to have been made in the heroic

age, bear marks of having boon turned on the wheel.”

It ap]/ears, hoAvevor, tc have come to Greece from the

East, and though avc have said it was prohaidy discovered

by more than one nation, yet t'uero are some races to

whom it, never can have penotra^'^d
;

for instance, there

are no pieces of ware made by the aboriginal inhabitants

of eitiier Eortli or South A.m^nca known which give

evidence of having been inado on the potter’s wheel.

In its simple fonu it is a disc of wood of varying size

fastened on the top of a v< . u. .al spindle which is made
to rotate, probably in the first instance by the hand of
the potter or an attendant. Afterwards a w(>oden wheel
was fixed to the lower end of the spindle, w^hich was
kicked round by the foot of the workman or poked
round by a stick. Later on the movement was supplied

by a cord of strap running round a small pulley attached

to the spindle and over a largo wheel turned with a
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handle by an atti^ndant
;

and the modern wheels are

turned by either steam or water power, and by a system

of cones and breaks the speed oan bo changed and

regulated at the will of the operator. This is of great

importance, and in the former oases ^he speed had to

be changed by word from the thrower to the attendant,

^
till the latter by practice oould follow every movement

of the ' thrower’s bands and change the speed in

accordance with his requirements.

Tuuower’s Wheel.

If the thrower is given the sample piece of ware which

it is wished to make, ho would have to calculate the

necessary increase of size he must giv6 it to allow for

ibo contraction in firing, and unless ho is a thoroughly

experienced man this is liable to load to mistalces in

sizes. It is always bettor to give him the measurements

both as to size and thickness, or a model of the piece

as ho is to make it for the turner, and not th'e size

that will result after firing. With an experienced man,

however, a fired piece is a sufiiciont guide, and the usual

custom is to work from the finished model. He first

then niakes a sample piece of the shape required, and

having got it as ho thinks right in every particular^
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he cuts it in ijalf to soo that it is of the requisite thick-

ness and, if satmfactx)ry, he | daces ^t in one side of the

, scales which his atteaftant uses to "weigh the balls of

clay in, so that onoe the weight* is decided ©n over)^

ball of clay is of the same weight, whi^Ji conduces to

the regularity of the pieces both in weight and size.

Power Thrower's Wheel.

The attendant, before making the balls, should “ wedge **

the clay thoroughly, so that it is as near as may be of

the same consistency.

The thrower has a movable sliding gauge with a

revolving horizontal arm or pointer attached to itj and
conveniently placed for the measnrement of the piece)
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during manipulation, and as soon as ho -has made the

first piece to his liking tho gauge slioulU be fixed at the

requisite height, he should also liavo compasses and

calli])ers'* for measuring both the interior and exterior

and also tho thicknesses
;

these with -varioii/s pieces of

horn, pitcher, or copper, and a small sponge or two

fulfil all his requirements in the way of tools.. Sometimes

a considerable number of these pitcher tools will be

required, as each distinct shape necessitates a separate

tool, and great care is necessary to have the tool of the

right form for tho inside work when ware is required,

“to measure,”, that is of a fixed capacity.

Tho disc 01 tho potter’s wheel is generally of wood,

though sometimes of copper
;
and some throwers ])refer

to fix a plaster batt on tho disc with a little slip, as

the piece comes away mor(^ easily wlnm finished and has

not to be cut off with a wire as it would hiave to be in

the case of wood or copper. The plaster b’alt shou.hl

always be dipped in water before being jilaced on tho

disc, otherwise it would absorb the water from the clay

too quickly, and tho piece would probably become

detached from the plaster before it was finished.

The thrower, when seated before his wheel, is handed

one of the clay balls prcviou,sly weighed by his

attendant. He then dashes it down on the revolving

disc and by tho pressure of his fingers, which he dips

in a bowl of water placed conveniently near, the

unformed mass rises and falls, expands, contracts from

a cone to a flat mass, till the clay is thoroughly homo-

geneous and free from all ohance of air-bubblos. He
now makes it take the form he requires, and by inserting

his thumbs in tho centre of tlie mass, and by pressure,,

forms the interior hollow as the clay walls rise between

his tH limbs and fingers. Ho works it gTadually into

the thickness required, moistening his fingers from time
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to timo with w;),ter. This is jaiportrrtiu order to keep

the riay all of tlu fiiam(^ deiisify as^ w'^ro he to continue

^vorkin^ without wolliiif^' his iiaud''', the lioat from tlioni

would dry the clay which Ava.s in contad with thf'in and

form a sort of criist outside which would^ prevent the

interior' of the cliiy drying equally, and the consequent

result would he distortio.n. The clay wouht also stick

to his hands, and tlio smoothness of the sui’fia ‘e*of the

piece would bo destroyed.

The receptacle con’ ining the water should be emptied

ft’om timo to time and relilled with clean 'water as it

becomes full of “slurry”. When nearly the right si/e,

ho take^ one of his pieces of horn or pifeher, wliich

are cabl'd “ribs”, the edge of which represents the

curve Oi the vessel, and 'with this he smooths the inner

surface and gives it sluq . ;
sliould any slurry bo left

in the inh'rior ho cleans it out wit/i a sponge. In small

])ieocs ho would only use his iiugers and not finish them
with a tool.

Some T)icccs are thrown wdth little or no shape, but the

nearer the thrower can approach to the finished sliapo

rcquii'ed the better, as it means Ics work for the turner

who follows him ; but ho must always be careful to

leave suiliciont thickness, or the ]Mece will bo cut through'

by the turner and spoilt. Some ])iecos which are closed

at the neclt, are thrown in two parts and are aftorwoi’da

stuck together. The meo, when finished by the thrower,

is cut off from the wooden '
^ by a wjre and t)akon

to the drying stove till it is in condition to bo turned.

In the case of verj largo pieces extra discs or bats are

required, so that the piece may be allowed to dry ou
them in order to avoid having to cut tliom off, which
might warp them.

The alternate raising and depressing of the clay on"the
wheel by the thrower not onfy gives more homogeneity to
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the clay, blit it probably>?'««
it more stretching power,

so to speak, and *1110 opotif*^"”^ 1'*®“ ““-y

, ,
, -1 \;i *00 hka windin"* a iiiament oi

almost be considered to
i • > amVi it

- . 11 . , , 1 , required. All the molecules
clay smrally into the toim ^

,

,1 j. L u- direction and in drying tlio
are thus stretching in one .

.r- j
,

'11 no , n the same direction, and it

contraction would also be i
wi. 1 f

111 ,1 All :
s reason that the contraction

IS probably partly due w Ibi

0,1 • looo iiion tliat of pieces made by other
of thro,wn pieces is less than

^ . i ^ i

processes. As tlio piece rises
be t^en to clean

off the “pulp ”, ^as the slurry,
hy Uie clay and

water is called, as, should it b6 ,^oriced down again into

1^ oonaft pricks, esDOoially in solid
the piece, it is sure to cause cr » n j

pieces such\^s insulators.
, • , ii

Good throwing is of the highost importance, as tho

defects often do not show til'
^tor tho firing, that i^

to say, till all tho expensos havc'')^<''^«i

handling and firing the pieces,
^nd when no means

of remedying the defect are possible. Nothing is easier

for the thrower than to east tho of ‘he 'l&iect on

the turner, handler, or fireman, or anyOnS through whose

hands it has passed, when really he is res^ponsible for

the initial defect. The following are some points worthy

of remark :— i .• i

- 1 . The clay must not bo too soft
;
a very plastic clay

is really more difficult to throw well than, a “shorter”

one. Not that it works with more difflculty—quito tha

reverse—but any inequality in pressure shows much mora

after drying firing and therefori© defects are more

apparent.

2 . The thrower must not apply unequal pressure to

different parts of the piece.

3 . And above all, he must graduate the vertical move-

ment of his hands to tho rotary movement of the wheel,

or vice ^ersa, so that the distances between the spiral,

turns of the clay shall be as small as possible.
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4. IIo must R Iso vary tliv pact wliocl so that

the centrifugal • force may ict d\Iicrently under the

^varying conditions of <fie clay.

The cliief defceils in badly thrown ware may ahnost

all bo tiacc'd to radges, more or le^s pronounced, running

spir.dly' from the bottom to tlio top of the piece. This

at once shows inequality in pressure, and not only arq^

tiny disagreeable to the eye, spoiling the ap^»eataric(^ of

the outline, but, what is of oven more inq)ortancc, the

piece dries unoqu dly o,nd is almost sure to become

aistorted. The handies appear Avarped, and the covers,

&c., will not lit, and sonietimos even the piece itself will

s])lit. It will thus bo seen that only rowid pieces can

bo made on the wheel, and that the ware is rarely

finished by the thrower, but is handed on to the turner

to bo further sli!ij)e<l or polished. Thrown, and turned

Avaro is sometimes afteiAvards decorated by the api)lica-

tion of figures, sprays, &c., made of elay from flat moulds
and stuck on to tlio surface ot the pieces Avith slip.

A fcAv AA’ui’ds on the decadence of throwing may not

bo amiss. In times p-ono by riearly all round holloAv.

ware was made by tlirnvers, ariu a really skilful man
not only impressed originality on any artistic work ho

had to do, but could also when, necessity arose producQ

with astonislong rapidity a larp"' quantity of any articlo

exactly to^size. It is not Wished by this statement to

insinuate that there are no such men to be found to-day,

as that Avould creato quito a impression, but during

the last quarter of a century business in pottery all over

the Avorld lias increased in volume oAving to a general

higln rstandard of livingund a iargerdemand for comfort.s
^

in daily life, and the demand for throwers exceeded the

supply, as the number of good throwers Avas always
limited, and it required a long apprentiee^hip to learn

their art, and' even then very few arrived at the

H
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necessary degree of piofi'sciency to undertake all cki^sses

of work.

The demand, then, for t
thrower was groat, as there

was a certain class of worP^^ which could only be imiiflo

with his assistance, and thi > him an exaggerated

idea of his own importanh'^ caused him to bo

exorbitant in his demandfs, iPrc^t^lar in his attendance,

and indifferent as to the of his work. The

largest trade being purely com mercial, it became evident

to manufacturers that some ^md to be found to

overcome this difficulty in order produce the thousands

of dozens of absolutely identical ‘‘Pieecs that arc required

by trade;' aid it was clear tli'^t machine work was

far better adapted to achieve this'l result tlian man s, as

any individuality would really be a hlefect in jiieces which

were all required to bo absolute^ alike. Tlio con-

Bcquence has been the rapid intrcj^uction of machinery,

and it was soon found that by a little thought and care

in the arrangement of tools and n'^culds, there was not

a piece of ware that the tlirowcr iPade that could not

be made off a machine, and as a rid^® made in such a

way that even if it required turning^ the work for the

turner was much facilitated, the form of the piece

approximating that of the finished af'dicle much more

than the piece formerly made by the thrower. To this

end the potter and machij^ist directed thefJ' energies, with

such entire success that there arc feW^ earthenware

potteries, except those dedicated to artistip as opposed

to commercial production, through whose dooTS a thrower

ever passes. The result is that every day thol’o is a less

demand for throwers, and fewer serve their apprentice-

ship, and year by year the number will grow h>ss, and

this again constantly compels manufacturers to seek fresh

metfiods of making any pieces still in the hands of the

throwers.
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That tlirovvn and turned waro many advantages

must bo at ono( a’dmitted. It has loss contraction, has

a better appearance, and is sLongcr than maduno-made
•ware, and if only a few pieces are ivantod, thef thrower

can at once malco them instead of iiio^ manufacturer

havdig ^0 go through the costly processes of modelling

and mould-making
;

hut much as th(‘ decadence of the

thrower is to be rcgreltcd from the artistic j^o’nt'of view,

it must bo remembered (hat no trade can ever bo

dependent on the s*,prices of one class of workers, and
ii. may bo takni as an axiom that wlien any trade finds

i(s dc\'clupment checked by the action of any one class

of workers, that class, sooner or later, wilb’almost totally

disappear from the trade, some other method of doing
their work bcung cvolv(‘d to overcome the difficulty.

Apart from the (In ver’s independent attitude, the

comj)lexity of his counts and the constant demands for

allowances on account of breakages by turners, etc.,

caused more friction and took up more time at die end
of each working week than settling wi'th any other ton

men on the works. It is not intended to attribute the

gradual extinction of ci' throwe s solely to their own
tactics, as the introduction, of machinery was inevitable,

but that by their action it v -as very much accelerated

there can be but little doubt.

The wore, having’ been ^vsuiiic.iently dried, is handed
on to the turner to be finished. It should be added
that the waro must always mflSciently moist for the
excess clay to be turned off in shavings and not in

(dust, and for this reason, where much turned ware is

produced, a cellar underground is neccssai’y for the

storag(' of any Wv^ro that cannot bo tu^rned and finished

when it has attained the proper degree of dryness, as,

should it ramain above ground, it would soon become
too dry, especially in hot^weathcr. It may, however.
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be preserved in good condition for a short time by

covering it with damp cloths.
'

*

It is very necessary that ware should bo in proper

condition for turning
;

should it b6 too moist it will

go crooked and out of shape, not having sudicient

stability to resist the pressure of tlie tools
;

should it

bo too dry, it is almost certain to split either in fixing

on to the- chuck or during the operation of turning. There

may be said to bo two methods of turning.

The first, Avhich is now almost solely applied to artistic

pieci's, on a vertioal lathe, that is to say, the piece

would stand in the same position on its base as when,

thrown. It i^ananifest tliat tliis is not an easy position

for the turner to carry out his Avork, and so the majority

of pieces are turned on a horizontal lathe similar to

that used for metals, wood, or ivory. On this machine

any piece may be brought accurately to any form Avhoso

section at right angles to its lixis is a circle.

The lathe is of such general application and so w(dl

known that a few general remarks on its con.struction

will bo (piito sufficient. The bed and supports of the

lathe are cither of iron or wood
;

the latter is probably

preferable, as there is little strain in turning clay, and

iron, being always liable to oxidize and thus discolour

any clay in contact with it, is boat avoided whoreven

possible. - On the bed rest the poppet-hoaxis, ^which are

now generally made of cast iron
;

they fit accurately

to the bed, and are hold in position by a holt screwing

into a metal strip beneath tlio bod. The principal

poppet-head has two standards, in ono of which is fixed

a conical bearing, in which ono end of the ‘mandril

revolves, and by which it is supported, the other end

resting against the hard conical point of a screw passing

through the other standard. By this screw the mandril

is kept tight up to its bearing, the tendency to shift
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bririp;' oLiintol by ono or l>.o nuL?' screwed np tight

to the sbindard.

Th(> accufaio minmg' of this Tnandril is iijj.solutcly

necpssfpy for tin- production of truly circular piews.

A piillcv with a series of g-raduatod gpt’ooves is keyed

on to thie mandril, and this pulley is connected with the
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securely. The obj'oct of the graduated grooves on the

pulley and driving-wheel is to^ regulate the pace at

which the mandril isj to bo driven. The • supports on *

which the bed rests also carry the axle of the driving-

wheel, which i‘s counter-sunk* at each end and supported

by two conical screws passing through the supports.

5^he motion is either given by a treadle attached to the

crank on the axle and worked by an attendant, or by

the modern system of steam, the pace being regulated

at will by the turner by a system of cones and breaks.

I At the end of the mandril, running through the

standard of the poppet-head, a screw is cut, to which

are attached tno “ chucks ” or round pieces of wood on

which, or in which, the clay articles to be turned are

fixed. They are usually of a tapering form, which easily

adapts itself to the inner surface of the vesJ^el to be

turned. A slide rest is required to support and guide

the tool. This is usually a short hollow column provided

with a foot which fits accurately to the lathe bod, and

can be moved along it, being held in position when,

required by a clamp screw. Through the hollow column

passes a “T ’’-shaped support, either of wood or iron,

which can bo lowered up or down through the column,

and- can bo fixed at any height by a screw. Should

the work be too long to bo supported by the chuck

alone, another movable poppet-head, with a 'clamping

screw, can bo moved along the bed to support the other

end of the article to be turned.

The tools are of steel and iron, and are usually made
of old files, saw blades, thin pieces of stool hooping, &c.

They consist of shaving tools, polishing tools, profiles,

cutting-off and edging tools, &c. The profiles are filed

to the different shapes of the pieces required, or according

to the different lines, ribs, or grooves whict ornament

the piece or form its foot^ &c. The more profiles a turner
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car uso tho Imttor, as ho 18 thus iteve of having* hia

pioCGS exactly alike in (letai^ . n'l it enables him to get

through much more work, as he merely presses the profile

against tho piece, anl (lie work is once cut to fho form

desired in loss tluTn half the tihio 'that wouM bo occupied

in turning it with an ordinary flat-etlgod tool. The

tools are generally about Sin. in length, Oiid ^^arying in

breadth from a quarter of an inch to two i iches, the

cutting edge being turned up at nearly a right angle

about half an inch Arom tho end.

Old printers’ knives, cut off and ground, make most

excellent polishing tools. Turning approacljes more to

tho work of tho artist than to that of the workman, and

the turner should have an accurate eye and a good idea

of form, as for tho most p^rt tho thi’ower or machine

gives tho thickness more or loss, leaving it to a large

extent to the turner to form and finish tho piece. It ia

true that earthenware, being a very plastic body, can

be throv.m thinner and more nearly approaching Me form

required than would be the case with a “ shorter ” body,

such as china, ito. ^till, pic'^es which b»rmerly were

roughly finished by the thrower aye now required with

a finer surface and a more deb* cate finish, and so are

passed through the hands of Iho turner.

The accurate' arid good filin^ of tools and profiles is

of the highest importance m producing good turned ware,

and the difference between good and bad turners is often

as much in the way they .la/o prepared their tools as

in the way they use thorn. A special bench, apart from

all clay-work, should be kept for filing, and no man
should be allow'^d to do his filing anywhere else but •

at the bench provided for tl'O purpose, and any man
'found using a file at his lathe or working bench ^hould

be reprimanded severely and if found doing ii again

should be discharged y os, however careful a man may,
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bo in filings, the sinall atoms of motlal dirst are carried

in the air, and must settle down somowhoro, either on

the finished ware or amonp^st the scrap clay, and when

the ware comes out of the ovens after firing it appears

with brown spockp on it from the fitsed iron filinp^s.

The damage caused by one careless man lilin^ at his

['olting: bench may be very j>reat, and such an, act should

bo looked upon as a very serious offence, and should

not be lightly passed over.

It is best to have the filo.s numbered and kept each

in its place above the filing bench. One miLD should

be held rcsymr^ible for them^ and should look over them

daily to see that they are all there and in good condition.

Should one be missed, he should at once find out who
has removed it, and tliat it is returne<l to its plaw.

Some men have a perfect mania for files, and iirefer

filing in any ])lace rather than in the appointed one.

They are dangerous people to have fi,bout, and should

be got rid of as soon as possible. It is not merely

lh(5 fact of the ware being spoilt 'by the iron filings,

but often it is impossible to bo sure from what source

the iron may liavo come, aiyd much time and money
m.iy bo spent in testing (days, magnetjs, and macdiinory,

when the whole difficulty has been caused by the laziness

or “ cussednoiss ” of one man who lias touched up a

tool with a file at his working bench instead'of goijig

to the right place to do it. The turner also requires a

pair of compasses, oallipers, and a gauge, as a great

deal of modern work, such as electrical fittings, screws,

patch-boxes, mugs, (fcc., have to be turned exactly to

size.

Though many lathes are driven now by steam or other

powoir, the advantage, economically, is not quite so

apparent as in many other departments
;
as tor celerity

in working it is essential that the turner should have
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an nftcndant t© liapd 'lilra llio piou^. 4,o bo turned, and

to j'oeeive tliom Svlion tinietfei Sw.all ware, ^iicb as

^liin cii})p,
,
m’o soiiiotiincs prQSb('d a litllo out of

fihape. and (lio altandant should hav^ a plaster cono

on ’W'hifh lie can*pross tliowi to put them into perfect

circulai iorm agviin. There are also often small clay

shaving-s slicking^ to the pieces, which musi bo "emoved. ^

T)ie attendant can perform all these minor (;])erations,

and at: the ,same time turn the lathe, as his time otherwiso

Avould not probablv be fully occupied. And also, as

he has to Avatcli CA Ory movement of the turner incrwise

or decrease the pace as tho work requires, .or, to reviorse

the motion as directed, ho very soon obtains a good
idea ol’ turning, and when put down as an apprentico

h'"' already has a consideral/ ‘ insight into his trade.»

The piece to bo tuined has then to bo fixed to tho

chuck, either by its own moi''turo or by slightly damping
tho chuck with a vspongo. Lot us take a boAvl as an
example The bowl is held in tiie hu'i liand and jilacod

on ttie chuck, the mambi! revolving slowly OAvay from
the operator, when itc' c'mtred true, Avh'ch is of course

of th(' greafesi imports uec
;

the edge of tho bowl is

pressed on tho clmck hj' a roii" Londoil tool till it is

held firmly in ]»osition. To co.amonc^ turning the piece

the motion ij r se sed, the Iril revolving towards
the tiirnei*. Tiie tool is then applied to tho piece, tho

fingers being steadied in position on tho rest. In Avo<jd

or metal turning, the tool .. - if Avould he steadied on
the rest, as there is much greater resistance in tho

mateiial being turned
;
but in clay-turning tbo fingers

act as a buffer spring, and llius breaking the more
delicate substance is avoided.

Wh('n the bowl has been shaped to tho requisite iorm
and the foot cut out Avith 4ho profile specially made for

the purpose, the mandjul is reversed, and the piece is
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rcpasscfl with tlio polishing tool. This olosos tho pores,

60 to speak, and gi\;cs a finislied appearance to the piece.

Afi^ain tho mandril is reversed, turning- a^ain towards

the turhor to enable him to cut the pioct^ off from tho

chuck, which is done witli,, a sharp ‘cutting tool. It

is safer when thus cutting off to support tho piece with

the left hand to prevent it juii^ping off the chuck,' and

the same precaution should also he taken when polishing.

Tho edge is then formed with a tool filed like a shaorp

hoolf, and the piece, being finished, is rewoved from

the chuck.
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Ir rose, engine, ajtid cccontrif’ the centre of

the circle in which fhe ^wor^'^ ‘cvolvus is not a fixed

point as in thft ordiuar)' lathe, biii> is mtulo to oscillate

with a slight motion •while the work is revolving upon

it, the tool remaining fixed, •so that the figure will be

“out of the roand “, or deviate from tl)0 circular figure

as much and as often as motion is applied tu the centre, ^

and by a system of rosettes of different sizt^s, cou})lGd

wdili the action of a strong spring to restore the mandril

to a central or vortical position when disturbed there-

from by an indentation of the rose.

Embossed Rolt.ets.

The mandril may contain tiiff^ront rosettes to vary,

the pattern as it }>roceeds what is called the

“ pumping •movemert ” of (he lo.sf) lathe the mandril

is made to more CLiOwajs on its bearings. By this

motion waved linos c;in be > upon a cylinder in the

direction of its length. Many patterns are bbtxiinrd

on the lathe by the use of elliptical or oval clmcks and

by overliead motions. Dicing and milling arc also often

applied to pottery, and a great number of very com-

plicated geometrical patterns can be obtained whon^the

work rcvt)lv& on the |lath(^ and the eccentric cutter is

driven by a band in connection with the mandril.
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Of course <litse latter applications of the latlio are

quite outside tlio<-ordinary Avork expeeied from it, and

in fact could only .be successful in the bands of really

scientific turners. A ^ood deal cf ordinary decoraiion

is obtained by the use of rallets or rowels ])ros(s<Hl against

the work :is it revolves, and tiny will bo found to work

best when oiled with -a little turpentine.

Turning is one of the must intorosting j)arts of the

manufacture, and is daily becoming of more importance

owing to the large demand for scicntilic and olodtrio

fittings, wliicli bavo to bo made with the greatest

oxactitud/). As in other parts of tlie maniifaeturo, there

is a great ditl'eronco between good and bad work. There

is one thing, however, to be said, and that is, bad work'

ill turning is inqiossiblo to hide. If sizes or shaiies

arc wrong, they are at once perceived, but it is more

dillicult to detect ‘‘ wreaths ” wliich are caused by moving'

the tool unevenly and irregularly along the piece After

it has beem re])as.sod with tln^ polislier, these wreaths'

disajipoar
;

only, however, to reajipcar after the firing,

no matter hoy carefully ilio polishing has been done.

If it costs no more to put a piece of ware on the lathe

Ilian to liave it fetthxl by the jiggeror or poessor, it is

always advisable to turn it.

There is less loss in the ovens with turned ware ;• it

is strongxir
;

it Invs a bettor appearance Wiion glazed,

and re(j[uiros loss material to glaze it, probably owing

to its being not quite so porous, the pores liaving been,

partially closed in polishing. Its surface is smoother,

and its finished apjiearance is undoubtedly superior ;

so that if the cost of labour bo equal commercially, a

better article can bo offered at the same price.



CHAPTER VII;

DRESSING, CASTING, HANDLING, AND STICiaNG-UP.

Pressing is iho term applied lo the method oi" nuikifig -^

articles by pressing- clay on or into moulds in sucdi a

manner that it reco'ves the form of the mould, and

therefore the piece, when extracted from the mould, is

a facsimile in detail of the model from which tlui mould

was originally made, except itdiat,, ow'ing to th^ contrac-

tion of the eday in drying-, it will he smaller in size.

The pressia- rcipiiiH's a bench on which to work, a

pia.ster lilock, some 2 fl 8 m. srpmro, though tlie size

would depf nd much on the class of work he has to

moke, usually made on a hi’ck foundation which offers

more soiidil3
^ and strength tjion if merely placed on the

b'Oneh
; a jilastordieadcd -whirler which revolves in a

socket fixed to one of the uprights qf the bench. He
also requires a drying so-t-o or i -om surrounded with

shelves or pegs for boaids on which he can put his ware
to dry.

These looms are heutod cither in the old-fashioned

style withrfucl iu iron j.>f»t-sto\ os, or in the moder^i'

!maimer by steam nipes heated by the exhaust steajn,

from the engine, whi<‘]i is m-iro economical and far,

cleaner, as there is no coal, coke, or ashes carried in and,

out of the shop. The heat is also more regular, as the

pipes can be run all round tlie room, whereas the pot-

stove would piobably be m the centre, and the piecesi

ncoi’ it are liable to got dried unevenly, more on the

side nearest •the stove than on the other, which wdfulid

be likely to cause cracked or distorted ware.
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The pr^ser’s tools consist of a batter, wliich is a <

round plaster block with ta handle" fixed across it, used

to beat and flatten out the cluj
;

a wooden roller like

a rolli,ng--pin is sometimes used for the same purpose.

A piece of brass ware to cut up tlie clay in ''ase he may

wish to wedg-e it before using-
;

sponges of different

sizes— coarse for bossing in the clay, fine for cleaning

* off ai\[l finishing the ware -sticks with sponges attached

to them, for pieces whose orifices are too small to allow

of llie admission of the hand. Pieces 'of horn, which

should bo kept in water to render them soft and pliable,

and which are used for putting a smooth surface on

the ware * pieces of india-rubber or leather for the same

purposes, or what some workmen j)refer to either of

those, a cow’s lip, a trimming knife
;
punches of different

sizes for cutting out the holes in grids and trays
;

a

strap to hold the parts of the moulds together while

working
;

a basin or jar of water
;
and another small

one for slip.

These are his requirements for ordinary work, though

for special pieces other things may bo necessary, such

as pencils for slip, cloths or leathers on which very large

thin bats may be made and lifted up without breaking,

&c., &c The quality of sponges is viery important to

the pressor, and should the work be required extra well

fini&hf'd ho must use first-rate sponges o^ the finest

texture.

The pressor makes the greater part of the ware that

cannot bo made on the machines, that is to say, pieces

that are not round, or for other reasons are not suitable

for machine work
;
he would also make pieces of which

only a small quantity are required, and therefore are not

worth while arranging for machine production. For

insfence, ewers, oval or square, soup-tureensj sauce-boats,

jugs of certain shapes, brush-trays, square soap-trays,
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square sugar-Loxos, and tea-} ets, 'plclvles, tfcd
,
would bo

allot t/od to liirn. . It lis clearly impos-siblo to describe

the detail of (ho manufa^ttuix. j’ evorV j)Icco mentioned,

and it is thendoro proposod to select the ewer, as an

oxainph' and d(‘scribe*llio method of its protluction.

The cwor-mould is ma<lc ib three parts, closely fitting

together and held in jmsition by the natclies, as has

alrt'ady been described Idic body is m ule in two

divided from toj) to bottom, at the front and back. The

bottom fits tightly to die body when thjo two half-moulds

an placed upon it, being kept also in position by tho

natches.

Tho pressor first plac'cs tho two half-moulds !?eparately

on his boJieh, and then takes a lump of clay which is

usually rather drier than that required for machine work,

and piaci's it on tho plaster block. This block should

always bo kept moist, and if it has not been used for

some time, a small ridge or .vidl of clay can be plaeod

round the edgx) and hlled up with crater and left for

tw(mty-four hours
;

it will thus become thoroughly moist

and r(‘ady for use. If dry, it would suck up too mucl*

moisture from the clay wl n batung out. Ho then cuts

tho lump of clay in half and dashes it down on tho

other half
;

this action ho repeats several times, and

it is Cxilled wedging. This opei ition is not absolutely

necessary when tho clay ha? Loeu pugged, hut pressers

oftx^n put the clay aude to got rather drier and harder*

than when it comes vstraight fr m tho pug, and it may
then require to bo wedged to bring it all through back!

to the same degree of moisturo, as tho outside would
have become drier than the interior.

He now cuts cl! a piece ol Hay the size he requires and

proceeds to bat it out with his battor on tho plasten

block into a smooth bat or layer of clay of tho thick dess

ncoessary for the article ho'is about to make. This bat
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of cla) is then carefallj laid on tli'e half of ihe mould,

tho faoo mado ky the batter bein^ placed ii) contact

with the mould, aiid thoroughly bossed in with a sponge.

Should there be a pattern in r(di(if- on the ewer, it will

require more bossing than a plain ])ieec in order to

impress the clay thoroughfy Into all the crevices of the

pattern. Another bat is dhen for the otlicr

qf tho mould and the same process gone through

again with it. As a matter of fact, the pressor would

probably bat out a considerable number of bats before

commencing the work of applying them to the moulds,

as he would thus save time. It may here bo numtioned

that several machines have been invented for baiting

out largo bats, whieli liavo been more or less successful,

but they liave md up Ui the present come into very

general use.

The two halves of the mDiild being lined wilh olay,

tho edges are triinnied, and they ar(' ilnm joined iogotlier

and held firmly by a stmp jiassed round them. Any

clay overlapping the edges of the half-moulds should be

Qut off by ruiitiing tho thumb down the edge, and care

should bo taken that no clay gets hotween the edges

of tho two half-moulds, (or they Avould not fit closely

togctlicr, and the seam or join, when finished, would be

large, and Ihereforo imsighlly. They are placed on tho

whirler, and the pressor can thus turn them rr>und easily,

which offers greater facility for working Ho then makes

two thin rolls of clay and lays them along the seams

formed by tho junction of the two lialf-moulds, and

by tho aid of his fingers and a sponge incorporates

them with the clay dill the two halves are thoroughly

joined together and the internal surface quite smooth.

In a piece of this size there is little difficulty in effecting

this?, as there is ample room for tho admjs.sion of the

hands at both ends.
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The bottom mould is non placed the bench, and

a day bat pressed 6n to it
;
a small roll of clay is then

arranged round it to make the joint with the sides. The

two hy If-moulds art* then placed dn it, and th« seams

are thorouglily wprlccd together from the inside. The
whole inlerior is then smooflied over with a line sponge

and clean water, or with a leather, care being taken to

avoid making marks with the sponge and to loftVtrail^

interior as smooth as poasible. The mould is then placed

in the drying stove till the piece is sufficiently dry to

come out of tha mould. As it dries it also contrp.ctSy

and so it delivers easily.

Meanwhile (ho pressor makes another somewhat larger

roll of clay and carefully arranges it in one half of the

handh^ mould, places the otlier half on the top of it,

and applies the whole w< ight of his body to it for a f<iw

seconds till the two parts arc pressed closely together.

After drying for a short time the mould is opened and

the handle tak(ui out, the seam is trimmed off with,

the knife and any other little roughnesses there may
bo are cleaned off with a fine sponge.

Wo will now suppose ^hc body vl the ewer sufficiently

dry to bo extracted froin the mould, and it is of great

importance that it should be neither too dry nor too

wet
;

in tin- former ca.se the handle would not stick

properly tg the body, and 'though apparently firmly on
before going into the oven, it would, after firing,

probably be found cracked -'’id defective. In the latter

case, in sticking on the handle, the body, not having
sufficient stability, would be pushed out of .'^hape, and
pieces once put out of shape when partially dried,

although pressed oack into their proper shape before

going into the oven, are exceedingly likely to become
crooked again during the ^firing. It is in fact highly

necessary that all parts or pieces that have to be joined

I
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together should bo in the same state of humidity on

dryness.

The ewer is then taken out from the mould, looked

over, the seams fettled and cleaned off with a knife

and touched up with a sponge or horn. Tlie ends of

the luLiidlo arc cut at an angle to exactly fit on to the

body, and botli the ends of the 'liandle and the point

die handle fit^ the body be'ing roughed or sciatched

in order to malce a firm joint, 'they are stuck together

with a little slip The point at which the liandle is

to be fixed is generally marked in the mould
;
sometimes

part of the handle itself being formed lin the body-

mould, so that the handles may all bo put on at the

same height and in the same jiosition. Great care

must be taken that tlie handles are stuck on both

upright and straight—a crookedly-handled piece is most

unsightly.

Some pressers like to use ball clay slij), as it soema

to be more adhesive
;

but it is rather dangerous in

practice, as, being of a slightly different colour from the

body, it may leave discolorations on the piece where

the handle is joined on, so that for general use the

ordinary body slip is the safer. After the handle is stuck

on and the joints carefully cleaned, the piece is put

back to be thoroughly driest before going into the oven.

When (piitc dry and in the white state, it car* be looked

over again, and any small imperfections can be rubbed

down with a piece of flannel or 'cloth.

A pressor will require for continuous work a varying

number of moulds, according to the size of the piece

and the time taken in manufacturing it. That is to

say, should he only be making one article, he will want

sufficient moulds so that when he has filled them the;

piece of ware in the first rapuld ho filled "Will have had

sufficient time to dry, and will be ready to come out.
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It will also iitttunilly dcpoiiel on drying facilities

gr en and the heat kept up in tlio stove.

' Ware is generally^ dried on hoards, or on plaster bats
;

hut if very larg(' pwec'OvS with wide mouths have to be

dri('d mouth downwards ittis belter to make clay baus

at the same time as the ])icco, and dry iliein on "’lOse

—

the clay bat, drying at the same time os the pie,

e

contracts equally with it. A piece of this description,

if dried on a plaster bat or board, would contract, and

the board or bat, ninaining rigid, would not give, and

the piece would split almost to a (’ortainty.

It is evident that for faiality in worlc n\,en should

be kept as much as possible at the same class of work

during the day, and it is better to have one man making

cv.ei.s one da> and saucii-b^ its or what not the next,

ratlior than making souk' of one and 'Some of the other.

To carry this out more moulds are necessary, but the

work is bettor and the man can do more, and probably

make better wages working at a Iowit 'price 1'ian if

ho had to turn from on^' aidiclo do another. This is

only stated as a genera* rule, there arc many articles

of the same clas.s wdiicii work in vyery w'lell together.

It is very noeos,sary in pressing to ‘make the piece as

nearly as may be of the same 'ihicknoss all over. Pieces

that arc thic.k and thin in diffe^’c^'t parts are very likely

to crack irt firing, o.ving to the variation in contraction.,

A good pressor mu.-5L therefore work systematically, and

apply an equal pressure o\ci all his work, as apart

from the difference in contraction, unequal pressure will

often (‘,ause an irregular surface most detrimental to the

appearance of the article.

After a considerable time moulds lose their absorbing

power and the ware begins to stick slightly to tb^jm.

This is caused for the mo«t part by long expofetire to

the atmosphere of the shops, the pores of the plaster
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being stopped up« bj the floating dust {uid dirt. Thci

same defect may, also result from* much use, an
exceedingly thin, firmly press^ film of filay forming*^

a sort bf skin over the mould. This can be removed
by carefully scraping and ^nd-paparing the eurfaoe,

but the operation cannot be ofteji repeated, as it alters,

Ihesizo of the raould. The same object tnay sometimes

be aTcRined by well scrubbing the mould with a brush,

and water. A mould that lias absorbed all tlio water

possible is likely to present the same difficulty, and there-

fore for fast worjk a considerable number of moulds
are required to give them the necessary time to dry

between the operations of filling them -with clay.

Casting .—There are many pieces that cannot be

pressed, on account of their excessive thinni'ss, or owing

to their shape not permitting the jirt^sscr to manipulate

the clay in them and work it thorouglily into all the

cavities of the mould. To make either of these classes^

of pieces the (day is introduced in a licpiid or slip state

into the moulds, and by capillary attraction a film of

clay is formed on the jilastcr in contact with the liquid
;

the thickness will depend on the time the moist clay is

allowed to remain in the mould, the massiveness and

absorbing power of the mould, and the nature and

substance of the slip. The slip should be carefully

lawned to free it completely from any granular particles

of harder clay, and it should be gently stirred to allow

any air-bubbles that may be in it to escape. The moulds

are usually in isevoral parts, the number depending on

the form and elaboration of the article required
;

they

are tied firmly together, and the liquid clay is poured

into fhe hole left in the mould for the purpose. As the

plaster absorbs the water, leaving the clay film on the

sides, more slip is poured in, till the potter thinks a

sufficiently thick coating has been formed on the mould
;
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he tlion ])oiirg oujb the superfluous tflip and piitfe tl)

piece to dry.
*

The slip tshould^ be of a fairly plastii- nature, rad

to increase this qu/ility a rather larger prop Jrtion oi

“ scraps may be added foi^maldng the body dian would

bo used for ordinary purposes. Very plastic clay will,

bow(‘ver, at once form a, c»ast over the mould, forming

an almost impermeable coating, thus preveniiffg the

])lastor absorbing a y further moisture. After a short

l ime tlic clay bvgins to harden and contract, and it should

then bo removed from the mould. This 'is a dolicatf

operation with very thin pieces, and great 'care is

required to remove them from the mould without

damage.

Casting is more generally pplied to china, where great

thinness and dcdicacy arc roquiri'd, than to earthenware
;

yet there are many pieces in earthenware manufacture,

such as tea- and coffee-pot spout^s, tubes, '&o.f which

can only he satisfactorily made by ihi.s process It is

perhaps a slightly choepor method of manufacture than

pressing, but cause great destruction to moulds,

especially if the workmen introduce a little salt or soda

into the slip to make the moulds “ deliver” more

quickly
;

this, of course, sh.mld not bo allowed. It

also has the advantage of giv'n^ a more uniform thick-

ness to tiie piece and a very clear impression of the

mould, and so is useful for pieces of elaborate detail,

and its contraction being Uu, same all over, ware made
by this process is not so Jikely to split in the firing\.

The clay not being subject to pressure, and the water

being absorbed the mould and ovaporateil, the body

is really left very porous, ai'd cast 'ware is therefore

more liable to the defect of crazing than ware made
by other processes. •

Cups, cup -handles, tubes, pillars, spouts, pieces botli
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lar^o and small, ;na.j be made by ‘castinp^, but slightly

different applieatioius of the process have to bn adopted

in accordance with the shape of the pioea in ordc'r to,

obtain good results.* For instanec^'in tall pieces like

pillars it is best to introdiujp the slip„ from below and

allow it to rise to the top of the mould, to avoid any

chance of air-bubbles, which in dry^u^ would lotivc little

This is done by connecting a tube from a reservoir

containing the slip with the bottom of the mould. It

should, however, be noted that in this method the vessel

containing the slip must be placed considerably higher

than the mould it is intended to Till, as tlie liquhl slip,

on account* of its slicky and glutinous statf\ will not

rise to the same height in the mouM as it is in tho

reservoir.

The great drawbacks lo casting are the excassivo con-

traction of the pieces, being with some bodies as much

as 25 per cent, and iho large number of moulds required.

Its chi(d advantages are : the lightness obtained, and

its adaptability to pieces . of unusual sliapo and of

claborato oi-iiamcntation. Cast pieces ai'o rarely free

from blemishes on being removed from tho mould.s, and

always require looking over and rctouidiing. In making

models for cast ware, especially figures, it is necessary

to make provision to counteract the inequality in exm-

traction, and to bring the contraction to » common
centre.

Ilaridling, as its name implies, is the making and

fixing of handles to the pieces already made. But, apart

from fixing handles, there ai‘e often other parts that

the handler has to adjust, such as spouts to teapots,

snips to jugs ; in fact, he often carries out in the smaller!

articles the same work as the “sticker-up ” does in largo.

Handles are usually made in,two ways : eifher out of

plaster moulds when of an ornamental and elaborate
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character, or fj-oin a “ wad ’ or sc;iiog'^iii<^-l)C)X wlien of

a >^’iiri})ler form. *

The wad-Uox is merely a iioiiow iron CAlinclor in which

workp a screw y^limger htting- accurai(^]y and *held in

position in an ir(«i from'' o{i tlie working ben(!h. When
the scicjv is raised the cylinder can ho removed for the

greater facility of tilling it with clay. There is an.

aperture in the bottom of the cylindi*r, ovPI' thi.s

aperture is fixed a movable metal plate in which is cut

a hoh' in the form of the ^section of the handle it ia

d(‘<sired to maice The cylinder is then filled with a

solid lump of moist clay well prcsscid into it. A piece

of old cord is laid round the edge and covercnl with

a flat iron ring, thus forming a washer, and ])revoiiting

the eJay from esca])ing beHveen the jilungor and the

side of the eylinder wnen ])ressLiro is applied. It is

then placed in position under the screw plunger. The

plungi'r, on being depiT\ss(Kf forces the clay through

the hole in long strips in the form and thickness required,

reproducing tin' flutes or ridgi^s cut out in the metal

plate. These strips are received on a sl.inting board,

and are cut otf by tin handler in lengtlis suitable to

the woi k in hand

Care must be taken not t(» twist or deform the clay

strip as it issues f”om the wad-box, as this deformation

would }u\tbably be reprodifced in the firing. The pieces

arc then bent into tlie necessary shape, trimmed off at

the ends, and affixed with .1 little slip to the artiele

to bo handled. Sometimes ench end is ornameiitod with

a leaf or shell, by pressing it with the thumb into a

small plaster mould containing the necessary design.

This class of liandle is called a “ Dod ” handle, and

is usually employed on the cheaper classes of ware,^such

as mugs, cfiambers, and hyarrcl jugs.

In making handles from moulds the wad-box is also
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requisitioned to make the little rolls of clfiy requiro<l for

filling the mou,lds., Instead of the mfetal plate at the

bottom of Ihc wad-box, a thicker plate, often of iron,,

filled with round holes, is substituted, and the clay is

squeezed out in little rolls.
, They aro cut into suitable

lengths, and placed in one half of the mould
;

the other

half is then fitted on, and the .handler’s boy leans his

fulftttight on it for a second or two, and then proceeds

to fill the next mould in like manner. lie generally

requires about half a dozen moulds, and by the time

the last one is filled the handle in the first one is ready

to come out.

The handler usually employs several attendants to

make and trim the handles and clean tho ware after

it has been handled, he, as a rule, doing the actual

sticking on himself. Any work of special difficulty, such

as handles that require very accurate cutting, &o
,
and

fitting on account of tho shape of the j^iece, he would

also do himself.

Each liandlo as it is taken out in turn from the mould

is laid on a boai;d, and when they are sufficiently dry

tlic superfluous clay is removed, and they aro trimmed

and fettled and spongeil if necessary, and they should

be cut at an angle exactly to fit tho body to which they

are to be applied
;

this is very im2)ortant in order to

make a good joint. In removing tho handled from the

moulds they should not be strained or bent, or the defect

will very likely appear after firing. Cuj) handles when
taken from the moulds are not unlike tho human car,

owing to tho extra elay being squeezed out round them.

Handles made from moulds aro the most general now
in use, as they are more elaborate and decorative in

appearance. The remarks as to the condition of ware

in the note on “ sticking-up ” Apply equally to handling,

and the body and handles should be of the same clay
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mixture, and should be as near as be in the same

state of humidify to ensure (’lo handles being firmly

ifixcd on, and to avoid cracks. Should the ware and

handles be too dry„ they so readily absorb th*e watep

in the slip that the handles will not stick on, and it

is then necessary to add a small quantity of gum water

to the slip, which will hold the parts together till the

firing. But it is far more satisfactory to hav thif'ware

in the proper state, and so if there is more wai’e than

cen be handled it must bo sent down to the cellar, as

in the case of ware to bo turned, or covered, with damp
cloths.

After handling, all superfluous slip must bo cleared

away from the joints, and in the case of cups tlicy

should bo gently pressed on a plaster cone to ensure

them being quite round, as the handler may have put

them slightly out of shape in applying the handle. It

is hotter that cups should ho boxed” retidy for placing

— that is, one cup is placed on the other edge to edge,

one handle being exactly over the other. They should

bo just moistened at the edges with thin starch, and
they will then stick tog^^ther. B> treating them in this

manner the Joss from crooked cims in the ovens is much
less.

Handling requires ooiisiderablr* experience, as for the

most partthi; pieces liave b'een turned or machine-made,
and as the handles <tre pressed in moulds they have not

boon made by the same proi^.ss as the bodies, and, there-

fore, the contraction is probably slightly different, apd
the joints are more likely to crack, and the handles,

being Ihe lighti^t part, are more likely to distort. In
fact, in some cases with certain shaped handles that

have to bo applied to turned cups, the handles aro^ put
on slightly ‘‘out of the straight, so that the contraction

will draw them back again during ihe firing. Experience
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alono can allow for this, and shapes requiring; so much
altoniion should b(? avoided.

It is important that handles should be comfortabk
t/O hold*, and pleasing to the eye, an(l also that they should

have sufficient surface at the point ©f contact to stick

firmly to the piece. They should also not jiroject too

far from the body, as they take up more room in the

oven*Sj and are very likely to bo broken off during' the

various processes they liave aft(‘rward,s to g’o through.

Tlio dift’oronco in loss between a well-de.sig'nod and badly-

designed handle is enormous.

The chief defects in liandling are from crookedly

placed handles, or handles ])laced too high or too low,

or when there arc two handles, placing them at different

heights on the different sides. These defects are clearly

due to carelessness, or from crackj?, which are almost

invariably caused by the handles or pieces, or both,

being in an unsuitable condition, or to an improper

use of slip, or by the handle not being properly adjusted

to the piece, so that the slip is thick in one place a,nd

thin in another.
,

The same remarks apply to jug snips,

spouts, &G
, &c.

Sticlcing-up should, perhaps, not be mentioned till

after the making of ware on the .machines has been

described, but as it is so closely allied to pressing and
handling it is considered best to refer to \t in this

chapter. Owing to the introduction of machinery, round
pieces, such as soup-tureens, covor-dishes, soap-dishes,

sponge-trays and grid^^, salads, (fee., which were formerly

made by the pressers, are now jollied on the machines.

<

It is clear that to got full value from a machine it

must bo constantly running. It is therefore best to keep

a man working at the machine contiimobsly, making
the todies, covers, feet. <fec.,cand then to send on the

unfinished pieces to the pressers or handlers or to special
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•

mon to “stick j.ip ” and as tin# is work which

couid not be left* to the jig‘«!;c ‘or’s apprentices
;

that

in to say, tliey stick the foot to the soup-tureenf?, mako
the small handles fr^m inoubks for the bodies, ‘knobW

for the covers, &c ^and stick, them on, cut out the snips

for the ladle, and finish tliem in 'every detail, fn the

same manner compotes aje made in three pjirts on the

machines, and arc afterwards stuck togetlier. Any j^leces

that have thin feet, like soup-tureeiis or compotes, should

be put to dry on p! ister bats, and not on boards, as

should the latter not bo quite level the feet will go

crooked and the piece rock.

By dividing the processes (whicli is the tendency ia

all modern manufaclures) each man gets more expert

in executing his own jiarticular detail wdth exactitude

and celerity, and it is evident tliat it would never pay

to have machinery running and the man who should

bo ])roducing ware off the maclnno spending half

his time fettling and sticking up woik The iii:i<hinos

would then bo idle and their producing jiower lost, and

most probably the motor power w'ould have to run for

other purposes all tlie sam,*, to say ii>)thiiig of the interest

on capital f(U' the inachinory standing still. No doubt,

by this system of division of labour a man is not so

thoroughly a masim’ ^>f his trade a-^ formerly
;
but owing

to the modl'rn competition "in chcajmoss every moans
of reducing cost has to be studied in the production of

every-duy articles.

The chief point to be observed in sticking up ware
is that all parts should bo of the same degree of moisture.

They must bo accurately iriinmcd to join exactly, and

it is always better to cut the -parts obliquely when
possible, as they thus have a wider surface to stick

together. Tlic joints should be fitted together quickly,

.and with accuracy, and when once put together thej
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should not afterwards be moved, SuSielent slip must

be used to stick them firmly^ together, but not enough

to form a soparaie layer between Ihe two* pieces, or tiuiy

are exceedingly likely to come q-part ox crack during

the firing. • •

Dish-making —Bi'fore proceeding to any remarks on

machinery, it will be as well, to refer to dish-making.

DisfTes have for some time past been manufactured with

more or loss success in different countries by machinery,

but for various reasons the vsystem has not been generally

adopted. Machines to produce oval forms of ever-varying

shapes apd sizes mu.st nec'essarily be complicated, owing

to the variety of eccentric motions that they nooessitate,

and no doubt this reason alone, without searching further,

has been the chief obstacle to their general introduction.

The majority of dishes to-day are thorofore still made

by hand.

The dish-maker bats out the clay bats on a plaster

block with a baiter, and then with a long flexible knife

puts a perfectly smooth face on the bat. This face is

then applied to the dish mould and carefully pressed

on to it, anti thus forms the surface of the dish. Thei

moiJd is then, for facility in working, placed on the

whrrlcr and the dish smoothed carefully with pieces of

pitcher, horn, and fine sponge to form the back of it.

Should a foot be required it is either made w^th a pitcher

profile which has been previously made and fired in

the oven, or should a higher foot be required than can

conveniently be made by this moans a foot is made out

of another mould and stuck to the dish.

A dish-maker requires considerable stove-room, as

after the dishes have been dried sufficiently to come off

thg moulds on which they have been made they are

fettled and then placed face downwards— wiarved ” as

it is called—on plaster slabs, which have had the surfaces
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ground perfectly true, so tha. tliey may dry perfectly

straight and nol go crooked. '.L*hey stould be left on

the slabs till white dry, •ospr.('iiJly in the Ciise of tho

larger sizes. Dish-making required considerableb skill,

and very hirge dished are exceedingly difficult to make

satisfactorily, as they require an absolutely even pressure

all over when making them, or distortion will result.



CHAPTER VITT.

THE APPLICATION OF .AACHINER'i TO POTTI^O.

The modor.n tendency in all manufactures is to utilize

machinery as much as ])ossil)le, and eartlienwaro manu-

facture is no exception to the rule. ‘ In fact, during

the last twenty years there lias been quite a revolution

in the method of manufacture of almost every class of

earthenware, and fresh applications of machinery are

daily being introduced. The articles required for 'daily

oonsuniption liave to bo turned out in such enormous

quantities and so absolutely identical in size, -thickness,

and shape, that machinery is eminently adapted to their

production. Cups, saucers, plates, chambers, basins,

salads, cover-dishes, soup-tureens, jugs, &c., in fact any

circular article oan be made with the aid of machinery.

Modern mechanics liavo arrived to such perfection that

machinery can be designed to do any class of work
;

but there always remains the difficulty of making

machinery so simple that there is small ichance of it

getting out of order, and that the ^working of it requires

little or no mechanical knowledge. It is only intended

here to give a rough sketch of some of the machines to

facilitate the explanation of the manufacture of ware

on them. To give full details and descriptions would

necessitate drawings to scale, and far more space than

the scope of these notes would allow.

The machinery for potting ivs made by potters*

engineers, who dedicate themselves almost entirely to

this class of work, and probably the modern potter who
uses machinery is indebted to no one more than to

Mr. William Boulton, of Burslem, and Mr. Faure, of
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Limoges, to whoso shill and '/orsalilirj^ so many of tho

macliincs and a|)plicalions of machinery owe Ihoir

^rigin.

Steam or water nshially sup})ly th'o motor pow^r, and

the heavy slip-hoyso maehipery and mills are driven

direct hy shafting
; but for the lighler running machines

for the actual production of w:are the power is »ransniitted

by endless ropes, either driven directly from the engine

or fiom a sliafting connected with it by belting*, which

can bo thrown in or out of gear and run or not as

desired. The rope passes round the different shops

su})ported on small V-grooved pulleys, and running under

the bfinchos where the machines are placed anti driving

them on its way. The rope runs continuously, but the

machiin‘s are so arranged that they only run at the will

of Ihe operator.

At each iiumhine there is a wheel fixed to a lever,

and the workman, pressing against this lever with his

leg, pushes the wheel against the rope
;

this deflects

the ropi' and jirGvSses it against the driviug-whwl on,

the spindle of the machine, and thus conveys the motion

tk) it When the lever roleaseo the rope goes back

to its original position, running just clonr of the driving-

wheel of the machine, and tim machine stops. The
pressure of tho lever whetd throws the rope a little out

of the straight line, and thcTefore, so to speak, shortens,

it and increases the t/easion. If all the machines on
a rope were running at on- this would considerably

increase the strain, the rope being slightly shortened

at each machine, and the result would bo continual

breakages. To obviate tliis, the rope is passed over

two -pulleys close together, and a third pulley with a
heavy weight attached to it is hung on the rope between
the two fixed pulleys, the (Jistanco between these being

the diameter of tlio weighted pulley. The weight being
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arranged in a grooved frame, elides up and down as the

tension increases or decreases. The weight always keeps

the rope at the proper tension for the work, and thus

acts as a sort of safely valve.

When a machine is started the rope requires a little

more length and so pulls up the weight a little
;
when

the machine stops the rope goes back to its original

position
;

the weight at once descends and pulls in the

slack rope. As the rope is an endless one, the farthest

point to which it is carried is the poin(t at wlxich the

“outrunning” rope ceases and the “incoming” rope

begins. It is evident that as the engine is pulling or

winding in the rope the “pull” will be on the incoming

or upper rope as it pusses over the driving-wheel, and

the outgoing or lower rope will bo rather slacker. The

safety-weight is therefore fixed a short distance from

the driving-wheel, some 20 to 40 ft. away on the out-

going rope, to take up the slack and keep the tension

equal. The weight frame should bo about 8 or 10 ft.

high, so that as the rope stretches there is room for,

the weight to, descend, as once the weight reaches the

bottom it ceases to act and the rope must bo shortened

and respliced. The grooves in which the weight runs

should bo kept clean and well-oiled, as it is incessantly

moving up and down and should work with the least

possible friction. The pull being on the incoming rope,

it is evident that machines will run better on it than on

the outgoing rope.

The finest cotton rope is used in preference to hemp,

as it is more pliable and longer in the thread and there-

fore less liable to break. The ends require carefully

splicing, and the splices should bo tapered as much as

possible so as to cause no sudden increase in the diameter

of the rope, to ensure level running and to avoid any

liability of the rope to jump off the pulleys. The
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breaking of a rope is alw'ays to bo avyidod, as it stops

all iho machinos Tunning on if
,
and ii will take from

^alf an hour an hour at ioait to rosplieo. It should

thor('fo»'0 bo looked 'over from tim^) to time, and an}'

weak part should .bo cut oi^t and a new piece splict^d

in to replace it. A new rope alway-a stretches con-

sid('rably, and ‘after a day or two s riinnin<>: it will bo

necessary to cut out a piece and rosj)lico it.

When s])licing a ro])e, either new or old, the safety

weight should bo pulled up to the top of the frame and

fixi'd there to shorten the rope as much as possible
;

one end of the rope should then bo madjo fast and the

other should be pulled as tight os possible, c^re being

taken that it is on all its pulleys ;i the point should

then b(- marked on the rope Avhero the joint should be,

and the splice is carefully made. The splice can bo

made at the e.xact point measured, as there is little chanoc

of pulling the rope too tigln., especially if it is a long

one, and it will soon stretch sufficioully to give the weight

])ropcr play. To conduce to smooth running the rope

should from time to time bo waxed
;

this is best done

by holding a plooe of bee,' -wax against it when in motion.

A little, however, may be specially rubbed on the splices,

which ])revenis them fraying out. After a rope has

been running lonn* time it becomes black, and has more

the appearance of india-rubber than of anything else.

The pulleys that cmtj the ropes arc V-shaped in order

to get a good hold of the ro» ' They should run abso-

lutely freely on hollow axles and will require oiling

two or three times a day, apd a thorough cleaning every

now and then. They should make no noise except a

slight humming as the rope runs. Groat care must be

taken in fixing the pulleys in such a manner as to avoid

friction, thaf is to say, in exact straight line from

the centre of the groove in one pulley tb the centre
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of tho groove iu the next, so that the rope docs not

pull against the flanges of the pulleys. If this rule

is observed a rope can be turned almost anywhere, but

in a Contrary case it becomes a fruitful source of

breakages. Ropes, with prgpcr care, will last three years

or more, though this is rather an exceptional tiinp
;

and tho longiw tho rope tho more 'breakdowns will there

be and the shorter time will it la)^t. It is useful to

keep in the shop a long stick with a grooved roller

off the top, so that if tho rope jumps off a pulley it

can at once be put back in its plac^e.

When tho pace most suitable to the machines has been

decided on it is best to always keep the engine as nearly

as possible going tho same number of rcvol^utions, as

it is awkward for the men having tlnur machine running

at one time fast and at anoUier time slow. A good

pace for a rope would be about thirteen or fourteen,

miles an hour. The great advantage of a rope is that

it can be carried round corners, up and down, in fact

almost anywhere as long as strict attention is paid tOf

the position of -the pulleys. No doubt in tho near future

electricity will bbcome general for tho running of all

light machinery, but meanwhile a properly arranged rope

is by no means to be despised.

The first object in all the machines hero referred to

is the same, that is, to obtain rotary motion. The simplest

and most general form is that of a spindle working

in a socket at the bottom and running absolutely truly

in a collaring at the top ; to this spindle is keyed a

V-grooved wheel which is driven by the running rope!

when pressed against it. On the top oP tho spindlei

which rises through the bench, a screw is out to which

can be fixed the heads, &c., that have to be set in motion.

Batting Machine .—The first machine th&t claims oui*

attention is the automatic batting machine, as this is
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iieoossary for rapid production both tJ.o making of flat

and liollow ware. It lias tlnu) n. revolving spindle as

^ove dcscribtxl, to whioli is a(ii\od p^iound plaster block

about 2kt *to 3 in. (hick and varying in size from

a diamc'tcr of 1 to 2 ft. in « ccordaiice with the size of

the but t-o bo made. This plaster block is cast on a

claw-shaped piece of iron iirmly cmbedde^l ii. (Im plaster,

which is screwed on to l.h(" spindle. The plat ter block

is then turned level and true while revolving on its

spindle. Behind th' spindle is an iron upright fixed

to the bench or cast on to the bed of the iiifiMhine, to

which is attached an arm working up and jlown on

a pivot. One end of the arm projects over Hie centra

of the plaster block, and to this end is fixed, by nuts and

screws, the tool or spreader.

The toot consists of a Lat piece of

iron about | in. thick, bevelled away

on the right-hand side, with a hole

cut in the upper part of it for the

screw to pavSs through to bolt it to the

arm. ft is set with on(‘ end exactly

over the centre of tli|0 pl.U'ater blocl.,

its length being governed by the i^izo

of the bat it is desired to make. Tlio

other end of the arm behind the un-

right is oounoctod by an iron rod

passing through tlK bench, with a

lever attached to a eog-who( ’
x dicli is set in motion by

a screw on the spindle v/orking in it. The spindle being

set in motion starts the cog-whool, which pushofe up

the lever and the arm, and thus depresses the tool towards

the plaster block.

The tool can be set to descend on to the plaster blgck

or to stop at any intermediate point above it
;

and

the distance between its lowest point of descent and

Batting Machine.
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lliG plaster bloch will be the thickness of the bat of

clay. The mode of operation is as fellows :

The workman plaices a lump of clay *in the contr/)

of the jjlaster blo('k and then smarts the machine by

pressing the lover wliich pulls back* the spring brake,

and at the same time pushes the endless running rope

against the driving-whixil As the spindle revolves it

sets in motion the cog-wheel and the arm depresses

the tool on to the Jump of clay revolving on the plaster

block. As the tool descends it spreads tlio clay out in

a circular bat to tJie tliickncss which has been arranged

in setting the tool. When it reaches the lowest point

at which it has been set the lever is automatically

released, the rope returns to its original position, the

spring-brake comes into action, and the machine sto})s,

the tool at the same time rising back to 'its former,

position.

Formerly the plate-maker would have had to beat

out every clay bat on a plaster block with a batter, which,

apart from the time taken up, was an operation of con-

siderable labour
;

whereas, now he, or one of his

apprentices, merely puts a lump of clay on the plaster,

head, starts the machine, and the work is done. He
may, perhaps, as he starts the lever, just moisten hi's

fingers in water and touch the top of the lump of clay,

as it puts a' smooth surface on the bat shofdd the clay

bo a little dry.

Plate-Machines or 'Jolleys, as their name implies, are

for making plates, though saucers and small hollow ware,

such as bowls, with a proper arrangement of tools may
also be made on them. The modern machines have

a frame and bed of cast-iron, and when in position are

of, the same height and form part of the bench in the

shop . They have then a •spindle which is driven as

already described. The top of the spindle has a screw
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cii( on it to wlycii can be*a»/jusl^e'^ tly viirioiis heads,

into which tln^ rnoulcls tit, and which aro usually made
gf iron. These heads m'l^t fii. to the spindle porfecJy

and run absolutely tiuo. They require very nice adjust-

ment ond, however carefully made, ne^v lieads will

geiieicdly want a touch or two wdth a file where they

connect with tl!e spindle. before they run to perfection.

The interior of the head must also have been trued

absolutely to the centre on a lathe.

Heads should be w rerchanged as little as possible but

bo reserved for their own machines Some machines

Head of Plate-makin.. Machine.

will require several heads, "as w'ork of varying size is

produced off them. S'pane heads can be made of plaster

wdth a lead collar run iesid i » m which can be turned

true on the machine on which they are to run. All

heads should be carefully cleaned and oiled at each'

week-end and unscrewed carefully from the spindles, and

the screws of the spindles should also be oiled and

covered with an inverted bowl to prevent any dust getting

into the screw or bearing’. If the heads r.ri' not

taken off regularly they arc liable to become fast and
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can then only bg got off with diflru‘iiltj,^and in applying

the force necessary to unscrew them the spindle may be

bent out of its true centre. The head then runs triy^

on th6 spindle, to which motion can be given by tha

endless rope. The mouldy is now placed in the head'

and fite in with a bevelled natch, as already described

under mould-making, and should therefore also run

perfectly true. It can easily be tested by holding a

pencil-point over the mouldyand making a' small circle

at the centre. Behind the spindle, and attached to the
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bench or bed otf the machme, i«?^an upright iron support,

w orking in a socket and held fo miy al the height required

iby a set pin. To this support is fixed an arm and handle,

swinging up and aowri on a pivo^, but with nO lateral

mf'vement. It «an bo pulled down till it i.s about

horizontal, when it is stopped from descending further

by a screw passing tluough the suppoH from below

in front of the pivot. This screw can be screwed up;

or down, allowing the arm to descend a little farther,

or not quite so fa?’, as may be desired
;

(this is useful

somotimos in tool-setting. To this arm; are fixed the

tool-holders. They fit quite accurately into a square

socket and are firmly held by a set pin.

The sockets should be kept quite clean, so that the

holder, wdien introduced, always fits into identically the

same position. The tA.ol-holdor is about Ij in. broad

and is pierced in nearly its whole length (about Sin.)

by a hole about Jin. wiue, so that the tools can be

fixed to it in almost a'ny position with a screw i iid nut»

and are held down to the work by the handle attached

to the arm. At the other end of the arm, behind thet

upright, is a counter weight which rather more than,

balances the weight of the tool-holder and tool, so that

the tool always swings up out of work when, released

from the worknuio’s hand.

In flat work, such as plates and sauocrvs, the mould

forms the face, r.d the tool or profile the back or

exterior. In holl'^w ware . oh as cups, bowls, soup*

tureens, chambers, (fee., the mould forms the 'exterior;

the profile shaping the interior. As a mould is necesaaryi

to form every shape or size made on the machine, so

is a profile necessary to suit each shape The making

of those tools or profiles is, therefore, of the greatest

importance* and they require the utmost nicety i'^' hling

and arrangement.
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LfCt US first take as an example a profile for making

plates. A sample profile is first ma'do out of a bat

of plaster about J
iR- tlib^k

;
this bat is cut the exxictr

shape /equired for the back of the plate, a groove of

the shape desired to make /die foot a/lso being cut out.

This groove should be widened out in a V-shape pn
the bevelled side, so that more clay is admitted tlpin

can easily pass through it, an'd consequently the foot

is made more solid than it otherwise would be. If the

plate has to be made according to sample, its details,

of shape and form must be carried out in the jilaster

pattern. It is then tried over the plate mould, and

should extend from the centre of the mould to the spare

edge, and if accurately made it should leave th(^ exact

epace^ between it and the mould, required by the clay

to form the plate. If not exactly as it should be, tha

plaster is carefully shaved away till the requisite shapci

and thickness are attained. The plaster profile is then

handed to the blacksmith, who cuts from in iron plate

or forges a tool and files it as near as may bo identical

with the pattern'. '

The tool would bo |about I in. thick, bevelled away

on the right side, so that the edge in actual contact with

the clay is about as sharp as a blunt kiiifo. The tool

is made about a couple of inches in width, with a piece

about I jin. wide andi3in. long projecting* from,, it,

forming the attachment to (the holder. This is also,

pierced in nearly its whole length by a hole about J in.

wide, so that when fixed to the holder with a screw

and nut, it can be placed at any angle required. It is.

then handed back to the foreman of the jiggorers, who
is responsible for the setting of the tools on the various

machines
;
he tries it by fixing it on a machine and

making a plate off the mould. It is almost certain to

require some slight alterations, so that he must ho a
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firsf-rate filer to^cciiratoly finish t()(4s, besides having

a practical knowledge of potlin >• and machine-made ware

to arrange tlie thicknesses as tiie;" should be.

Tin ]K)sition of the “ ball ” of the plalo and the angle

at vvliich the edge -is set on .ffect to a very grc'at extent

the ])erLentage of loss from crooked w’are in firing.

Having obtained a clay .jilate to his liking, he cuts it

cari'fully in half with a siiarp penknife, and exiuninos

(he section to sec that he has the “strength" or thick-

nesses of clay in the right place, and if to match a sample

it is again oomjiared. And let it here be noted i hat when
making to sample it should ho copied witli fidelity to

the minut/€st detail
;

the smallest deviation in some

ajijiar' iitly uniin])ortant point (for instance the height

or breadth of tlio foot of a plate or the distance fix)m

the centre at which it u niadt') may rc.sult in the whole

order when finished being left on the manufacturer’ si

bands. When tin* tool is liually set in the holder as it

is to work, it slioiild Ixi firmly screwed uj) to avoid all*

chance of inovcment Then anoth(‘r plate should be
made and cut in half make sure tip it in the act

of scicwing up tiglitlv, the ang:e of the tool has not

been sbghily altered.

Once properly arranged, tln^ workman should not bo
allowed to alter the setting of the tool on the holder^

and the foVeman :bould be sokdy responsible for the

setting, and if aii) aireration is required, he should be
called to attend to it. If ih ' workman wishes to make
plates of a different shape or size, he inr'roly hhs to

remove the tool-holder from the socket of the arm and
insert another holder wilh auotlicr tool attached to it.

This in no way affects the sotting of tlie tool, as the

holders fit in always in the same identical position. , It

is therefore "best to have sEflicient tool-holders for the

shapes in current use, and the tools once set correcitly
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on the holders oan betaken in and out of the arms as

required, and time is not lo.'^t in continually resetting'

tools, for some shapes hike up considerable time and

troublfe before a nice adjustment is procured. To avoid

mistakes in thickness of plates it is«as well to have a

metal gauge of the thickness it is intended to make
each shape and size of plate, and luarkeS with its name
and size.

Combined Jolley and Batting Machine.

When it is desired to set the tool the metal giaug<5

is laid on the mould, and the tool is brought do'wn

till it touches it and then fixed. By this means, however,

long an interval has elapsed since the last lot of plates

of .that particular shape or size were made, they can,

be reproduced of exactly the same thickness as before.

If several machines are making the same shape and
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sized plate the.g-auge is psoa ir^so' ^<'^h tool, and there

is thus no dilBeulljy in obtaii* In^ the work of uniform

.thickness. A hole can be made in one end of iho gpauges)

to ha.ig them up, so tliat they are always at haild when
wanted. • •

The laachines for small flat and saucers are similar

in construction to those for large flat but slightly smaller;

this is really of little im-

portance, and identically

the same machines will

do, hut the machines for

smaller ware can with

advantage run slightly Heads.

faster, and so should have

smaller driving-wheels on their spindles. In the most

modern pattern of plate-making machinery the bench

or bed of the jolley and batting machine are cast in

one piece, so the machine has inertdy to be put in position

and the rope run

through, whim it is

at once ready to

start work.

Hollow-Ware Jol-

—Small hollowi

ware can be made
on the machines

used for flat ware ;

the heads, however,

must be deeper, and

shaped like an ordi-

nary flower-pot, so

that the moulds fit

well down into them. They require the same nice adjust-

ment as heads for flat, and must run equally tiue.

In hollow ware, as already stated the tool forms the
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inside of the pioee, anJi the tools have .therefore to he

fitted and arranged to the ii^sido of 'the moulds, the

same process of making a plaster model has to bo gone^

through, and the iron profile is made from it, fitted

with equal accuracy and tested for shape, size, and thick-

ness in the manner already incntioaed There is indeed

more care required with hollow, ware toofs in order that

they should “deliver*’ properly, that is, come out of

the piece without touching it as they are lifted up.

The tool being fixed to an arm working on a pivot

describes a segment of circle, of which the pivot is the

centre, in coming up, and therefore if the piece is much

undercut, that is, with much belly and small mou;th„

the tool when raised would touch the mouth of the piece.

To obviate this difficulty, the ‘‘ spring-arm ” lias been

brought into use. The arm to which the tool is attached

has a hinge in the middle which is kept closed by a

strong flat steel spring screwed on underneath. The

hinge opens slightly, and is prevented from opening

farther by a stop. When the arm is pulled down to

the horizontal position and will go no farther, pressure

still being applied to the arm, the hinge opens as far

as it will go, and thus allows the tool when in tho

mould to be introduced a little under the edge or mouth

of tho mould, and thus to form the belly of the piece.'

Tho tool has, of course, been previously 8et in this

position with tho spring arm bent down to its fullest

extent. Tho moment tho operator takes tho pressure

off the handle the spring comes into action, closing the

hinge, straightening tho arm, and drawing back the tool

from under the edge of the mould, and the tool delivers

without touching the piece. Tho spring arm therefore

is tjie tool-holder, so several arms will be required to

avoid the constant resetting of tools.

It is extraordinary what can bo done with tools, and
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pieces that at. first sight appoffr ^m]jWseil)lo to manu-

facture on the machine qan often, with a little thought

,and judgment in the arrangement and shape of tools,

and the angle at which they are set on the holder, be

made satisfactorily. Somekmes they have to be made

in two or three pieces, at other times upside do^v^n, the

bottom made on another, machine and aftcrwiirds ‘‘ st'ick

up”
;
but wherever quantity is the first object it will

generally be found that machine-making will be the most

economical method of manufacture in spite of the

increased number of processes and the time occupied

in the preparation of moulds and tools. In fact, one

of the difficult points often to decide is which is the

best of several methods for the production of some specjul

].iccc For larger pieces, such as salads, soup-turoona,

(fee., a larger and rather higher machine is required,

but made on exactly the same principle. The batting

machine is larger, and should run rather slower, the

plaster block or head being increased in accordance with

the size and thicknojs of the bats that have to be made
off it.

The Upright Jolley or Monkay is another machine,

most useful for ihe proauction of ‘^oup -tureens, chambers,

jugs, jars, and any pieces with big bodies and ismall

mouths. The moiion to the spindle is conveyed in the

same raanher as to the machines already described, but

fixed behind the swindle on the bench, or bolted to the

bed of the machine, is au iron standard about 7 ft.

high
;

two short arms project from this standard, one

about 3 ft above the bench and the other about 2 ft. 6 in.

above the other arm. At the end of each arm is a

collaring, and through the two coliarings an iron shaft

about 1| in. in diameter slides up and down directly over

the spindle. To the top of this shaft is fastened a cord

which passes over two wheels at tlie top of the standard,
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and is ntlacliod to a

Jicavy 'woiglit behind,

lliiis ooiinterbalanein^

the shaft and tool, and

enabling Iho workman to

raise it or depress it with

ease. At *lhe lower end

of the shaft is a soAet

into which the tool-holder

fits, held tightly by a set

pin. On the left-hand

side of the shaft (it is

supposed in all those

descriptions that the

right and left arc those

of the operator standing

in front of the machine)

is a handle by which it

can be turned round, and

on the shaft is fixed a

projecting piece of iron

about a couple of inches

long, fixed by a collar

round the shaft abo^'e the

lower arm.

When the handle is

pulled round, the pro-

jecting piece of iron on

the shaft fits into a catch

on tho right-hand side of

the standard, and the

shaft is thus held rigidly

in position. Tho collar

t can be move*d up and

dovVD the shaft and fixedUpeio-It Jolley,
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in any ]X)sition a sot pin* and Is tixe4 on the shaft at

the point at which *it is desired 'o stop its descent, which

occurs when it comes in contact with the lower arm.

The tool is bolted on the tool-holder and ^ot in

sncli ft manner that when tln^ shaft is turned round and

held by the catch, it Ls at its work making the articlei

in llie mould devolving .on

the spindle, and when it is

turned back the tool comes

away from its work ; nd, the

shaft being raised, it is lifted

out of the piece without

coming ill contact with it.

By til’s moans pieces that

are much undercut, or that

are deep with narrow mouihs,

can bo made, wliich would

be impossible off the ordin-

ary machines on account of

the tools not ‘‘delivering”.

A smaller sized ma(‘hine,

constrncted on sii^'iiar

principles, may 1)0 used for

undercut cups or small ware,

the spindle runniiig faster in

proportion.* Machines ai-ri

now made on this principle,

both double and automatic

as in the annexed cut.

Automatic Cup-malHng Machine invented by Mr. Wm.
Boulton. This is the next machine to bo mentioned,

and a very uselul one it is, as it will produce with great

rapidity all those small articles which have afterwards

to be passed on to the turner, such a^i cup|S, cans,

patch-boxes and covers, egg-cups, powder-boxes and

Double Automatic Upright
Jolley.
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covers ct hoc g^nus d mte. It is a ratlicr complicated

piece of mechanism, as there are four distinct movoinents

whicli arc accurately arranged to j^orform their operations

at the appointed time.

Tlie first movement is the rotary, Qaiising the spindles

to revolve, the newest models being made with two heads,

and thus forming two pieces at once. The heads are

similar in sliape to those on the ordinary hollow ward

jolh'ys, that is to say, like garden flower-poLs.

Automatic Cup-making Machine,

The second movement causes a ])latform carrying the

moulds to move from one side to the other, bringing in

turn each pair of moulds exactly over the he'-ads running

on the spindles
;

and while the one pair of moulds

is revolving on the heads the other pair is having the

moulds Avilh the finished ))ioccs removed and fresh

moulds substituted. The moulds are held in false iron

collars on the platform, and Avhen the platform gets to

its lowest point the moulds over the heads of these collars

fit. into the heads and the motion is thus conveyed to the

moulds. Above the spindlcfc are the tool-holders, which,

as soon as the platform has placed the moulds in the
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bonds, bpf>-in to. (jescond, oarrviAg btf tools into the

mr*Jds. This is tho tliird N'oracnt.

• Tho tools roquiro tho sanio caroCiil arran^om^nt as

for otlo'r iiiaoliinos Wlion they have boon in the mould
a si-fficiont time to^form tho qdoco, two lig-ht arms with

Automatic Jolley fok making Wash Basins, Cha vipers, etc,

thick iK'odlos, or, ootter still, with pieces of thin wire

stretched between the ends of steel forks, descend and

just touch tli« inside edge the mould, cutting rway
any superfluous clay as the mould revolves. This ia

the fourth movement and the operation is finished.

L
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It is as well to have lot into the picne of bench that]

rims in front of the macliinc a narrow tin trough for

water : about U in broad, 2 in. deep, and a couple o**

feet long is quite sufficient, just to allow the workman

to wot his fingers. When die machine is running satis-

factorily it is as well to mark on the^^ different rods,

levers, &c., tlio exact position of the various connections,

60 that if at any time a screw slips and one part of the

motion gets out of gear, it can be placed at once in its

proper position
;

otherwise it will probably take a con-

siderable amount of time and a lot of experimenting

before tbo machine can be imule to run with its former!

accuracy.

The Automitic Chamber and Basin Machine .—This

is another very useful machine, especially in the manu-

facture of very large pieces, such as plug basins. It is

made much on the same principle os the plate machines

already described, but on a much larger scale. That is

to say, it has the motion conveyed to it by the rope, but

in this case it is connected by a bolting to the driving-

wheel ; and after the spindle has boon running some

time the arm, which is counterbalanced by a heavy,

weight, descends automatically by a system of cogged

wheels. The tool is thus hold perfectly rigidly to its

work and far more steadily than would be the case

if held down by the human liand, os very great strength

is required in making extra large pieces on machines.

The limit of size in the pieces that can be made
on it is practically double the measurement from the

spindle to the upright supporting the arm, allowing for

the thickness of the mould. The machine has a treadle

affixed, which is connected with the automatic arm, so

that if the workman has not finished tfie preparation

of the clay in the mould lof the reception df the tool,

he can delay its descent and then set it in motion when
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AUXJLIAliy PLANT A^D APPT.IANCES REQUIRED BY MACHINE

jriGGERERS.

Drying Stm'ics arc the most necessary thl''.g^ to be

referred to under this heading, and they play a very,

important part in tl'j production of good machine-madei

ware. It is not only that the production of ware on thei

machines is so large, but tliat the number of moulds

required for rapid production is so great that very con-

siderable drying space is required. Each plate-maker;

will requin^ from 50 to 80 ch^zens of plate moulds if he
is to work his machine up to its full producing power,

and it is clearly false economy to reduce the number
of moulds that can bo employed, but the more heat

there is in the stoves the less moulds will he reqcii'e, as

the clay ware will dry quickori and come off the mould,

sooner, and the mould can therefore bo used the oftener.

An important point in the arn-ngeiuent of stoves is

that they should bo as near the machines as possible

and in a convenient position foi- the removal and replace-

ment of the Miouid,^. AVhen possible the doors into the

stoves should be ovactly behind the man wol'king at

the machine. Reiiwviiig and replacing moulds all day
long is considerable work, a ’ iie less distance the boys

have to travel, the less time is taken up, and in con-

sequence the production is larger.
. If the stoves are some

way off the jiggerer may have to employ an extra boy,

and would therefore require a higher price for his work
than if they were more suitably placed. The stove room-

tequired by each plate-mak«r under the modern system'

of arrangement is about 12 ft. square and about 10 on
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12 ft. high. In*.tho oe^xitre of the floor is fixed a sochct,

in whicli revolves a,n iron shrift ahout 9 or 10 ft. high,

though it can of course be any length to suit the hea(J

room, supported in a, hearing at the top—aboujt 2 ft.

from the bottom JiorizontaJ arms of angle iron are

attached to it fitting firmly into grooves. The number

of arms will vary in accordance with the size of tho

stove, and the space between each of these arms will

form one division or compartment of it
;

six or seven

is the number generally in use. The ends of these arms

are connected with tho top of the shaft by iron ties

firmly bolted on, thus forming a rigid iron fPamo.

At tho top of tho( shaft are also, fixed in grooves,

iron arms corresponding to those below, but ‘not con-

nected at the ends. To those arms boards are bolted

from top to bottom, thus forming tho different com-

partments—which are sections of a circle. Each com-

partment is filled witli shelves placed at a suitablei

distance apart for the moulds they have to contain. The

doors into the stove should be made just tho width

of one of these compartmonb?, so that by pushing the

revolving frame round each section is successively

brought in front of the door for tho removing and

replacing of tho moulds. Whore space is of importance

the door should be divided in two parts and thus occupy

very little room in opening.
'

If constiTicted for plate moulds, the shelves are close

together, and fifteen or sixteen shelves can bo arranged

on each side of the compartment, and as each shelf

will hold from nine to ten moulds, according to their

size, a stove having seven compartments would hold quite

a thousand moulds, or over eighty dozen, which, as

already stated, is more than sufficient if reasonable heat

is kept up in the stoves. ' Tho sockets of the stove

should be oiled from time to time, so that the frame
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can be easily inavod round, and it is as veil to distribute

th' moulds in the different e.oi ipartments fairly equally

T-a.s, if one side is ful^ and tlio opposite side is empty,

tb(‘ strain on account of the heavy wei'.d.t of the moulds

is so groat that the frame may g'ive a little and not

ilEVOLVlNG bTOVES.

revolve with the facility it should. The revolving stove

is then about 2 ft. above the floor level to admit

of the piping passing under it
|

therefore, inside the

door of the stove will be toquirod a piece of flooring

about the width of one of the sections. A small step
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ladder should Ue pro^^idod i'or each stove, to enable the

boys to remove the moulds /rom the upper shelves.

Apart from tho greater facility in removing aivd

replacing the moulds offered by tho new system there

is another great advantage, and that is, tho apprentices

do not have to bo continually running in and out of

tho heated atmosphere, as was the case in the old-

fashioned drying-rooms, which was undoubtedly a harm-

ful proceeding. The stoves also hold many more moulds

than they would under the old arrangement.

Tho present system of Avarming the stoves is by beds

of steam pipes, heated by the exhaust steam from tho

engine. This certainly is a great economy, the steam,

instead of blowing off usv^lossly in tho air, is conveyed'

by a main pipe through the different shops and led

by tho various supply pipes into tho different stoves.

Each supply pipe is fitted with a valve so that the

steam can be shut off or turned on als wanted. In

very damp weather tlie steam supply may be insufficient.

Tlio foreman potter should therefore have control of

these valves and put on the steam to the stoveis as he

considers they require it, and tho workmen should not

be allowed to turn on the steam as they likb, or it

may happen that the first stoves on the main pipe are

using a great amount of steam, often quite unneciessarily,

while the last stoves are getting little.
‘

The beds of pipes may consist of any number of.

tubes, but for revolving stoves of tho size described,

probably two beds of twelve tubes each would b'e a
sufficient number. The tubes should have an incline

from one end to the other of about 1 in 20 or 30 to

facilitate the exit of the condensed water. One bed

should be sloped one way and the other the other, and

the connection with the main steam pip,e should be in

each case at the highest end, as by this miean.e, if the
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tubes pass tlirougb sevcraJ sto'^ges arid,er tlie revolving

fidmes, tlie lieal is more equally discriCutied. The tubes

fit into iron castings at leacb evd, arranged in such a way

*that the condensed water runs ofl: ai the lower end with-

out peimittiiig the steam to blow off.

Shouhl Uiere be insufficient steam to keep up the heat

required, a small pipe of live steam direct fiom th^

boiler can be run into tho main steam pipe, care being

taken that it does not put back pressure on the engine.

This is suggested for exceptional occasions, as it is

vjvident that extra st'eam will -have to be made in the

boiler and that tho expense of production is increased..

Heat is an absolute neocssity, for tho economicaJ working

with miichinory, and want of it is often tho cause of'

heavy loss in clay ware. Tho workmen requiring

nuiulds, to continue working, get off the ware too wet,

bonding it and putting it out of shape. Plates taken

off too soon and “ bunged up ”, one on tho other, owing
to their weight leave footmarks t)n the surfaces of the

lower plates, and those marks give an ugly appearance

to tho plate which is accentuated in tho firing. The
moulds, too, not beiiy, propcily dried, becomo soft and
perish, and apart from the actual extra number of moulds
required the loss become.s -('XCo^sive, and the ware pro-

duced from moulds that have lost their absorbent power
is never satisfactory.

The stoves requn e some ventilation at the top to enable

the moisture driven off bv ^he heat to josoapo, an4 it

thus considerably accelerates the drying. The tubes

require attention from time to time, as, should tlie exits

become in any way stopped up, the pipCo remain full

of water and lae steam being unable to palss, their

heating power ceases. The stoves will also want cleaning)

out now and then, as broJ:en clay ware may fall down?

and the dust from the drying ware, moulds, &q., forms
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in time a thick coatinj^ of dust and dirt over the lubes,

Avliich tends to (‘ohsiderubly decrease their heating
2
)ower.

For large hollow ware the rev'olving stove is unsui In hie;

as there is no saving in space, and ordinarv sliolviiig^

round the stove room must be used iasicad, though the

method of heating may bo the same. Neither is it

so important from the health point of /view, as those

pieces take more tuno to nmko and there is not dho

same ninning in and out of the stoves as in the case of

the smaller pieces which are manufacturpd with suich

celerity. Whenever a stovp is not in use the .doors

should be kept closed to retain the heat for drying

purposes ‘and not to overheat the shops.

Whirler .—Eacli jiggerer will require a whirh'i- with

a plaster head similar to that described for pressers, but

smaller and lighter for fettling and (loaning the ware

and polishing the edges of the plates.

Claij Guards ~ Eiudi machine should have a square

wooden frame round it on the bench about 8 in. high

at the back and sides and lower in the front, so irs not

to interfere with the operations of the workman
;

a

slit must be cut’ in the hack to enable tlie arm attached

to the counter-weight to descend to its projier position.

This prevents the extra clay cut off, us the piece is

revolving, from being thrown about the bench and floor.

The sides should bo made with a ledgg on them

sufliciently broad to put the mould on before and after

use. There is no occasion for the frame/ to be fixed

to the bench, in fact it is hotter loose, as it can be(

lifted off and on to remove the clay and clean the bench.

It is also as well to have the bench round the head inside

the guard-box covered with zine, which is easier to keep

clean than the wooden bench.

Wore Boards .—Work boards are rcqidrod in largo

numbers to put the work on, and considerable care is
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ref^iilrcd in ilieir .scltMition. •TJiuyi shouy be pbincd per-

fctily b^vcl and nmsi be ns ^
^ possdde from knoi,s,

as in sliding* llie lusards in and oo^t uf flie etiilage the

knots ‘d'O bkelv to raleli on the wooden cross -])iec'es and

the sudden |ei'k myy throw yie work off the board and

br('ak it. Tlu^y should be about Git kmg, 1ft wide

and about
/
in* thick. In tho thickness or tho board

at ohch vnd a groove should be cut sufficjonf*y deep to.

admit of iho insertion oi a piece of hoop iron 1 in.

wide, kcj)t in its po ition by a nail at each side passing

through both ihe board and iron This, apart from

proven ling tlio board from splitting, prevents it^from

war])ing and going crooked

Crookedness in boards is a very serious defect, as,

if ihf'v are n()t (piitci flat, tho ])ioccs on them being

sfill damp will lake the curve of tho board, and should

tln^y bo soup turesens, ifce
^
with thin and delicate feet,

iho probability is that they would go erookedf. Tho

iron in the ends umlouhtodly iiicieases tlieir durability.

The 1)0 irds should be, in the first instance, well seasoned,

as Ix'ing constantly covered with damp ware and

subject/Oti to consul erabh heat in the stoves and drying

rooms they iiave every ('xcuse for warping.

Boards arc used in many oi the 'different departments

on the works and it is very ne^'essary that they should

be kept solffl^ for the work in tho department to which

they belong and be interelianged, as after being

used in one department tin oiay cause defects if used

in another. For instance, a hoard which has boon used

to put ware on after dipping has always a few drop^

of glaze on it, and if clay ware wore then put on it

tho ghiz/o would probably stick to it, and on going inte

tho biscuit oven the little drop of glaze would fuse,

making a hMo in the clay ^and 'rendering it defective.

In like manner a board used in tho printing or painting
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shops might h^ve a iittle fsolour on it, and if used in

the dipping shop a pioce damp, with glaze ma^ ,piok

it up, and thus tihe edges or foot of the piece would

come* out of the glost oven discoloured.

If for any reason one ^cpartmonl is short of boards,

the people to continue their work will procure them

from wherever tliey can, and to prevent this it is better

to have the ends of all boards painted a different cblour

according to the departments to which they belong. If

clay boards are not painted then all 'others should bo
;

for instance, the boards in the dipping 'house may be

painted rod, those in the printing shops blue, those

in the charnel shops white, &c. This avoids all chance

of the boards being accidentally croswsed, and any board

of one department in a shop to which it does not belong

is at once detected and sent back to the department to

which it belongs. It is well to impress on all new
hands that a board has two enids

:

a lot of ware is

broken by boys forgetting this, and seeing the end of

the board clear in front of them they swing round,

knocking over war© behind them. Besides their stoves,

jiggerers require as much shelving or pegs to put boards

on as can be found room for to place thdir ware on;

after it has come off the moulds both before and after

fettling. Insufficient accommodation is a great cause

of breakage, plates are bunged too high, •ware ip put

on the floor, where it never dries so well as when p^t

above the floor level, &c.

The Tiools required by the jiggerer ar© of the simplest

kind, and consist of a piece of wire stretched between

the points of a metal fork, or a piece of steel like a

knitting ne©dle, both used to cut off superfluous clay

as ihe piece revolves, and a sponge or two. And for

fettling he will require a* few pieoes of* narrow iron

or steel with the ends turned up similarly to tlfe turn^er's
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tools, but grot)ved and sfiarpao^d for clGaning- round

the odges of the ware, ^and a few pieces of cloth or

, flannel if the pieces require an extra finish.

Tbero is a great difference in the quality of sponges,

but the quality used by jiggerers need not be so care-

fully selected as those for pressers, though the plate-

makers will require a fair quality of sponge for fettling

plates. A jar of clean water also forms paii; of hia

equipment as of every other potter.

Each jiggerer should also have a wooden frame with

nails driven into it to hang the tool-holder and tools

on, whi(;h he is using every day, arranged in^^uch a

way that they just hang cloalr without touching, other-

wise if left lying about or put one on the other the

edges ai'e likely to get knocked and so dented and spoilt.



CHAPTER X.

THE MANUFACTUHE OF CEAY WARE BY MACHINERY.

Having roug-hly described the object of the different

machines, we will now proceed to the production of ware

on them, and keepings to the same order in which the

machines have been mcntioiled, we will commeiit^ with

Plate Making.

A pbiLo-maker to work his machine to its full capacity

will require three boys or attendants. The first to make
the bat on the batting machine amd to 'place the clay bat

on the mould, the second to receivie th(3 mould vdth the

clay plate on it, carry it to the stove, remove tli,e dry

plate off another mould and hand the mould to the boy

making the bat, and the third boy to fettle and finish

the plate. By this arrangement the plate-maker is

continuously working and no time is lost. Some plate-

makers prefer tp finish their own work, and in this case

two boys will be sufficient.

The boy first takes a lump of clay, and making it into

a ball in his hands places it in the centre of the plasten

head of the batting machine and starts it, the tool

descends and spreads the bat out to thc*^ thickness

required. He then takes the bat off the machine and]

throws it with considerable force on to the mould, which

he should first see is clean, and, if necessary, blow the

dust off it or wipe it. The face of the bat made by the

tool is that which should come in contact with the mould.

Care should be taken that the centre of ithe bat made by
the tool should also be as near as may be the centre of the

plate, but probably this is rather more insisted on in

theory than actual practice demands. The object of
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throwing tho clay on. to tho nK^nkl drive out all

air and io fix the clay firmly on the mould, and if iliero

J)e any incised pattern on the mould to impress the clay

thoroi^ghly into all tho cavities.
"

The plate-makcj then talvos the mould and places it

on the jigger head, and with his leg presses the lever

which brings title rope into contact and the head begins

to revolve. He firmly presses the clay down on to the

mould from the fx^ntre to tho edge, with the ball and

palm of his hand ircviously moistened in water, and

to obtain extra force presses one hand on the other.

This is also to drive any air out that may have remained

under the bat and to press the clay solidly bn to tho

mould. He then cuts oh any extra clay from the edge

and (julls down tho arm to which the tool is attached.

This he siiould do steadily and without any jerk, so as

to remove the superfluous clay gradually
;

wore ho to

pull down the tool to its fuilest extent at once it would
stick in the clay and the tool would jump or “ clutter”,

causing ridges in the plate which might become visible

after firing, as it would really be the equivalent of

unequal pressure

The object of bevelling away tho tool is the admission

of rathci more clay than can pass under it, and this

increases the pressure on tho clay and makes the plate

more solid'*; as the extras ciay is removed by the tool

it runs up on to and the plate-maker should clean it

off with his hand to prever falling back on the half-

finished piece. The tool is then pulled down with the

left hand to its utmost limit, the right hand being free to

do any work necessary
;

the screw underneath tho arm
prevents it going any further than it should, unless such

extraordinary force were used that it bent the arm. As
the plate relates it may be necessary to moisten the clay

slightly to finish the work nicely, but it must be borne
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in mind that, as tho to d can only descend to a certain

point, the clay passing under it will form tlic thickness

of the plate, and this thickness Avill be the same whether

the clay is very wet or very dry, so it is important

that the clay should be wor^^ed of the same consistency,

otherwise if worked very wet there will bo a super-

abundance of water and the contraction in drying will

be much greater.

When the tool has done its work the plate-maker lets

go the arm and the tool at once rises to its former position

by the weight of the counterbalance. He then takes

bis scj^pping tool and cuts off the excess clay from the

edge of the mould up to the point where the spare edge

commences, taking care that ho does not cut or damage
the mould. He next removes the mould from the head,

places it on the ledge of the clay guard, and the boy

runs off with it to the stove, having previously impressed

on the plate the maker’s number and, if necessary, the

mark of the firm and the size of the piece, while the

plate-maker proceeds in the same manner with the next

mould
;

the whole operation taking about as long as

it would take to read ten lines of this description.

When the plates are sufficiently dry to bo taken off the

moulds, and it is a great mistake to get them off when
wet, they are placed on the Avhirler, the edges trimmed,

with a tool and the surface carefully spdnged and
leathered to remove any imperfection, or when drier

they may be rubbed with fine glass paper with the same
object. If the plates are going straight to the oven

without any further process the greater the care required

in finishing them
;

they are then placed in bungs twelve

high to facilitate counting. Each bung is placed on a
“setter”, which is an extra thick plate made for the

purpose and fired in biscuit*; sufficient sand, flint, or

ground pitcher is placed in it to form a bed to support
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the lowest plate pf the bun^. In|tea6 (jf ^setters seconds

bisev-it plates may be u.sed,^butas they arc often slightly

Qfooked they are inferior to the specially made ‘‘ setters

Should the plates bo required extra good, when’ white

dry They are flannelled or to'v^'d on a whirler, and where

!mueh w'oik of this description is done special towing

machines are employed having hollow plaster heads

covered with flannel. These machines are simoly small

whirlcis run by the rope, and covered in with glass cases,

having an aperture i i front by which the piece can be

inserted, with room for the hands to use the flannel or

tow. They should also be fitted with an exhaust fan to

draw away the dust. Without these precautions* the dust

rubbed ofl and floating in the air would bo breathed by
the operator, vhich would be most detrimental. Small

plates, saucers, and other flat ware would all be made in a

similar fashion, as also the tops of compotes. Round
dishes would also be made in the same way, but will

require more careful treatment on account of their size.

Small Hollow Wafe can bo made off the same
machines

;
bowls, mufrts, cups, sugars, butters and their

various covers and stand, are at* made with facility.

In making bowls, mugs, or cups, the batting machine
is dispensed with, and the bviy makes a ball of clay

in his hands and i brows it into the mould
;

in the case

of bowls he uses sufficient force to fill solidly the cavity

which is afterwards to form the foot. The tool is at

once introduced into the moid ' he superfluous clay runs
up tho tool and is cleaned off, and the extra clay on
the edge of the mould is cut off with a scrapping tool.

The mould is then returned to the stove and the piece

when dry is handed on to the turner or fettler to be
finished. The bowl-maker will require two attendants
if he is to work at full speed.

In making the bodies of sugars and butters, &c., the-
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in mind that, as tho to d can only descend to a certain

point, the clay passing under it will form tlic thickness

of the plate, and this thickness Avill be the same whether

the clay is very wet or very dry, so it is important

that the clay should be wor^^ed of the same consistency,

otherwise if worked very wet there will bo a super-

abundance of water and the contraction in drying will

be much greater.

When the tool has done its work the plate-maker lets

go the arm and the tool at once rises to its former position

by the weight of the counterbalance. He then takes

bis scj^pping tool and cuts off the excess clay from the

edge of the mould up to the point where the spare edge

commences, taking care that ho does not cut or damage
the mould. He next removes the mould from the head,

places it on the ledge of the clay guard, and the boy

runs off with it to the stove, having previously impressed

on the plate the maker’s number and, if necessary, the

mark of the firm and the size of the piece, while the

plate-maker proceeds in the same manner with the next

mould
;

the whole operation taking about as long as

it would take to read ten lines of this description.

When the plates are sufficiently dry to bo taken off the

moulds, and it is a great mistake to get them off when
wet, they are placed on the Avhirler, the edges trimmed,

with a tool and the surface carefully spdnged and
leathered to remove any imperfection, or when drier

they may be rubbed with fine glass paper with the same
object. If the plates are going straight to the oven

without any further process the greater the care required

in finishing them
;

they are then placed in bungs twelve

high to facilitate counting. Each bung is placed on a
“setter”, which is an extra thick plate made for the

purpose and fired in biscuit*; sufficient sand, flint, or

ground pitcher is placed in it to form a bed to support
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nt^dlc cuts a sin.ill hole inj iJio (^ertre vf tho clay bat
;i

tli^- is to enable any air to eserpe He then ag;ain runs

tlio clay down, but this time ri^lit to tlic centre, driving

out any air tliat may bo under the bat, and at thb same
time dosing the Ikolo solidly by pressure on tho clay.

Tho (‘lay bat being thus pressed into the form of the

mould the toof is introduced and tho supf^rtluous ciay

removed, the potter at the same time smootliieg the clay

suriacx) with a wet sponge to facilitate the working of

the tool The ext;- . clay at the edges is then cut off

with the scrapper, and the work being finished is carried

to the drying stove.

In the case of soup-fureens and siicli-liko pieces, which

are mode in several parts, it is as well, if the feet and
(Kwers, '&c., arc made off tf*e same machine, to make,

a few of the difTcrcut parts in turn, and not to mal^o

all the bodies first and then all the foot and covers, as

the various parts will not then bo in a similar condition

of moisture. If tliey arc made on .septirate maehiacs tho

jigge^rervs must arrange their work to suit each other,

otherwise there will be a licavy loss in the sfieking up.

Covers dry very rapudj, osjiceially ut the top, where
the knobs have afterwards to be stuck on. It is well,

therefore, when making many of them to stick a lump
of clay on the !('{> of each when finished, and this, while

not interfefing with the general drying of the piece,

keeps the top in
}
.^‘per condition for sticking on tho

knob. Salads of certair si ms, which have a pattern

inside and are made on outside moulds, that is tho tool

forming the exterior, require groat care in getting off

tho moulds at the right time, as if they are very straight-

sided, and not much bevelled off, they contract, and
the mould being rigid they will split. They should

therefore be taken off the moulds before they have con-

tracted very much, that is to say, in rather a more
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moist state thap woiiW bo 'desirable with the general

run of ware. They can genomlly be easily removed

by knocking the mould slightly with the hand to loosei?

the piece, and then blowing under the edge to separate

it from the mould.

Hollow ware made on the Upright Jolley is almost

always made by placing a ball of clay in the mould, and

in the case of chambers, &c
,
by running the clay with

the hand or with a wet sponge from the bottom to the

top of the mould, reversing tlio process as described

for the ordinary machine
;

by this method a rather,

stronger article is obtained, but otherwise tliore is no

apparent difference in the two processes. Chambers made

in this way dry rather more slowly than when made with

a bat, and must therefore remain longer in the stove

before they can be extracted from the mould. The

advantage of making chambers by machinery over the

old system of throwing them is that they are made of

the exact shape required, and when handed on to the

turner have merely to be trimmed and polished and

not turned as formerly. In fact, if the turners are very

busy with other work the machinc-mado chambers need

only bo fettled and sponged and they are quite good'

enough to go straight on to the oven as they are, though,

as has already been noted, a better article is obtained if

polished over by the turner.

Other pieces such as jam-pots, chemists’ jars, jugs, <fec.,

are made by merely putting a lump of clay into: the

mould, the shaft being pulled down and tool allowed

to do the whole work, the workman simply cutting off

the extra clay from the edges.

Cwps may be made on the small plate machines, or

on the Automatic Cup-making Machine. The latter,

if furnished with two headfe and four collars to carry,

the moulds, will, with a sufficiency of moulds, produce
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an ^normouH nuii'bcr of cul)s, siia!) Ii^wls, eg-g-cupsj;

paiJi boxes and covers, su^j/.r -ind batter tops, teapot

c(»vors, c^'C., in fact an}'- smull arti(?lo Joliat is not upder-

ciit, and it really takes tlio place of the thrower in all

sniali Wiok that raftofwards req^iiros turning or polishing.

It will require i^o revolving stoves Avith as many saclvea

as ^Iv' of moulds permit, and if the maeh’no is to

be kept in full swing the man attending to it vvid require

throe or four boys to fill and caiTy aAvay the mouldsi

from each side of the machine as ho takes them out of

the heads.

Working the machine with both heads makings .the

same article is simple enough, but Avhen one head is

making one article and the other another the strictest

attentiiju is necessary, as if ju wrong mould wore put

in the head the tool on dosceiidiiig, not being arranged

for that mould, would probably catch on the edge or

inside the mould, and the least damage done would

bo the mould split or cut to pieces, and very pr. hably

the macJiino would bo stra ined and thrown out of gear.

It is therefore very essr -^':.! to lic^e actiA''c and attentive

poopio lending this machine.

The boys standing on each side if the machine throw

lumps of clay in the mould, .^nd place them in the

rings on the pluiliom, and tb'' journeyman standing

in the middle sees that the moulds run true, and that

the pieces are propeny made, and sprinkles a little water

from the trough in Iron^ oi tiiO machine on the clay

as the tools do their work, also from time to time

moistening the scrapping wires with his fingers, which

makes them cut c^' 'incr Should there not be sufficient

clay in the mould he takes it out, and one of the boys

puts a little ^or© clay in and again places it in the

platform. The journeyman iakes out all the moulds as

the work is finished, and the boys run off with them
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to the stoves, ^t willothus |:c seen that no skill whatevef

is necessary to work this ni^'chine, and ^iven the proper

moulds, and the to{)ls set as tlicy should be, attention

and activity are all that is required on the part of ita

attendants. <

Basins of all sizes, as also chambers, can be made off

the Automatic Basin and Chamber ^Bwhine, but it,

perhaps, shows to the greatest advantage' in the produc-

tion of large basins ; formerly the majority of these

were made on outside moulds, but making them from

the inside is undoubtedly easier, and the losses with

thojnj are less.

The bat is made on the batting machine, and carefully

placed in the mould, graat care being necessary with

these voiy large bats not to break thorn. The machine

is then started by pulling out the levdr, and the bat

is run into the mould carefully with a sfronge, the

same ])ix)ccss as has been described in making chambers

being gone through to make sure that there is no air

under the bat. The arm carrying the tool is so arranged

that it just allows the basin-maker time in ordinary sized

pioees to do the necessary work and then begins to

descend. All ho has to do is to sponge the clay surface

as it rotates to assist the tool in working, and clear the

clay off that sticks to the tool and scrap tho edge of

the piece. The tool is arranged to remaih a sufficient

time in the piece to do its work, and then rises automatic-

ally back to its former position. The machine is then

stopped and the mould taken off to tho stove.

If the basin-maker is working without an attendant,

ho should always get someone to assist him in lifting

very large moulds in and out of the head, as otherwise

they may get broken, or, at any rate, chipped on the

edges, tvhen they beoomd useless, or chipped on the

edge of the natch that fits in the head, when they cease
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to run true, and moulds oAinr^l Are vory cosily.

In making tlio largest size,' it will probably bo found

Uiat the arm comes down a little too soon, and. doca

not gi\^o the Avorkman sufficient time lo arrange the

bat in the mould ;• ho shoiiUl thereforo throw the arm

out. of gear by putting his foot on the treadle ard only

allow the head to revolve, and when lo ready he

can throw the arm into gear again and the too^ descends

to do its work. The great advantage in this machine

is that the tool is ’\dd absolutely rigidly to its work.

There is no possibility of the tool jumping or cluttering,

which would be almost inevitable in pieces of l^rge

size if the arm wore hold down by hand. In| all big

work it is an advanbigo to a man to be tall, as he

domiimtcs his work better, and it is lass exertion to him

than it would be to a siiiullcr man.

Chamlrors may ecpially well be made oil this machine,

as ah’o round dish(;s. It lias now been attempted to

roughly describe the manufacture by machinery of a

few of the articles in mo<?t general consumption, but to

describe all the diffm-ent applications ord methods

necessary for the jiroduv uon of special pieces would be

quite impOosihlc A slight dilfercnce iti shape may
necessitate a complete altcrati m in the procedure of

manufacture, and a system of pr'^duction in one pottery

may be quite unsudod in another. But one thing is

certain, and that is uliai there is hardly a circular piece,

if required in largo quant.
,
that cannot be made

more economically by machinery than by hand, and the

greatest interest often lies in deciding which of various

methods on the machines is the best, and what will bo

the most suitable forms for moulds and tools.

At the end of this chapter should be mentioned the

manufacture of pieces by die^. The press containing the

diea cousisU of a vertical shaft which can be depressed
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by a lever, -wbif)!, -wlijitn rebasod, returns to its original

position by the action of (i counterpoise. At the end

of the shaft or plunger is fixed one half of tlie die or

mould, the other half being fixed in a frame exactly

under the plunger. A pjcce of clqy is placed on the

lower half of tlio metal mould, and the lever being

depressed forces the oilier half of thd mould or die

attached to the shaft down on to the clay, thus bom-,

pressing it between the two lialve.s and forming the

piece. In many pieces it is necessary to have minute

holes bored in the dies to allow of tlie escape of air,

and there is usually an arrangement of a rod worked

by a beadle from below, which can be pu.shed up through

the dip to push out the piaco after it is finished. Dies

are not vpry generally used in the actual manufacture

of earthenware, though ash trays, pickles, &c., are often,

made with them, and they may be applied with success

to the manufacturo of many small articles required for

electrical or scientific work
;

they are, liowever, used

very largely in the production of thimbles and stilts

and spurs, to which reference will be made in due course.

It is diflScult to uiipreciato the exact effect that the

introduction of machinery has had and will have in

thb future in the development of the pottery trade. As
has already been noted, the thrower has been ousted

by the machine, which practically dominatet^ the produc-

tion of all round articlos, and has already made con-

siderable inroads on the territory of the producer of

oval shapes. Flesh and blood cannot compete at any

rate in cheapness and quantity with iron and steam.

That prices have been very largely reduced is evident,

and to tliat extent the public have clearly benefited,

as it enables many, who formerly were unable to affordr

the expense, to procure maty articles which render their,

daily life more agreeable and comfortable.
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The worker turns out onsiderubJ^ larger quantity,

tli!»,n formerly, ‘but pix)baLJy af mudi tho same wage

as he used to turn out tm. r nailer quantity; though

it mav perhaps be hold that though he hii^ not absolutely,

gained by an increase of wages, he has some gain in,

tht' ••^ase with which he can now prodii(.?e his work, as

the actual labour is much less, though greater activity

and ccdcrity are required. Q'he manufacturer probably

comes off worst in the final account, as ho has had all

the expense of tin erection of machinery, but owing

io tho consequent fall in price, he has not reaped the

benefit that was to have been expected. The machinist

and engineer certainly have largely benefited, s^ k teally

looks as if tho chief benefits have been conferi’od on

those outside tho trade.

>Thore is one other point worthy of note, .and that

is as tho tendency of m.ichincry is to the manufacture

of round pieces, therefore „11 shapes except tho circular

arc avoided as much as pijssihle and the scope for the

modeller is considerably reduced. But perhaps the chief

disadvantage in machinery is that only pieces required

in very large quanliue^ can ho inado with ills aid, aa
the initial cost of took and moulds is so heavy.



PHAPTER XI.

DECORATION OF WARll IN THE ^LAY STATE.

There are many simple ways of docoratilig’ ware in the

clay state, and it is proposed to mention briefly some of

them.

B?/ Application .
—^That is, after the piece has been,

made, and while still in the moist state, flf^ures, flowers,

masks, geometrical designs, etc., may be made in' clay

out of’ moulds, either of plaster, pitcher or metal, and

applied to the surface being carefully stuck on with

slip. The superfluous slip is sponged off and the opera-

tion is complete.

Drapery, &c., may be reproduced by dipping laoe net,

&c,, into liquid slip and then laying it on a plaster

bat to slightly di^, or better still, first make a thin

coating of slip on a plaster bat, then stretch the textile

fabric on it an'd cover it with another thin coating of

slip. The plaster bat absorbs the water, leaving a thin

layer of clay on the fibres of the matorial. Were it

not -for the action’ of the plaster the interstices of tho

fabric would be filled up as well. The material, whilei

still moist, is applied to tho figure or piece, hnd (Juring*

the firing the material is destroyed while its clay

facsimile is solidified. Ferns and leaves may be some-

what similarly treated.

By Impression . is either done by the impression

of small dies on the ware or by the use of rollete with

different patterns cut on them, which are pressed on

and run round the piece forming a continuous pattern.

Tho ware must be sufficiently soft to easily' receive the

impression, and yet of sufficient stability to avoid
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deformation. This latter decoration is largely;

used in connection with the lathe, as the patterns are

jnore easily applied to a revolving piece.

By Modelling, that is to say, the* piece when finished

may be further modelled ^yith the hands. Edges of

vases may be waved or crimped with the fingers, bodies

may bo flattened in or twisted to give them a grotesque

appearance, &c.

By Bwildlng-up, as in the case of imitation basket-

work or floAvers. In the former case filaments of clay

are pressed in a wad box through a metal plate pierced

with the necessary sized holes, and woven or built up

piece by piece in more or loss the shape requfbl^d, and

then lightly pressed on to a plaster form to give them

the requisite symmetry. Flowers may be made by

making the leaves or petals out of moulds and afterwards

sticking them together, or if they are requin'd to bo,

of very delicate form, very thin bats of clay and gum
may be made, which can be cut and trimmed into small

pieces and moulded with the fingers.

By Excision —-That is, by cutting out certain parts of

th(; piece as indicated by marks in the mould, which

may also be refilled with coloured clays.

By Verforation .—In the commoner pieces, such as soap

and sponge grids or fish strainers, this operation is

carried out with ordinary hollow metal punches, but

if more elaborate effects are desired the piece must be

cut through with a sharp, finely-pointed knife. The
points at which the incisions have to bo made are usually

marked in the moulds. It is rather a difficult operation

to satisfactorily accomplish, as, of course, if a piece is

cracked or broken off, the previous work is valueless.

Lozenge-shaped holes are some of the commonest in use

and by no means the easiest to cut, and it is evident

if one bar of this “ lattice ” work is broken nothing can
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remedy it, and however far Ahe work may be advanced

it must be thrown aside at useless. Much attention

must also be paid to avoid preaein^ the piece out of

shape,* and it must' be remembered the more holes cut

out the more fragile does^ the piocQ bcconm.

By Etching .
—^Ware may be scratched with a graver,

and any design almost may be thus obtained, and if.

clear patterns and clean lines are desired the ware ifiusi,

bo fairly dry. If etched when wet the needle will form

little ridges on each side of the linos. These ridges may
be afterwards coloured with a tinted slip, thus forming

an outline to the design. The best effects, however, in

this ’class of work are obtained by dipping a light

coloured body in a dark oolouitid slip, or vice versa.

By this means the graver cutting through the film on

the outside displays the pattern in the colour of the body

beneath, thus greatly adding to its ajipeaiunce. Pressed

pieces may also have their details, such as lines, dots,

rosettes, marked out in coloured slips.

Coloured SliySy both natural, that is coloured clays

in their original, state, or artificial, that is clays coloured

by the introduction of metallic oxides, may be largely

used for the decoration of clay ware. The pieces may
bo completely immersed in one colour, or the outside

may be dipped with one colour and the inside washed
with another. Ox bands of colour may be fiirmod, and
this effect is generally produced with the assistance of

the lathe. The coloured slip is poured into a bottle

to which is attached, through the cork, a tube with

a mouth-pieoe
;

the turner blows through the tube and
forces the slip out of a spout in the bottle on to the

revolving ware. In the same wa^ patterns are first

impressed with rollets and the coloured slip is blown
into the depressions, any supterfluous clay is ‘then turned

off, leaving the impressed pattern alone coloured. The
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whole piece may bo dij)pofA .n one coloj^r and then rings

and pattornis turned off ro 'cabrfg the body beneath.

Wlien a mottled appearance is desired the coloureil

*6lips are placed in a recej)ta.elo divided into separate

compartments, all.of which ^iix? coniiiecded by tubes with

one common spout or tap When the t/ap is turned

on they flow In one stream but do not mix together,

and thus Cxauso a variegated or marbled appeanince as

they flow over the ware, which is held underneath tha

tap and turned from side to side till completely coated,

hdiis is known os “ Mocha ” ware. The slips should

all bo of the same degree of li(piidity to ensure equality

in the covering. Tobacco juice, mixed with \r<r\.er and

uiiderglazo black, is sometimes introduced into the slip

and produces an arborescent effect by allowing a drop,

or two of the liquid to run down the piece before the

slip is dried.

By Engine and Bose Turning .—These have already

been referred to in the notos on turning, but the ware

must be drier than for the processes above described,

and it can with advantage be made thicker than tha

ordinary run of ware to resist the pressure of the tools.



CHAPTER XII.

GENERAL REMARKS ON CLAY WARE.

Contraction has alrcadj^ been mcotione^ several times

in the (ioarso of those notes, and although firing, which,

is one of the causes of contraafcion, has not yet been

discussed, it may be as well at this point to offer a

few remarks on this most important subject, as Irregular

contraction is one of the most general causes of dofeote

of cartKdriwaro as it is in all other ceramic productions.

There are, roughly, three periods during whiolx this

action hike^ plac«.

Though the ware has already somewhat contracted in

the mould, owing to the absorption of some of the

moisture in the clay by the pla‘<tor, the first period

may bo taken to bo from the time th,o piece loaves

the mould, while still moist, until it is as dry as it will

become in the air or stove and is in proper condition

to go into the biscuit oven, that is to say, till the wateil

which has been artificially added to the various materials

to ensure a thorough mixture and to render them plastic

and workable has boon driven out, together with

a portion of the moisture that was originally in them,

more especially in the claj^s. As the water dries out

of the mass the solid particles move closer together and

the contraction or diminution of the piece oommences

and continues till the particles can make no further

progress towards each other. This probably does not

occur till early in the second period, though the point

is reached before the mass is thoroughly fr.ee from water.

The second period is frofti the entry ot the piece

into the oven until the point when the particles will
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begin to comlnno by heat^aml |ome o/ the component

parts commence to vitrify. As has already been noticed,

.water in fine finished earthenware is non-existent, and

therefore all moisiuro must bo driven out Completely,

though at the same time slt^wly and gi'adually to avoid

cracking. During this period, if the pieces have been

thoroughly dried before going into the r>von, the con-,

traiition that takes place is less than would be supposed,

as, although the water is completely evaporated by thoi

increa-,ing heat, it leaves the mass porous and in a state

of minute honeycomb, the ditferent particles having

already approached each other as nearly as they can.

Up to this point the process of drying has bo(5Tr purely!

mechanical, and all tlio materials that have entered into

the composition of the body are in the same state as

that in which tlioy ’wore befo.ro being mixed, except

that they, and more especially the clays, have lost the

water which was previously naturally held in suspension

in them. Thus far, then, the contraction is purely

mechanical.

The third period is from the point at which ihe

particles begin to combine, to th.it at which the highest

degree of heat is reached and the firing finished. During

this period a totally different sot of circumstances como

into force and the component fusible parts become

vitreous, ^nd the higher fhe temperature the more will

they bo affected and the greater will bo the contraction

till the point is reached wlion no farther contradtion

takes place. As earthenware bodies are usually very

refractory, and the quantity of fusible material in their

composition is kept very low, the contraction in them

at this stage is very small compared to that of vitrcou3

bodies. So the more vitreous a body, other things being

equal, the greater will be its contraction.

In ordinary earthenware bodies the u^ual contraction^
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is about one-twolfih, 01
^
8 pot cent., though as already,

shown this will vary witli its fusibility and the heat

to which it is subjected. Contraction tlicn depends,

largely on the moisture in the clay, and the greater

amount there is in the cUy during* the processes of

manufacture and the more plastic it is, the greater will

bo its contraction. Tho mode by which a piece is

manufactured has also a considerable influence on it,

and the more pressure that has been applied to tho clay

in making it tho less will the contraction afterwards be.

Thrown and turned ware as also machine-made pieces

will contract more than pressed ware, and ca^it ware

more than either, while articles made with metal dies

by considerable pressure will contract least of all. And
it is for this reason, as lias before been noticed, that

tlie union of parts of pieces made by difCerent proces.scs

requires so much attention, and tho more plasltic the

clay tho more liable it is to defects from this caueei.

Difference in pressure is the great cause of irregularity

in contraction, for which reason tlic scams of a piece

where iho moulds join are always apparent, however

carefully they may be trimmed and cleaned off. Fop

with equality in pressure and regularity, in thickness

contraction is uniformly regular, and, should proof be

necessary, take an eqivally and carefully pressed bat of

clay of uniform thickness and cut it into a oirolo with'

a pair of compasses, and after it has been fired, with

the same centre apply the copipasscs, and tliough the

diameter is smaller owing to tho contraction, the circle

will be fou,nd to be as perfectly true as before the

firing.

There is no better way of impressing on oneself the

difference of contraction in the various maf^erials used

than by making a moujd of \he shape of a narrow tile

or bar, say 6in. xUx^in., and froni this mould
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extracting a tile made from ’each of the*jnatorials alone,

baH clay, china clay, flint and stone, just mixing

stifficient water with them to form a mass that can bo

pressed into the mould. The flint wfll oflor the greatest

(liffi'‘ulty owing to its being Vv^Wdiout plasticity and having

little contraction. When taken oiU of the moidd the

tiles or bars ot the materials will bo the sumo size.,

They should then all bo fired in the same .agger in

the biscuit oven. The difference in the contraction is

very great, and once seen it will never be forgotten.

The body mixture in use may also be moulded and
bred at the mine time and the contraction also compared.

It will bo also as well to work out the proportions of

the materials in tho body in dry weight to obtain an

exact idea of tho qmintities of tho different materiala(

really entering into tho mixture—wet mixing being

rather misleading in this owing to the different weights

per pint at which tho materials arc used.

The principal causes of contraction in earthenware,

then, may b,o said to be the coming together of particles

which were previously iirevenied from so doing by the

mechanical presence of water, wiiich has been driven

ottt, and the vslight fusing of s^^me of tho component

parts of the body. To which mu,st be added the pressure

applied to the piece in the course of manufacture.

It is nofleed that the vertical contraction in some
pieces, and especially high ones, is greater than that

in, the horizontal direction. This may be partly

attributed to the weight of tho upper part of the piece

slightly compressing the lower, and thu^s asisisiting the

closer contact of +he particles in the lower par^fc, and
this is especially to be remarked in oast ware. Pieces

are also likely to go out of proportion if they ha:ve

more than one centre point df contraction, and therefore

large and thick parts joined together by thin ones should
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bo avoided as '=nucb as possible, and it is therefore

important in dosij^ning models that the contraction

should be calculated to a common centre as near as

may be.

Some of the chief dofccti in clay ware are as follows .

cracked or crooked ware
;

improperly stuck-up ware
;

hollows or Imnps in the pieces
;

difference in thickness,

and weight
;

difference in size, roughness, &c.

Cracked Ware may be couscil by getting it too soon off

tho mould, or in certain shapes made on outside moulds

by leaving it on them too long—or, of course, by rough

treatment. If certain pieces are liable to' cracks, when

looking over the ware, it is as well to pass a damp
sponge over tho place where the cracks arfo likely to

appear, and they at once become apparent, though in

tho white state the eye would have failed to detect their

presence owing to tho fine dust caused in finishing the

piece when dry, with flannel, filling and cxjvciing them.

Crooked Ware may also be caused by removing it too

soon from the mould, more especially in the case of

“flat” or by 'bunging it too high, or from putting it

to dry on crooked boards, or from pressing it out of

shape during the operations of turning, fettling or

handling, or from unequal drying, one side being drier

than the other. This is likely to occur when stoves

are heated by fires placed in tho centre of thorn. It is

specially necessary to notice that tho covers of pieces,

such as soup-tureens and cover dishes, fit and are

straight. Handles of cups, &c., must not only be exactly

upright but put on at tho same level.

Improperly stuck-up ware will also exhibit cracks, due

either to the two parts not being in the same condition

of moisture when stuck together, or to the use of too

nauch or too little slip, of to the different parts not

being properly cut and adjusted.
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Hallows or lumps arc causcnl l|y niofrids being worn,

chipped, or defective, or by pi lali bits of clay sticking

te the piece which have not been removed, and jvhich

have been rubbed into the surface when fettling, or to

ine(|UaIity in the Oilckncss dub to irregular pressure.

Difference of^thickness and weight may be caused by
impi^pcrly set tools, by insufficient or too iLuch clay

being removed by the turners, or by Avant of c^ire on the

part of the pressers by working away the clay in one

place and leaving it in another, Avhich is also a fertile

cause of cracks.

Difference in size caused, often by taking too, much
off the edge during the operations of fettling or turning.

This requires strict attention. Nothing looks worse than

a lot of presumably similar articles varying slightly in

size or height.

Roughness is often caused by insufficient care in

finishing a piece, or by the use of coarse sponges, or

dirty water, thus leaving a coating of slip or slurry

on parts of the piece.

The clay end is a niosf impoibnt one, and the fore-

man's duties are maaiy and of groat consequence. He
is responsible for the ‘‘getting up” of orders in clay.

This requires a good deal of nice arrangement to get

through the^various pieces qrid shapes required together,

and to have suitable ware for the different parts of the

oven ahvays ready, so as not to cause delay in placing

for the want of suitable w^aro. Both these points are

of the utmost importance, the first because, should the

order go through the oven incomplete, some of the pieces

must remain behind for the next, while tho/se that have

gone on pass through their various processes, and on

arrival at the finished warehouse have to wait there till

the necessary pieces come through to enable the order

to be packed' and sent away, which, both from the

N
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customer’s and maif'ufacliirer’s point of view, is most

undesirable. He should therefore keep a simple book

which will show at any moment what part of his orders

are actually made, and whether they are in the green-

house or have gone into the oven. = In the latter case

it is useful to note in the case of specially urgent orders

the date of the entry into the oven.

The second point is also most necessary, as for want

of proper ware an oven may be delayed a day, and

that day can never be caught up again by any amount

of work. Time is indeed money in the commercial

pottery trade. Ovens require time both to place, fire

and cool, and a day lost cannot bo recovered, as these

operations, more ospecfaliy the two last, cannot be

shortened. He is responsible for the receiving and

looking over of the ware, and has to see that it is'

properly made and free from defect or blemish, and

for the counting of it into the ‘‘greenhouse”. This

is the name given to the store where the clay ware

is received from the makers
;

it should be roomy, heated

by steam-pipe's, which can be used if necessary, and

full of stillages, so that the ware can easily be moved

in and out on boards. The biscuit placers withdraw,

the ware they require for the oven from the greenhouse,

so it is desirable that they should be able to see at a

glance what ware there is, in order to make tJie necessary

selection for the different parts of the oven. All ware

is looked over either before or on entering the green-

house, and all defective ware is put aside, and the

respective makers of it are called up in turn, the defects

pointed out, which they remedy if possible, and if not

possible, the piece is broken and deducted fkom their

account.

The foreman settles with the men, that is to say,

they are paid in accordance with his account of the
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•ware rec-eived without defect in gucenliouso, if the

eyttem is to pay “good from h.md”. In some potterms

ii is the custom to pay “ good fioiij oven ”, that is to

say, the work is paiVl for after the iiring)Hany defects

in manutacturo th^ become apparent, and the expert

can at once tell if the defect is duo tn bad maJ-' iig or

to improper treatment in the procovsses of pacing on

firing. But makers rarely admit that the fault is theirs,

however apparent and this system leads to continual

disputes and iinplea antness, and though at first sight

it seems a fairer and more advantageous S3^otem, as

many defects in work are very difficult to detect before

firing, it must bo remembered that clay oncet fired

cannot again be used, as its properties have completely,

changed, and though the v rk may not be paid for,^

the whole of the value of the materials is lost. Whereas,

if every piece is looked over carefully before the firing,

by far the greater number of the defects will be detected,

the defective pieces can then bo broken, the v ork is

not paid for, and the maferial goes hade to the dip-house

to be re-made. The is thus reduced to the cost

of re-making the clay, and the loss of time and cost of

running the machinery, &c., in th'' making of the piece.

The foreman also gives out all the orders for making

to the men, and in every pott^'^ the system will be'

carried out in a different manner to suit th-ei arrangement

of its work. One oi the best methods is for every man
to have his book, in which iixc* order to make is entered

Up, and when he counts his ware the quantity is marked

off that ho has made, and when the order is finished

a fresh one can be put down . By this means, no matter

how many men are at work it is at once known what

each man is doing and how far he is towards completion

of his order, and this is very useful if for some unlore-

eeen reason a l(}t of work has to be suddenly executed,,
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as it can at on«o be ^een wliat men can be taken of!

their present work and put down to the new. It also

constantly draws t^e attention of the foreman to tho

reg-ularity and producing power of each man, as by

looking through the man’s •book he can see at a glance

tho amount of work he has been doing in the past wrecks,

^he settling accounts would also show this, but they

take some time to go through. Each man’s book there-

fore becomes a record of what ho has done and a

memorandum of what he has to do, and there is no

possibility of men making more than their order to avoid

giving themselves the trouble of changing their tools,

or of making mistakes in the quantity of each shapei

and size they have to make.

These little matters are very necessary for propeu

organization, as a man who is absemt from his work where

machinery is used causes much greater loss than would

be the case where it is not used, as not only may it

cause serious inconvenience by not having the work

executed at tho time required, but all the expenses of

motor power, '&c., are incurred the same whether his

machine is running ,or not, and in his absence tho

machine is of course unproductive.

The foreman is also responsible for the proper filing

and setting of tho tools and for giving them out of

the tool store as required. Each tool should have its

number stamped on it, and a. book should bo kept giving

particulars of its use, as sometimes a tool may be used

for more than one shape. In many cases, especially

when there are several sizes of the same shape^ it ia

best to have the name and size also engraved or scratched

on the tool, as some of them look so much alike that

a workman may easily make a mistake when a new
shape is first put in hand. It is also as well when
pieces are made in several sizes to have the number
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and size starapod in ilio d,)v. ‘^larjips can ciihor bo

made in pitcher or plaster though the former aro the

.best as they last longer and niahe a, cleaner impression.

This IS very useful in the warehouses a.s it diminishes

the chances of mistakcis ir the sizes.

Every workman should also have his mark or number,

•winch ho should stamp on his work
;

by this means
d(dccts and im])erf(H;t work can be brougl t borne to

their originator without fail.

There are a m ntitude of small matters which will

also require the foreman’s constant attention He must
examine his ropes from time to time so that any necessary

repairs may bo done out of working hours, and thus

breakdowns are avoided, as it is not the half hour

that the ropo is stopped ft’ at must be taken into con-

sideration, but the hail hour that every machine on
that rope loses, which may mean many hours of pi^o-

duction lost unnecessarily. Ho should bo most particular

in the cleanliness of the sho})s ana benehos, and e pecially

insist that all scrap chiv that falls from the bench or

machine on the floor i^j at once picked up and not trodden

abimt.

Scrap clay sl'ould not be allowed in large quantities

on th(‘ benches, but should be onfinually carried back to

the slip-house or to the place nr'nointed for it. Turners’

shavings snould net bo allowed to accumulate under the

lathes, but should oe taken back to he re-made
;

at

every week-end the ben s and floor should be
thoroughly washed and cleaned, and all machines and
tooh cleaned and oiled. The heads should be unscrewed
and the spindles oiled and covered with inverted bowls
to prevent dust working into the bearings, and whenever
any sweeping in the shops has to be done, the floors

should always first be sprinkled with water to avoid
dust rising.
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Ho should pejrmit po filing of tools at the benches

and only in the place specially appointed, and he should

particularly note that the men when fettling their worj:

use clean water ani do not allow their jars toi become

full of slurry. This seems a small matter, but sometimes

its results are far-reaching and most serious, as, apart

from the likelihood of its causing dirty and discoloured

ware, it is a common cause of peeling. He should see

that moulds when finished with are returned to the store

and not allowed to lie about the shop on and under the

benches, where they are sure to get chipped and damaged,

and some day when a few dozens of some shape are

required it will be found that the moulds are not in

the condition they were supposed to be, and the whole

order perhaps has to be delayed till new mouldis are

made.

In fact the foreman should bo continually round his

shops seeing that the war e is being produced as required,

and giving his special attention to any work in which

there has been excessive loss in the past ovens, or to any

difficult Ivork, or to any new shape in hand, and to

stop anything that is likely to lead to defective work,

land nip it in the bud rather than wait till it is ready

to carry into the greenhouse. In no trade is the proverb,

“ A stitch in time saves nine more applicable than in

pottery. He cannot be too methodical in his work or,

too strict in having the rules and regulations of his

shop attended to. Cleanliness and order in the clay

shops are as important for the good conduct of the

business as they are for the health of the work-peoplei

employed in them.

The foreman should be thoroughly in touch with the

biscuit warehouseman in order to supply his wants, and

before every oven is closed* he should see if there are

any odds and ends wanted to complete orders that he
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can in. When the cn is drawn and sorted he

sl.ould ‘go through the defective li^are and note the reason

of the defects, and if it is had workmanship he should

^ave the responsible person in kf soe it and explain

to him how to avoid it in
^
future

; should it be dup

to any cause which he is unable to oopo with himself

ho should at •once call the managci's attention to it.

By*attending to those points faulte are at once corrected

and not allowed to slide on; and not onlj^ is it deprecia-

tion of goods, coming out seconds when with reasonable

care tlioy might have oome out firsts, that muiet be con-

sidered, but orders are delayed owing to the biscuit ware-

houseman not having the necessary goods of the proper

quality to complete them.

These seem small matters, and so they are unless they

are neglected. The further the oourso of the manufacture

is studierl the more will it become apparent how abso-

lutely each department depends on tho one before it,

and delay or mistakes in one department will most

assuredly show thcmseiveis in the next. It may bo during

tho next day or during the next wedlc, but show thorn-,

selves they will, and the carelessness or inactivity of

ono person in not doing his work exactly when he should

on ono day may throw the whole of a department out

of work on anothoir. So that it cannot bo too earnestly

insisted oi> that, when a system of organization has been

decided on, every part of it should bo carried out exactly

in its right order and at its right time.
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OVENS AND TIIMR CONSTlluri lON.

The ovens arc tho most imj)ortant part « of the potter's

plant, and it is on their succx)s.sful iiuina^^cment that the

result of the business will largely depend. Good biscuit

ware is absolutely necessary to make pood plost ware,

and yet if tho plost firinp is not uj) to the mark the ware

will bo inferior, no matter how pood tlie biscuit may

have been. It is on these processos that tin' ware depends

for its solidity, brilliancy of appearance, and durability;,

and it mat tens little what care may have been bestowed!

in the potting, glazing, and decoration of the pieces

if the firing is not satisfaiitory. It is in this department

that more money is lost than in any other, and any

time given up to the correction of defects, or to the

lessening of breakage and loss in the ovens, is indeed

well sj)cnt.

There have been many different forms and shapes of

ovens lin use for the firing of earthenware, but the type

of oven to-day is very similar in nearly all manufactories,

though there are considerable differences in the methods

of working them, but on the whole there has* been very

little change in the methods of firing earthenware

amongst the bulk of the manufacturers, and much tho

same systems are to-day adhered to that were in uso

a hundred years ago. The general typo, then, of oven

18 circular and domed at the top, having much the same

shape as tho old-fashioned straw beehive.

The mouths of firing grates are situated at the cir-

cumference of tho base, and • the flame is divided before

entering into the oven chamber, part of it passing
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horizon ( ally through tho fine's under the botf.om of the

oven, and cvonl.ually issuing frcAn tho well-hole in tho

centre of the bottom, the reiuainder rising* through small

chimm‘ys or “ bags ” direct from the*moutJi into to oven

chamber at the si^es. The^oven may be dividcxl into

ihre^ principal ])aris : the mouths, the flues, and tho

firing chamhert These may be said to be common to

all I'larthenwaro ovens
;

but in tho diflerenL parts of

ovens there are various divergencies, and it is proposed

bri('fly to refer to some of them.

Hohb-moiilhcd Ovens —In these ovens tho mouths

project fiom the sides about 18 to 21 in., and tho coal

is fed into tho montiis from the top through a square

hole whicli can be covered with a fireclay quarry. This

was the old-fa,sluoncd mdhod, still however largely in

use to-day, the idea bmng tliat by this means cold air

could not so easily draw into the flues when ‘‘ baiting
”

or putting in coal . The stack springs from tho shoulder

of the oven as a rule.

Hovel In this case tho oven stands in tho

centre of a circular hovel, whi<h rises to about the same

hdght as the shoulder ot the oven ])er))endicularly, and

then ariihos or narrows over tlio oven hkc the shoulder

of a bottle, tho neck forming tho stack to carry off the

smoke. Tlierc is just suflicient space left between the

outside of •the oven and the wall of tho hovel to wheel

in the (oal and to sliovol it into tho mouths. The
advantages of this forip of oven are that the mouths
are protected from wind and currents of air, and that

repairs to the oven can bo executed with facility, as

it stands detaelicd in tho centre of the hovei. The dis-

advantages are Liiat the space round the oven is very

confined for firing, the heat often being unbearable, and

that the draught is sometimes rather defective.

Stack Ovens.—lUhsX is to say, with the ovens and stacks
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built together. ^This ^s often the form adopted wlicn

ovens are grouped together under one laj'ge roofing, the

stacks rising through the roof. Their chief recommenda-

tion ib that they ai^ solid and compact
;

but they have

the inconvenience that whe^i the nioi\th,s are first lighted

they are apt to smoke and fill the shop with dirt, aa

there is no escape for the smoke backin^g out from the

mouths, up the stack
;

they are rather more difTicirit to

repair, and they certainly take rather long to cool down.

Down-Draught Ovens have come largely into use for

biscuit, os it is considered that they are more economical

in fuel, and that they can bo worked to produce a more

regular heat all over the oven
;

they are also generally

used in firing fiiobricks. They are constructed in several

ways, some with a chamber underneath the oven into

which the down-driiught flues mn, and from this chamber

a main flue is connected with a stack or shaft standing

apart from the oven, the stack being used in common^

by several ovens. The flue to this stack is furnished

with a door that can be opened or closed at will. The

oven has also a stack like an up-draught oven, but with

a damper on the crownhole that can be opened or shut

by a lever.

The oven is started in the same way as an up-draught

oven, but when it has sufficient heat in it the damper

on the crownhole is closed and the door in the flue

to the outside steick is opened, and by this meanis the

heat is drawn down into the bottom of the oven by

the flues, any surplus heat passing through the chamber

to the outside stack. Tho name for this class of oven

should be ‘‘ up and down-draught ”, as the oourtee of

the draught is changed during the firing from up to

down and down to up, according to the heat prevailing

in the top or bottom of thetoven. It must*bo admitted

that the down-draught pven is scientifically the more
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* correct, as the gaseb and ai.' have further to travel
;\

they are thus more mixed togethir, os they pass among
tjie bungs up to the dome and are there deflected down
among the bungs again to the flues 'in the bottom, and

the combustion is ^ore oon^plete. Prima fame, this,

coupled -with a diminished consumption of fuel, would

indicate that tttis class of oven is tlie best, bu,t it lias

to b^ taken into consideration that the first cost of down-

draught ovens is heavier, both owing to the arrange-

ment of the flues and to the extra stack outside, and

that they require far more repairs, and that these repairs!

are more costly to carry out than in up-draught ovens.

In fact it is often difficult to locate a stoppage in ai

flue without pulling down a lot of brickwork
;

added

to this, they require more attention in tiring. Messrs.

Minton’s and Roby’s patents are reckoned some of the

best in this class of oven.

These ovens may also be bu’dt with a big flue instead

of a dome underneath, and also, to avoi<l the expense

of lan outside stack, a wide flue may be carried up the

Up-draught stack outside and joined into it above the

damper; but the dmught obtained by this means is not

sufficient, and if several ovens are to be built on the

down-draught system it would probably be cheaper to

build an outside stack in connection with them all, and

the working results wouldr undoubtedly be better.

Bars .—It us^ lo be, and still is in many places, the

custom to fire biscuit-oyens from the ground, that is,;

without any fire-bara, it being alleged that there was
thus more coal space, more room for clinkers and refuse

during the lengthy time required to fire a biscuit oven

(some 45 to 60 hours or more), and with bars it would

probably be necessary to punch or cut out during the

firing the clinkers that had«beea formed, and thur cold

air would be admitted to the oven through the mouths,
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which would crack and l)rcak sa<j:^^ors and dimt ware.

Also in (ooling, withrfut bars the air had to pass through

a big body of slowly dying fire, and tlius the oven cooled

far more slowly than if bars wore uschI. In the latter

case, the fire being smaller and soon dying down, the

cold air would (pii(“.kly obtain admission and thus cause

diluted (cracked) waiT, See. Ihit these inconveniences

do not arise if care is exorcised, and the combustion

being much more perfect with bars, bars are gradually

being adojded almost everj'whore, both for biscuit as

well as glost in all classes of ovens.

The t>kelcton Oi>en —This is an oven which of late

years has beewno exceedingly popular, and it seems to

combine all the best qualities of the different up-draught

ovens. It is simple in working, easy to repair, clean,

and it gives satisfaclory results It is j)ropo,sed, there-

fore, to give rather a fuller descri[)tion of it with some

measurements.

As a rough-and-ready rule, biscuit ovens should be

about 18ft. Gin., and glost about 14ft. Gin., interior

measurement. These are nice, workable sizes. Biscuit

ovens much larger than this, of 21 and 22 ft., and glost

of 18 to 20 ft., will give fairly satisfactory n^sults; but

these very lai’ge ovens, though economical in that they

will fire more ware with a proportionately loss quantity

of coal, require most careful attention to gnt a regular

heat all over them, and the general consensus of opinion

is against ovens of over 20 ft.

Large ovens take longer to sot in and draw, and

longer to cool, and for the general manufacturer, ovens

that can be got quickly in and out are the best, as it is

then easier to “ get up” orders, and the packers are

kept regularly at Avork as theix) are constantly ovens

being drawn. The broad principle in the construction

of a skeleton oven i3 that the stack is supported round
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tlio oven propor by a series of arches, Joavinp^ between

the sliell or arches and the oven [fVoper a space varying

fliom 3 to 7 in. That is to say, tlio fiijst 3 ft. of the

Oven and outside brickwork, up to the toj) of the m&uths

are built solidly together, buk from this point upwards

the oven })roper stands ab.st)lutoly independently and is

not in contaert with the shell. The advantages of this

are, facility in repairing the oven, rapidity in cooling,

and freedom from dirt, as the smoko from the mouths,

when first liglitvod, passes up between the shell and tho

oven through the arches. The space occupied by the

oven is small.

It will ])iobably be best to give tho measurements of

an oven and afterwards to oiler some remarks on its

construction. For this purpose wo will take as a type

a glost oven of 14 ft. G in. inside raeasu,romont.

DiMr:NsioN or 14 ft. Gin. Skeleton Glost Oven.
Interior Measui emcnls.

Width from side to side

Height from centre of bottom or floor to centre of crown or

dome
Height from bottom at side to shouldei f.''om wliicb the dome

arching starts .... ....
Height fiom bottom to top of brickwoik of the bags
Height from fire-bars to top of brickwork of the bags .

Width of bags inside brickwork at top ....
Depth of bags from front to wall of oven ....
Width from bif^ to bag, i.e., distance between the brickwork

from one bag to another . . ....
Width of centre or well-hole in the bottom .

Width of centre or crown-hole *n the dome....
The number of smoke-holes is 9, and their size . . (sq.)

(Placed about equidistant between the shoulder and the

centre crown-hole.)

The number of shoulder-holes is 9 . . . . fsq.)

The number of cooling-nolcs is 4 . . . (about)

(Each fitted with damper and lever.)

Trial -holes—the height from the bottom to the lower ones .

the height from the bottom to the upper ones .

Spy, or regulator holes—height from tho bottom (passing

through the brickwork of the bags)

ft. fn,

14 6

17 0

12 6
2 9

4 6

1 4

0 8

2 4
0 9
1 6

0 3

0 3
0 9

1 3

7 0

1 7
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ft. in.

The rise of the flues from l^he mouths to the centre . .18
The number of flues running into the well-hole would bo 9.

' Exterior Measurements.

Height from outside floor to oven floor . . . .19
Height from firing floor to shotilder from 'Miich the stack

starts 17 0

Total width of shell of oven . . . .*• . . 20 6

Height from floor to top of stack f0 0

Width of arches in shell over mouths 3 0

Width of brickwork between each arch . . . .38
Height of arch from floor to centre of arch . . . .69
Height of arch from top of mouth arch . . . .36
Clamins—Height to spring of arch 5 3

Height to centre of arch 7 0

Breadth halfway up outside . . . .30
Breadth halfway up inside 2 9

Breadth at bottom* 16
Iron arch supporting the stack over the clamins

—

Width 9 6

Height from level of fire-bars to centre of arch . .110
Height from level of fire-bars to base of arch . . .99

Measurements of Mouths.

The number of mouths would be 9.

The number of flues from each mouth would be 3.

The depth of ash-hole below floor 18
Bars—Height from bottom of ash-hole . . . .13

(That is to say, about level with the firing floor.)

Height from top of bars to the bottom of the flue . 0 11

(But the bars should slope downwards and be at

least one course of bricks lower behind than in

front.)

Height from the bars to the top of mouth arch > .26
Height from the bars to the top of Houster arch . 0 10

Mouths—Width of mouth at bar level 2 8

Depth of mouth, back to front . . . .36
Flues—Width 0 6

Depth (4 bricks) 0 11

Distance from mouth to mouth at bar level . . . .60
Distance from mouth to mouth at bar level each side of the

clamins 5 4

CONSTRUCTION.

Fitehrick Tforfc.—All bri^kworlk in oontaot with the

Ere must be firebrick and never less than 9rin. work.;
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The joints shou,ldi all be wiih fireelay^ mixed up with'

just sufficient water to make it Workable
;

in fact the

l^s the bettor. All joints shouJd bo made as small

as only using tho clay absolutely neoessdry to

lay tho bricks in. • Firebricks of various shapds and

sizes will be required such as flat-backs 2^ X 5 X 9 for

the mcdfeathers and mouths; ordinary size 2^- X 4^ X fl

for general work. Arch bricks for mouths, bull-heads

or wcdged-shapcd bricks for the oven crown, varying

in thickness from at the top and Ij at the bottom

to and IJ, all being 9x4 in leng^th and width.

Split bricks 2 in., 1 in., and ^ in. thick for places where

it is necessary to reduce tho height of a course.

“Oven bottoms,” which cover the flues from med-
feathcr to medfeather, are matched or grooved and

tongued to fit into each other to prevent sand and dirt

working into the flues. These are tho most generally

used brifks, though there are other shapes, such as largo

bag-bricks, regulator bricks, both long and short, circular

bag-bricks, &c., which may be used with advantage. In

firebricks, the ver}' best tire always the choape.st, as bricks

that are soft and will i^ot resist the heat may be the

cause of heavy losses. The fireclay in which they are

to be laid should be mixed with as much fine grog

as x>ussible, as by this means contraction is diminished’,

and this is the chief jwint i6 bear in mind in connection

with all firebrick work. On no account should lime

or mortar bo used in any x>lac© that is likely to bor

iaffected by the fire.

Ordinary Brickwork of tho shell and stack can be

9 in., strengthened where necessary up to 14 in., and in

building the stack a manliole must bo left just above

the shoulder to enable the builders to get in on to the

dome of the oven in case oT necessity for repairs and
clearing out the shoulder and crownholes. The stack
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being built cone .shape gm,dually decreasing towards the

top till it reaches the '“necessary height. The oven and

ordinary brickwork are built together up to the top o^

the mouths, that is to say, 3 ft. 3 in. high from the

firing floor, and up to tliis<point thetjrdinary brickwork

should be 14 in. at least.

The Spa-ce between the shell and the oven proper will

bo about 7 in., but between e.ach mouth, or rather between

each arch over the mouth, the shell is built with a rib

or buttress inside from the foundation to the shoulder,

making the brickwork 14 in., and leaving at these points

a space about 3 in. between the ordinary brickwork and

the oven. If considered necassary a brick or two may
bo tied into those buttresses from the oven at the

shoulder.

Jronuxjrlc .—The “bonts”, as the iron hoops that tie

the oven together are called, should bo J
in. thick and

about 4 in. broad. About eight or ten of them will

be necessary round the oven; there should be three or

four of them close together or a few inches apart just

under the shoulder of the oven, as this has to support

the weight and pressuto of the dome;, the rdst may
be distributed about 1 ft. G in. to 2 ft. apart down the

oven.

The bonts are in various lengths and joined by square

rings, the end of each piece of bont being uont round

the ring. It is as well that the joints of the difforont

bonts should come in different parts of the oven and

not one over the other. At one point in each bont

the joint is made by turning up the two ends of the

bonts at right angles, and a hole is drilled through each.

Through these two holes is passed a bolt about f in.

thick, screwed at one end and furnished with wa)s,hers

and a nut; thus the bont, -^hen placed in position, can

be screwed up quite tightly to clip the oven firmly aU
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round. It is as well to leavo brides ]»rotrudiiig from

llio oven ill two or throo pliwio at tbo heigdit of ctiih

l]^nt to suj)])ort it and prevent all chance of it slijiping

down should it boooino slack.

It will bo found •necessary* when putting- on a bont

to liaiiinior the bont into the oven wlH-rovor it bulges

in order to screw it up closcdy to the brickwork. Tho

bonts round tbo shell need not be qinte so string, and

if they are 3 in. wide it will be found sullicicut. Two
bonts should be pbifod round tho llouster arch below

the baiting moutli and one above tho arches in shell

to hold them securely. One bont should bo about half

way (up to tho shoulder, which will just cli]) above the

iron arch over tho chimins which so largely supports

tho stack, and one below and one just above tho shoulder

where the weight of tlie stack comes. To keep tho bonts

in the shell in position it will sullico to drive a nail

or hook or two in tho brickwork under them.

The Arches in tho shell should each bo strengf nened

by J in. iron, 3 in. wide, bent to the necessary shape

of tho arcli and to the curve of tho oven. At each

side of the Clamins (aks tho ontraneo to the oven is

called) is an upright piece of iron Avhich may be either

cast or wrought, bent to follow the outline of tho clamins.

It should be 3 or 4 in. wide and 1 in. tliick, with a

cross-piece 5f about the saihe size bolted on above the

clamins, holding the two uprights firmly together; the

lower ends of the uprights should bo embedded in the

brickwork, but to give greater rigidity, it would not

be amiss to have the lower ends also bolted together

by a cross-piece passing just below the top step into

the oven To these two uprights are fastened tho bonts

which pass round the oven at the height of the clamins

and which would otherwise pass across the clamins and

stop up the entrance to the oven.

0
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Tlio Uprights'" are ^itcd with sookots, wliicli may bo

formed b^ some of the bouts -wliore tlu'v are attached

to the uprights, and into these sockets are fAted twrj

iron tie.s across the clamias during the firing. They

should bo about 1 ft. G in", and 4 ft" above the top step

into tho oven. This increases the stability of the up-

rights and holp,^ to resist the strain on the bontf^l, as'

in firing the heat invariably expands the oven a little,

and lit is for this reason the bonts are neccssaiy. They

should be looked to from time to time, as they some-

times burst and may injure the men attending to the

oven.

Iron Arch over the CUnnim —As the clamins oomo

between two of the months it W'ouhl bo very diflicult

to form brick ar('hes in the shell over these two mouths

and over the clamins as well, so an iron arch is used

arching over iho clamins and the mouth on either side.

It therefore has to support a considerable part of the

weight of the stack. The girder for this is made of

two pieces of Ig in. iron 3^ in. wide, bolto<i together*

about 3 in. ajiart. The two pieces must firt;t bo bent

into the shape rcquirocl|, that is to say, they must bo

formed into an arch 9 ft. 6 in. across from foot to foot,

the arch having a rise from foot to crown of Ijft. Sin.

They must also be bent to the curve of the oven; that

is, they must form ])art of the circumference of a circle

20 ft. 6 in. across, or the size of the outside of the oven

shell.

The pieces of iron should be about 3 ft. longer than

required, so that each end may be turned up 1 ft. 6 in.

or so and bent slightly inwards to form feet on which

the arch may rest, and which can be built into the

brickwork. Under each of those feet iron plates 1 ft.

wide and 2 ft. long should be placed to avoid all chance

of the foet crushing the brickwork owing to the weight
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tlio arch will have to suppoif The tAiro pieces of iroa

can he drilled about every foot i.nr! firmly bolterl together

with wa.shers between to beep them tj in. apart, and they

thus foiiu a rigid girder of the shajio re(piired.

The height at which the foot of the arch will be built

in(o !lie iuickwork is, from the firing floor, 9 f^ 9 in.,

making the total height from the firing floor to the

centre of the arch 11 feet The floor from vvhich the.

firing and jilacing are ilone is on a level with the fire-

bars, and there ai three ste)>s up to the oven, flooi^

at the clamins, a total height of 1 ft. 9 in. Th^ mouths

on each side of the clamins should bo placed as close

to each olhci as the clamins will allow, to avoid upsetting

the flue ])lan more lhaii necessary.

Ovni Bars are made in J'»any Hha])(‘s and sizes, hut

by far the most durable are old steel rails, or railway,

iron cut into the necessary lengths. Tliey are rather

heavy to move in and out ol the mouths, but they last

almost any lime, do not bend, and leave plenty c ’ space

for the admission of air without allowing the fire to

fall through thorn, Kar-h length shoiikl iiave a hole

drilled in iho end, by which it can be more easily jmllcd

out of the mouth.

BUILDING.

In building an even a firm foundation is required;

this is absoluieiy o .^cntial, as, no matter how carefully

an oven be built, it wdll ncv
:
give satisfaction unless

the foundation is absolutely firm. An oven is exceedingly

heavy, and should the foundation give over go little,

the constant repairs required and the losses from flues

breaking through and ovens drawing air, &c., soon mount
up to many times more than the amount it would
originally have cost to secure a firm foundation.

To secure a good and dry foundation for the bottom
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of the ovcu it is necpssary to take out three or £0111*

feet of soil and fill up solidly with broken bricha; this

avoids the defect of the oven sucking" inoistui’C fron?

the surrounding soil when firing. This foundation is

called the Cork. The oilter circle.^ should bo whole

bricks, and when each layer of broken bricks has been

laid, fine grog (ground uj) saggers or other Tired material)

should bo riddled into the interstices and all holes should

be filled up with broken shards. No wet material or

clay should be used whatever, and only material that

has already been fired and has thus had all the con-

traction taken out of it. As the cork rises to the height

required it must bo graduated from tlie side to the centre,

giving the same pitch as the flues are ultimately intended

to have.

When the cork has reached a suffioicnt height and

the rise in it is exactly as required, fine fired sand or

grog may bo riddled on in just sufficient quantity to

form a smooth surface on which the first course of fire-

bricks can bo laid which form the flue-bottoms; and

they will therefore have the necessary rise from the

mouths to the well-hole. When the foundations have

been laid and the cork fairly started, the position and

sizes of the ash-holes and mouths should bo laid out

in accordance with the measurements already given, and

to secure absolutely circular building of the oven an

iron rod should bo fixed firmly in the centre of the

oven cork
;

a flat board is then required about 3 in.

wide, having a hole at one end to fit over the iron

rod. The exact distance from the centre to the circum-

ference of the oven is then measured along the board,

and at that distance the board is cut to a point. It

thus forms a radius of the circle and can be turned

round the oven, every brick being laid just touching

the point of the board; another board may be cut in
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the same manriei* for the Sucll, and by this means the

oven will be built truly circa 'ai*.

. The Mouths .—In building Jie mouths the arches are

made eloping slightly downwards,, lhat is to sa/, each

course of arch bricks is Ij- tvv2in. lower than the course

in front of it; by this means the flame is deflected

down towards 'the flues. The feeding mouth may be

furnished with iron doors or partly built up with fire-

brick, leaving an opening I ft. 4 in. wide and 1 ft. high,

slightly arched; th's is quite suflicient for baiting, and

a fireclay covering brick can be placed in front of it.

The latter system works best in the long run, as a broken

brick IS easy to replace, whereas iron doors soon get

out of order and twistx)d by the heat, and are expensive

to replace. The different parts of the furnaces are

calleil'-Eegulator holes. Mouths, Gluts, and Ashpits.

FLUE FLAN,

The last and by no means least important part of

the building of tlie oven is the arrangement of tlie flues.

It is very easy to draw out on paper a flue plan which

looks exceedingly pioM^v and ‘.hich ought to work
charmingly, but it is very difficult to work accurately

to plan for tlio following reasons : In a plan it is

easy to draw the modfeathors gradually decreasing to

the ceniro^; but when thej nave thus decreased, on
what are the bottom bricks which cover the flues to

rest ? for they have to supi> the whole weight of the

contents of the oven. The joints of the oven bottoms

must therefore come well on to the medfeathors. There
must in fact bo a little givo and take in putting in

the bottom, and when it is put in it never looks quite

so pretty as the plan.

It is best to lay out the* flue plan with loose bricks

on the cork, or at least one-quarter of it before starting
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to build the flues
;
and hero more than anywliere must

it bo insisted upon that the least possible moist material

with contraction in it should bo used.

Flue Plan of 14 ft. 6 in. Oven.

IPTiitc = Mouths and flues.

J5Za<;A:= Medfeather3 and brickwork.

The middle flue, from the mouth to the centre, is built 4 bricks high.

The cross flues are 3 bricks high, the fourth brick forming

bridges across the flues, and thus giving better bearing for the

Hatched oven bottoms. The well-hole ring may be supported on
bricks on end, probably arch pr wedge-shaped bricks.

The number of side flues between the mouths vary according to the

idea of the builder—anything between 3 and 5 being suitable.
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Tho ^rcat object in a good fluo arrangomont is to

got sufficient draught to ilio oeriir^, and ii^pt, by blocking

tlio flues in diiroront places, f/' b dd the fire in the bottom

eo as fo work thorouglily through »ll the flues. ,It is

therefore evident that much flepends on the size of the

oven, tho pitch of the fines, and tho draught or pull

from the stack;* the arrangement and lieight of the bags

inside, and tho quality of tho coal lift'd in fir'ng must

also bo taken into consideration. Still, the more flues

there Rre in tho bottom tho better, as long as it is not

dangerously weakened. A fluo plan is annexed, and

it can only bo said that it has given satisfactory results;

but, as has b(K3n alrcaly remarked, what suits one oven

may not suit another, and perhaps nothing varies so

much the rise required in the fluas to obtain satis-

factory results in dilh'ront ovens, and the larger tho

oven usually tho gr(>ater the amount of rise that will

be i-oquirod.

The medfeathers forming fhe flues and su])porting the

oven botiom are built four bricks high from the mouth

to the well-hole, an<l they start at the mouth 4 J'
to 6' in.

wide, decreasing as t’m ,- eonvi rge tow i ids the centime

or run into each other, and care must })0 taken in cutting

tliem nway to leave sufficient s .pport for tho bottom.

There should be three flues from the back of each mouth

—the centrt) one running i^rj.jg'd through to tho well-

hole, tho nmiaining' Mvo gradually running out into the-

side flues. At each side of flm mouth at the back a flue

runs round the circuinferonee of the oven into which'

the .side flues work. The bags rise directly from the

mouths into tho interior of the oven. The ring round

tho wcll-holG is ..ado of ilieclay in two or more piecesj

and should he about 3 in. thick and Gin. wide.

A thorough repair and relaying of flues, oven bottoms,

and bags (ridding) costs abouf; £30, and an oven will
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probably require it every three years, though this will,

of course, depend on the work it has done. An oven’s

life is roughly estimated for commercial purposes at 20

years* There are, 'besides the ovens mentioned, many
others that have been or^that are ^in use in differenjtl

countries, some fired by gas, others by oil;i some two

stories, others even three or fou,r stories' high, the heat

passing from one stage to another. '

Continuous ovens of various construction have also

been tried, and no doubt under varying circumstances

tliey have been and will be successful, especially when
under the superintendence of those who have made a

study of the construction of the particular oven and,

the methods necessary for securing satisfactory results,

but so far none of them have come into general use,

and probably the same ovens in the hands of people

not thorouglily conversant wnth their peculiarities would

result in complete failure; and it must be remembered

that the firing of ovens commercially is not and never

can be wholly in the hands of scien lists, and cannot

be conducted as an experiment would be, in a laboratory

with costly appliances for verifying temperatures, &o.

It is not as if an oven wore fired only oooalsiionally, as

on works of any size there is always an oven, either

biscuit or glost, being fired, and several firemen and

sitters-up are necessary, as they require comiant atten-

tion. If it wore necessary to have a band of highly

paid chemists to look after the ovens the outlook for

the potter would be dark indeed in these days of keen-

cut prices.

Firing to-day is for the most part in the hands of

sufficiently skilled men, who are gradually, with the

general advance of education, becoming more observant

and careful in their methods, and are perfectly capable

of managing the ovens in present use. At the same
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time it must be fully aduiiitcd that they are very

prejudiced against the iiitrodect^n of new systems of

which they do not at once ^ce the advantage, and any

difficulty or mishap is at once put* down to the* fault

of the system and jiot to thc^^way in which it has been

worked, die latter being as often as not the true reason;

and the failuref of the new system is at once contrasted

with* tlie success of the old.

Apart from this, the ordinary manufacturer cannot

afford to make the necessary experiments, as any experi-

ment, unless made on a commercial scale, is absolutely

valueless; there is nothing so misleading as to make
experiments in firing on a small scale; systems often

woik wonderfully on a small vseale, and when applied

1o ovens with greatly increased flue length prove quite

unworkable. These trials on a suiidl scale are usually

made with the greatest care, with skilled a$sisiant«, and

under totally differtmt circumstances to those which they

would undergo in the work of an ordinary pottery.

Almost every oven requires following differently,

hardly two requiring exactly the same treatment; and

to get the best results *‘rom an e\en a man luust havo

fired it several times to know its little peculiarities. If,

then, a manufacturer wishes start a now system o^

oven, it must be fired four or five times if he wushes

to give it ti fair chance Wturo it can be doedded if it

is good or bad, as oiy defect may bo dup to his faulty

method of woiking, and n ' 'o the system itself.

Suppose the result be bud, what manufacturer, apart

from the first cost of building new ovens, can stand

oven after oven coming out bad ? Not only is it the

loss of material and wages paid, but the loss of time

and the inability to complete his customers’ orders that

must be taken into consideration. It is the bC.de on.

which experiments must be undertaken that deters many
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a nianufactarer from making changes, for it is not

sufficient for hifn to know that such and such a system,

has been successful elsewhere; he must know the class

of ware being p'roduoed, the body and the glaze

employed, and tlie condiUons under which the system

is used. In fact, to staj*t ou any new system of finng,

it is essential that the manufacture:' should have

personally seen the system ho proposes to adopt success-

fully worked under simihir conditions to those with which

he has himself to deal.

There are doubtless cheaper and less wasteful systems

in use than those employed by the English potter, which

he could to-day use if ho were prepared to change hii^

mixtures and system of manufacture. But would that

bo a step in the right direction. It might cheapen

his production; but would it improve it ? There is

little doubt that the majority would be against altera-

tion in this direction. To obtton a more equal licat

all over the oven is no doubt advisable, but it must

not bo lost sight of that different heals are required

for different articles and different colours, and it would

not be an altogether unmixed blessing if there was no

variation of heat in the various parts of the oven.

These remarks are not intended to deter manufacturers

from making experiments, but merely to point out that

the cost of failuiH) should always first bo calcui'ated rather

than the profits of success.



CHAPTER XIV,

SAGGERS AND S/iGGER-MAKING.

Before proccM^ing to placing and tiring, tho manu-

factfiring of saggers must be referred to. Wore neithoi^

in the biscuit nor in the glost oven can bo subjected to

the direct action of the tire, and tlicreforc all ware must

be protected by being enclosed in saggers^ wliieli are

tircclay boxes of various sliajios and heights, though tho

most Commonly used forms in modern manufacture are

either round or oval, as it is found that tliese are the

most convenient shapes both for tilling with ware and for

close arrangement in the oven. It is very necessary

to have a large stock of saggers in order to always

have suitable sizes in whi'h the various ware can bo«

placed

.

Firing is probably the most expensive part of the

manufacture of ordinary ware, and therefore it is of

the utmost necessity iliu; sirggt.i^ should be thoroughly

filled. To do til is it is no(;o->sary to have a stock of

saggers considerably greater than will suffico to fill tho

ovens, and the more general tho trade tho greater the

number ofnaggers that will be inquired to ensure saggers

of the various beig-hts suitable to tho different pieces.

It is evident that if low ware Is placed in high saggers

considerable room will be lost and fewer saggers can

be placed in the bung than if they were exactly of

the height required by the piece.

' Saggers are made of mail or fireclay and grog^ which

is ground-up biscuit, saggers, firebricks, and broken

biscuit ware; in fact, any refractory material which has

been already fired and lias had the contraction ti^vcn
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out of it. Glost saggers oan be uswl, but should be

introduced in small pVoporlions, as, being glazed, the

glaze would soften and fuse the mixture when refired.

The grog should be ground up to the size of wheat or

even to the size of peas if*the clay u’sed in the mixture

is sufficiently plastic. It may be ground with heavy

stone runners on a stone bod or in a pan-lind-cdge roller

mill. The mixture of clay and grog will dojUend

altogether on the quality and plasticity of the clay.

Pan-and-Edge Roller Mill.

The qualities required in saggers are wifusibility,

strength, and stability, all of which mean economy, as

the saggers can bo used time after time and will with-

stand the constant cooling and reheating without cracking

or splitting. Freedom from scaling or flying off is most

important, especially in glost sabers, where it is likely

to cause heavy loss. For this reason old glost saggers

are very valuable, as they are thoroughly glazed and

there is small chance of particles of the sagger flying

off and sticking to the ware and spoiling it. This defect
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may bo caused by the presence of particles of quartz,

iron, or lime in the clay, but as^oftou as not it is due

if) a faulty mixture of materials.

Sa^j^ers should be kept in a dry place, and bvene

should be cooled g-mdually avoid excessive breakage.

It is also necessary that the contraction in them should

be small, and* to obtain these results it is necessary

that the mixture should be “ open ” to allo^v for the

sudden changes of temperatures they have to undergo.

The mixture for the body must depend altogether on

the nature of the clay, and it is evident that the greater

quantity of grog that can be introduced into ^the mixture,

without interfering with the working up of the body

into saggers, the bett-er, keeping it “ open Some clays

can be worked with <wo jiarts of clay to three of grog;

some with even more; others with considerably less.

Experiment alone can decide this, and no rule csin

possibly be given.

The contraction of the material must also be taken into

consideration in arranging the sizes of the saggers. When
the mixture has been decided on, a layer of grog is

first placed on the flexr, then a layer of ground clay,

then another layer of grog, and so on till the pile is

1 ft. G in. to 2 ft. high. It can then ;be dug over and

sprinkled with a little water and passed a couple of

times throflgh the pug-mill, which is similar in action

to that described under clay-making, but is rather shorter

and has two exits for the day instead pf one. It is

better to pass it twice through the mill to ensure a

thorough mixture. The loss water a^nd the stifPer the

mixture the better; it means harder work in inaking,

but it also means better saggers. Where machinery is

used in mixing, the clay and grog are ground up together

and the mixture is made wifh water in 'a blunger. When
thoroughly blunged up it is run into a steam-jacketed
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tank to drivo oil’ tlio su})orlIuoLis water, ami when of

sufficient consislomvy it is pa.ssed through the pug-mill.

The mixture to be used for the bottoms of the saggerfi

sliouM have more grog in it than that used for' tho

sides. The stigger-marl ,wlien made is taktm to tho

sagger-maker s shop and piled uji in one })lace set apart

for the purpose, and is beaten into a thoroughly solid

mass with wooden mallets to give it greater consistency

and strength.

Sagger Marl Pug Mill.

The Applimices required by the saggor-mtker are as

folio ^vs:

—

Benches, which are either of wood or with brick

foundations, having wooden or iron tops to them; the

latter are probably the best as they are more solid.

On these are screwed strips of wood or iron of the thick-

ness required for the sides of the saggers and sufficient

distance apairt to form the heigtht neoessiary for those

in most general use. Shoflild smaller sizes bo wanted

it is easy to cut off the part not required with a knife
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and a coarso ruler. The usuai ihiclcness sa^f^ers when

fir(4 is about tliroe-quartens of inch, though very

large ones sliould be thicker.

Iron Hoops, forming’ circles and ovals, of the thick-

ness Df the bottoms- and ratlifr larger in circumferenoQ

than the finished sagger.

Drums, or sha])ee of wood, of all the dirferent sizes,

to be made, on which tlu^ sides of the saggiu-s may'

bt' lorined. Tliese should have a liand-holo in the top

to facilitate their removal from the sagger during

manufacture.

Square or Ociagonal Hoards in considerable numbers,

suitable to the different sizes of saggers to be made.,

Wliirlcrs, whi(!h are u.sually square and made of wood,

on which the sagger CiUn be placed and turned round

ea.sily during the making.

A Small Iron Spade, or Cutter, to cut off strips of

clay from the solid pile of clay su,itablo for forming

the sides

Tools.—A few pieces of stick, a knife, and a piece

of cloth or two, and uaioden mallets of various sizes.

These will be all the requiremento for the manufacture

of saggers liy hand.

Ample drying room will be ri'quired.

Small Saggers may be marie by expression from a

press, as drain-pipes are made, and aftorwanls may be

cut in lengths and stuck to the bottoms with clay slip.

Large Saggers are sometimes made by machinery, the

clay being pressed under rollers to form the sides. The

clay is placed in shallow iron troughs of the depth

required to form +ho sides, and then passed under the

rollers, which press the clay firmly and smoothly into

the form. The strips of clay are then removed and

applied to the forms or drums, thus making the jidets

of the sagger. There have been many appliances tried
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for mailing sa^g-ors completely by machinery, but up

till the present they liave not ^iven sufficiency satis-

factory results to come into general use, and by fa^

the greater number of sjiggers are still made solely, by
hand. It will, therefore, be as well to briefly describe

the process.

The sagger-clay, having been thoroughly beaten into

a solid nuiss about the height required for the sides

of the saggers, the sagger-maker cuts off a strip of the

thickness and length desired with the spade-cutter. He
first sprinkles a little dry sand or fine ground grog on

the bench to prevent the clay sticking to it. Sand is

always rather (hingeious for this purpose, as it falls

off when the saggers are fired, and in making glost

saggers sawdust is somefimes used in preference. He
then lays the strip of clay on the bench and bGa;ts it

with a short mallet firmly in between the strips. By,

this means he forms a solid bat of clay of sufficient

length to form the whole side of the sagger and of

the same thickness as the strip of wood hailod on the

bench. He then places the drum of the Sagger on the

bat and rolls it along, winding the clay on to it. The
bat is cut off at the meeting-point and the joint is

made by kneading the clay well together with the

fingers and a little slip.

Meanwhile, the sagger-maker’s assistant, (if whom he

generally has two or three, has token a 'lump of clay

prepared for the bottoms and has placed it on a bench

inside the iron ring which is to form the bottom of the

sagger. The clay is beaten out with a ^voodea mallet

till it fills the space contained by the ring solidly, care

being taken to beat it to the sahie thickness all oveT\

and uot to leave it thinner in the Iniddle than at the

sides. This is a serious de*fect, as saggers that are thin

in the centre of the bottom are bound to give way when
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fillod wiili heavy ware. The worJw hol^g* finish the

iron ring- is rornovod and the hottom is placed on a

hpa-rd; this is then placed on the whirjlor and the saJg^pfC'r-

mahor places the drum, suri’oiindod by tno side, on the

botiom The bottoifi is rathof larg-or than rcMjuircxi for

the Baggier, and bo projocjts a littlo outside the sides.

Ho ^on makes a gmove round the bottom outside by
running a stick round the side

;
into this groove he

pours a littlo slip and proceeds to knead the sides and
bottom together Acitli his fingers and thoroughly

iiioorporatos them. He then cuts off the superfluous clay

and finishes off the joint clean with a piece of wet cloth

as the whirler is revolving. The drum is then removed
and tho joint made good in the same manner inside.

The* work being fini.slied, is removed to tho drying
room. Ample drying room is required, as it is very
eesontial that saggers ^ould go absolutely dry into the
oven, or there wdl be heavy loss in split saggers. Con-
siderable heat is required, os saggere are very thick,

and inust be dried right through
;

so if steam is u^ed
it is as well to have thf» pipes arranged with standards
every few yards, so tha« tliey can be used as stillages

for the saggers- After sufficient time has elapsed the
saggers should be removed fix.m the boards, aa this

facrilitatos the drying of the hotfrros. The thicker and
Ertronger so^rs ca’^ be made tho better, as long as
they do not becxime too heavy to handle. Saggers should
be dated when made. This . jxo trouble to the maker,
as he just marks them with a stick when wet, and it

is a useful guide as to tho duration of saggem, besideb
facilitating the counting of work at the week-end.

Saggers are settled for in different way^ either by
day -wage, piecework, or by a fixed payment of so much
per oven to keep up tho saggers and a certain arranged
surplus stock, This latter is by far the best method,

* P
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las it is to the- sag^er-makor’s advantage to make aa

few saggers as possible . He therefore makes them in

the, best possible . manner, and has always his eye on

the placers and oven-mon to see that they treat the

saggers fairly, and do itot throw 'them out when they

might be used again. At first sight it would seem to

be an equally good system to pay the sagger-maker

80 mach por sagger mado
;

but it would then be to

his advantage to make as many saggers as possible.

As, however, saggers are not sold, but only used in

the production of the saleable article, the more saggersj

mado the more material is used, and so the greater

expense. Even if by a fixed sum per oven each

individual sagger is costing more than the price that

would bo paid per sagger for piecework, the saving on

the material used, owing to the sagger-maker taking

special Caro over his work, will repay the manufacturer

again and again.

The point that needs attention is to see that the surplus

stock is fully kept up. Tliis can bo done by counting

the stock every now and then, or by counting the saggers

mado weekly and comparing it with the return of the

saggers broken and thrown out, which should bo handed

in weekly by the foreman of the ovens. It is thua

easy to see if the sagger-maker is keeping pace with!

the breakages. By this means the peroeiitage of loss

both in biscuit and glost can be accurately ascertained,

which is required for calculating the cost of production

of the ware.

Apart from the duration of saggers, it is important

that they should be well-made and strong, as if a sagger

gires way in the oven in the lower part of a bung,

the whole bung may come down and perhaps bring others

in its train. And not only must the breakage be con-

sidered, but the falling saggers and ware may fill up
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tho ba^s and flues, and tlio whole of *one side of tho

o^’on may be short fired and sjToilt
;

or the fireman

i»ay not be able to draw his trials, and his firing in

that Quarter of the oven must be done larg^oly by g^ees-

wodv. it is very false cconon^ to have too few sag-gers,

but (ho i)roahago percentage should bo kept a? low as.

possible, a^s sagger-mjdring materials are an important

item in the year’s expenses, and a differonoc of 1 or 2

per cent in the loss on saggers during the year represents

a considerable amoiiat. In fact, saggers should be looked

after and as carefully counted as ware. Seven per cent

loss in biscuit and six por cent in glost may be con-

sidered reasonable, but with care these porcontagos can

be reduced.

Sizes of some S^GGEKS in General Use.

{Outside Measurements.)

Common height, oval, 20 in. by Ewer, 20 in. by 15 in. by 16 in.

15 in. by Sin. Cup, 20 in. by 15 in. by 4 in.

Basins, round, 20 in. by 13 in. Common round, 20 in by 5i in.

Bound plate, 14^ in. by 7 in.

Basin saggers in glost are often made with the oentro

of the bottom cut out (ringers), lettving a ledge all round
for the props or dumps on -^hich the basins aro

suspended. B\ this moans the lower half of one basin

enters into the upper half of +He next below it, and
by this merfhs more ciin be placed in the same space.

Special pieces will often require special saggers, and
every effort must bo m<ade cu save space in the ovens.

The cost of firing a common height sagger is taken as

the basis of calculations of cost. All other saggers are

calculated as bcino^ half a common height, twice or twice

and a half, as the case may be.

Firebricks .—It is os well to make a certain number,

of firebricks of the different sizes required for use in
the ovens and kilns, as they can be fired for practically
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nothing in tho Viscuit oven between the bags. The spade

occupied by them would otherwise not be filled, as they

can ,be placed where there is not sufficient room for

saggers. Too many of them should not be fired in any

one oven, a.s, being so sMid, they ‘require considerable

heat, and they may be a cause of delay in firing the

oven. They should fdways be thoroughly dry before

going in. The mixture for the firebricks may be made

in the same manner as that for saggers, but it should

contain considerably more grog—three or four parts, or

oven more, to one of clay. This makes the bricks most

refractory, and free from contraction, as the greater part

of them is material already fired.

Wad clay may be made of a somewhat similar mixture

to that used for saggers, but the grog must bo finer!

—

in fact, like sand. It is most important that it should

have no tendency to crack and fly off—a defect usually

caused by an insufficiency of sand in the mixture.
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flat would weigji some half a hundredweight—no light

weight to move about with ease and care.

Placers will require two or three ladders of differei^ti

heights, which should -be made strong, and the top should

be sufficiently wide to r®3t a sagger on, if necessary^

and should be out away behind in a circular form, so

that it may rest securely against a bung of saggers.

The benches on which the placing is done should be

strong, and at the point where each man does his work

two pieces of wood about 2|in. high and 2 in. wide

and 7 or 6 in. Jong should be nailed, 6 or 7 in. apart.

The sagger to bo filled is placed on these, and the placer

has thus plenty of room underneath for his hands when
he lifts it off the bench tc' carry it to the oven.

Over the benches should bo two or three tiers of pegs

on which the boards with the ware can bo put. Clay

ware can be placed in the sagger one piece on another

till it is quite full
;

the chief point to beail in min<l

is that the ware must be placed in such a manner that

it will not become crooked during the firing*
;

neither

on account of its contraction nor on account of the weight

of the pieces placed one on the other. “ Flat '' ware^-

such as plates, dishes, &c., should not be placed in very

high saggers, as, if filled, the weight would be tooi great

and the bottoms of the saggers would very likely give,

causing the ware in the sagger to go crooked, and very

likely breaking the ware in the sagger next below it.

In placing flat^ the clay plates are bunged up on
“ setters ”, which are either thick plates made specially

for the purpose, or “ seconds ” biscuit plates ; that is

to say, plates which have come out of the oven defective.

The former are, however, the best, though the laitter

may b.e the cheaper method at first sight. A bed is

first made in the setter with a little sand, finely ground,

up pitchers or calcined ground flint
;

but this latter
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is expensive. This prevents the lower plate going

crooked, and tho other plates are«then piled on it : f\0

lower plate must not be too thickly bedded, ^ r there

will be no room left for contraction, and it i. sitre to

crack. In many qp^es it is^ tho custom to introduce

sand between the edges of tho plates by rubb ag tho

hands full of sand lightly round tho edges, es it keeps

tlicTil from going crooked , but this is not absolutely

nooossary. A little sand may also bo sprinkled on the

top plate, especiallj ;ound the border, to prevent it from

rising.

10 in. plates can be placed 10 to 12 high,

a ,, ,, ,, 14 or 15 ,,

b ,, „ „ 18 to 20 „

Cups should bo boxed on one another edge to edge,

which keeps them str dght. They should be stuck

together wnth a little moist starch.

Dishes are very liable te go crooked, and are there-

fore bedded up one on anotlier with sand or gi’ound

pitchei'S. It is very important that the sand used for

bedding ware sliould bo quite clean and free from iron

and all colouring matUn
,
or tln^ svare in contaot with it

will come out stained or spotted. Dishes require special

saggers made for them accoiding to their size. They

should bo Hi ado low, ospcciall} in the larger sizes, so

that tho dishes need not -he placed more than five or

six high. Smallc’’ ones may bo bunged up higher.

Pieces with Covers, such " .-uup-tureens, cover-dishes,

brush-trays, boxes, &c., should generally bo fired with!

their covers on them, otherwise it will be found difficult

afterwards to fit them, as, should the covers be in a

different part ot the oven to the bodies, they may get

a harder or easier fire than the bodies to which they

belong, and, the contraction being different, they will

not fit as they should. Pieces may always be put inside
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soup-turoens, covor-dishos, &c. It is im])ortant that the

bottoms of saggers should bo level, otherwise pieces,

especially those with delicate feet, may take the form

of the bottom, and 'thus go crooked.

Basins may be bung-ed^ up or bqxed with chambers

inside, and soap dishes again inside the chambers.

Bowls are bunged up one on the other, with a small,

cup or egg-cup in the top one.

Ewers can have tall articles, such as candlesticks or

brush vases, placed inside them.

It is very useful to make some small fancy articles

or knickknacks which can bo used to fill up odd corners

in the saggers where nothing else will go. Insulators

and small electric appliances are very useful for this

purpose. They thus cost little tx> fire, as they are taking

up space which would otherwise be unoccupied. When
it is remembered that there are from 2,500 to 0,000

saggers in an ordinary biscuit-oven, it will at once be

noted what a difi'erexico in the cost of production an

extra piece or so in each sagger will make, and low

selling prices can only be obtained by making combina-

tions in the ware to thoroughly suit and fill up the

saggers. It is evident that if several small pieces can bo

introduced into an oval sagger containing two bungs

of plates, the cost of firing those two bungs of plato^

is reduced
;

and the same rule holds good in all firing

operations. At the same time care must be taken that

no pieces are above the level of the sagger-edge, or

the next sagger, when placed in position, will crush

them.

After it has been placed in the saggers, the ware

must bo arranged in the oven in the parts best suited

to it, that is to say, in accordance with the different

degree of heat in the different parts of the oven.

The parts where the greatest heat is will vary slightly
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in different ovens. Tl)o hardest part of an oven,

is between the ba^s and jud aWive tfiom, and in tho

jjrst ring just abow the nags. The top is the next

liottfist, and under tlui bags is generally not (piH.e so.

hot as the top. diliis a])pU^s to the first ring. The

seex)nd ring is in the same proportion, but not so hot

as the first riling, and so on to the centre
;

though in

som5 ovens, just round tlie well-hole is a Iiard placM3.

If there are many smolvo-holes in an oven, the top of

the first ring will not bo so hard as it would bo if

tne number of holes were less. Broadly, the outer circles

get more heat, and so the bigger articles which better

resist heat should bo placed in those positions. Any
pieces likely tx) warp should be put in the pixitccted

parts of the oven, this applies .specially to ^jicces with

feet, delicate centre -pi<‘oes, &c. As a rough guide, a

list is annexed of the position of various ware in a

biscuil-oven. A large oven (some 20 ft.) containing

live rings and an arch bung is supposed.

Arch Bungs.

Under the B(if7S.~-Stoi)f^warc, mugs, bowls, ordir.nr)' pressed jugs.

Above the Baijs.—Cuiiirnc.n chai.U)* is, inichen ware, slipped

mugs, &c.

First

Under the Bags --Tea-ware, saucf*’s, mugs, baking.dishes.

Five to sevr,t '^aggers above the Bags.—Fire-ware, stone-ware,

common chayiberb, servants’ fiyic:.,, ^japots, strong jugs, ordinary

toilet.

Above the Bags.— Ufst toilet, strong cover-dishes, salads, big

dishes, soup-tureens, and anythin'' i it liable to warp. (No articles

with feet.)

Second Ring.

Under the Bags.—Small plates and saucers, &c.

Above the Bags.—Sauce-boats, delicate soup-tureens, salads with

feet, sugar-boxes, 1 .^er dishes, any superior ware, dessert ware, and
things that require protection.

Third^Ring.

Plates of all sizes; but it is best to get in all the 10 in. and Sin.

plates in this ring if possible.
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Fourth King.

Small plates, saute ladlc^s, small pots, sauce stands, &c.

Fifth King. <

Candlesticks, shavin^^ basins, knickknacks, dc.

The ware having* been^placed, the sagger is carried

into the oven. Great care should bo exercised in the

selection of the lower saggers of a bung, as they have

to support the full weight of the saggers and ware piled

up on them. Specially good saggers should also be

chosen for the parts where the fire is directly playing

on them just above the bags. It is very important'

that bungs should not fall and should remain as straight

as possible, otherwise the normal firing of the oven will,

be interfered with. '

As the bottom of the oven is sloping, and it is

necessary that each bung of saggers should be run up
perpendicularly, the lowest sagger is placed level on three

pieces of brick, and care must be taken that these three

bricks come on the joints of the quarries or oven-bottoms

over the medfealhers. Should they be placed in the,

middle of the q^uarries, tliey are likely to break through

into the flues, owing to the weight on them, and this

again would interfere with the firing. It is not safe

to run up one bung alone to the top, but several should

be run up together
;

thus, if one does get out of the

perpendicular the others wiU support it. A Imng falling

while being placed is most dangerous, and men may be

huVt or killed by it. Great care should therefore be
exercised

;
and even with the greatest care a bung may,

fall through one of the lower saggers giving way.
As each sagger is brought into the oven it is placed

accurately on another, the bottom of one thus forming

tlie cover of the one next below it, and the bungs ore

run right up to the top o^ the oven without touching

it (“Crown’s the mark,'” they say in Staffordshire),
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including, of course, ilie green saggers, and in these

saggers a few pieces of light wa»o may bo placed, more,

.especially round tlwe sides, rare being taken that there

is not sufficient weight in the centre of the sagger to

Wiirp it. • .

The bungs should, as a rule, run from bottom to

top all of the ^nie sized saggers (though of any height)

;

Wad Box.

largo saggers, however, may be placed across two ot\

three bungs when necessary
; but it would certainly

be better to have a complete bung of tlie large-sized

saggers if suitable ware can be found to fill them. After

one sagger is placed on another, it is usual in England

to take two handfuls of ssend and rub them leuud the

joining point of the two saggers to keep them thoroughly
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closed, and to prevent flame or sulphur entering to dis-

colour the ware, and the same time it prevents the

saggers adhering to each other. In many places on

the Continent, and elsewhere, it is the custom to wad

the saggers as in glost
;

thj/t is to say, thin rolls of fire-

clay made from a wad-box are placed round the edge

of the sagger, so that when the next sagger* is placed

on it an air-tight joint is made, through which no flame

or smoke can pass.

If the two systems are dispassionately discussed, the

advantage will be found to be all on the side of the

foreign system. At fir.--t sight the English method seems

the clieapest, as it takes lers timo and troublei ;i but

as the edges of the saggers get chippo<i and broken,

tlu'y do not fit truly on each other, and tlio weight

bearing unecpially is a frecpient cause of broken saggers

and fallen bungs. The sand also often falls off if a bung

movovs ever so slightly, thus leaving

admission for the flame to discolour and

thish the ware. The sand also is

constantly falling down, both when

firing and drawing an oven, and

filtering into the flues, which either

stops them up and causes the oven to

fire badly, or necessitates the continual

opening of the bottom to cleiyji out the

side flues. On the contrary, if the

saggers are wadded, each sagger fits

finely and truly on the other
;

the

weight being distributed equally there

is small chance of a sagger breaking,

and it is in fact quite a rare occurrence to have a bung!

down or oven out of the perpendicular. When biscuit

saggers are wadded, however, the ware must go in very

dry, otherwise, as the boat increases, steam would be

Vektical Wad
Clay Box.
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generated, and having no ascape, ware would be>

“ morlered ”, that is to say i>r would lase its shape,

• collapse, and boconfo merely a luni]) of clay again. There

is no falling sand to stop u}) Hues, and no flashed ware,

and sanding flat may ho ai«pensed with. Finally, the

poicen'uige of defective ware from the oven, when drawn,

is considerabfy lower.

Saggers, when wadded, sliould have the edges

brushed with oalcined bone slip to prevent them sticking

together, which facilitates drawing and decreases

breakage. Bungs may be steadied with a half fire-

brick we<Iged in between them in difl’orent places
;

it

is, how'Gver, far better to build the bungs as close together

as possible to support each other, and to use as few

bricK wedges as ])ossible, as tlu'y are liable to drop

out, and this may entail the fall of more than one bung.

No matter bow elo.se oval or round bungs are placed,

there will always be plenty of room for the circulation

of the draught and fire. If a bung is steadied against

a bag, the half-brick should bo placed against the corner

or tangle of the bag, and never in the middle, as, should

the bung move ever so slightly, it will then crush in

the bag and sadly interfere with the firing.

Nothing destroys sagger"i so much as too rapid

cooling, and unless a biscuit oven is immediately wanted

it is far •better to loavd it to oool at least two days,

which will moan pounds saved in saggers. It is best

to fire green saggers in the biscuit oven, as the heat

is raised more gradually
;

in the glost oven, where the

heat is got up quickly, the saggers are more liable to

crack, there being always a certain amount of moislure

in them. It is, however, in practice, desirable to make

each oven keep up its own saggers, as it makes the men
careless if they are allowed to run off to the biscuit

oven and take saggers whenever they are required.
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Saggers sufficient to keep the glost oven going can

perfectly well be fired «^one or two if necessary on each

bung, and they will come out quite satisfactorily if they

are sehit in iliorouffhly dry. It is as well not to put
green saggers on the archrbungs, as they are liable to

bo damaged
;

the top sagger can be covered with an old

crooked one to keep the dirt and flame ftom the ware.

It is as well to bridge the green saggers from bung to

bung on the top, as it helps to steady the bungs and
keep them straight.

If the new saggers come off the top of the bungs
“ blibbed ”, or with black blisters both outside and in,

it is a sign that the oven has been started off too quickly

and over-baited, though it may be sometimes attributed

to the use of inferior sfigger clay.

WeU-hole Pipes b-rc like short drain pipes, and are used

to carry the flame rising from the well -hole up to the

crown-hole, like a chimney. If the bottom is very high

pitched, and the oven fims very hard in the centre, it

may be necessary to carry them up to the top. If it

is la slow oven in the centre, they are hardly required

at all. They are, in fact, used to protect the ware and

have no effect on the draught. These remarks apply

more to biscuit ovens
;

in glost it is always as well to

run them part of the way up, if not all.

,
Clamins should be built up two bricks thick to abovd

the lowest trial hole, or to about the height of the bags

inside the oven. And the rest may, be built up one

brick thick before firing
;

but it is as well not to lute

the upper part till the oven has been going eight or

nine hours, as another means of escape for the moisture

is thus left. The mixture for luting may be made of

earth or sand and water mixed with a little clay or dung
;

in fact, anything that will prevent the air drawing intoi

the oven through the bricks. The top bricks should be
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wodged firmly in with “ coliors ” or pieces of broken

sagger to ])revent a.ny moverient. When the placing

Ij^as been finished, any ware o.or should be carried back

to th( greenhouse, and the benches should itll bo Tidied

up befoi’e firing commencoh •

Tbe best way of }>aying for placing is by the result

of the oven
;

fftiat is to say, a price shoulu be arranged

at so much per dozen for the ware delivered into the

biscuit warehouse, as by this means it is to the placer’s

advantage to get as much ware into the ovens as he can.

Any ware that is broken in placing or drawinp- by their

carelessness, would, of counse, bo deducted from their

account. Sometimes the price is arranged with the fire-

man lo include firing, then any pieces defective through

bad firing, or any short-fired ware, should also bo

dcducled. A biacuit-phioer should bo able to place eight

to nine bungs a day, and so, by counting the number

of bungs in an oven, it is easy to calculate how many

men should set in an oven in a given time. The iiumber

of bungs placed will depend also on the class of war©

and the distance which the men have to carry it.

Roughly, it takes one-third longer to eel in than to draw.



CHAPTER XVl.

BISCUIT firing/

After an oven has been dra-wn, the fircrrian sliould make

a careful inspection, iis there are always some small

repairs necessary after each firing:, which, if left until

after the next firing*, might make very large repairs

necessary, or might even bo the ciiuse of (K)nsiderahl0

loss during the firing.

Firsts he should exjimine the bags, and if they are

not suflieiently bad to require rebuilding, they should be

stopped and fettled vdth firo(;lay. If an oven is in hard

work, one bag will probably want rebuilding after every

firing, and should the (using at the back of the bag

require repair, the op])ortunity should be taken of doing

it when the bag is down.

Second, ho should see that the floor is in good order,

and that no quarries have been forced down into the

flues. Should this bo the case, they must be replaced,

and it may also be necessjiry to have up a quarry or

two to see that the side flues are clear and not stopped

with sand.

Third, he should make sure that the sho'fildor-holos

and clearing holes in the crown are cleaned out, as they

often get gradually stopped up with sulphur, &c.

Fourth, he should examine the foundation from which

the arches of the mouths spring, and if the brickwork

is much destroyed it should bo cut out with a chisel and

replaced with fresh firebricks. Ho should also notice

that all clinkers have been thoroughly cleaned and cut

out of the mouth, as, if they are left, they may be

the cause of short-fired ware in the next oven.
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Fifth, lio should see that Mio ar^ all clear from

thr' moutlis to the well-holo. ''"'liif ho can do by putting-

i^pieoe of candh' ligliled in the woll-hole and then looking

along the hue from each mouth in turn.

r*y attending to those matlm-s, the fireman is sure, at

any late, that his oven is in a proper condition to firo,

and any irregu^rity ho may notice during the course of

firing cannot be attributed to any defect in tlie ^ ven itself.

I^d-tcry, without exception, requires, or at any rate

is not injurwl by i oxydising fire, which is the most

economical form of combustion, since all the g*asos are

completely burnt inside the oven, and there is no waste

of fuel. The fireman’s object is to be economical in

fuel, virile obtaining the required heat in the different

parts of the oven. He shouM be able to ke(q) it a certain

time at that heat if required, and must therefore bo
able, if necessixry. to keej) one quarter of the oven back or

push forward another. This i.s managed liy sending in

a certain amount of air by the reguialor holes, w) ich are

closed or opened as circumstances may require. To work
an oven successfully, it, is then cssenthil that the fireman

vsliould know the heat which he has attained in the

different pa.rts of the oven, and to gauge this ho uses

trials or pyrometers of differen! sorts, which ho can draw
out of the oven ov look at from <^ime to time. A pyro-
meter, accoIdling to Brognidrt, should unite the following

properties :

—

1. It must be eivsy to n. pulate,

2. It must show the heat in the part of the oven
where the ware is being fired.

3. If must show the heat at any given moment.
4. It must sliow with accuracy the changes in tem-

perature.

5. The results must be accurate, and must be the same
under all circumstances and at all times.

Q
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'Ey no means, an easy combination to arrive at !

The first ix)int mentioned is one of the most difficult,

as most of the means proposed for^ measuring the high

temperatures required are too complicated for commercial

uses
;
while those which a!i‘0 easy of employment are not

absolutely accurate. Reference will be made in due

course to some of the different varieties of pyrometersf

and trials.

A matter which the fireman should himself attend to

while the oven is being placed is the position of the

trials, and ho should bo satisfied that they can be seen

and drawn out with facility. They are generally placed

in the first ring in a sagger with a piece cut out of

its side. This sagger must be placed exactly opposite

and at the same height as the trial hole. In order to

draw out the trials the iron drawing rod must bo passed

tlirough the aich bung, and so in this bung a “ draw

thro’ ” or empty sagger with a hole cut in each side

must lalso be arranged exactly opposite the trial hole

through which the drawing rod can easily be passed.

Care must be taken in cutting out the sides of the sagger

for the draw through that sufficient strength is left for

the support of the saggers that will be placed above

itj and an especially thick and strong sagger should

always be chosen for this purpose. If these matters,

are not attended to by the fireman personally, some day,

sooner or later, he will find a mistake has been made
in the position of the trials and in one quarter of his

oven he is unable to draw them, and so he has no trials

to guide him in the firing of that quarter of the oven.

Or the trials may have been forgotten altogether and,

never have been placed in the trial sagger. In either

case the predicament is awkward.

There are several sorts of trials in general use, the

most common being little rings of red clay, which have
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already been fired in clay isfiite a Jow heat. They
s]iould, 'when fired in clay sl,j to,*be buried in flint and

Uio sagger should bh carefully wadd('d, so that tho^flame

oanncc possibly flash them, and they should be fired

in the second saggfir of the Surd ring of a glost oven.

They are dipped in glaze of a composition vary ' ig with

the taste of the firemen, some using four prints lead to

one of flint
;

others four parts lead to on. oi stone,

and all sorts of combinations of those material. The
mixture matters lit^e as long as the fireman always uses

the same and knows the efl’ect of the heat on it.

•These trials should always be put in a glost trinl sagger,

on ,a piece of glazed shard. As the heat increases the

glaze melts and the rings gradually change colour, going

through lall tJio shades of d^op rod and brown till they,

become black. This form of trial is, however, only suited

to glost ovens, or biscuit ovens where only a compara-

tively low degree of heat is required. In firing fine

earthenware in biscuit, they arc not a sufficient guide,

as once turned black they show im difference in tone,

and they arrive at tins colour before the heat is suffi-

ciently great to produci really good biscuit from a hard

body. They may, however, bo used as a guide up to

a certain point, other trials beirg used to finish the oven.

The fireman ktM-ps a set of <nals from both bottomi

and top v^iich he considbi's ai'o of the exact colour

required, !and he .^mpares the trials drawn from the

oven with them, and he is ; able to gauge the heat

at which the oven has arrived. The trials when drawn
are dropped into a receptacle of water to cool them,

BO that their colour can at once be compared. Trials,

of whatever sort, should always be drawn in the same
order, and kept in that order on the bench or in a plate,

so that the next round drawn can bo placed by the side

of them and compared.
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Another form,jof trial, which is more generally used

in the firing of larg'e 'biscuit ovens at a great heat, is

the “ pitcher ” triaf. Those trials ftre simply pieces ofi

clay ware, such as hits of broken clay plates with a hole

cut in them by wlii(;h th\5y may he taken out of the

oven with the drawing rod. They are drawn from time

to time when the oven is sufficiently advanced, and are

broken with a hammer, and when cool should be taken

to a dark corner of the oven-house with a candle (in

order to always liave the same class of light both by

day and night) for examination.

The mode of judging tln^ condition of the trial is to

look along the edge of the fracture in a line with the

light. If it has a rough and porous appearance it is

not sufficiently fired. > llrealving it with the fingers will

also be a guide as to its hardness. If, when broken,

it has a rough appcyanince in one })art with a smooth

appearance where it has broken in a zigzag form, that

also shows an insufficiency of fire. Wlicn fully fired

and up to the proper degi'ce of heat, the fractured trial

should have the smooth appearance, almost like cut

cheese, and should be slightly shiny or glos.sy, though

this appearance will vary in accordance with the com-

position of the body. Pitcher trials should be leant

against a brick placed on edge in the trial sagger, as

this greatly facilitates their withdrawal from the oven.

If by any chance trials have been left out of the oven

altogether, it is as well to warm up some ring trials

and put them in the oven with the drawing rod, as

they will always be some help to fire by.

Probably the most useful form of trial is by gauge.

This was introduced by Wedgwood, and is founded on

the property of the contraction in plastio clay. It is,

however, little used outside England.

The gauge consists of a piece of metal in which is
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cut a floop <l.it groove, tlio nudlh^ of the groove

diiriinishiiig gradually fi-om ( no«cii(l to the other. The

jnetal is gMaduatcfl* ndth liiios or degrees ea(di side of

the ',roove. Little clay “hits”, or half cjdinders, are

made to fit in uj) k) a fixect ^)oirit, and as the elay bits

fl.re 1 tliey contract, and Avhen placed in the gauge

slide further ifj) the groove, and by this means the heat

is Measured. The clay “bits” should be f'tted in the

gauge before use as accuiately as possible, and the zero

])oint should bo c arked on them by cutting a small

nick acix)ss them at the O point in the gauge. This

nick thus becomes the index for reading the degrees

on the scale. It is very necessary that the bits should

alwnys be of exactly the same degree of dryness when

they are tried in the gaucro, as, should tlie humidity

bo djfferent, the ecuiti t,ction will also bo dilferent and

the result will bo inaccurate
;
and for the same reason,

in their manufactui'O eqiuu jircssurc musf. be applied.

It is evidently important (hat die bits should he made

of a body that will always have the same contraction

and will also contract fairl}'’ equally as the heat inercasos.

The latter is impo'^sii t' to ohu in aLsolutely, as clays

always eoniract in jumps
;

that is to say, they often

go tlirough a (onsiderable in, Tea.se of heat without con-

tracting, and flitn wdth a small addition of heat wdll

contract eonsKiorably, and liie contractiun is usually

larger at ihe low* r temporaturos than at the higher.

This is not of very mmdi ii' ’ nt wdion the fireman once

knows the contraction of liis “bits”, and the points at

w’hicli the chief contraction takes place
;

but it makes

tho system quite useless for comparison with other

degrees of heat. Each manufacturor makes his own clay

for “ bits ”, and many different widths of gauges are

in use
;

so that ordinary (5omparison of the heats to

which different manufacturers are going is impossible.



The annexed table will give an idea of the contraction

of clay “bits'’ drawn ‘^from the top dui’ing the firing,

thoug'h, as already stated, the contraction will vary, with

every "different mixture of clay used. The clay bit is

supposed to have been fixed at the> 0 point

—

After 22 hours’ firing it slipped up the

M 25

„ 28

gauge to the Ist degree.

,,
' 3rd ,,

, ,
6th

, ,
»

,, 26th ,,

„ 29th ,,

,, 35th ,,

,, 36th ,,

,, 40th ,,

48th ..

In practice, however, trials would not be drawn every

three hours, but only when it should appear necessary.

It should bo noted that the top trials will always be

harder fired than those at the bottom.

The adversaries of this system also allege that in

acoordanoe with the firing being quick or slow, the con-

traction of the “ bits " will bo different at the same

degree of heat. Still, onoe the composition of the “ bits
”

has been made, and the degree to which they are to

be (made to contract has been decided on, the system

works quite sufficiently accurately for the commercial

potter. The bits, when placed in the trial sagger, should

bo buried in ^mall cups filled with ground flint, so that

they may not be flashed. All trials of whatever sort

should be destroyed as soon as the oven is drawn, as

should they remain by accident in the trial sagger they

may become a source of great perplexity to the fireman

in the next oven that is fired.

Dr. Segar's chemically prepared cones are also used

for firing by some potters. These are prepared so as

to collapse on reaching different heats, and, by having

ja eeries of them in the oven, they, oollapee in turn as
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the heat increases, tlio last one collapsing' at the highest

htsit to which it is wished to go,0and the firing is then

stopped. Other trials, has.J on the melling point of

3iffer*)iit alloys of gold an<l silver, have been tried, and

on the expansion gi platiiiiypti wire and other metals

have also been experimonted with, bnt have not come

into general nee. About ten trials should bo put in

oacl! quarter of the oven, four below and six in the

tops ; it is always better to have a trial too many than

one t(.»o few.

Trials lare r-mst useful guides but it is not merely

necessary in firing to get up the trials to the necessary

point
,

in fact, under some circumstances it is impossible

to do so, owing to the falling of a bung or the breaking

down and cloppage pf a flue in one ejuartor
;

and if

a fireman, under thes'' circurnstanoos, were to attempt

to get up the trial to the degree of heat stipulated,

he might melt down the rest of the oven to a solid

mass, which would have to be broken out with pick-

axes. There is jno occasion to draw a trial duiing the

first thirty hours, ps the look of the oven and the way

the fires are working a ill bo quite suffi^ucnt guide. After

this time has elapsed a. round of trials should bo drawn,

as it is as v/el) to make qui^e . are that no port of the

oven hao got much ahead ot the rest, as should one

part bo al\pad, it is betloi: .*ud easier to correct it then

than later on.

It is generally necossarv to keep back the tops, as

they are almost plways ahead, and should they be behind,

it is an lEjasy matter to get them up
;

whereate if the

tops are already np while the bottoms are behind, it is

no easy mattc'r [j get Uicm up without increasing the

heat in the tops, and once one part of the oven geta

ahead, the heat, increasing the draught in that part of

the oven, will keep on augmenting until it is almost
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impossible io keep it back level with the other part^.

Great eare is therefore necessary whenever one quarter

gets ahead, and it should at onee be attended to.

A groat deal is often made of “soaking”, and many
firemen will say that war^j; has had sufficient fire and is

safe if it has had a good soaking—meaning that it has

been fired for a long time. Once the requisite heat

has been obtained the oven may bo held at (hat ^oint

and soaked a little, but so-callwl soaking before the full

dt^greo of heat has been reached is quite useless and
simply a waste pf fuel. In fact, if the ware has gone

thoroughly dry into ^ho oven, the sooner you get up
the necessary heat the better, as long as the firing is

not irregulai* and flashy.

A fireman judges as much by the working of the

oven, the flame issuing from the crown-liole, and the

colour of (lie heat, as by the trials
;

Jind it is as well

to have some ^bricks made with round holes in them
lengthways, in which a piece of glass can bo inserted.

The bricks can -then bo placed in the spy-holes, and by
this moans the colour of the oven can always bo seen

without withdrawing the brick and admitting the cold

air. This is, however, not really necessary, and is more
applicable to enamel kilns. The colour in a biscuit oven

begins to show in about twenty -five hours, and the flues

will then be getting red about two feet up
;

after thirty-

four hours it will begin to got a brown-rod all through.

After forty-five hoiii’s it should be a brilliant cherry-red,

gradually getting to a whitish-red at the end of the

firing, say fifty to fifty-five hours. Time, however, is

not a good guide to tire by, as a variation in coal, or

a change in the wind, or the state in which the ware
has gone into the oven, may make a difference of several

hours.

When tlie oven Ss placed, the mouths are lumped with
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coal ready for lighting. Five or six hig lumps should

bo jiut in each mouth and a ^lovcl or two of small

jDoal, filling the tinouth about half up. Old plaster moulds

can hrst be put on the bars before lumping, a/s they

do not interfere wijth the dri^ught, and certainly protect

the bar^. To light an oven an open circular fire should

be built vath ^uinps of coal, ends outwards, it should

be *t)uilt up intx) a hollow c-one or funnel till there is

just room left to put in some paper or straw and sticks

io start it
;

then, after lighting, lumps of coal should

oe built on till the aperture is closed. The cone should

be aboui 2 ft. 6 in. high and about a yard in diameter.

It will take about an hour to get well alight, and then

it can 1)0 knocked down, if it has not already fallen,

and a couple of sJiovelsful yuit into each mouth of the

oven will light them up all equally and at the same

time. This not only saves time, but is a much better

method than lighting each individual mouth with sticks

and straw. A big oven of 20 ft or over will t ike from

forty-five to fifly-fivo houus to fire, and will consume

from sevcnieen to twenty-two tons of coal, though the

quantity of the latter will dop* ml a good deal on the

quality used.

Burning small coal t»r a proportion of slack means

more care and altentioii, hosidi-s the extra time in firing.

It may aiJ.so make it necestjary to punch—that is, to

cut out the clinkiMs: formed over the bars, which impede

the draught, and this slu^ 'l ! always be avoided when-

ever possible, as it admits a large amount of cold air

into the oven, and cxmsequcntly retards the firing. What
is r(M|uirocl in yiottery enal is long flame which will

travel well to uie centre of the oven. Hixit lays hold

of a small oven quicker than a large one, and a large

oven should be allowed plenty of time at '^tarting,

especially if tlie clay-ware has gone in green, or if there
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is a largo amount of flat in the oven. Flat lies so

very close togetfier and is so solid that it requires a

oonsiderablo time for the heat to got right through it

but if the War© is absolutely white dry the oven can

be followed foster. Big* ovens are generally maro

difficult to fire than small ones, as the fire weakens,

travelling a longer distance through the flues. Towards

the end of the firing*, however, they sometimes cbme

up very quickly, with quite a rush indeedj owing to,

the great body of heat in them.

In the first twelve hours about two tons of coal (not

talcing into account the lumping) will be burnt, about

one hundredweight being put into each mouth at an

interval of four hours
;

afterwjards it will bo necessary

to bait at shorter intervals, say every three hours or

loss, with an increased quantity of coal. All the mouths

should be baited regularly in order that the draught

is equal in all.

Putting on too much coal at a time is a mistake,

and smoke continually issuing from an oven shows bad

firing and waste of fuel. The gluts should bo loft open

for a oouplo of hours after starting, and then the front

of the furnace, from the bars to the arch, can bo builh

up with bricks, which prevents the fire from falling out,

and also saves the fireman's shins. Sufficient spaoo'

should bo left between the bricks for draught, end a hole

should be left at the bottom to put in the baiting poker

to move the fire on the bars if necessary, but the less

the fires are pulled about the bettor.

The tools a fireman will require are : a baiting poker

about 6 ft. long and 1 in. thick, a punching poker of

the same length and l^in. thick. They are best made

of steel, or, at any rate, pointed with steel, and should

be kept quite sharp for cutting out clinkers. A drawing

rod for drawing tlie trials, with the end well turned
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up into a hoolc, so that tLo trials will not fall off
;

a l<eavy rake for pulling out din crs
;

a baiTOw,

bycket, la couple of •shovels, i nd a ladder of suitiiblo

length for drawing trials, and having a ledge on* the

top sufficiently broad to allow* of his putting the brick

drawn fiom the trial hole on it. These will fulfil all

ordinary requirtmeiita. The mouths should never be

filled* up with coal till the oven has been gtdng some
eighteen hours

;
they should, in fact, never be really

coaled up to the a’ch, as the flow of air is stopped

and the best part of the brickwork, i.e. the arches, will

suffer, and a pound’s 'worth of damage may be donoi

in a few minutes.

The difficult time in biscuit firing is about twelve hours)

from ffie end, and the point is the last baiting, which'

is two or three hours from the finish. After about thirty-

five to forty hours’ firing, should, on drawing trials^

the top be found too far fi/x ward, air must bo admitted

by the regulator-hole under the .arch
;

should it be

behind; less air must bo admitted, and regulators and
covering bricks must be closed. Should the brickwork

be white-hot, delay baitiag a lev minutes till the heat

is rather reduced, then bait up and fire hard to reach

the top.

When ilio time cx)mcs for the last baiting, and tliera

is a doubt* as to whether^ it suould bo a full one or

a lessor one, and n fidl one is decided on, draw trials(

when it is half burnt off ' (hen, if it is found that

the heat is getting too great, and that the trials are

fully up, a little sand may be thrown into the mouths,

whicli will effectually stop the fires and the heat. Should
at any time duung the firing the heat get excessive,

and the brickwork begin to suffer, and neither lotting

in air by the regulators nor using moulds will keep

it down, a plateful of sand thrown into the mouth is
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sure (o 1)0 olTcctivo. When the brickwork begins to nm
like treacle, it is alwaj’S a sign of excessive Ijcat, probably

caused by an insufficient admission of air. After tjie

last baiting the mouths should be stoppered up with

the covering bricks os scon as possible, to prevent cold

air from too rapidly drawing into the oven, especially

when there arc big dishes, &c., in the bven.

In a biscuit oven the tires should never be dfawn.,

but should be allowed to burn themselves out. It should

not be disturbed for at ka.st twenty hours after the

tiring is finished, when tbe top of the chunins may bo

opened. The mouths should not bo punched nor the

clinkers cleaned out till about thirty hours after the

firing is finished. Ovens, howerver, must not bo left

longer than absolutely nec(\ssary, or additional ovens

would be rcquiiud. An oven that pinches or warps ware

in the oentre, and cannot bo oontrolled by ordinary

moans, may sometimes be cured by putting a brick in

the well-hole. This, liowov^-, is not a very safe pro-,

ceeding, as it may bo found too drastic a remedy, and

it is, of course, impossible to take it out again whilo

filing
;

it would, porliaps, bo siifcr to put a brick in

two or thixie of the centre lines in the moutlis, and those

can always be moved during the firing if the draught

is not strong enough to the oontro.

Ik'fore firjiig a new oven, or an oven that has not been

in use for some time, it is as well to light a fire of

about a ton of coal in the centre of the oven, having

first covered the well-hole with some bars, and then

distribute about a ton and a linlf of coal in the various

mouths, and light them also, and by this means the

oven will bo thoroughly dried. It is evident that there

is considerable wiaste of fuel under the present system

of firing, as, if the necessity for heating the floor and

solid brickwork of the oven and the saggers bo taken
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into consideration, probably a hundred times more fuel

is used than is absolutely neccssaiiy for l&ring the imre

al^ne. *

Thc'-e is liitl(' doubt that even the best firemen waste

a considerable amoui^ of fuel Ijy the excessive admission

of air to the oven, and analyses of the products issuing

from the stack •prove that as mmh as c>cnt per cent

too much air is often admit fed, and with large 18 or

2(J feet ovens this seems difficult to contiol. No doubt

firing with gas or petroleum tlie consumption of air

necessary can be gaugod and admitted to a nicety
;
but

these fuels at present seem only suitable for the smaller-

sizcnl ovens
;

at any rate, the problem of scientifically

firing largo ovens e(‘onomic«i]ly has yet to be solved.

Wlillo fully insisliiig on the advautag’e, nay, necessity,

of iheoi'ctical kiiowh'dg*
,
^t should at once be admitted

that ex]K'lienee alone c-au teach a firoinan <o fire an
oven and obtain regular re.- ..Its, as, however tliooretically

jierfect a man may bo in the ki owhslgo of firing, and
given all ihe sciimlifiij aids I'ocommendod by various

and their names and recommendations are legi'in,

without long exjierieiice the dubjironl dilhculties which
may and i‘<)ntinually <lo arise in firing, his knowledge
is little better than useless.

All tests and trials will only show the heat at the

particular ^jlace where thi^ triai is, and it is quite easy

to run the brickweri’: down in one place while the trials

are still “not up” in clo^^n I'oximity. The manner in

which an oven w^orks, the w^ant of draught in one mouth,
tlie excess of draught in another, calls his attention to

a stopped flue or a moved bung. The elloct of wind
on dillercnt quaxiers, the class of ware in the oven, the

state in which it went in, its position in the oven, the

body of which it is foitrned, the purposes to which it

is afterwards to be put, ihe coal he is using, &c., have
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all (o be taken into consideration. The condition of

the flues—for flues that have been lon^ in use become

rough and rugged, and the draug!it is thus impededr-

oJso 'has its cil'ect on the working of the oven. A hot

sun beating on the sta€.k undoubtedly decreases the

draught, and so night-firin;g will always bo found the

most regular. Drawing air is a defeat that an oven

may develop quite suddenly, owing to a crack slightly

opening in the brickwork, which is especially likely to

occur in the arches over the mouths. Drawing water or

damp from the soil is rarer, and if the oven has a well-

made cork, should not occur unless through the accidental

bursting of a water-pipe or drain.

These are a few of the small matters which may from

time to time affect the working of an oven. People

who say that “with proper scientific education” a man
can fire a large oven which he has never seen before,

and give satisfactory results by attending to rules laid

down, only show how very little experience in the working

of ovens they have liad, and their recommendations

should be regarded with suspicion and examined with

the greatest care before being brought into use.

No two ovens work alike. There is nothing extra-

ordinary in this
;

the same thing occurs with machines

and engines
;

two locomotive drivers on sister enginee,

if changed, will pot get the same rosulte efut of each

other’s engines, because they are not acquainted with

their peculiarities. So is it with ovens. Ovens built

from the same plans vary in the treatment they require,

and the best r^ults will only bo obtained by the man
who has studied their idiosyncrasies. Accidents happen,

bungs move, trials can neither be seen nor drawn
;
experi-

ence only can then guide the fireman. The colour of

the interior of the oven, the appearance of the saggers

and the bricks in the flues, will all be guides for him.
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It is i^aro to fire an oven without noticing something;

unusual, and the sucoesstut man is ho who notices these

little things, and Irtiows fiou' past oxperionco what is

the right thing to do, and djoes it at once. As*in so

many other things an ounce oficxperienco is worth pounds

of theory, though the ideal should be tho two combined.

The mere getttng to a certain fixed heat at the places

where tho trials are is but the A B C of firing, which

those who put their faitli on trials alone would soon

find out to their cost.

Firing is, undoubtedly, the most important operation

in tho manufacture, and it cannot bo too mtcch insisted'

upon that it is absolutely easential that managers who
wish to really “manage'' their works should have a

practical knowledge of firing
;
as without this knowledge

tlioy are really in tho hands of the fireman instead of

controlling him. Tliere is nothing ocmlt or even difficult

in firing, but it doee require attention, pmctioo, and'

observation.



CHAPTER XVII.

DRAWING BISCUIT OVENS AND BlSfcUIT WAREHOUSE.

When the oven is sufReiently oool, the mouths should

be punched, all the clinkers cleared out, and the ashes

and rubbish carriwl away
;

tlie clainins should be pulled

down, and tlie bricks piled up under one of the benches,

ready for use in the next oven. Groat «iro, however,

is ncHX)ssary not to ])ull down the clamins too soon, and

two days’ cooling should always be allowed—otherwise

lai'^'o pieces, and espeeially dishes, run the risk of beings

“dunted”, the d<'struction of saggers will also bo

necessarily great, while the flues and brickwork will also

suffer. Besides, if an oven be drawn too hot, the saggers

cannot bo handled wuth comfort, and the breakage on

tills account will also bo largo.

The floor round the oven should bo sprinkled with

Water and swept up quite clean ready for “drawing”,

which is the term used for the removal of the saggers

from the oven and the taking of the ware out of the

saggers. It is, of course, dcsitable to accomplish this

with as small amount of breakage as ix)ssible. Breakage

more or less there always will be, and the object is to

reduce it to a minimum
;
and any that does occur should

always arise from accident and not from systematic care-

lessness or want of order. In some places it is the

custom to make a sort of bench in front of the olamins,

and each sagger ns it comes from the oven is at once

emptied, but the more geneaul custom is to carry out

a oonsidorablo number of saggers and place them one

on the other outside the oven before they ore emptied.

To do this quickly a line is formed by the men, and
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the sag“gers are passed from oru'. to the otlier, and to

facilitate the handing of ihe sjkggeis in this manner

^he men should faoGi alferniii/O wayvS, as they thus receive

the saggers in order without having to turn round.’ This

method is undouhtudly the quickest, as more men can

work in emptying the ware trom the saggers.

There shoul{^he a sufficient number ot‘ covering boards

to ]^ut on the tops of the lower tiers of sag^^or.^; inside

the ovens, so that the men climbing up to remove the

upper saggers from the bungs have a good firm

footing to stand on. If there are not sufiicient boards

supplied to them they will stand on the sides of the

saggers, which is sure to result in considerable breakage

of both saggers and ware. As the saggers are pas^xl

out they should be put down carefully and levelly by

the last man in the lino, without jerking or knocking

one heavily against the other, as it is in this part of

the operation more than in any other that bri'akage

occurs. A stiong man should bo (ho'ion for this office,

as it is as often as not from want of strength that

saggers are put down roughly.

The men talcing the sjig'gers oil the bungs inside the

ovens will have to come out from time to time if the

oven is still very warm, cliangiug places with some of

the men in the chain. If the oven is very hot the men,

will requiiG pieces of flannels with holes in for the

thumbs, to protect their hands, or thick gloves, to enable

tliom to hold the saggers w’fh comfort. When sufficient

saggers have been carried out the ware is removed from

them and carried into the biscuit warehouse, and for

this purpose 'there should always be sufficient baskets,

trays, or boxes, and it is far better to have exti‘a baskets

than to allow them to be piled up with ware, as pieces

may fall out, and the weight is also likely tD break

the pieces at the bottom of the basket. AVhen the ware
u
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has been removed from tho eag'ger.s, it should at once

be carried into the biscuit warehouse, and should not

be left on the benehes or on the floor of the oven-housQ.

Care must be exercised in removing the ware from the

saggers and placing it indhe baskets. Numbers of cup

handles and other delicate salient pieces are knocked

off if this is not attended to, and fragihe articles, such

as centre-pieccvS, &c., should bo carried in by hand at

once to the warehouse on being removed from the

saggers.

As the saggers are emptied vsome of the men should

be told off to carry them away and pile them up care-

fully in the place appointed for the purpose^ the different

sizes being all arranged together, so that when the next

oven is placed, the men get at any sized sagger they

require. If they pre piltKl up mixed together several

saggers may have to bO' removed to get at the one

required, and those pot wanted are put down anyhow

and anywhere, whicii is a fruitful source of breakage.

All ware whether jcracked or broken, should be carried

into the wareffouse, and no one in the ovens should bo

allowed to throw away a single piece, and this is very

important for several reasons

:

.(1) The payment for the work in the ovens is often

made in accordance with, the quantity coming out of the

oven.

(2) It is necessary to know the percentage of loss in

every oven.

(3) The cause of the breakage or loss must be studied

to see where it has occfurred, and to prevent it happening

in the future.

(4) The warehouseman must know what pieces have

been broken or have oome out defective, so that if they

ore wanted for ordeits he can at once order them up

again.
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An overt should he drawa as qiiicldv^as is oompatihle

Vvitli care, as the examination ui Un^ ware takes ])lace

afterwards in the biscuit waieimiiso. The warehousLiuan

must keoj) an eye on his own people when omjTtying

the baskets, &c ,
as.iiiu(4i v.aio is often })rolven l)y them

whidi is afterwards unfairly attribuled to the placers!

when drawing* the oven.

J^ie Biscuit Warchouse should be fitted all roiincJ with

strong penning or slielving-, to store away any ware not

immediately requi'-ed. Heavy ware, such as plates,

should be stowed below
;

the lighter hollow ware being

pjw:ke<l away above. The warehouseman should go over

his stock from time to time, so as to know exactly what

he ha.s, otherwivse lie may order up thinigts which are

{ilready in stock, and it is never desirable to have old

stock lying about, and as soon as one lot is sent out

of tlio biscuit wai-ehouse it is easy to order another lot

forward.
jt

As the baskets and trays of Ids' nit ware are brought

from the oven into the warehouse, the warehouseman

and his assistants, who are for the most i^art women,

empty and arrange tlu'm on tiic floor merely according

to size and shape. Wlum the oven is lall in the warehouse,

they oommence looking ovCi- cleaning and sorting the

whole of it sysfematii^dly, piece by piece. All the

defective ware, from whatever cause, is put on one side,

and when tho ove > lias all been looked over the ware-

houseman classifies the dc Those from bad firing

in one place, those due to defects in making in another ;i

those which appear to be spotted by iron or dirt in

the body in another, and those for which he cannot

ac(X)unt he should put ou one side and specially call

the attention of tho manager to them. Then the work-

men to whom the defects are due are sent foi turn,

and tho defects pointed out to them so that they may
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avoid thorn in the future. This is ahsoliitely essential if

tho percentage of brr'sskago and defective work is to be

kept low, and it is wonderful if 411680 small matter^

are riot attended to how quickly breakage and badly

made ware increase. <r

It requires considerable experience always correctly to

attribute defects to their true sources, thoifgh the majority

of them are sufficiently apparent. For instance, ^are

that comes out brown or yellow is a fault of the placers
;

the saggers have not been properly wadded, and the flame

has effected an entrance and fliisluxl tho ware. Ware
that is duntod (cra^^ked) is generally to be attributed

to the firing. Dishes are especially liable to this defect.

If tho crack at the edge shows an opening, that indicates

a “getting up” dunt caused by too rapid firing at tho

oommoiKXjment, though it might also bo a defect in

making, or carelessness in placing, and if the dish bo

broken tlie surface of the fracture along the crack will

be found to bo rough. If the dunt shows no opening

at tho commencement of the oraf^k, it indicates a

“cooling” dunt caused by letting in too much cold air,

either during the firing or after the fires have gone out,

tho latter being the most general cause. If broken, the

surface of the fracture of tho crack will be found quite

smooth.

Ware broken in the clay state has a rovgher edge

than ware broken after it has been fired
;

then it is

quite sharp. In either case these defects would probably

be rightly attributed to the placers as they would be

caused by want of care in placing or in drawing. It

is no doubt difficult sometimes to decide whether a

breakage or crack is due to bad workmanship, careless

placing, or firing
;

but by noting how other pieces of

the shape or class have come out of the same oven,

it is generally possible to be pretty certain who is
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rosponsible, though each man will naturjiily try and shift

the blame on to someone olso’s shoulders.

• The same remarks*apply to crooked pieces. Tlic maker

is generally rc8[)onsib^e for these, unless it is evident

that they have beetx squeezo^^ out of sha])o or put in

a wiong ])aid of tho oven by the placers, or unless the

over^ has been* palpably over-lired and the ware thus

warped
;

but praciicc soon a])prcciatcs these lifl'orencos,

and a knowledge of where defects are likely to occur

is a very gieat help. Spots of iron may bo caused by

men filing at their benches or by tho magnets no^ properly

cleansing the body, or through defective beai’ings of

machinery, and the attention of tho mairager should at

once be called to this or to any other apparent defect

iu the body One rule must, however, bo strictly

observed, and that is no defective piece must be passed

without attention being called to it. Broken ware should

not amount to more than 4 per cent, the pcrcentagei

of seconds will depend! upon the selection ” r"quired.

The w^iTchouseman must also give his special attention

to any new pieces or new shapes coming from the oven

for the first time, so that any alteration required in

their manufactuie may at once' be pointed out.

All ware should ho carefulb cleaned ami brushed with

a stiff brush, to remove sand or dust^ and sand-papered

if nocessafy. White warb should receive extra atten-

tion, especially that which is afterwards to bo decorated

over glaze, and for which .
j
ecial selection is required,

as it goes directly to the dipper and. does not x>"ass through

anyone else’s hands
;
and nothing si)oils the appearance

of war<i more than sand or dust under tho glaze. It is of

very great importance that biscuit ware should be well

fired and regular, as, if irregular,when printed it will come

out in different tones, and the ware is most difficult to dip

satisfactorily, as it requires different strengths of glaze.
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attribute defects to their true sources, thoifgh the majority

of them are sufficiently apparent. For instance, ^are

that comes out brown or yellow is a fault of the placers
;

the saggers have not been properly wadded, and the flame

has effected an entrance and fliisluxl tho ware. Ware
that is duntod (cra^^ked) is generally to be attributed

to the firing. Dishes are especially liable to this defect.

If tho crack at the edge shows an opening, that indicates

a “getting up” dunt caused by too rapid firing at tho

oommoiKXjment, though it might also bo a defect in

making, or carelessness in placing, and if the dish bo

broken tlie surface of the fracture along the crack will

be found to bo rough. If the dunt shows no opening

at tho commencement of the oraf^k, it indicates a

“cooling” dunt caused by letting in too much cold air,

either during the firing or after the fires have gone out,

tho latter being the most general cause. If broken, the

surface of the fracture of tho crack will be found quite

smooth.

Ware broken in the clay state has a rovgher edge

than ware broken after it has been fired
;

then it is

quite sharp. In either case these defects would probably

be rightly attributed to the placers as they would be

caused by want of care in placing or in drawing. It

is no doubt difficult sometimes to decide whether a

breakage or crack is due to bad workmanship, careless

placing, or firing
;

but by noting how other pieces of

the shape or class have come out of the same oven,

it is generally possible to be pretty certain who is
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in such' a way, that the dcfuot will be completely

hidden. *

, White ware is o£ten 6tam|ed or marked in biscuit

with the manufacturer’s Uiark, etc., by a rubber die first

pressed on a flannei pad moii^tenod with the necessary

colour, or one of the printers may print off sheets of

marks which f4io girls press on tlio ^\are and tiicn pull

away the pa})cr again
;

this latter method i.^, however,

more expensive altJiough more satisfactory
;

but as the

glaze will not bo properly absorbed where the colour

is, owing to the oil contained in it, the print after the

removal of the paper should bo dusted with a little

plaster, or the printing pay)or may be washetl off

with plaster water, which would have the same effect.

A printed mark h.'us always a cleaner and better

apj)oaranco than if merely stamped. The warehouseman

must make special selection for his printed orders

according to the different e.dours, and for filled in ware,

matt blue or pink, ho should alv'nvs select rather easier

firtxl ware than for the other colours. Very hard w'liro

should never bo sent on lor j)rinting if it can bo avoided.

All pieces with covers sliouki be carefully fitted before

being sent on, or if for stock should bo put away in the

penning, each with its proper arver—otherwise it may
happen ihai bodies and covers arc printed up which do

not fit, which is a cause of gieat annoyanfo and incon-

venience when the^ cnuno througili in the glost warehouse.

If by clianoe pieces come l^'Tv.-.gh the biscuit ovens with

covers or parts tliat do not lit, the warehouseman should

at once order up sufficient covers, bodies, or parts, as tlie

case may be, specially to fit tho.se pieces, so not to have

parts of ware ijing about in the warehouse uselessly.

He should always keep a few pieces in stock of the most

current articles, so that in case of any sudden demand he

is able to send on a piece or two to be printed or painted
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which may cnab^lo some urgent order to be dispatched

without loss of time. ^

The biscuit warehouse requires the greatest attentiop^

as this is tho point of departure for the arrang-ement of

tho execution of the inajooity of orders. All tho orders

which cannot be executed from tho stock in the g-lost

warehouse come to the biscuit warchousoiiian, for either

white ware or printed or under-glazed painted, and if he

has not the necessary pieoas in stock lie must order them

up from the clay end. In ordering up ho will have to

slightly augment the quantity ordered to cover losses

from breakages, &c. The quantity necessary will vaiy

with different pieces, but he will soon bo able to tell from

die way the ovens come out the percentage necessary to

oompleto his orders. Flat will generally require a larger

percentage than hollow waic, The orders should be

most carefully entered up in his book and checked

inde]X)ndcntly, and he should mark off every order as it

is executed, with tho date of execution, as a n.‘/ferenoe.

It is very necessary tliat all sets should bo sent on

complete, and, if tho biscuit warehouseman has not the

necessary pieces in stock to complete tho order, it is far

bettor to let tho ware remain in biscuit till tho necessaryj

pipoes have come through the biscuit oven and can bo

sent on complete, rather tlian to send part on and after-

wards the rest when it comes through. It is quite useless

to send part of tho ware to be printed or decorated, and

if this is allowed parts of orders will continually be

coming through to the glost warehouse, on which all the

exj;)onses of decorating, glazing, and firing have been

incurred, which cannot bo packed owing to tho absence

of some of the pieoos
;
the order remains lying about, and

perhaps when tho necessary pieces do come through, one

of the pieces in the first lot will be found to be broken

or chipped, and the packing has to be again delayed.
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Apart from this, it is alwa}« as well sets of any-

thing through in the same ovon, •as if parts are fired in

different ovens they* are more likely to vary in tone of

ooloui should they by accident got a slightly greater or

lesser heat. • •

The chief point in getting up the orders in the biscuit

is that they slTould be sent through in such a way that

the different parts of them will go through their various

proemses and arrive in the glost warehouse as near oa

may he at the same time, and so can bo at once packed

and sent off the works. If oixiers come through pieoe-

moal and incomplete, it shows want of system and

organization, most probably in the biscuit warehouse,

and should at once be looked into, the cause ascertained

and I ho defect corrected.



CHAPTER XVin.

DirriNG : or the application the glaze.

The most common methods of the application of the

Glaze are the following :

—

(1) By dusting the piooos with a dry powder of the

glazing material, such as litharge or minium. It is

usually applied to pieces in the clay state and when stiU

rather damp, and is thus used for only the commonest

sort of earthenware, in faot, when the biscuit and glost

firing are combined in one process. It is very injurious

to the worhmen, as it is almost imjKwssiblc for them to

avoid breathing the dust of the poisonous materials

floating in the air.

(2) By sprinlding the pieces with glaze of the con-

sistency of cream
;

this method is employed for wiiro

which, in its first firing, has become so vitreous that it has

lost its absorbent power and so cannot suck up the glaze.

The glaze is therefore allowed to flow over the piece while

it is moved about from side to side till completely

covered, when any superfluous glaze is removed from the

piece by slightly jerking it. This system is also used

with coloured glazes when the inside of a piece is to bo

glazed a different colour from that of the outside, the

outside being dipped by immersion and the glaze being

introduced into the interior with a ladle.

(3) By volatilization. This is carried out by bringing

the biscuit ware to a certain degree of heat and then

introducing the glazing material into the oven by

specially arranged apertures in the crown of the oven and

by the mouths, as in the case of salt glazing. The salt

volatilizes, combining with the eilioa of the body, and
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tiius forms a coating of glaze on the pipce, the saggers

not being wadded, in order to frotly admit tho gases to

tho interior. In another appii; ation of the same process

tho saggers are washed witli the glaze, and cups •con-

taining the powdered glaze a?o placed in the saggers,

and when the necessary heat is attained tho glaze

volatilizes and tfie pieces of ware in the isaggurs are struck

by the gaaes and becx)me glazed. This process is nsually

described i\s “ smearing ”, and tho advantage of it is that

the deepest and fim'et incisions and cavities are glazed

without filling theml or in any way spoiling their sharp-

ness of outline.

(4) By immersion. This is the usual method of

glazing fine earthenware, and as tho quantity of pieces to

bo glazed is very large, it is the quickest and the most

(iconomical. The emplo;) iiient of this method is based on

the charactyoristic of biscuit wai’C to absorb liquids, ^^llon

the glaze materials have been sufficiently finely ground,

as described in the Chapter ou Glazes, they an mixed

with the quantity of water considered necessary for tho

proper coating of the pieces when immersed in them.

This proportion must b ' c^ettlod by experiment, and once

tho glaze is coiu^idcrod of a satisfactory consistency,

a pint of it should bo weighed, so that from time to timo

the weight of tho glaze can be chocked.

Trials should bo sent through the ovens of pieces

dipped at differonl strengths, tliat is to say, at difforont

weights per pint of glaze, nd by this moans tho most

suitable weight of glaze is soon arrived at, and it can

always bo kept at the same strength aftorvards. It is

nooess-ary to do this as dippers vary in tho time they keep

pieces in tho tube, and bo sometimes require slightly

different strengths. As by the absorption of the water

into the pieces, the glaze is constantly getting heavi >r and

therefore thicker as every piece is dipped, the dipper
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must from time^to time add a sufficient quantity of water

to oompensato for this and to bring the glaze back to its

original density. ^
.

In some places a g-laze gauge is used formed of a

graduated glass tube, tcnninated by two unequal bulbs,.

The smaller of these bulbs is filled with small shot, the

nock between the two bulbs being careftllly closed^ with

a piece of cotton wool. The gauge is put in the glaze

and sinks lower in it as the density decreases, the scale on

the tube being road to make the necessary comparison.

It is a very simple, and, at the same time, most accurate

method of testing the strength of glaze. Ware, however,

ofto varies, owing to diffeix?nco in firing, in the strength

of glaze it requires, so that gauged or weighed glaze mu^t

bo only looked upon as a guide and not as a hard and

fast rule. I^'ho majority of dippers can tell by long

practice the thickness of the glaze by merely putting one

of their hands in it. The heat of the hand slightly

evaporating the water, the coating of glaze remaining on

the hand shows the dipper the state of the glaze in his

tub. When a piece has been dipped, the dipper can tell

by scratching it with his nail if it has a sufficient body,

of glaze on it or not.

A piec'e of ware plunged into the liquid glaze at once

absorbs the water, and acting like a filter allows the

water to enter, but leaves the material originally hold in

suspension, evenly on the surface. The rapidity with

which the operation can bo effected also conduces to an

equal layer of glaze being deposited all over the piece

if all the different parks of the piece are immersed for the

same duration of time, and so the part of the piece first

entering the glaze should also be the first to leave it.

The piece should therefore be passed at the same pace

through the glaze, care being taken that it is also with-

drawn at the same pace as it enters. If this is not;
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attended to the piooe will lia o more glaze on one side of

it than on the other. ^

*

^Timc is la very imjiortant r.iC'Oi in the operation, for if

the immersion is too rapid the piece will not have had

time txj STifiiciontly al^sorb the waiter and to leave a coating

of the proper thickness of glaze on the surface
;

on the

contrary, if it ie too slow, the glaze coating ma}/ be too

thic^, or tho water may begin to dilute the gLze on the

piece again, thus leaving the coating uneven. In a given

time the thickness of the coating will be in proportion

to tho thickness of tho piece, that is to say, a thin

piece would absorb less water than a thick one, and

so the coating of glazo would bo thinner in tlie same

time.

Tin refore, very thin ware should be dipped in rather

thicker glazo than that used for ordinary purposes. As
a general rule there is not much variation observed in tho

thickness of coating on the same piece, unless some of its

pa/rte are very thin indeed, but the tnlges of pieces will bo

generally found to ho less thickly coated than tho centres,

and care must always be exercised to avoid extra thick

glaze remaining in any hollows. The diiferonce between

tho firing of pieces makes a vast difference in the way
they absorb glaze, and it is gcJioraJly best to have tho

dipping trough, which lias largely taken the place of tubs,

divided inio two parts
;

the orumary glaze being on one

side for tho well and evenly fired ware, and slightly

thicker glaze on the other side for any harder pieces

which do not, of course, absorb so quickly. Easily fired

ware which absorbs quickly should either be dipped in

specially prepared glaze, or, if there arc only a few

pieces of it, it may be dipped first in water, and then in

the ordinary glaze
;

by this means, having already

absorbed a considerable quantity of water, it will not

take so thick a coating of glaze when dipped.
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The dipper should from time to time stir up his glaze

to prevent the heavy material sinking to the bottom, as

this is the richest and best part of ^he glaze. He should

also pass the glaze two or three times a day through

a fine lawn to take out any impurities that may have been

brought into it by the w;ire that has been dipped.

In dipping hollow ware cjire must be* taken that the

glaze is emptied quickly from the inside and not allowed

to coat one side more than another, nor remain in the

bottoms, and any piece that has an extra thick coating of

glaze, no matter how hard the glost fire may be, is always

liable to the defect of crazing, that bugbear of the

manufacturer. Too thick glaze will also spoil the

appairance of decorated ware by making the colours run.

In dipping hollow ware the dipper should move his

fingers land not keep them still, pressing on the ware at

the same point, or where his fingers touch the piece it

will not be glazed. He must also shako the pieces well,

so that no drops or tears are loft on the edges, as the

more ware has to be touched up or cleaned after passing

througli his Jiands, the less even will be its appearance

ware that has not to go through the repasser’s hands at

all always looks the best.

Hollow Ware should be dipped in rather thinner glaze

thian the flat, which is now usually dipped with a hook.

For this process the dipper has a sort of streng leather

thumb stall, fitting tightly to the thumb, to which is

lattached a short piece of iron or steel wire, at the endi

of which is a hook shaped to fit the edge of a plate.

He hooks the hook over the edge of the plate, the plate

being face upwards, the fingers of the hand supporting

the plate on the opposite side to the hook. The plate is

rapidly passed through the glaze and, with a violent

jerking swing of the elbow and wrist, the superfluous

glaze is thrown off the edges, leaving the plate perfectly
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glazod witliout t/cars or drfj)S on il, and ready to go

straight int/O the oven without ^^Ciug touched by the

r^iassers. The dip4ier mu t hu careful to hoop the

fingers of his hand quite straight, a.-i, should they bend,

they will tou(;}i tlui .under sid^' of the plate, which, in

consequence, will not be properly glazed. This is by hir

the quickest way of dipping, a good man getting iiirough

a loff of work, and the ix3sult is also superiur to that

obtained by other metliods.

Good dipping is very important, and it requires long

experience to dip every class of pio<‘e with equal sucoosi8;i

therefore, it is better to keep some dippers only dipping

flat, while othens confine their attention to hollow ware,

as tho difFcrenco in the thickness of the glaze required by

the two dilferent classes is quite suflicient to upset the

balance of a man if changca from one to tho other.

Troughs or tubs should bo kojrt specially for white

ware, while others are used for printed and decorated.

If tho same tubs are used for both, the wliite ware is sure

to suffer sooner or later 'from the colour of the printed

wiare. After the ware has been glazed it is looked over

by tho repassers, who dean au^ drop* of superfluous

glaze with a very tine thin steel knife or a piece of

flannel, and with a broad brush apply glaze to any part

which has not received the nec essary amount.

In prinUd ware the outline oi the pattern should just

be visible through tlie glaze, but it should not bo so

thin as to show tho colour ^or this reason, when the

ware has been looked over, it is placed on boards in the

dipping drying room, and each board is marked with the

colour with which tho pieces on it are decorated, by

putting a broken bit of ware of the same cohnir on tho

end of tho boiard
;

this is to enable the oven men to dis-

criminate between the different colours when they come

for the ware to place in the glost oven. Each colour has
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its proper position in the oven, and if put in another part

it would V017 plobably oome out unsatisfactorily.

In some factories the dipped ware is placed on a moving

platform, or endless band, which passes continually

through a highly heated^ chamber, and it is received at

the other end as it issues from the chamber dry and ready

for the oven. In any case it must be arranged on boards

in a shop where the men can sec it, in order to biako

their selection for the different parts of the oven. Should

it be desired to glaze a piece in certain parts l(34iving the

other parts in biscuit, and it is difficult to do this without

immersing the piece, the part to be left free from glaze

may be painted over with wax, or oil, or any other

greasy substance which will prevent the glaze from being

absorbed. The piece is then dippe<l, and when fired the

part that has been oiled will remain biscuit, while the

surrounding parts aro all glazed.

Dippers require stillaging in the shop on which boards

can be placed for ware, both before and after dipping,

and a drying stove. The tubs should bo from 3 to 4 ft.

across, though they have been largely superseded by

troughs, as the' latter aro more convenient for the dii)per

to stand in front of, and he has not so far to reach when

a piece has to be dipped in the thicker glaze. All tubs or

troughs should be made of good hard wood, to prevent

absorption, which causes the glaze to set at the bottom
;

they are also more durable than if made from soft wood,

and do not splinter when the glaze is stirred with

the paddle.

The dipper will require a board with wooden ribs on

it and holes in it. Or an iron grid made of thin hoop iron

fixed over the edge of the trough or tub, to put the ware

on las he dips it, from which it is removed by one of his

aaeistanfcs, of whom ho has two or three, to the drying

stove or to the repaasers, as may be necessary. The
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assistants fetch the ware, lumd it to him, and remove it

when dipped. Some di])pcrs prefer l)oaj‘ds with a lot

of nails driven through then', <.n which the ware may ho

placed after dipping, but wet iixjn in wliatover form

should be avoided w^hen possible. Ho will also require

a wooden paddle to blunge up his glaze, a (“/OU])lc of Lawns,

which should al^kvays bo in good order, and seveivd pails,

wliick under no circumstances should be use 1 for any

other piirpeise. His tubs or troughs shoukl have covers

with padlocks to them, and should ho covered when not in

use, which prevenks any extraneous matter from getting

into tlio glaze. He should ho very careful that the glazo

when given to him from the stock tubs has been

thoroughly blunged up, and that none of the goodness Im
remained set hard at thchoUoiu of the tubs, as this would

naturally oompletoly upset the composition of the glazo.

Ho should then piuss it through a fine lawn into his

dipping tubs to mako sure that it is clean, and should

then add sufficient clean water to bring it down to the>

necessary liquid state.

Glaze in tho load-hou.se is always kept in a thickor,

state than required for dipping, as it is an easy matter

for tho dipper to add w-'ater, hut wore it too thin the

dipper would have to wait a exiusiderable time till tho

material in the glazo had sottl^'d in the bottom of his

tub before^ he would ho ,ahle to take off the super-

abundant water. Apart from this, it is undesirable to

take off water from glaze, as it always contains some of

its constituent parts, and may thus upset the balance.

A dipper must be exceptionally clean in all his opera-

tions, and should always have a sponge handy to wipe

up any splashes of glaze. His tubs and boards must he

kept thoroughly clean, as also his shop, which should

be as airy as possible. He and his assistants must be

orderly in their habits, wearing aprons and overalls, and
B
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always washing carefully after work, carefully cleaning

their nails and any /)laco where the g-laze is likely to

stick, and always changing- their clothes after work. If

cleanliness were strictly observed, and care were taken^

not to throw or spill glyzc about, ,not only would it bo

of advantage to the manufacturer, but the general health

of all employed in the dipping shop woitld be improved,

and illness from the bad ellects of glaze would be reduced

considerably.

Women are largely employed in most of the depart-

ments of a pottery, but all things considered, the dipping

shop is one into which they should not bo admitted. It is

needless to add that no meals should be taken in the

dipping shops, under any circumstances. Should the

dipper notice any ware impix)pcrly cleaned, on no ac'count

should he dip it
;

if white ware, he should send it back

to the biscuit warehouseman, and if printed or painted,

to those who are responsible for cleaning it. This is

most neeossaiy, as improperly cleaned pieces do not take

the glaze well
;
and not only must the one dirty piece be

taken into consideration, but part of the sand or dirt wiU

oome off into the glaze and thus be the cause of a whole

batch of dirty ware. AU the attendants should be careful

always to have their hands clean and free from greas^e,

or wherever they touch the pieces with their fingers they

will not take the glaze properly. »

The best method of paying dippers is by count, that is,

a price per dozen for all ware counted from the glost oven,

loss any pieces that are faulty through defective dipping.

Sometimes the price also includes the placing and firing^

but that is merely a matter of arrangement, but the

principle should be adhered to, as it is then to the dippers*

interest that the ovens should be well filled and that the

placers should never be waiting for ware. Under this

arrangement he would pay his own assistants and wore

cleaners.
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SPUKS, THIMBLES, STIETS, ETC., ^NB THEIR MANUFACTURE.

All pieces of eiirihenwaro covered with a g-laze, which,

when* submitted to heat, melbs into a glass, during the

firing must bo isolated one from the other. They must

not touch or they would adhere together, thus causing

gieat loss. They cannot therefore bo piled one on the

other, as in the case of biscuit ware, nor can each piece bo

placed singly in the sagger, as the cost of firing is so

great that only the more expensive pieces can bo treated

in this manner. Pieces are, therefore, })laoed on each

other, or inside each other, but kept apart by various

forms of supports or stilts contrived in such a manner

that the ware resting on them, or on which they rest, shall

be marked as little as possible. There will, however,

always be some mark', as the point of contact prevents

the glaze running (juite evenly there.

Great ingenuity has been expended in devising and

manufacturing applia^^cce for placing glost, as not only

must the necessity of supporting the pieces bo over

present, but economy in space ia the saggers to got in

as many pieces as possible must be studied. The
manufacture of suppoi'ts, &c., has become a trade by

itself, and special machinery ha:: been designed for their

production in large quantities. It probably would not

pay the potter, working on the ordinary scale, to make all

the different shapes and sizes of the various siilte, spurs,

saddles, thimbles, dumps, &c., that he requires for

placing, as some of them are used in such small quantities

that the expenses of the necessary dies and machmery

would counterbalance the saving in cost of production
;
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but it undoubtedly is a saving to iiiako (lu Ordinary slui])C8

and sizes, of wliieh considfualdo qu^mtitios are used.

4i"roin one cause or another, there is always a certain

amount of dirty materials about the works —scraps that

have fallen on the ^ound, clay from Ihe slij)-hou.se floors,

and from the washing’ of the cloths, sweeping from

the clay stxjres and shops, which cannot be us h1 in tho

ordinary manufacture—and all those materials which are

often wasted are quite suitable for tho maniifac’turo of

stilts. Tho body for stilts should be sulliciently refractory

to support the pieces during ihe firing without ’oending

or giving wiay, and letting down the pieces one on the

other, and must be sulliciently plastic to “ c-ome up ” well

in tho dies, that is to say, that all points and (h1gos must

bo quite sharp and fine. This is, after strength, the most

important point in tho manufacture of supports, as if the

l)oints are blunt and the edges broad, ihe marks on tho

pieces will be large and unsiohtly An ordinary body

with some addition of hall clay Avill make a sulficiently

good stilt body, and by Ibis means all odds and ends are

used up instead of lyuig uselessly about (he works, and

os they require a hard fire they can ho put over the bags

in the biscuit oven, a position it often diificult to find

suitable ware for.

The body^may be made up in 1!.-^ slip-house, care being

taken to afterwards wash and clean all arks and doths

used
;
or if not convenient, it may be made in tanks and

loft to dry
;

or it may be made on a slip-kiln
;

in fact,

cleanliness of the body not being of very great importance

it may bo made up almost anywhere. The mnnufacturor,

unless in a very U\ ^ go “way of business, -would find presses,

making one piece at a time, sufficient for his purpose, as

they will turn out quite sufficient quantity for his own
consumption, and would probably use up all tho dirty

material that can be colleoted from time to time, and in
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thus manufactliring' on a small scale the wad-box will be

found a most useful Adjunct. We will now briefly allude

to some of the supports in most general use. •

Die Press.

Saddles are triangular strips, tholigh sometimes slightly

hollowed out at the sides, on which the edges of plates,

saucers, and dishes rest whem reared. They may be made

from the wad-box by having a metal platd cut into a

triangular form, care being taken that the points ore

filed quite sharp. As the clay is expressed the triangular

strips are received on a board, and the attendant should

smooth them with a moist sponge to ensure a fine edge,

and cut them into recpiisito lengths.

Thimbles are little pieces shaped not unlike a thimble,

as their name implies, with an arm of varying length

and curve fixed to them and finished with a point. These

are used for rearing plates, saucers, dishes, &c. The end
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of each thimble fits into the next onc^ to it, and the

plates, &c., rest just touching the point on the arm.

']Jheso also are made-from dies in a press. The wad-box

is, however, first broup^ht into play, a metal plate being,

cut somewhat similar in form k) the section of a thimble

with the arm attached ;> the strip of clay passing through

the plate is cut into equal bits after it comes out, by a

cutter formed of a number of tightly strained equidistant

wires attached to a handle moving on a hinge and

working between uprights.

These pieces of clay are then

placed in the die, the handle

of the press is pulled down as

already described (page 165),

and the thimble is formed.

The die is in two parts, and

the upper one, which forms

the point on the arm, requires

very accurate filing
;

the

plunger that forms the in-

terior of the thimble must Stilt Tress.

also be so arranged ihit the

thimbles fit tightly into each other and do not rock ,

to avoid this defect the side of the interior over the arm

is usually flattened slightly- Should the clay not deliver

easily, the^ies can be lubricated with a little mineral oil.

Stilts of variou' si/es are made in exactly the same

way. These are foni’ed bv three short arms joined'

together at a common centre and usually furnished

with points. The necessity of having the pointe

thoroughly sharp must bo always kept in view, and it

will bo found that by making the points at rather a

wider angle and not so elongated as they generally are,

the clay has easier access and the points will “ cou’e up ”

better. Stilts are made in various forms, some with.
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points above, others with points both above and below
;

those are used for placing cups in bowls or bowls on

oach other, egg-cups in mugs, &c. Some are made witlv

out jioints, but will) sluirp salient ends such as cross

stilts to tit agaiast the iifix^rior of ajuical cups, another

cup standing on tlio stilt half-way down in the cup and

thus saving space. All those stilts can bS made by^fii’sH

roughly scpi(3ezing tlK‘ clay from the wad-box in sha[)OS

that ciin bo afterwards cut into pieces suitable for the die

prasses.

Coclfsptirs can also be miule from dies. They are small

triangular j)ieces, having one point above in the centre

and three small points below", one at each angle of the

triangle. They are use<l for placing common plates and

dishes and other ware, and they are made in various sizeiS

suited to their different uses. The dis<ulvantage of them is

that they make three marks close

together on a piece, and they have

fallen largely into disuse for

plates and dishes since the intro-

duction of thimbles. Many other

kinds of supports are necessary,

and the marhifacturer will often

have to design forms to suit his

special needs.

Natches for moulds ‘may also

be made in the same manner, but

when fired they should bo fired

together, “ hump and hollow," so that they fit absolutely

accurately, and they should be kept in stock together, to

avoid the trouble of fitting them up again afterwards.

In making some pieces with dies it will bo found
necessary to have minute holes bored in different parts of
the dies to enable the air to escape, otherwise difficulty

will be enoountci’od in getting up the points. All forms
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of stilts should be fired in the hardest ptli’t of the biscuit

oven, and the moi’O fii*e they g( t tlfe better
;

they should

ni?vGr be fired in a* p^iost oven, as they may not ^et

sufficient boat, and should they afterwards j^ct a harder

fire when ustxl in ifiacing* th<^ will colla])sc with the

w^aro
;

even if they get the same fin^ they h-^ve had

befoi^e, tlie soffening inliueuce of the glaz-^ w'ould enuso

them to bend, and the result would be mucl loss from

stuck iware. Good stocks of all stilts, saddles, &c
,
should

always bo kept, as is most detrimental to good placing

if supports of one })articular sort have all been used and

another unsuitcd to th(5 ])urpose is substituted. They

should alwtiys be kept in a dry plaoo, as if allowed

to get damp tliey will fly to pieces, letting down the

ware in the oven. Whenever they are used a second time

the |X)ints or edges should be dipped in bone slip. A
very thin wash will be sufficient to prevent tlie ware

sticking to them. Tliis, however, applies more to saddles

than to any other form of support.
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exterior should also be painted round Yith calcined bone

slip, so that after the lirini^ riio;* will not stick together,

*and can be easily lejnovcfl iioin the bungs
;

should this

be neglected, the saggers will stick together by the

volatisation of the gdaze, and iihcrc will be great breakage,

both in saggers and ware, in removing them from the

ov^n. The cfmtre of the bottom of each sHggor outside

rnivst be also w<as}iod with glaze, as it forms the covei"

of the sagger next below it, and were this not attended

to the upper part^ of the pieces would probably be short

glazed, the more absorbent sagger sucking the glaze from

the pieces of wai-e. The ou,tcr e<lges of the sagger, which

rest on the edges of the next sagger below it in the

oven, should bo washed about 3 in. wide with bone or

flint
;

the latter, however, is not so satisfactory, m it is,

liable to chip off during the firing, and adhere to the

molting glaze on the ware. A mixture of the two-

materials is sometimes used.

When the sagger has been ])ropcrly propaied, the

placer takes it to his bench and sprinkles the bottom

of it with “ bit stone ’’
; this is cither calcined flint chips

or quartz ground to about the size of wheat. It is

necessary that it sheiild already have been fired, as during

the first fire it flics and jignps about owing to the

moisture in it, and it would therefore, if used unfired,

stick to the glaze and spbil the pieces. The object of it

is simply to make a rough bottom to the sagger, as, were

the bottom smooth and ^ wered with glaze, the pieces

placed in the bottom would stick to it.

It takes considerably longer for a glost placer to

become proficient in his work than for a biscuit placer.

He has to study carefully the saving of space in the

saggers so as to get in as many pieces as possible in

such a manner that they will not toudi each otliGi nor the

sides of the sagger, and at the same time to make a
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tlie others, ahd another pj do is jhit on thorn, and so on

till they ajre almost level 'with iho top of tho sagger^

A cover is then fitted on 'h* three top thimbles, which

•keeps them steady, and tho top plate free from dirt.

By this means the^ are no marks either on tho faoc or

edge of the plate, but only three small marks on tho rim

at the back. ^

The general current ware of tliis class is rear<vl by
thimbling or running. To carry out this method properly,

the bottom of tho sagger should be level, so that the

saddles lie flat along the bottom
;

should it not be, the

saddles are fixed in bits of clay so that they will not

move. The sagger should be of the ordinary oval shape

and slightly higher than the plates themselves, so as to

leave room for the thimbles above them. Two saddles are

then fixed across the sagger lengthways, just sufficiently

wide apart to prevent the edge of the plate touching the

bottom of the sagger when reared across them.
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Th© placer sho^ild reject any saddles that are not quite

eliarp, or tho g-lazo on the edg'es of the plates will stick

to them, and when removed from tho saggers pieces will

be broken out of Uio edges, causing what is known as

“plucked” ware. A thimble is then fixed to the side

of the sagger at tho top with a piece of wad clay, at such

a height that the back of the plate will just rest against

tho jx)int of the arm, care being taken that the edgieG of

the first plate do not touch the sides of the sagger, and

that tho tliimblo is not above tlio level of tlio top. Then

tliimblos are fixed one in tho other right across the sagger,

a plate being rcarod agaimst each, and tho last thiiublo

is fixed to the opposite side of tho sagger with a piece

of wad clay. There wiUl also bo room for two or three

platxjs at the side reared on short pieces of saddle, and tho

clay fixing the first thimble to tho side will be sufficient

to hold up the two or throe thimbles nocossary.

The pktos must be nearly upright, that is to say,

almost on tho balancei, ^ that they only just lean back

against the arm of tho thimble, and really have tho

appearance of leaning forward on account of the weight

behind in the ball of the plate
;
and this is much more

emphasised in the case of soup places, whose weight is

much greater behind. About 22 8 -inch plates can be put

into an ordinary-sized plaite sagger. It takes a Little time

to learn to thimble plates well, but dishes, and pspocially

the larger sizes, are more difficult still, and it is best to

select one man specially for this work, and then, should

they come out badly, there is no doubt as to who i^

in fault. Thimbles after being fired should be looked

over, as many can bo used again, but any that have not

sharp points and are at all doubtful should be thrown

aside, as it is very false economy to spoil a plate for the

sake of using a thimble a second time.

In “ running ” plates much the same process is gone
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ihnoug’h, but a*cockspur is i; wl iustcad of a thimble, and

the plates laro not so much balauc^d, but rest on each

other. This process ]eaves tisri o c,mall maiks on tlic back

of each plate and one on the front, besides the mar,Its of

the saddles on the edges, ^vh^reas by thimbling tliom

there is only one small mark on the bnek and the two

saddle mjarks oil the edge, but if the saddles and inimbles

are Well miade and the Avaro is properly placed, after it

has been sorted the marlvs Avill hardly be detected.

(3) The very commonest plates, seconds, &c., are

spurred up. Three spurs are placed in the form of

a triangle on the border of the plate, and the next plate

rests on them, and so on. The plates are usually placed

face downwards, and great care must be taken that the

spurs come exactly on the spot, on the plate, that rests

on the spur below, otherwise they are almost sure to go

crooked. Groat loss arises in bad or careless placing of

plates in glost, and when k -s occurs it should at once be

carefully looked into to arrive at Ihe true cause

It may be taken as a general rule that best ware, when

the price will afford it, should be placed alone—always,

of course, excepting liat The
j
lacing of hollow ware

requires considerable^ study ,
as it is often false economy

to pile too many pieces on each other, as ihe lower ones

may collapse Avith the weight, and so, if demand is

pretty regjilar for ooriain na'Ucios, it is as well to make

a list of how the articles can bo best combined. Even

more than in biscuit is it n-'-essary to have a varied

selection of heights in saggers, and, for exceptional

sliapes that require unusual methods of placing, special

saggers must be made with ledges or prj^jections in

different places, off which they can be placed or slung.

In fact, glost placing is on art, and for artistic work and

figures each' piece requires to be separately studied if loss

is to be avoided. Low saggers are often very useful,
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as, if there is no wais which can he ooiiihinGKl with cups,

they, or similar low wai'c, can be placed in the sag-gers by

themselves.

The placer should always clean off the glaze from the

bottom of hollow ware by rubbing two j>icces one against

the other, or against his apron
;

thus the bottom of the

}>iecas will hardly be glazed, but mcrelY smeared, and

they will not stick to the bottom of the saggers
;

this is

{ispecially necessary with pieces that have at all delicate

feet, as they will stick to the bottom of the sagger, and

very probably in removing them they will be broken off.

If pieces are made in sets of sizes, it is generally bettor,

in ])lacing them inside emh other, to skip a size, as often

two following sizes are likely to get stuck together if

there is the slightest movement in the bung, and, how-

ever ciixefully bungs may be arranged, there is almost

always some slight movement.

Hollow ware, such as soup-tureens and salads, may

eitlier be placed on their feet with a light piece inside

them on a stilt if slight marks are not objected to, or

else a mug or similar piece may be placed with a stilt on

it, and the soup-tureen or salad can be placed upside

down over it, being slung or supported by the stilt. The

latter is probably the better way, as it avoids all chance

of dirt, falling inside them, and the inside of these pieces

is always a very noticeable part.

It is always desirable to fire covers of decorated pieces

in the same saggers as their bodies
;

they are thus sure

to get the same fire, and sliould come out of the same tone

of colour. Best basins must be fired by themselves, as

they must not be marked inside, but should their shape

permit of it, they can be fired on props in “ringers”, as

described under sagger-making, and by this method more

can be fired in the same space. They may also be placed

off d^tonps, upside down, which is a good precaution
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ag*ainst dirt, Ixa tlic sag^^ors should ilicn be exactly

ctdlapted to their size.

Second quality bg,sins be placed off three largo

fliiii 'blcs, one over the other, upside down, which will

hmvo three small marks cn tjieir od^ges, and tho com-

monest sort ma\ be jilac^^d also upvside <k)wii, but slung off

each other on^stilts, which Avili, of coui’su, leave marks

in rtic centre. Chambers must bo stuffoc«, whouover

possible, with boAvIs and cujas or any siiilablc Avai-e, and

sliould never be pi .ced alone unless they are special pieces

Basins placed in a “ liiNGER ’ ^sAUGEit with ‘ Bumps”.

for highly decoratexf sets. Ouj-k^ may be jacked on each

other, tliat is, edge to edge, and if tho glaze is first care-

fully rubbed off the edges, the marks will be very small,

though, ;^rhaps, too apparent for the very best ware,

which must be placed alone or on cross stilts fitted into

the cup about half-way down, if the shaj>e permits of it
;

by this inetliod tAVO cujxs go in tho space of about one

and a half.

If the price Avould permit of it, it would be far more

satisfactory to place every, piece by itself, but, un-

fortunately, it will not, and every means of placing ware

and every combination must be studied to reduce the cost

T
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/
particularly obs^^rvant and cnrcful in briliging- tlie ware
from tho dipping <ir.yirig' rroi » not«to mix the oolouns, as

should the delicate esMours be put in tho wrong' part of*

the oven the result Will be disastrous. In carrying tho

&j*ggcrs into the oveif tlio^'' iiiusti be kept perfectly level,

so that the pieces may nxjt fall off the various ..upporte,

amd ^hoy must*bo most carefully place<l on tho inings

without any jerk or roughness, or grains and dust will

be knocked olf the sagger, and, falling on the ware in tho

sagger below, it disfigure it. For this reason covers

are often made to fit in the saggers, and supported by
pins to protect any speciiUly expensive pieces from dirt.

The bottom of each sagger when lifted from tho placing

bench should be wiped to cle^ off any dust or dirt that

might fall on the ware -w^’on tlie saggor is placed on
tho bung.

It is the more general custom for each placer to carry

his sagger into the oven, and place it oji tlie bung, but in

some faetories one man is appointed to p'lace caC sagger

on the bung-s as tho lu'^n carry them in to hi?n, and this

method, if properly (‘TiTied out eonsidcrauly diminishes

losses i; for the man who is alvvays arranging the saggers

on tho bung nolicos tltat the wo'^ clay is properly placed

on each saggor, and can ah>v)' see that all pieces are

properly arranged inside, and ^’ at none of the ware has

fallen off the 6up]/Orts in carrying it in the oven, and
that tho plates hu,vo not fallen forward against the

thimbles, which would mai.. :hcm in front, and he can

study tho best way of building up each bung.

It is evident considerable caix) is required with saggers

full of glost war^ on account of their weight—a saggor

full of plates will weigh sor'O 75 lb. Wadding and
proper filling up of cracks is very necessary, in glost, as,

if a sagger is not properly sitopped and flame and sulphur

gets in, the glaze will bo quite dull. A, glost placer
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filiould p];u “0 af.out si\ Luna's a <lu\, but tho n mber will

di'jH'nd on the cl.i'^s «t' wau' and tin' distance lie has to

fetch it [froiu tlie dn inf^’ ^to\ c * „

A\ lienevisr iho Avare will alhjw of it it is a j:ood plan

to box the two to]) sa^]^'ers ( tur •ewri’s or ‘dior hi^U

pieeiv^b as it saves covering ihe t^ip sagn^er nd at tho

saiiK' time inabes a l('\el bed for the* grei' vsa^'-gem.

The trials are placed ni the first ring op})osi: the trial

holes, exax'tly as in biscuit, and wlien the :dacing is

finished the chnuins ai-e built, up in the same uay. Any
Avai-e left, over should be earned back to liio drying

room, stilts, <'vu‘ , should be 1.aken back U) tlieir proper

placx', and the benclu's should all be tidied u]» before the

firing is commenced.

Ovmis are very generally left untidy, but there is no

reason for it, and everythinig' shouhl be kept in its proper

place and in oixler in tJie oven-house, as in every other

liart of the works Ituhhish should not he allowed to

collect under the benches, and any coal loft over from

a })revious firing should bo neatly lioajied u]) in places

wliere it will interfero neither xvith the drawing nor with

the placing, as Uie cas^i niay be. Ladders, barrows,

punching jiokers, drawing rods, eoifl bammers, etc., should

hav<‘ their ajipointed places, and should always be kept

there when not in use, otherwise at night in the dark it is

very easy to tri]) over some instrument Id't where it

sJiould not be, and a severe fall may bo the result. Let

eacili man be held respon^iblo for his tools, and he will

then take care thattliey are at band when wanted, and not

left about for any one to make use of. It is often difficult

enough in the day-time to find some artiidc that is wanted

on an emergency aaid has been mislaid, but at night it is

ton times worse.



CHAPTER XXT.

GLOST FIRING.

Titf* fireman .should oxamino liis oven with equal caro

and in tin' same manner, a{‘i(‘r eaeli firing-, as roeoni-

inonded in tin' Chapter on Biscuit Firing;, and during- the

placing ho should see thait his trials are put in the proper

position
;
they should be in the fimt ring, and on a piece

of glaz(Ml shard
;

and an’ang(Ml so that they can easily

be drawn out , and if possible the trial bung should be so

plaoc^l that the saggers in the second ring (can be seen. It

is as wMdl to have a piece of lighted candle put in each

trial sagger in turn, and he can tlnni go round outside tlie

oven to each trial hole and thus make sure that tlie trial

saggers are at Bk' right Innght, and that his trials are

arranged as he likes them
,

When the placing is finished tiie claniins are built up,

but they should not bo luted tiU an hour or so after the

oven has been lightqfl, and the mouths are lumped, but

with rather more coal than would be used in the case of

a biscuit oven, and the fires are lighted in the inannor

already described. The object of the glost firing is to

melt the glaze so that it shall run equally over the pieces

of ware, and os the ware only contains a small amoimt of

moisture, that is to say, the water which tlie piece ha^

absorbed when dipped in the glaze, and which has not

been completely evaporatiod in the dipping drying stove,

the heat may be got up as soon as possible without fear

of the ware cracking from this cause, in fact, getting

up ” dunta can hardly occur with ware that has already

beeu fired to a heat sufficient to drive out all the moisture
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originally held in suspension in the day. 'Thoiig'h, as the

wad clay between th^ sagfgers is moist, time must be

given it to dry, as, if it is heated top quickly, it is likely

to % off, sticking to the ware in the saggers and

admitting the flame into the sa^ers„, causing considerable

loss in either case. If, however, there is a considerable

quantity of green saggers in the oven it wll be necessary

to go a little carefully at first. The baitings will bt put

on at shorter intervals tlian in the case of biscuit, varying

from one and a half to three hours, in accordance with the

size and draught of the oven and the amount of coal

used in the previous baiting, and as the firing continues

the coal is put on ait shorter intervals, and the same

methods for regulating the influx of air arc employed,

and the firing conduct/od in mudi the same manner as

would be the case during the last few hours of a

biscuit oven.

Care must bo taken that the heat is a continually

increasing one, and that it is not checked or allowed to

go back in one quarter, !so that it has afterwards to be

got up again
;

the only 'way to increase heat is to,

augment the quantity of fuel burnt, and unless great

judgment is exercised, in the putting on of extra coal

it may have the opposite effect by decreasing the draught,

as whatever coal, in excess of that which can be fioely

biimt off, is introduced into Ihe mouths will only result in

smoke and soot, which obstruct ‘leather than accelerate the

increase of heat. The fireman Should see through the

spy -holes that the oolour of 'the heat does not decrease,

and by constant practice his eye becomes trained to

note the varying changes of colour in the brickwork,

saggers, &c.

Onoe the necessary heat has been obtained no more coal

should be put on and the firing should be stopped and air

admitted to the oven, os, if the pven is held for some tiinie
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at the hig^hest point oi heat i^iich lis required for

thorouglily melting the gJ ize, jire is evaporating and

destroying some of t4ie consiituent pai'ts of the glaze, and
the pieces on bemg drawn will not have the brilliant

velvety appearance they otherwise would acquire. There

is nothing like a quick steady fire to “ bring up ” a glaze

well, and the«soonor the necessary poin^ is reache<l the

bet-fer, both on az3count of economy in ^'oal and for

obtaining brilliancy in the glaze
;
16 to 24 hours is about

the time usually r Kjuired, but this will, of course, depend

on the glaze, the ware, the fuel, and the oven. But the

shorter the time, under similar circumstantx\s, the better

will, as a rule, bo the result. For this reason coal is

preferred tliat gives a long flame rather than one tliat

prchlucos great heat close round it, and burns with only

a short flame which vill not travel so readily to the centre,

and it is therefore better to select ooal for glost firing in

largo lumps, and as fresh from the pit as possible, as it

thus contains all its gast« and olKuigth, and 'A, will be

found far more effective than the same ooal from the

same pit in smaller pieces.

It will be usually ^.^aid to '«o very false economy to

use slack or inferior ooal in glost ovens because it is low

in price, as it will almost always prove to be very dear in

results
;
by using the best fuel there will be no occasion

to punch •out the clinkeir;, which is always a detrimental

operation in glo 4 firing. Wood, on account of its long

flajiie, was used in many
;

'
^ us on the continent for glost

ovens, oven after ooal had been generally substituted for

biscuit purposes
;

but as the heating power of ooal txD

wood is as 15 to 'S, it is evident tliat in most places coal is

by far the more economical, and gives at least equally

good results. Steady firing is absolutely essential, for

should the firing be flashy the ware is likcl) to be

blistered, especially if the fires are allowed to get low
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just iLs tlio mcltwi^ point of the glaze is reached, and aro

then started off siKldcnl^^ again.

“ Feathering ” may also he caused by not keeping up

the heat steadily, and by an over axliiiission of air when

the glaze is in a melting sWte. As soon as the oven shows

colour a round of trials should be drawn from the top ta

see that jill the quarters aro equally forwalrd, as it is far

easier to regulate the heat at this ])eriod during the tiring

than later on. The tops will be quite sulKiumt to guide,

as they aro sure to be slightly ahead of the bottoms. Tlie

trials in most general use aro the red clay rings alre^Kly

referred to, and as they are dijiped in a softer gla/e than

the glaze on the wan^ llu'y aie all’ected at a lower heat
;

they tlu'ii go through all the gradationiS of colour from

dark red to blaek, and thus show by comparison witlf

each other, and with sjrocial sample trials that have been

kept from the most successful ovens fired, the state of the

heat in the dill’erent quarters of tlie oven. Tho

comparison with (‘ach other at dilfei-ent times of the same

firing will also show the amount of heat gained betwtsen

the drawings qf ajiy one quarter.

Towards the end of the firing trials should bo drawn at

short inteiwals, as some ovens “ eomo«u]) ” very suddenly,

half-an-hour sometimes being sufficient, osiiccially in

largo ovens, to raise the heat enormously. As in biscuit,

trials aro most useful guides in firing, but tbo colour heat

of llio flues and the apiiearance of the intoi-ior of the oven

will always bo the best indication to tho expcrienoeflj

fireman. In drawing trials, moist clay mixed with sand

should always be at hand to lute up the brick in the

trial hole after the trijil has been drawn
;

this should

bo done quickly and the brick put back os soon as

possible, to avoid the rush of cold air into the oven.

Trials should never be drawn when the mouths have just

been baited, but should bo left till tho coal has partially,
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burnt off. If ihe fireman i eaves deal of the work

to the sitters iijy, which ho of '-on to do if lie has ovens

constantly firin"'. he expecis theni to keep the oven

steadily going; fo'*ward, and looks in now and then, or

only comes an hour -or two before the finish, which is, of

coiirsc, the imjiortant time. Under tliose circ’onstances

teil-talo w'atclifcs or clocks can be used vnth the gr^atasfc

advantage. lie can Ihen tell hi^s men at at iiitorvalsj

more or less, the oven is uo bo bailed, and at each baiting

the man in char;' 3 turns the knob or key in tho watch

which records the operataon. This is a ptxwf t^<at tho man
has attended to his instructions and has not been asleep,

as has often happened
;

and when tho fireman has

rein rued, expecting to find the oven ready for finishing,

ho finds, lor some apparenlly una-ccountable cause, that

the oven is hours lu iiindluuid SitterS"U}> have been

known to let their fires completely out
;
with a tell-tale

watch this could also ocuii, but the man’s I’urelessncssi

is at once detectcKl and his setVivAiS dis])ensod with for)

the future A. common excuse for short-fired, crazed ware

in certain ])arts of tlm oven is that the '' ven is drawing)

air, as this is admiliel lo bo a f rtile source of crazing*.

Drawing air is cjiased by bad brickwork, especially,

between the mouths, and ii this defect exists tho oven

should bo carefully jiointed with fireclay in the moutlis,

and witlunoitar bi the oteliruuy hriekworiv. In fact, it is

always advisable ' o otep up any visible cracks in the oven

with moiiar or Hay. “
.< ving” may be caused by

filling the mouths up to the arches witli coal, thus

stojiping the draught, which may almost put out tlie

fires in the back of the mouths, and thus allow the

admission of cold air through the bars at tlie back directly

into the flues. It should be noted that the bars in tho

mouths should always be pushed right back ull they

are in contact with tlie brickwork under the flues, as,
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should there bo»any s^pace left between the bars and the

brickwork, cold air cai^ draw into the flues> which would

render firing almost an impossibility^.

“ Smoked ” ware, which is really the reduction of the

lead in the glaze, thus turning it black, is almost always

attribelted by the firemen to bad or dirty fuel, but it is

really due to allowing clinkers to
,

collect, and to

inattention in properly regulating the influx of air’ and

neglect to clean out the smoko and shoulder holes. It

may to a certain extent be truly attributed to the fuel,

in that some coals contain more sulphur in the form of

iron pyrites than others, and thus form more iron slag or

clinkers and stop the air supply unless the fireman keeps

his bars clear. It is probable that the most satisfactory

results are obtained in glost firing rather by a short

period of reducing fire, followed by a considerably longer

one of oxydising, than by a continuously oxydisiiig flame

during the whole firing, and therefore the fireman should

allow his mouths to burn down quite clear and bright

before again baiting, always taking care that the fires

are not allowed to burn down so low as to reduce tho

heat in tlie oven, ^he cooling holes in the oven may
also be opened for a short time as a fresh baiting is put

on, and this would at once increase the draught and

quickly got rid of the smoke and dirt from the freshly

introduced coal. “ Sulphured ware,” which kas some-

what the appearance of a frosted window, is caused

usually by burning inferior fuel.

It is the custom with some firemen to draw their fires

when the firing is finished, with the idea that it increases

the brightness of the glasse, but it is always better to let

the fires die gradually down, as the cold air does not then

rush in so quickly, and there is less likelihood of damage
to saggers and big pieces of ware such as basins and
dishes. For the same reason the clamias should not be
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pulTod down at onoo, for rotho hpecM reason tlio

ware is requii'od for urgent orders. If the doors of

Jhe 000ling holes in ^.he crov^n are opened as soon as the

firing is over, and the clamias are pulled down and the

mouths punched and cleaned •some six or eight hours

afterwards, the oven can be drawn in about twenty-four

hours, which A, as a general rule, as soon as it will be

reqtured. Care must be talten in glost ovens never to

go to a greater heat nor even to the same heat as that

to which the wa e has already been subjected in tlie

biscuit oven, or under the softening influence of the glaze

the ware will bend and groat loss will result.

An oven drawing water has already been referred to,

and there is no doubt that moisture drawn from the

euriounding soil is most prejudicial to abnost all glazes
;

60 that glost ovens bmlt in the proximity to springs or

streams should be looked on witli grave suspicion. It will

be found that when any part of an oven has been repaired

in the mouths or flues, that pan will tire moio quickly

owing to the flues, &c., being smoother and the draught

therefore better
;
and so the fireman shonkl bear in mind

which part of his oven ilia;s bc-m fettled. It is always

beet to be on the safe side in glost-firing and go full

hold
; a piece or two ma) be bent, and the colour in

some piece may be 'slightly faded and not come out quite

so brilliaaft as desired, but this is far preferable to short

fired ware, which is always dull-looking, and, although

showing no defect when d v a from the oven, may after-

wards craze in the warehouse. Of course the fireman

must bear in mind the position, of the colours in the

oven, and' if there are a lot of delicate colours and fragile

pieces in the oven, it is clear he oannot go so hard as he

would under other circumstances.

Ai man gets accustomed to the glaze he is urlag, and

if an^ radical alteratjou is made in its fusibility, his
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should there bo»any s^pace left between the bars and the

brickwork, cold air cai^ draw into the flues> which would

render firing almost an impossibility^.

“ Smoked ” ware, which is really the reduction of the

lead in the glaze, thus turning it black, is almost always

attribelted by the firemen to bad or dirty fuel, but it is

really due to allowing clinkers to
,

collect, and to

inattention in properly regulating the influx of air’ and

neglect to clean out the smoko and shoulder holes. It

may to a certain extent be truly attributed to the fuel,

in that some coals contain more sulphur in the form of

iron pyrites than others, and thus form more iron slag or

clinkers and stop the air supply unless the fireman keeps

his bars clear. It is probable that the most satisfactory

results are obtained in glost firing rather by a short

period of reducing fire, followed by a considerably longer

one of oxydising, than by a continuously oxydisiiig flame

during the whole firing, and therefore the fireman should

allow his mouths to burn down quite clear and bright

before again baiting, always taking care that the fires

are not allowed to burn down so low as to reduce tho

heat in tlie oven, ^he cooling holes in the oven may
also be opened for a short time as a fresh baiting is put

on, and this would at once increase the draught and

quickly got rid of the smoke and dirt from the freshly

introduced coal. “ Sulphured ware,” which kas some-

what the appearance of a frosted window, is caused

usually by burning inferior fuel.

It is the custom with some firemen to draw their fires

when the firing is finished, with the idea that it increases

the brightness of the glasse, but it is always better to let

the fires die gradually down, as the cold air does not then

rush in so quickly, and there is less likelihood of damage
to saggers and big pieces of ware such as basins and
dishes. For the same reason the clamias should not be
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DRAWING GI.OST, AND THE SORTING WAREHODSE.

WiiEr tho firing' is over and the oven cool enough, iho

mouths arc punched and cleaned
;

ail dinkers and ashes

areVhoelcd away and the floor round the oven is wafered

and swept up
;
and after sufficient time has elapsed the

oven is drawn in tho same manner as a biscuit oven, and

ns a great deal ‘of the ware is now practically finished

much care should bo exercised in taking the saggers off

the bungs and the waix) from out of tho saggers, so Uiat

the pieces do not fall against each other- It is a thousand!

pities that pieces should have sucecssfully passed through

all the operations necessary to complete them, and then,

through carelessness, sliould be chi})ped and thus rendered

useless, or at any rate o:’ •^nsidorably less value. As in.

biscuit, so in glost, mu^t ell pieces, whetlicr perfect,

cracked, or broken, without exception, bo tah.en to tho

sorting -warehouse, and for the same refisons, as tho

payment of the pm ers, oij per.'?^ and firemen most

probably depends yn the ipiantity delivered in good

oondition into the warehouNO
,
and a return of tho exact

percentage of firsts, seconds, and lump is required to

work out tlie value of oavh oven.

The sorting wj.ichouse should be very light, so that

defects may at onoe be « 'c and not passed over, and it

should have plenty of floor space, so that there is ample

room for classifying the ware. As the ware oomes in,

from the oven it 'is merely, put togethe* according to

shape for con»^enienoe sake ;
the plates all in one place,

the cups in another, basins, dishes, &c., in another, and so

on, until the whole of the ware has been brought in from

the oven when the sorting proper commenoes.
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should there bo»any s^pace left between the bars and the

brickwork, cold air cai^ draw into the flues> which would

render firing almost an impossibility^.

“ Smoked ” ware, which is really the reduction of the

lead in the glaze, thus turning it black, is almost always

attribelted by the firemen to bad or dirty fuel, but it is

really due to allowing clinkers to
,

collect, and to

inattention in properly regulating the influx of air’ and

neglect to clean out the smoko and shoulder holes. It

may to a certain extent be truly attributed to the fuel,

in that some coals contain more sulphur in the form of

iron pyrites than others, and thus form more iron slag or

clinkers and stop the air supply unless the fireman keeps

his bars clear. It is probable that the most satisfactory

results are obtained in glost firing rather by a short

period of reducing fire, followed by a considerably longer

one of oxydising, than by a continuously oxydisiiig flame

during the whole firing, and therefore the fireman should

allow his mouths to burn down quite clear and bright

before again baiting, always taking care that the fires

are not allowed to burn down so low as to reduce tho

heat in tlie oven, ^he cooling holes in the oven may
also be opened for a short time as a fresh baiting is put

on, and this would at once increase the draught and

quickly got rid of the smoke and dirt from the freshly

introduced coal. “ Sulphured ware,” which kas some-

what the appearance of a frosted window, is caused

usually by burning inferior fuel.

It is the custom with some firemen to draw their fires

when the firing is finished, with the idea that it increases

the brightness of the glasse, but it is always better to let

the fires die gradually down, as the cold air does not then

rush in so quickly, and there is less likelihood of damage
to saggers and big pieces of ware such as basins and
dishes. For the same reason the clamias should not be
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care being takAi at the sa .10 time ^ot to^nt a hollow in

ihe piece
;

if necessary the defect can be polished with

a cork or white wood^disc.
*

* Polishing* lathes are more used in the manufacture of

porceLiin than in earthenv. are, ^is Ihe difference in value

of the piece after polishing would hardly pay for the cost

of the removal of the grain in coinmou ware
;

when

however large and highly decorated pieces ai'C made,

a polishing lathe is indispensable. It is best, whonover

possible, to send ydec^es with this defect to bo decorated

over glaze, v/here the marks can be covered up and

hidden.

As the women clean the ware, tlie head man looks over

every piece to see that it is wdtliout defect, and all pieces

that are firsts he puts together according to pattern and

(x>lour and shape “ in ^ mnt ”, that is to say, in quantities

of an equal number to facilitate counting afterwards.

All the defective ware ho ..gain classifies into “ seconds ”,

that is, ware that has some slight defect which prevents

it being placed amongst “ firsts ” or best ware, and
“ lump ”, that is, those pieces that are cracked, or whose

defects are so serioas Puat tiny > annot bo placed among
“ seconds ”, though^ in some oases an intermediary

classification known as “thirds ’ is often made. All the

defective w are should then he ro-classified to show where

the defect^; originate and-'tc wnom they are due, and the

responsible partis =1 are then called in to see the result of

their inattention, want of i’h or carelessness as the case

may be. It should be remembered that fire being some-

what uncontrollable, and its effects rather difficult to

gauge, everyone will try to throw the blame on the firing.

It is presunicu that there is no radical defect in tlie

glaze itself, and the defects that are likely to arise from

this cause have already been discussed in the Chr'pter on

Glazes, so the faults to which the sorting warehouseman
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has k) direct his el^tention are those 'drising- during'

the manufacture, for which individual workmen are

responsible.
^

Roughly, then, the defects in the glost oven will divide

themselves into the following classes : (1) Defects of

placing
; (2) deflects of firing

;
(.‘1) defects of dipping

;

(4) had selection in the biscuit warehouse
; (5) defects

of printing and painting or decorating
; (6) ineffioient

kiln-firing.

(1) AUy ware “ nipped that is, with the glaze chipped

off, must be a fault of the placers (unless it has been done

in the sorting warehouse), as, since it has been glazed it

has only been in their hands. “ Plucked ware,” that is,

ware with pieces pulled out of it in removing it from the

stilts, is due to the use of improper or unboned supports,

though it may Rometimos be due to over-dipping, or to the

placers not cleaning off the glaze from the bottoms of

hollow ware. Crooked plates and dishes are usually duo

to impro})er rearing in the saggers
;

crooked hollow ware

is also often due to bad placing, by overloading the

saggers, or ,fTom using saggers with crooked bottoms
;

stuck ware is also duo to the placers—though these tliroe

last defeats will all occur if the oycn is palpable over-

fired. A single piece warped may bo also due to it

having, for one cause or another, received a harder fire

in glost than it previously had in biscuit. Fiashod and

smoked ware may be also attributed to placers, both

caused by the improper wadding of saggers.

(2) Firing defects are usually either from under or over

firing. The former is easily detected, as the ware has

a milky appearance and is wanting in brilliancy, while

over-firing at once becomes apparent by a larger

quantity than usual of ware that has warped and become

crooked or stuck, and by the faint and washy appearance

of pinks, matt blue, and other delicate colours.
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(3) Short clipped ware has a roro-ll and floor appearance

and is often dry in placas. Un^lazed patches, called

‘^'butterflies ” aixi also due lo the dipper covering' thesq

plaf.es with liis fiage’s, or to gr^easo on his hands, or to

the glaze not being proper'y distributed over the piece :

this is especially likely to happen in I he inlerio’" of large

hollow pieces, fiwing to the air being imprisoned, thus

preventing the glaze from touching the sur'ace. When
ware is over-dipped there are likely to bo beads of glaze

on the edges, an * the hollows and cavities of embossed

pieces will be full of glaze. The dipper’" attention,

should at once bo called to this, as it is an active cause of

crazing, to say nothing of the waste of putting glaze on

one piece that should bo suflicient for two. Over-glazing

also causes the colours in printed and painted ware to run.

(4) Bad selection xu the biscuit warehouse will be

especially noticeable in pinks and blues, which never

come out satisfactorily if too hard ware has been used

for them.

(5) Defects in printing, painting, and decorating arise

from dirty colour, insufficiont application of colour, too

liquid colour, and finger-marks and spots of colour both

on the face and back <iif tlio ware. Faded colour may also

be duo to the pieces not bemg put in the part of the

oven suited to thf^m
;

it beintr. of course, presumed that

the oolouift have been tested and are known to be

satisfactory. The expert will, however, at once be able to

say to what cause it is dm ‘
v comparing it with the rest

of tho ware of a similar oolour and pattern.

(6) Ineflficient Kiln-firing. Pieces will be noticed which

have not taken the glaze properly when they are printed

or painted, the colour standing out roughly in ridges.

This is due either to the kiln man not having gone to

sufficient heat to drive out all the oils used in the applica-

tion of the oolours, or to leaving insufficient escape for the

u
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steam and vajVours t‘n llio kiln 'wliicli have thus affecfcoe

ilic colours. Pinks and bliiOvS are the most likely colourf

to bo affectod in this manner. Besides these ovidoni

defects, there arc others that should, bo tracked to thoii

originators, for instance', ware that has boon chipped

before dipping and sent on as best. Nothing is more

annoying than to find an oi\ler iiicoinplcie on account ol

a defect like this, which should have boon pointed oul

before it was dipped, and another piece substituted for it

If any ware is seen with spots on it, caused by dirt or iron

in the glaze, the manager’s attention should at once lx

called to it.

Any ware that is defective in biscuit should have a

special mark put on it, so that when it comes through

into the sorting warehouse it can be at once seen that i1

was seconds before it went in'to the glost oven. The

bioken and useless ware should not amount to more than

2 per cent, but the percentage of glost seconds depende

altogether on the strictness or the reverse of the selec-

tion i; 8 to 15 per cent should about cover it.

Ajs soon, as the oven has been soidcd, the person who is

responsible for the “ getting up ” of orders should go

through the seconds and defective ware and at onoo order

up again the necessary pieces to complete his orders.

The ware should then bo carried up to the Various

warehouses appointed for the different classes of goods,

leaving the sorting warehouse clear for the next oven to

be drawn. An oven record should be kept with the

duration and result of each firing both in biscuit and

glost, including the quantity of ware fired, and the

number of saggers destroyed, together with the

percentages of firsts, seconds, and lumps and the total

value of each oven. Any special circumstances, such as

fallen bungs, quality of coal, state of weather, should

be noted.
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mii^TNG undeI^glaze.

Printtno on oaiillionwarc is a (X3mparativph' modern mode
of dtf(X)raiion, as its introduction only dnt<'s fiviii the

niiddlo of tlie ci^dit/oentii (‘onturv, and it can hardly be

said to have Ix'cn v uiployied to any extent till well on into

the nineteontii eenliiry
,
but so rapid has been iis develop-

ment, especially during- the last twenty ye-ars, that it is

to-day l)y far the most g^cncral method of applying

decoration to ware underglazo. It is the same story over

again of a mechanical moaib‘=l'to a great extent competing

with success against
^
urely manual processes, though

largely ivssistcd by tht^ <lcsiix) on the part of tlie con-

sumer to have articles idc't.dcally the same both in colour

and design. Whether thi is a:i sbogether safisfactory

development from the artistic imiiit of view is open to

question, and will bo referred to again later on after

a description has been given of ihe means employed to

carry out tlie process,.,

The Printing' Press consist oi an iron fnamework which

6upt>ort!3 tn 0 ladlow cylinders i r jollers, between which is

a planed if’ou beni or table on which the copper plate,

oiigi-avod with the ^lesign to be printed, rests. The upper

roller is furnished with s-' •
. : on each side by which it

can be adjusted and fixed at whatever distance may be

desired from the lower one. It has a lever or handle

attached to it ^vhioh, being depressed, causes it to revolve,

carrying the lauie with ihe copper plate on it between tlie

two rollers. The upper roller is covered with thick

flannel in either two or three layers. The flanne^ should

be cut slightly shorter than the circumference of the
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cylinder, aiwi'-tho tbnds should bo laced toother with]

string, so that, as the flannel stretches, whidh it is sure to

do, the string lacing can bo tightonod from time to tii;ne

in order to keep the flannel tightly in position. It is as

well to have two sots ef flannels io each press, so that

one set may be washed and dried while the o'ther is in use,

and with care they should last about twelve montlis.

Combination op Press and Steam Stove.

Printing Stoves or Tahks.—The “medium”' or

printer’s oil that has to be mixed with colours to enable

prints to be taken off has to be kept hot during the whole

process, and for this puipotse the old-fei/shioned system was

to. have flat stoves with an iron bat on the top, burning

either coal or slack, to heat both the copper plates and

the colours.
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Th^is method was unaatl^factoly 4br seVeral reasons.

'T'he heat was not equal, as somqfinies the stove was

avowed to get rod-hot* burning the colour and damaging
the coppers, and at otlier times, after fuel had been;

fj'oshly put on, the heat was insufficient
;

those variations

in hcau were a c^use of irregularity in the nrinting.

There^was also fflways a certain amount of cliii and smoke
in the sliop to wliich the

carrying in of coal and the

removal of ashes u ntribnted.

Tho modern tables arc

boated by live steam under

pressure, directly from tho

boilers passing through a coil

of pipe cast in the iron slab

which forms the tabii*, and

which, after being cast, is

planed smooth. The steam,

after passing tlirough tlio

table, is received by a steam

trap, whicli by tho action of

a valve prevents an} oieam

from wasting and only*alluws

the oondensed water

escape,' one ?rap being

sufficient ff»r several tables.

Each table is mad .suffioiently

largo to serve for two prb '
i 3, and as each table is fitted

with an independent tap, steam can be shut off when not

required, and waste is avoided. The heat being easily

w^ulated and always equal, there is no fear of burnt

colour, and smoko and dirt in the shop are done away,

with. If the steam is brought from any distance, the

pipes should all be well cased with mud and 'hopped

straw, or some such heat-retaining preparation, which

Feinting Press.
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will effect cetnsideilable economy in ilie consumption

of steam

.

Copper Plates are in most ^onopal use for printing- pn

earthenware, though of late years many manufacturers

have employed plates made of zinc os a substitute. Those

Steam Table.

are, of course, easier to engrave, as they are so much
softer, but for this reason they wear out very soon, and

the outlines are not so clean, nor are they suited to full

patterns with much detail and shading. The copper
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plates arc abofit an eiglitl of an ihit^k, and vary in

8ize according* to the pattoin, or according to the pieces

wliich have to be printed i dn^n. They aK* onpraved

wit}» the aid of acids or electricity, or by hand^witli'

gravers, steel pointy, and pupehes. The latter is un-

doubtedly the more expensive method, but it is the more

salisfadory, ii^not only must the design be delicately and

finePy" cut, but it must be also deeply incised, or the plate

•will last a very shoilt time, as the constant ('leaning off of

the ooloiu' from <ho plate with tlie steel knife wears it

down. The joloftrs being metallic oxides, however finely

they may be ground, ore always hard and slightly

vitix ous

.

Engraving on cop})er is work which requires a con-

siderable amount of technical training, but no amount of

training will mah<^ Ji reauy satisfactory engraver imlces

lie lias artistic feeling for arrangement and design. Great

attention should be paid iu the first place to the pro-

duction of good designs, and in the second to thoir proper

reproduction in copper vdth varying light anu shade.

Copper plates continually wear down with work, and to

prevent tliis some macufactuu rs Iisao the plates steeled

and nickcllod. No ;iouht this causes them to last rather

longer, but when ome daiua^cd they require, as a rule,

moi’e repairing than ordinaiw cupper. Plates, however,

will always requirci rpycuiiiUg and' recuttdng, if the

printing is to be kept up at a Jiigh standard of excellence.

Some printons are very '“'-^less, and cut and mark the

<30ppers with their knives when removing tlie colour.

These marks retain the colour, and when a print is taken

oil’ the plate they appear, and thus disfigure the design

and give au unsightly and dirty appearance to the vare.

Every copper should thcreioro be examined before it is

handed to the printer, and after it is done with, or at

every week-end, it should be again examined to see that
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it has received, no i^ifair treatment, and if it shows

signs of cutting and mai*ks other tlian those tJiat would be

caused by fair wear and tear, he should be charged with,

the oost of repaiiing and damage.

If copper plates are ppt carefully looked after they

will soon be spoilt and useless. It is surprising how soon

copper plates diverge from the original design by constant

repairing
;

so, whenever a new design is cut, ' the

designer should always keep one of the first prints off

it by him as a reference or guide for when the plate has

to be repaired. These prints should afl be pasted in a

large book kept for the purpose, which will always serve

as a reference. It is impossible to have clean and bright-

looking printed ware unless the copper plates are kept in

good condition, and nothing is more unsightly than coarse

and dirty printed patterns.

The Paper used for receiving the print from the copper

plate is a sort of thin tissue paper. It must be strong, so

that it does not break wlien sized or pulled off the copper

plate. It must, when lield up to the light, be quite free

from holes, so that the design is solidly printed on it, and

it should have a smooth surface without any^ hairs on it, so

that when the print is transferred teethe ware the paper

does not absorb the colour, but freely leaves all the colour

oR the ware When it is washed off. It is important to

have paper of the sizes required for the different pieces

and patterns, so that the waste may be avoided, otherwise

large paper may be out up for printing small patterns,

and the oost of printing will consequently be increased.

The paper, before being applied to the copper plates,

must be sized with a mixture of 1 lb. of soft soap and
2 oz. of soda to a gallon of water.

The Colours are for the most part oxides of metals, and

of late years great advances We been made in their

manufacture
;
and there are many firms, both in England
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and^on the Continent, who <ledicntt| therrfkolves solely to

the manufacture of potters’ co'ours^^or use both under and

c^er glaze. Formerly every j^otter manufactured hio own
ooloors, but now, owing to the improvement in their

preparation, good colours -^an be obtained at moderate

priw^s
,

and where oixlinary colours only are required

it is probably olieaper to buy, as oolour-muking takes up

a ooiisiderable part of a managers time whio'h often

might be better expended in looking after the details of

manufacture. M i lufacturers who have colour pans will

best employ them* in grinding stain for the body and in

the manufacture of the colours which tliey use in the

largest quantities, as it will bo found that it is not

eoonomical to make colours of which only a small

quantity is required.

Modern colour pain are usually arranged in an iron

framework, containing two, three, or four pans of

different sizes suitable .or grinding large or small'

quantities of materials. The^ arc made with rianite or

chert nether-stones, and the grinding-stones, which are of

the same material, are attached to a spindle, at the top

of which is keyed a 'A)gwhei'l. A shafting runs along

above the pans, by Avkich the power is transmitted. The

stones must be kept in fiist-rato condition, as the colour

must be ground to an impalpable fineness, and the wot

system wiM be found thoaiio.st satisfactory . Colour pans

are also very user’ ll for grinding experimental charges of

glaze and materials, &c.

Cleanliness is most necessary in colour mills, and it is

as well to grind up a few pitchers after a strong colour

has been on a pan in order to thoroughly clean it before

putting on another colour. Light colours should not be

ground on a pan, from which a dark colour has been taken

off, fmd it is best, when possible, to keep certain pans for

certain colours . It is important that the colours should
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suit tho g-lazc, and tlif.^ ‘rnanufaetiiror who inalves his own

colours has tlio advaiihag-c of knowing of what they are

composed, and all motu'llic oxides that will easily dissolvo

and flow in tho glaze must be avoided.

It is not coiLsidered iiQoessary to give recipes, as they

exist by the thousand, and have been published again and

Colour Pans.

again. They aro usually of little value except to the

expert., as the success of a colour generally depends more

on its manipulation during manufacture than on anything

else ;
and unless a full description is given of the exact

manipulation, very many recipes are of little or no use.
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A' full print/0<l pattorn would u«ip^abouif IJlb. of colon

i

per week.

Prices of coloiuv miisu /ary, buu it goiicraPy costs

bcl.woon a lialf-noiiny and one jKiun}^ per dozen of ware

printed. # •

A'u colours, whether made on the promises or from

wliatev(}r oihfr source they may have ceUiO, should always

bo*tcsled before tliey are put in gx)neral use.

'Prinicys Oil —For printing purpo.ses all colours have

to be mixed w h wliat is rallofl printer’s oil, which is

a thick, daik, treacly-looking substtinoe, which causes the

colour to adhere to the pajxir when laid on the copper

plate and passed through the press. Wlicn tlio paper

is pulled off tlie plate, the colour in the cavities of the

copper sii(iks to tin' ])aix'r, thus forming the pattern.

The paper is, iu its turn, applied and rubbed on to tho

ware, wliicli, being porous, absorbs the oil and colour.

The paper is then wa.Iicd off with water, but the oil

prevents the removal of tl c- colour from tho ware.

Almost every head printer has his own recipe for oil, by

which ho swears , two recipes are annexed, either of

which will serve in l.'ieir turn

(1 ) 1 gallon linsceef oil (boil n’i'l scum for about two hours).

80 oz. Stockholm tar.

• 1
"2 . red lead.

1 ^z. ic-siii.

Ajdd the above <o the oil, and the whole to be boiled and

scummed and burnt off . o or four times. A large iron

pot is best for this purpose, and a round wooden flat

cover with a piece of flannel tacked on, with a long

handle, will be requiro<l to put out the fue after tho scum

has been lignted in the pot. It is' best to d(> all opeiations

in connection with boiling oil in the open air, or in the

centre of an empty oven, as the smell is rHher over-

powering, and by no means pleasailt.
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(2) 2 quarts linseed oil.'j

1 pmt rape oil. J-Boil together for two hours.

1 oz. red lead. j
^

oz. sulphur. \Add while the oils are cooling,

10 oz. common tar./ and stir well.

To see if the oil is properly prepared, a drop should be

placed on a piece of biscuit pitcher and touched with the

finger : when it gets “ tacky ” and sticks tc the finger it

is as it should be.

Printer’s Knives are used for applying and removing

the colour from the coj)per plates. They aj?e made of thin

whippy steel, about to 3 in. broad, and are ground

quite sharp. They require skilful and careful usage, or

the copper plates will be cut and destroyed by them. The

copper plates should not always be held in the same

position, but should be turned round from corner to

corner, as should the printer continually start cleaning off

the colour with his knife from the same corner, he would

wear away the part nearest the corner sooner than the rest

of the plate, tlius causing unequal impressions.

Wooden Rubbers are used for rubbing the colour over

the copper plate to thoroughly fill the design.

L4. cordntroy Boss, or small cushion about 8 in. long and

3 in. wide, is employed to clean the plate after the bulk

of the colour has been removed with tlie knife. The plate

is’ thus left quite clean, the colour only remaining in the

engraved part.
•

A long-haired Brush is required to size the paper with.

Tlte Benches for printers to put their coppers,

colours, &c., on should be arranged at a convenient

distance from the steam tables and presses.

The Transferers will require :

—

A Tub for every two presses, with a good supply of

clean, cold water, the cooler the better, as the paper is

washed off and the colour not softened as it would be were

warm water employed.
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Sponges, 'wliich need not be of very^g-ood quality, lo

wafili off the paper, and a p^ece of pumioe stone to rub off

^
any spots of dirt or coio*i. thal may have accidentally

soiled the ware

Flannel Rubbers, whi^h ai^ simply rolls of flannel of

about twelve thicknesses tightly rolled up, about 13 in.

long, and whipped about 10 in. uj) with thick packer’s

stAng, leaving at one end about in. of uannol, and at

the other end about Jin., hollowed out, in which the

thumb can r<\' L Ai yard of flannel will malce two

rubbers, which ‘should last about throe months, as, when
they wear down, the string can be gradually unwhipped.

They require to be dipped in a little soft soap to make

them slip smoothly over the paper, and not to ruck it

up when rubbing it on the ware. A' few small pieces of

flannel are also useful for the same purpose.

A considerable amount of bench room is required, and

on the bench opposite e:x.yh transferer a leather pad should

be nailed, on which she can the ware.

iA pak of large Scissors is also required to cut the paper

prints.

(The printer’s teem cx)nsist > of a man who does the

printing, and thro^ women or girls : the transferer, who
is the head woman, pla es the pattern in the proper

position on the ware, arid presses it slightly on
;

the

apprentice, who rubs the paper firmly on to the ware
;

and the cutter ^ho receives the paper from the printer

and cute out the varioiT ; ‘ecee into the necessary shapes

to fit the ware, and removes any superfluous paper.

Having mentioned the various appliances, we will

proceed to describe the process.

The prini/er first takes his paper and cuts it to the

necessary size for the pattern or plate he is using, and

then with his brush sizes the paper over. He then places

the copper plate on the steam stove, his colour having
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also been previously placed on the stevo on! an iron palette

or “ Batfitone The copper plate being sufficiently

heated, he takes some colour on his knife and puts it

on his copper plate and rubs it in with his wooden

rubber.
,,

The colour should be used of a stiff and not too liquid

consistency
;

this makes the work harder, but it ensures

good printing
;

if the colour is used thin the pattern is

printed more in oil than in (X)lour, and after firing it will

liave a faded, wishy-washy appearance. Ho then

removes all the colour from the copper by ;scraping it with

his knife, being cJireful that the edge of tlie knife does not

catch in the engraving and cut and spoil the plate
;

after

which any remaining colour is cleaned off with the

corduroy boss, leaving the plate quite clean, though tlie

pattern is tilled with ox)lour. He next places the copper

plate on the iron table of the press, and as the plate is

very hot, ho has a small piece of leather with which ho

can lift it up comfortably, and ho then deftly hikes up

a piece of the wot sized paper and lays it over the copper

plate, care being taken that there are no wrinkles. The

lover handle is deprevss^, the upper roller revolves,

carrying the iron table and the coppei;,with it between the

rollers, and the paper is thus firmly pressed by the flannel

Covering on to the copper. The handle is then reversed,

and the copper comes out of the press again with the

table, the paper being now quite dry from the pressure

of the flannel on the heated copper. The paper is lifted

up carefully at one corner and pulled off the coppefr.

The printer has then to repeat the process. The paper

is taken by the cutter, who cuts it into the shape required

and hands it to the transferer
;

she applies it to the

proper place on the ware, and slightly rubs it on with

a bit of flannel, and then passes it on to the apprentice,

who rubs the paper firmly on with the rubber dipped in
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a littlo soft Roa[t. This r'.(iarc.s v^*iy iu(5roiighly doing*,

especially in the case of lluterl or cnimssed work, so that

the pattern is rubbed righu i -to the cavities. .V stitf

T>ru' h is often ust d undjr these cireuinstances instei^d of

the rubber, witli satisfacto.y i‘0,j^ults. It is best to leave

the paper a little time on the w<xrc before washing it off,

and as a rule# it is left till the evcnitijr. when all the

wonten wash off the day’f^ work together, rnoogli it is

IfCtter not to wash it oh till the nevt day, as it thus

gives the \\*are ira re time to absorb the coloni’, and this

is especially uocc*ssary should the biscuit ware be rather

hard hied.

Each pdnter should be furnished with a small copper

plate with his number engraved twenty or thirty times or

ruoio on it, which he can ])rint off every now and then,

and every piece printMl shcmld bear the printer’s number,

so that theio is never a doubt as to w-ho is responsible

for the work.

Cleanliness is most im])ortai!t io the printing "hop, and

the transferers should always keep their hands clean
;

nothing looks worse ilian ware with smudges of colour

on the face or back of .1, duo t- the transferer’s fingers^

Tubs, Ix'uches, and i^^onsils should all be kept clean, and

all oopi>er plates shoidd be cx^aned cveiy week, before

being ioohed over, with sawdust and rectified spirits of

tar. Patterns of which iaip,v^ quantities are required

should be eiigrav'^I on two or more plates, and the plates

should never bo alloweii t' *' get down ”, but when partly

worn should be ropaii'od, so that the tone of printing may
always bo equal

;
otherwise, if a plate gets much worn

and ware is printed from it, and then after the plate has

been newly tUi. more ware Is printed from the same order,

the tone of colour will be quite different, and wiU not

match. It is always best to use newly cut plato'? for the

more delicate colours, such as matt blue, mauve, aadl
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pink, whonev^ possible, and afterwards, when slightly

worn, for the stronger browns, blacks, and dark blue.’

It has been seen that the printer can only take onet

imp^ossion off a copper plate at a time, and then has to

go through the whole operation of filling it again with

colour, &c., and lor this reason it is necessary for

economical working to arrange tlie patterns on the plates

so that enough pattern will come off at each printiiig to

decorate several pieces of ware.

Care must therefore be taken in deciding on new

patterns that, besides being cffe('iive, they can bo

arranged in a suitable manner on the copper for working.

Formerly, patterns were designed in such a way that it

was necessary to have a copper plate for every individual

piece, and thus to print a full dinner service twenty to

thirty coppers were required
;

with pro])er arrangement

four or five coppers should now bo sufficient for doing the

same work, as the patterns most in demand are sprig and

flower patterns, which lend themselves readily to every

class of piece, and thus one copper will suit several

different purposes. If, in arranging a pattern, pieces of

sprig, &c., have to be cut off, it is well to see if these bits

cannot be applied to some other ware, such as bowls,

basins, &c., which is of advantage both to the manu-

facturer, as he uses up prints which would otherwise be

wasted, and to the printer, as ho thus does moreware with

the same amount of work. Ai well-engraved copper, with

ordinary work' and proper care, should last six months.

Various forms of presses other than that described have

been or are in use, some with the steam table in combina-

tion with the press, others by which a continuous pattern

is printed on lengtlis of paper by engraved copper rollers

in a similar manner to that by which cotton good^ are

printed
;
but none of them have come very largely into

use, and the one described is the simplest, and probably.
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undor present cirtumstajicet the riiobt useful. There are

v^ieus applications of printiiig-, hy^ the arrangement of

paais of patterns engraved c - ^ iffoiftnt plates, from vdiich

different ooloiirs are printed, and then transferred one

ajter the other on to the ware
;

they require, however,

very nice adjustment and delicate treatment. Chromo-

lithography has also been largely bro light into aso, and

more«sucoessfulfy on the Continent than in England, and

in the next few years theri- will no doubt be groat strides

made in mechanical decoration.

Up to the j^^csont, most of the new methods proposed

are for overglaze decoration, and this can nov^er be so

satisfactory or desirable for ordinaiy commercial purposes

as underglaze. Underglazo decoration is practically

indestructible, and though the colours are fewer in

number than those that can be applied over glaze, their

appearance is far superior. They have a deep rich colour,

and one seems to be lookini'- into them, imore than at them,

and they give much the same impression as whdn looking

at a cut precious stone.

There is always a st.ong party agitating against the

introduction of me< ’
ri ical ircans on account of its

tendency to kill individuality
;
and to a certain extent

this is true : but on tlic other b md, as a printed pattern

can be produced in an almost indefinite quantity, con-

siderable l^me and money ' -aT: ^ o profitably expended in

producing a really good design, and surely a really good

design executed in a satisfactory manner is better than

a design executed by hana w iiich probably has only the

individuality of inferiority. The ordinary painted ware

issuing from the English manufemtory to-day is practically

a reproduction some pattern given as a sample to l>e

copied, and the individuality usually consists in mistakes

in copying it I Tho sarnie argument would hold equally

good in the manufacturing department, and instead of

X
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liaving articles made from carefully dosignod models

every workman wouid be making pieces according to his

own ideas. For onctman that can make a good design

or sliape, it is evident that there am hundiods that cannot

do so, and as the majority of work would be done by

tliem, the standard of the quality of the production would

certainly be very much debased. Unfortunately, every

man is not an artist, and who would prefer some ‘'pot-

boilers ” crude, badly-executed daubs to a well-ongraved

proof copy of a really fine picture ? This is perhaps

carrying the matter too far, but at all events it shows

that there is something to be said on both sides of the

question, and that mechanical rej)roductions aie not

necessarily bad because they are meclianioal.



CHAPTER XXIV.

TAINTING ANf) DECORATt!^G UNDERGL\ZE.

Whatever may»l)o llio dovelopiiioiii of mcjlianiaal pro-

OT^^sc.f for the decoration of earthenwai'ij in the near

future, it is evident that liny never can rejilaoe the hand-

painting' of a real’y skilful artist, and tliough various

iiiochanical pi jcos'5es will undoubtedly bo applied more

and more cvci-;^ day to the larg'er ])roductiori oi goods for

purel} coininercial purposes, which must be manufactured

in enormous quantities and sold at low prices, their

absolute and monotonous correctness will rightly militahi

iigainst their introiluctifui into nially artistic work, in

which yrice has not always to bo the ruling factor. Tliere

arc, liowever, many a[)j)li< dions of hand -painting in its

lower grades which are still largolv employoil on thq

choapi'r qualities of earthenware undei'glaze. Xo system

of decoration can ho c onsidered as applicable to earthen-

ware that is not aftci ,v.>''ds sul p'ct/od heat to fix it to

the body or glaze, apd the colours must therefor© bo

arranged to resist the heii! t which they are to be

subjected, C'T to change their R>nc in a definite proportion

to that heat.

The colours for nndcrglazo painting are practically the

same as those used for printing, and are more limited

in number than those for overglaze work, as the heat to

which they are subjected in firing the glaze is much
greater than in the enamel kiln. The melting glaze has

also an effect o . many colours, so that any colours tliat

would dissolve in the glaze caiinot bo used. As, however,

the colours suitable for underglazo work include blue,

black, brown, green, yellow, and pink, the palette of the
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underg-lazc psLinter is sufficiently ainplfe
;

in fact, tlio

multiplication of co^jurs of late years has been father

detrimental than advantageous to undcrglaze decoration,

os it lias inclined the artist to look for his effects *to

elafiorate arrangements of colour ratlier than to boldness

and freedom in design.

The Cokrars must he finely gi-ound in tjie oolour pans as

for printing, and the water then thoroughly dried out of

them, but before being used they are again ground in tlie

painting shop with tlie “ medium ” with which they are to

l>e applied to the smfface. The most usual medium is

turpentine, but for certain classes of work gum-nrabic and

water may be used, the advantage of the latter bciilg that

it need not be passed through the harden ing on kiln, but

can go direct to the dipper to receive its coating of glaze

without any further process
;

the disadvantage to its use

being its likelihood to chip off, canying the glaze Avith it,

after it has been fired, should there have been too large

an admixture of gaim with the colour. It is only necessary

to introduce just sufficient to enable the colour to adhere

to the ware and to prevent it being washed off when,

immersed in the glaze.

The second grinding of the colour is usually carried out

with hard glass or porcelain mullers on slabs of hard glass

some 18 in. square, which, for greater security, from

breakage, may be framed in wood. Glass Hauliers that

are soft and wear away quickly should not be employed,

as the faci of their wmring away means the introduction

of a considerable quantity of glass into the colour, which

would probably affect the oolour when submitted to heat.

Palette Knives are required to 8crai>e the oolour off the

glass slabs, and they are made of thin ivory, horn, or

steel ;
the latter ore the most generally used and are

really the best, though care must bo taken not to scrape

or grind them more than necessary against the glass,
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as tliey thus wear down and intigodiieG iron into tlie

colour, which is, of course, detriinental.

• Pencils and Brushts of vM*ious shapes and sizes will

be required in accordance with the necessity of the wwk
;

palettes and a few pieces of rftg* to clean pencils, &c.

One of the commonest patterns applied to ordinary ware

is th^ comhinafion of bands and line's of various widths

Painter’s Tables.

in one or more coloure. Fy tne aid of revolving painter’s

tables these lines, &c., are made with considerable facility.

The article to bo banded is placed on the head of the

table,which should bo quite level and run perfectly truly

on its spindle, and is centred by tapping it with the

finger as the table is revolved by the left hand, till it

is exactly in its centre- This seems an easy operation,
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but it bakos c'onsicbvrable practice to adjust a piew at

once t/o tlio centre. Tlie bench is furnislied with a rest,

which is merely a piece of board Sin. broad and abo\jt

18 in long-, fixed to the luench at the sid(i of each worker,

with a screw. The re,»t can thus- be turned round to>

project from the bench over the revolving painting table.

The brush can thus be a])plicd to the '»vare while the

hand is steadied on the rust. The table is then revolved

with the l(Tt hand, carrying the ]>iece of ware with it,

while the jn'iicil n'liiaiiis still in the same place, tlius

fonning a perfectly circular and even band or line on

the ware.

It is very necessary that the bands and linas should

be of the same strength and whltli in their whole course,

and tliat they should also be exactly equidistant from

each other. Nothing looks worse than irregular and

uneven banding an<l lining. Dishes aiid other oval

pieces, and in fact any pieces that are not circular, m-O

more difficult to do nicely, and should always be reserved

for the most experienced liands, as they cunnot be painted

with the rest on the revolving table. These arc usually

executed by p-sing one of the lingers as a guide, resting

against the edge of the article, « thus regulating the

distance of the line from the edge, and great care will

Ipivo to be exercised in turning any corners.

Filling up is another method of decoration *Iargoly in

demand. Although the general mn of printed patterns

will .serve very well for this purpose, light patterns—that

is to say, patkuns engraved with rather less shading than

would be required for ordinary printing, and not quite so

deeply cut—are often use<l for this purpose. They are

printed in light brown br neutral colour, and applied to

the ware as in ordinary priniing. Various different

colours are then painted over the dilTerent parts of the

printed pattern as may liave been decided on. A sample
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pattern should be given as a guide,^nd each leaf, flower,

or wliai not, should he coloured exactly alike in each piece.,

• To facilitiito this class of worfv, three or four girls

work together, each one painting in a different coloui*,

though some of them may liave.hvo or more, should the

patjtcrn require it. The ]>iof!e is then handed on from

one to the othel’, each doing her part of the filling up of

the design in the colour she is using, one doing the

leaves, another the flowers, a third the stacks, &c
,
and

by this nK'ans the quant.ity of work that can be turned

out in a given tinie is much greater than if one girl had

to fill in the whole pattern in the various colours. Care

must be taken to keep within the oulline of the pattern,

and the colour must bo ap[)lied in such a way that the

shading of the print e<l pattern shows through. The
colour must, however, if the effect is to be good, bo

applied rather thick(‘r in some parts than in others to

acoeniuate the details and to assist in giving the effect of

light and shade.

The highest form of hand-painting is. of course, when

the artmt designs and decorates a piece unassisted by any

mechanical moans or guide, but as a rule by far the

greater part of the •work which can lay any olaiin to

artistic merit is executed over glaze
;

part.ly becausej

many of the colours cluinge their tone when submitted to

the intense heat of the glost oven, and it is thus difficult

for the painter to gaugo^tho exact effect of his work, and

partly because the liability to loss from various causes

is greater in the gloet v\cn than it would be in the

enfiimel kiln.

The first difficulty can only be got over by (ong

experience, a study of the different colours, and by

keeping a test piece always in view of the effect of every,

colour in use in its different combinations. The easiest

way to do this is to number each colour, and tiien paint
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a band of each one ^oross a plate or dish, and thqn to

paint a band of each colour at right angles across the

bands already painted*. The piece ois then fired, and bj^

thisjncans the effect of one colour upon another can be

accurately noted, as each Tjand of colour thus crosses all,

the others, and its effect on each of them is clearly shown.

Finely executed underglaze work is su*perior to over-

glaze, not merely on account of its greater durability from

being under the glaze and lao piotooted from damage

and abrasion by it
;
but the glaze seems to give a greater

depth of tone to the colour, and a riclicr appearance tQ

the ware. It is true that more delicate shades can be used,

over glaze, but they can rarely have the rich, glossy

appearance of underglaze work, though some of the most

charming effects are often obtained by a combination of

both under and ovcrglaze painting.

There are many other moans of decorating ware

cheaply under glaze
;

for instance, various patterns and

figures can be cut out in stencil plates of oiled paper, thin

metal, lead paper, &c., which are held firmly on the

ware, and the colour is then rubbed over with a stiff

brush. Patterns such as crosses, stars, butterflies, &c.,

may be cut out of the root of sponges or corks
;
they are

then dipped slightly in colour moistened with gum water,

and lightly pressed on the ware. Designs are often

pricked out with a pin on paper, and the pap6r is then

laid on the ware and pounced over with powdered char-

coal
;

this leaves the design outlined on the ware to serve

as a guide, and can easily be filled with the necessary:

colours. Pieces may be dabbed over with an ordinary

small sponge with either one or more colours, giving

them a marbled or mottled appearance, &c., &c.
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HARDENING-dN KILNS.
•

It has been mentioned several limes in the course of these

not^s that all* ware which has been printed or paintod

with colours mixed with any greasy oi oily medium has

to Ixi dried at a heat sufficient to evaporait these foreign

substances from
^
the pores of the wiaro, so that it has

resumed its ^.bsoibcnt properties, and on being immersed

in the glaze it will receive an equally even coating all

over the piece. This is called “ hardening on ”, really a

complete misnomer, as after the ware has been submitted

to the heat, the oils used in applying the colours being

driven off, leave the colour on the pieces in its original

state of impalpable powder, which will come off if

touched with the finger ever so lightly, and care must be

exercised in handling it before dipping to avoid

smudging iit. To thoroughly dry out these oils it is

necessary to raise the temperature of the ware to a red

heat, and to obtain this object kilns are employed.

Kilns, both fbr hardening on and for enamel or over-

glaze purposes, are built on much the same principles,

the former, however, usually being considerably larger.

A liiln is simply a fire-clay K»x into which pieces of ware

may be introduced, and which can then be surrounded

by fire and heated to the necessary degree without the

pieces of ware (X)ming directly in contact with the flame.

The shape of a kiln may be compared to a railway tunnel,

that is to say, it is formed by an arch supported on sides

which are nef quite perj)endicular, but slope slightly

inwards, so that the breadth at the bottom is slightly

narrower than the breadth at the point fjy>m which th^

arch springs.
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In building- a kilnt it is first necessary to secur^ a

thoroughly firm foundation and then to decide on the size

of the kiln to be built. This will depend on the quantity,

of ware that is to bo fired at one firing, and must be

governed by the rate of prodmrtion of the printing and

painting shops, and moderate sized kilns will usually bo

found the most useful. If very largo kilfis are used, it

will often be found that there is not suflieient ware to fill

them, and they oitln'r have to bo firf3d partially full,

which is wasbi of fuel, or they must wait over until the

next day for more ware, which is losvS o{ time. The

number of the mouths will vary in accordance with the

size of the kiln
;

formerly kilns were built with one

mouth from the back to the front, the flues working

through the top of tlie moatli arch, which was the system

sjx^cially advocated in France, but now, by a different

arrangement of the flues, the mouths are constructed at

the side, by which means much greater regularity of

heat in all parts of the kiln is obtained, and there is also

loss destruction to the brickwork and flue^s, and it is

therefore more economical in repairs.

The inside -measurement of kilns might be somewhat

as follows, though there is no hard hnd fast rule ;

—

Height. Length. Breadth.
Ft. in. Ft. in. Ft. in.

One-mouthed Kiln , . 4 6 2 6 "2 3

Two-mouthed Kiln . . 6 0 6 0 3 0

f6 6 8 0 4 0

Three-mouthed Kiln
. ]

to to to

17 0 10 0 a 0

One mouth will work cither two or three flues, that is

to say, two or three flues under the bottom and round up

the far side, and an equal number up the near side to the

crown. A large kiln with three mouths will require six

or seven flues* both up and round, and may bo built with

more.
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When the size has been decided. on, the outer case or

shell is built of ordinary brickwork of sufficient size to

pontain the kiln and the neoc'ssary flues, and built in such

a way that the interior sides, when faced witli firo-bridc,

will form the back *of the flues
;

so that very careful

mcasuroinents must be made before starting- to build so

that the flues pire of the proper size. Rising- from tliis

outer shell will be the stack, which should be from 20 to

30 ft. high. A iiianhole must bo left in it just above the

level of the (op of the kiln, to enable the kilnmaii to get

on to the top pf the kiln in case of the stoppage of a flue,

or to. alter the height of the small intorior chimneys. It

will be found to be a considerable economy to build kilns

together in pairs, and thus the same stack will serve for

both, and the mouths can be on op]X)sitG sides.

It is advantageous in building this outer sliell to build

in old railway iron or steel rails placed upright at the

corners or in other suitable positions, and to bolt them

tog(^ther from side to side with iron ties. The usual

custom is to build the shell, and tlien put cast-iron plates

against it, and tie it round with bonts. This is more

expensive, as old rails can generally be bought cheap, and

their use is certainly*more satisfactory, as, being built in

the brickwork and tied through it, they hold the kilu

framh solidly together and prevent the brickwork from

moving craiiking. A rail may also l>o bolted in the

brickwork horizontally acioss the top of the mouths,

which will much increase their duration, as it prevents the,

fiio-bricks in the arches fiom falling out of their places.

The mouths may be built flush and baittKl through doors

or an arch as in a glost oven, or they may be built with

hobbs as described under “Oven-Building”, and the

latter construction certainly works admirably in kilns.

Two flues are the usual number running out of each

mouth. Two of them will then run fronj the mouths,
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under the floor, and up the far side of the kiln, and over

to the Clown of the arch, while, in the other direction,

they will run up siraif^ht from the mouths on the neaj

side of the kiln, also to the crown. Horizontally along-

the top of the ciown ruas a troug:h'-like flue into which

the other flues run. This flue is furnished with two or

tliroe small chimneys a foot or so hig-h, and by sliphtly

decreasing' or incimsing tlie height of these chimneys,

Uie draught fiom the different mouths can be regulated

to obtain an oven heat all over the kiln. There is often

a small flue le^iding from the end mouth to the back of

the kiln, whitih, if pioperly built, should lie tied through

with fii>o-bricks from the outer case to su])port the back of

the kiln projier, thus leaving spaces through which the

hmt can work. And under Ihcse circumstances the back

will “come up ” first in firing, and probably part of the.

fire will have to be drawn before the rest of the kiln

is fired up. Backs are, liowcver, sometimes built up solid

against the outer ease : which, however, is not so good.

The back flue usually runs straight into the sta-ok and not

into the horizontal flue on the top. Should there bo no

back flue tluj back mouth should have three flues runnings

up the side and under the bottom. -

Flues are generally about 8 or 9 in. square and should

be arranged at equal distances apart
;

but if they are

put in with ordinary flat backs they would not bo more

than Gin. The modfeiithers which form the flues under

the bottom on which the bottom quarries rest, and which

form the flues at the sides against which the kiln sides

rest, are generally ordinary 4 Jin. bricks (of firebrick,

of course) as must bo all other brickwork in contact with

the fire, and it must all be laid in fireclay with an

admixture of 10 to 15 per cent of sand or grog, as in

oven work, the joints always being made as small

possible. Care must be taken that tlie joints of tha
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quarries and aides always come well on to the med-

featiicrs. The quarries for the sides of kiln should bo

about 1| in. thick, G to Sin. broad, and 12, 14, or 16 in.

long, the bottoms being 21 to 3 in. thick, 12 in. wide, and

of the same length as the sides. Both sides and boi^boiiis

are grooved and tongued all round so as to fit closely

into each otho^ and they are started off the bottom from

speoially made “ burs ” having a ledge on one side on
which the bottoms rest, and being grooved on the top to

receive the sides.

In boxing a kdn, when the medfoathers forming the

flues have been built, they should bo thinly coated with

stiff fireclay
;

the quan-y or kiln side should then bel

dipped in water and pressed on to the medfeathor, where'

it will stick and remain fast while the rest are being

placed in position. Each quarry as it is placed should

have the groove or tongue coated with a little fireclay to

make a firm joint, care being taken to make it os small

and close as possible
;

then when the sides have been

built up the quarries are fitted in, arching over towards

the crown, and at the crown the last two quarries are fitted

exactly and cut to the correct size, if necessary, to fit up
to the medfeathers, and at the same time wedging the

arch firmly against fhe sides. When they are arranged

exactly to size they arc slipped into the grooves and firmly

driven h^me with a wooden mallet.

Ealns require constant^attenUon, and probably some of

the joints will require stopping after every firing—which

may be done with turners’ shavings, refuse from the lawns

in the slip-house mixed with sand and a little fireclay, or

with one of the many patent kiln stoppings specially

made for the purpose, some of which answer the purpose

very well. A Kiln that is in constant use, and is fired

and drawn as soon as may be, should last from four to

five months without any radical repairs^* if properly
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constructed and accurately boxed in the' first instance.

Kilns often have iron doors, but it is not really a necessity,

as they can equally wel! be built up with firebrick in the

sftme way as the clamins of an oven.
^

Placing .—The ware all being in the biscuit state can

be piled up one piece upon the other, as long as tho

colour on one piece does not come in oontacf. with another;

difihes, plates, &c., are kept apart by small biscuit

supports called “ nibs ”, the important point being to

get as much ware as possible into the kiln. It should be

piled up in such a way tliat it will not fall during tim

firing nor while it is being drawn. Some kilnmen use

props and bats in a liardening-on kiln as tliey would in

an enamel kiln, but there is reaUy no necessity for this,

unless the kiln is so exceptionally large that the weight

of tho ware would be likely to crush or crack tho pieces

at tlie bottom.

There is little art in firing hardening-on kilns, and

almost any fuel wiU answer for the purpose, small coal

and an admixture of slack being quite sufficiently good.

There is no occasion for trials, the colour of the interior

being quite sufficient guide, and when the heat has

reached a dull red it is sufficient for the purpose, and the

firing may be stopped. Care must be taken to leave

plenty of vent for the exit of the vapour from the oils

and for the steam from the water
;

the latter exists in

oonaiderable quantities, as in washing off the paper from

the printed ware the pieces absorb a considerable amount
of water, and should this steam be shut in, it is very

likely to affect the colours, especially the more delicate

ones, such as pink and matt blue, causing them often

after the gloet fire to stand out in rough ridges as if

insufficiently hardened on, or giving them a milky,

washed out appoorance, as if they had been carelessly

printed. The clamins should therefore be left open for
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some time—intact, the kilnman can always lig-ht his kiln

before lie has finished placing it—Said by this means the

ware is drying before the clrinins are built up and
tx)nsiderablo time is saved.

Drawing .—Kilns may be cooled rapidly as soon oa they
are finished, though a certain ^amount of time must bo
allowixl if there are many large pieces, such as dishas or

basics in the front, to avoid dunting. The kilnman must
be careful in hand! big the piooos, when taking them out
of the kiln, not to rub the colour off them, nor to smudge
them by getting colour on his fingers. Nor should they

be sent to the dipper when hot, as in tliis state tlie

absorption would bo greater, and they would rooeivo a
thicker coating of glaze than desirable.

Insufficiently hardened-on ware can generally be
detected when drawing a kiln, as the oolours after firing

should have a dull ma.tt appearance
;

if they look at all

glossy tho oil has not been properly driven out. After

the gloat fire it shows unmistakably, as the parts where
any oil remains will not be glazed, will be bli.stered, or

will be covered with small holes known as “ pinholes **,
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PRINTING, PAINTING, AND DECORATING OVERGLAZE.

Prmting over the glaze is carried out in a similar manner

to that described for underglaze, but it is more often

for printing the outline of designs which arc afterwards to

be filled in by hand tlian for fully engraved patterns. It

is also largely employed for badges, crests, initials, &c.
;)

letters, &c., being sometimes printed in the necessary

colour, and at otlicrs in oil on which the colour is after-

wards dusted by hand. In the latter case gelatine films

are sometimes used to effect the transfer. AJs this class of

work is usually not required in such very large quantities

as ordinary underglaze printing, zinc plates are very

generally used in preforenco to copper, as they can be

more quickly engraved, and their durability is not such

a very important point.

The chief advantage of doing this class of work over-

glaze is that, as the ware has been through the processes

where defebts are most likely to occur, there is less chance'

of pieces coming out defective, as tne percentage of loss

in the enamel kiln should be very low, and should a piece

come out defective, it can be at once reprinted or/epainted

and passed through the kiln again in a few hours. For

this reason it is as well to have a little overglaze colour os

nearly the same tone os possible as the underglaze colours

generally in use, and then if some piece in underglaze,

printing, which is urgently required to complete some

special order, comes out defective, it can be printed up

overglaze and the order is tlius matched up and not

delayed.

The great disadvantage of all ovorglaze work for ware
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in clailj uso is 'that with time the.^colour, being* outside

the glaze, must gradually wear olT in places, whereas

undorglaze work, being p!ofoct/d(l by the glaze, will

endure as long as the piece itself^, and therefore, from the

potter’s point of viev^, undorghne work is the finest pro-

duction of the two. Printing may bo done overglaze

with uiiderglazn colours and then passed through the glost

oven? This wall save time when a pierje or two are wanted

to oo'mj)lete, as the ware has not to be hardened on
;
but

it thus has two glost fires, wdiich, of course, increases the

expense.

The Colours in uso overghizo are innumerable, and as

the heat at which they aj*o fired is not exoo.ssive and will

not probably exceed 1,500^ F. in ordimu-y kiln firing

and 1,800’ F. in haid kilns, the most delicate shades of

oranges, reds, and pinks win be obtained. Overglaze

colours are mixed wd(h a proportion of flux, w*hich is

really a soft glaze which melts dtiring the enamel kiln

fire, thus fixing the colour lirtnly to the glaze. They me
therefore made from tAvo f>orfectly different substances

—

the colour basis and fhe vitrifying flu.x. Fluxes have to

be made of various ingredients to suit the various ox)m-

positions of the colc^irs they are to accompany The
materials ore calcined in special kilns or fritted together,

ground fine on the colour pajib, then thoroughly dried into

powder, atid mixed in the necessary proportion with the

colour. lAs an instance^ of a flux, the following may
serve :

—

Red lead, 3 parts

|

Borax, 2 ,, [Treated as above.

Flint, 1 part /

Fluxes may be calcined in a glost oven in small bowds,

if only a small quantity is required
;

the bowls should

only be half filled to prevent boiling over, and should

be first washed both outside and in with flint-sbp, and
Y
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they should then he Redded in a sagger in dry flint. A
epaoo should be left between the saggers, or a hole should

be made in the side di each sagger at the top. Fluxes

require very nice arrangement to suit the different colours,

as they really play a doable part in fixing the colour to

the ware, and at the same time in glazing and giving

a brilliant and glossy appearance to the colour. Should

matt colours be required, merely sufficient flux mifst bo

introduced to fix the colour without glazing it. The

introduction of borax into colour-making has been of

great service, as it to a great extent takes the place of

lead, more especially red lead, which has a bad effect

on some of the more delicate colours, such as pink and

purple, giving them a yellowish tinge.

Before referring to painting overglazo with ordinary

enamel colours, some mention should be made of oxide of

cobalt or oven blue. This blue is unaffected by great

heat, and can be painted on the glaze, and may then be

passed a second time through the glost oven, when tlio

colour combines and sinks into the glaze, producing a

magnificent effect. Oxide of cobalt is suited to most

glazes, as -it is unaffected in appearance by the presence

of vitreous matter, and resists thei greatest heat that is

attained in ovens used for commercial purposes. Should

the piece, however, to which it has been applied, be over-

glazed, it is likely to flow a little. It may alk) be used

on biscuit and be hardened on and dipped in the same

manner as underglazed colours, but with proper treatment

it seems to give even better results employed overglaze

as described.

Painting Overglaze with ordinary enamel colours is an

easier process than underglaze work for several reasons.

The surface to be painted on is smoother, though some do

not oonsider^this an advantage
;

it is non-absorbent, and

80 different effeote can be tried, alterations made, and
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colour removed which would he iip;[>ossible in the case of

biscuit, and the varietj of shades and tones of colour is

^far g-reator than can be obtained ididerglazo. The colours

only change slightly when submitted to heat, and eo the

artist can get a far better idea of the effect his work will

liave when finished. Ho should, however, ahvays keep

by him fired otrials of all his colours, eo that ho can

judjje of their exact tones after the kiln

Unfortunately, until of quite recent date, overglaze

painting has been largely under the influence of some of

the Continental schools which studied only elaborate

detail in their work, in fact a sort of miniature work on

china, and for many years past most ovcrglaze work has

had a laboimxl finicking appearance. This elaboration

of detail may bo vSiiited to certain classes of work, and

there is certainly nothing to bo said against fine finish

when coupled with boldness of design, as in the case of

the Chinese and Japanese
;

but in the general run

of European overglaze work design has been completely

saxjrifioed to detail. During the last few years there have

been signs of a desire for broader and bolder treatment,

especially in articles that are for iLse as opposed to those

which are only for vrnamontal purposes, and it is to be

hoped tliat the movement in this direction will continue.

The colours have to bo giound and treated much in the

same way os underglaze coin irs, and the usual medium
for applying them is fa^oily which is procured by placing

turpentine in saucers one above the other and keepingl

them in a warm atmosphci-c piotocted from the dust. The

turpentine gradually evaporates, leaving a thick, greasy,

unctuous residue which can then be placed in a wide-

mouthed glass jar till required for use. Some painters

make their fat oil by adding on© part of Stockholm tar

to two parts of turpentine
; but the first mentioned

material is the cleaner. There are so many good colour
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manufacturers to-day^, that it ccrhainly ddos not pay the

ordinary commercial potter to manufactur© his own dver-

glazo colours, unless Hiere is some, particular colour he

iisesrin lar^c quantities, or unless ho wishes to obtmn

some effect which ho ciiiviot arrive at with the colours to

be bought in the market. Ovorglazo colour-making takes

up a very gi'eat deal of time, and unless trliore are ample

facilities and apparatus at hand it is difficult fof the

general potter to produce each batch of colour exactly

identical witli the previous one
;

whereas the colour

manufacturer is continually producing' quantities of the

same colour and can thus always turn oiit an exactly

regular article. Expert manipulation is the basis of

success in colour-making, and mthout it the best recipes

are of little use.

All colours should be carefully tested before use, as

there is no doubt that some calour-makers are careless,

to say the least of it, in exactly following their samples,

and it should be borne in mind that one can buy at too

low a price. If colours are offered at such a price that

it is evident they cannot contain the proper ingredients,

the result of their use will certainly not bo satisfactory.

It is true that the colours will seenit to cost slightly more

to buy than if made on the pottery, but if a colour does

not turn ou,t as it should, in the latter case the time and

materials are lost
;

whereas in the former capse, if the*

colour, on being testod, is unsatisfactory, it can, of course,

bo at once returned to the inalcor.

Price is certainly of very great importance, and trials

from various mahers should bo made before deciding

which are most suited to the various purposes. It should

be noted, when selecting colours from samples that have

been fired, on what sort of body they, have been printed or

pointed. Colours always look more bright and brilliant

when applied to china than when applied to earthenware,
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and the heat which tlioy have ^ocn fired will greatly

affe?;t their tone, and the greater the heat at which tlie

ware is to be fired, the n.oro afro is necessary in the

selection of colours.

Ovcrglaze tcolours. to be roaljy good sliould have the

following qualities :

—

They should always fuse at the same deg ee of heat,

and*should not change in tone
;

though, however care-

fully arranged, there will always bo some colours that

n quire a grc^ater boat than others.

They should adhere firmly to the glaze and should,

unless they are inlunded to be matt ooloui’s, have a glossy,

brilliant appearance, ms like the glaze as possible.

They should not be affected by humidity or changes of

temperature.

They should have tlie same expansion and contraction

as the surface to which they are applied.

They should fuse at a lower temperature than the glaze

to which they are to be applied, and should be sufficiently

liard to resist being rubbed off or scratchc f when in

ordinary use
;

and llioy should not be affected by

acids, oils, or gasc=? used or given off in the preparation

of food, &c. •

All colours both under and ovcrglaze should bo kept in

covered jars in a thoroughly dry place. Each jar should

bo numbered, tmd there should bo placed inside each jar

a small piece of ware with some of the colour on it that

has been fired to show its effect. A book with oorre-

spoiiding numbers shoul.. kept, giving full particulars

of ingredients, origin, cost, &c., of each colour. Colours

are often very similar in appearance befoT-o being fired
;

but by proper attention to numbering all chance of error

is avoided.

Colours should always be weighed out to each painter

or group of painters, so that the amount of colour required
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to do a certain quantitv of ware may be known and waste

avoided. This is very important, as some colours, such

as purple, are most exjfensive.

The ovcrglaze painter’s requirements are very similar

to tho.se of the underg-laao painter. . Brushes of various

sorts, grinding* glass, and mullor
;

palette for colours,

which is usually a square tile with small rofind holes into

which the semi-liquid colour can drain; a revolting

tabic for lining, &c. The greatest care is necessary in

cleaning mullcrs, &c., after grinding one colour before

commencing to grind another
;
and all brushes, palettes,

&c., should be kept covered when not in use, to avoid

dust. In fact, diLst falling on partly finished work or on

colour is very likely to cause small holes in the colour

after firing.

Every class of work is carried out overglaze from the

simplest band and lining to the finest flower and bird

painting, from the roughest lettering to the most intricate

heraldic badging. In fac»t, in overglaze painting there is

nothing to interfere with the production of the finest

works of art, as the change of colour during firing is

small and easily allowed for, and losses in firing are

comparatively small. It is, however, true that some

colours might have to be fired before others can be

applied, still it is rather surprising that so few artists of

note outside pottery circles have made use of A process

which is practically indestructible, and from which the

colours will never fade.

One of the chief reasons that the painting on earthen-

ware is at such a low ebb, is that the workers are put to

it without any previous knowledge of designing or

drawing, and as for the most part it is necessary fon

them to earn wages as soon as possible, when they can

once do some simple pattern they keep on repeating it

with only trifling variations, as by this means they can
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get through notore work. They therefore have no chance

of forking at a variety of differ<?nt subjects to get an

idea of design and arrangement,*and the consequence is

*that there is very little real originality, to bo seen in

pottery decoration.
^

«
' *

Ground Laying or Oil and Jousting is a very common
method of decorating when large coloured surfaces or

brojid bands of colour arc required. The piece or part of

the piece which it is thus desired to decorate is coated

with oil. The oil must be laid on very evenly and as

smoothly as possible. A epeciaUy prepared oil is used,

which may be made as follows :

—

2 quarts linseed oin
1 oz. gum mastic I Boil together for about a couple

li oz. red lead
|

of hours.

1 pint turpentine )

After the piece has been smoothly coated with oil, dry

colour is powdered on with a piece of cotton wool, The
colour should be very dry and perfectly ground or the

surface will not have a nice appearance. The work

should be done whore there is no draught, so that dust is

not blown on to the surface, nor is the colour disseminated

in the air and breathed by, the operator. With some

colours it will be found necessary to fire the piece two oi^

thre.e times, and before each firo to ground-lay it again

till the necessary tono of colour is obtained. If in

ground-laying a piece^r the colour is at all patchy, it is^

best to clean it off and start the process again, as it is

difficult to touch u[) and will always have the same patchy

appearance after firing.

The selection of colours for ground-laying requires

care, as they have rarely the same glossy appearance

when treated in this way as when applied with a brush.

Grounds may be laid lightly over printed patterns so

that the design shows through after firing, or spaces may
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be left like panels, &c., on wliich painting «3an afterwards

be executed. It is dlways better to leave any spaces

that are to bo painted oc afterwards white, as painting on

a coloured ground will always more or less affect the'

appearance of the colours.

The serograph will probably'have a considerable effect

in ground-laying. This machine consists ^pf a very fine

sprayer worked by compressed air, and gradations of tone

and evenness of work can be obtained with it probably

superior to the best hand work.

Metals are largely nsed in the decoration of earthen-^

ware, especially gold, silver, and platinum. The former

is the most effective and is the most generally employed.

The ordinary method in the preparation of gold used to

be to grind it up with a muller on a glass slab with

prepared oil, gum -water, or some other sticky substance,

and when thoroughly ground it was applied with a brush.

Now, however, it is usual to make an amalgam of the

gold with mercury and then to grind it up in the same

manner with turpentine. Wlien applied to the ware with

a brush it has a dark brown appearance, but after the

fire it becomes a golden colour but matt, and must be

polished with bits of agate or bloodstone set in suitable

handles if it is desii’ed to give it a polished brilliant

appearance

Of late years a cliemical production containing a pro-

portion of gold held in suspension in liquid has come

into general use
;

it is known as brilliant or liquid gold.

It is merely painted on the ware, and after it has

been passed through tlie kiln it has a brilliant glossy

appearance without being polished. For this reason and
also on account of its lower price it is largely used.

Should it have a slightly dull appearance on coming out

of the kiln, it may bo cleaned and brightened up by
rubbing with a. little whitening, either dry or moistened
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with water, anc^*a piece of rag”, and afterwards polished

with ‘a cloth. Great care must he l^akcn not to spot or

smudge ware with th^ gold as Ihtse marks, after being

fired, will become purple, and it takes a good deal of

time to clean them ojf witli acid. It is noedloss to say

that gold must be very carefully weighed out, and an

account kept of, the quantity of ware decxirated with it.

All t^ts, palettes, and rags used for gold or for cleaning

brushes or wiping off spots should be kept, end at certain

fixed intervals all utensils should bo washed with acids

and the rags burrft and the gold recovered.

Jiaised Work may be executed in white enamel paste

and passed through the kiln
;

it can then be gilded or

coloured and refired.

Transferrwg.—Of late years a system has been

invented of transferring patterns, prepared in various

eoinbined colours, to iM^mpct-e with “filled in” ware.

The patterns are prepared by skilled artists, and thus

each impression is most aamirably executed, and the light

and shade has a charming efavt, and there is, of course,

no colour outside the outline of the pattern, as is often

the case with “ filled in ” ware, unless if has boon most

carefully executed. I^s (H)si is, 1 owo\er, slightly in excess

of filled in ware, and the colours arc hardly so brilliant,

and it, of course, sufTi'rs fr*‘m the same disadvantage as

all other ^v'ciglaze work, in that with use it will wear

off. Underglaze trarisfei''s are, however, also being made,

but up till tin present the results have not been

sufilciently satisfndory to " .mg them into general use.

The process is a simple one, as the pieces are sized over

with a special jireparation, and they are left till the size

becomes sticky or “inckv”. The patterns are cut from

the sheets in which they are manufactiirod, and applied

to the ware, pressed firmly on, and rubbed over with a

small flannel roller attached to a handle to* impress the
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patt-crn closely to the ware. The patterns, onoe applied

to the piece, must n(fc be moved, and care must be taken

in rubbing them on «that they do not slip along the

surface of the piece, or they will be blurred. The piec^

are' left for a short time to allow the design to stick to

the size, and then the paper is washed off and they are

passed through the kiln, which fixes th§ pattern to the

glaze. There will no doubt be developments in< this

process, but at present it cannot bo considered as

altogether satisfactory, though groat progress is being

made in it, and much very pretty worlc has been executed

by it, more especially in Franco and Goitoany and on

the Continent.



CHAPTER XXVII.

EN\MEL KILNS AND FIRING.

Construction .—Enamel kilns are built in a similar

manner to hardening-on kilns, but aro usually rather

smaller, as different colours require different heats, and

with small kilns ‘it is easier to get together sufficient of

the different suitable colours to till them. The size of the

kilns should, however, depend on the rate of production of

the decorating shops, and the proportion of the different

colours required for the execution of orders. As in

enamel kilns coiusidorable heat has to be obtained, large

kilns will be found to be, in proportion, more expensive

in repairs than small ones.

Before placing the ware in kilns they require most

careful looking over
;

and all joints and cracks in the

quarries should be stopped either with a mixture of

fireclay and finely-ground grog, or with one of the special

stopping mixtures manufactured for the purpose
;
and

it is very false economy indeed not to keep kilns in

a tliorough state of repair. Itj is of the utmost

importanoe that no sulphur fumes from the coal should

obtain entry into the interior of the kiln, as the colours

are sure to be affected, and many of them will be utterly

spoilt. ASfter the stopj'hu., has been thoroughly carried

out the kiln should bo carefully limewashed, so that if,

during the firing, sulphur should get in by any new
formed crack, it would be absorbed by the lime

;
all

props and bats, whether iron or fireclay, should also be

limewashed.

Flacing the ware requires considerable skid and
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practice, as, althoug-li the lieat attained is flot sufficient to

melt the glaze, yet in firing some colours the heat to

which it is necessary te' go is sufficipnt to soften it, and

the colours, owing to the fluxes in them, are in a fused

state, and would therefoj-e stick together if they camo

in contact, It is therefore necessary, as in the glost oven,

to isolate every piece, and for this purpose supports and

stilts are used of a similar, and in some cases identical,

shape as those used in the glost oven, and the ware is

arranged on them so that each piece is just clear of

the next one to it.

Different colours, as has been already remarked, must

have different situations allotted to them in the kilns

according to the different degi’ees of heat
;

for which

reason it is necessary to study each individual kiln to

find out where the hottest and coolest parts are situated.

Ajs a general rule the points just at the back of the

flues formed by the sides will be the hottest, and the

fire side of the kiln is usually hotter than the opposite

one. Sometimes tlie bottom or the back is one of the

hottest positions, though tliis is rare
;

it is, however,

clear that these details can only be obtained by experi-

ment. The front, as a rule, is ratber easy
;

but all

these variations must be carefully notod if success is to be

obtained in firing.

AJs a rule, therefore, the more delicate colourj shoul(f

be in the centre of the kiln, surrounded and protected

above, below, and at the sides, by colours that will sustain

the greater heat without detriment. If, therefore, delicate

colours, such as coral red, flesh colour, light orange, &c.,

have to be fired, it will always be necessary to havO a

certain quantity of the stronger colours, such os brown,

green, and blue, which may be placed in the harder parte

of the kiln, and by which the more delicate colours may
bo protected.
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Ae each pic^ haa to be isolated by supports, it is not

pos^uble to pile up safely very mfiny picoes one on tlio

other
;

it is therefop usual to h'^ve a number of fii-eclay

or iron slabs or bats which cjxn be arranged on props at

different heights, thus forming shelves on which theVaro

can be placed and the kiln tfioroughly filled, and the

pieces ^ arri^nged that there is little chance of their

moving during the firing. Iron bats will be found to be

the iinost convenient, as they may be made (piitc thin,

I to |in. being sufficient, unless very heavy ajt.icles have

to be placed on *tliem. The bats may bo perforated all,

over, and by tliis means noit only will the heat bo more

regular through the kiln, but they will be light and easy

to move when placing or drawing. The bats will want

careful clcauing after each firing, and iron should bo

ciiosen that has no tendency to scale off when submitted

to heat.

Bats and props should always bo in good condition,

and if they are well placed in a kiln they help to

support the sides and make the kiln last l*>ngcr; and

the fall of a prop or bait in a kiln is sure to result in

considerable breakage and loss. Ware should be at once

placed up when c£|riod to the kiln and not allowed to

remain about to get covered with dust, which is most

detwmeiital to the coloui’p If more ware than will go

into tho' kiln has been bronglit to it, the excess should

at onoo be carried back to the painter’s shop or store.

Trials .—As some colours require one degree of heat,

and others another, it i' necessary to be able to gauge the

degree of heat arrived at at any moment, and the common
method is to place in tlie interior of the kiln as near the

oontre as possible, small pieces of glazed ware with a little

rose colour on them. It is as well to place them a little

towards the warmer side of the kiln rather than quite

in the centre. These pieces of ware may either be
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Bpecially made about 2 in. square with a ^lolo in them to

facilitate their removal witli the drawing* rod, or thoy'may

simply be broken bits cf plate, in \\^hich case they would

have to bo drawn from the kiln with tongs designed for

the puipose. Some firejnen prefer small cups, as they

consider they are more thoroughly surrounded by the

heat, and thus give more accurate indicqtions than flat

pieces, which are partially protected by the bat or plate

on which they are placed.

The rose colour (usually purple of Cassius) is applied

either with the finger or a brush
;

in either case the,

object is to make a patch of colour thick in one place

and gradually shading oif to nothing, thus passing

through several gradatious of strength of colour. The

tone of colour changes as the heat increases, the parts

where the colour is thinnest and lightest being the first

to be affected, becoming bright, and thus giving warning

of the increasing heat. The same colour should, of

course, always be used, and considerable care is required

in preparing the trials, as there are a multitude of small

matters which may have an influence on the appearance of

the colour^ besides the increase of temperature. For

instance, the fineness to which tlie colour has been ground,

the medium with which it has been mixed, the thickness

with which it has been applied to the ware, may all affect

its change of tone. The presence of vapour or* steam in

the kiln, or of sulphur or fumes from the fuel, would

turn the colour to a dirty violet. Keeping the kiln at one

temperature a long time would eat the goodness out of

the colour and prevent it acting as it would under

ordinary circumstances. It is very essential that rose

colour should be kept thoroughly dry, as it is much
affected by humidity.

Annexed is a table, extracted from those of Brogniart

and Salvetat, t»f the chief points of the change of colour,
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ajid the equivalent heat in degrees of Centigrade and

Fahrenheit :

—

, » Cent. Fahr.

1. For gilding on delicate grounds . . . 620 1148
(The colour on tbe trial will be red-brown,

*

with hardly any apjiearance of glt)Bsiness.)

2. Sufficient for touching-up the more delicate

colours
. ^ 700 1292

, (The colours of the trial will be of reddish

brick colour.)

8. Heat sufficient for touching-up ordinary

colours, or for painting on colours previously

fired 800 1472

(The thicker portions of the colour will

be brick rfed, and tlie thinner parts will be

•a nice rosy tint.)

4. Sufficient heat for painting and decorating

for the first time on white ware . . . 900 1662

(The rose colour will now be inchned to

purple.)

6. Heat for gilding on white V, are . . . 920 1688

(The rose colour becomes violet.)

6. Suitable for heavy giWing .... 950 1742

(The violet becomes ps^e.)

7. Matt gold 1000 1832

(Violet gradually disappeaiiug, and at

higher temperatures leaving merely a

stain.)

Up to 900 0. or J,652 F. may bo considered to be

ordinary kiln heat, but beyond that it would be a hard

kiln fire.

The fireman then judges tlm heat by drawing out the

trials and comparing thbin with those which ho has kept

from the most Lucccisful Idlns he has previously fired.

He will also carefully . ro the intermediate tones of

colour on the trials which are suitable to the successful

filing of any particular colours which are being used in

decorati<in.

Other colours, such as pale green, may be used in con-

junction with the rose-colour as guides, and most firemen

have a dash of liquid gold on their trials, * Ooid should
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have, ’vvhoii possible, equivalent heate to rose-colour

though jt will beoohio brilliant with oonsidorablj* less
;

but if it has had a tlvorouglily satisfactory fire it should

not admit of being removed by hard rubbing with ' a

cloth, and should almost resist the scratching of a knife.

The heiit of the interior of an ordinary enamel kiln should

be of a bright red, inclining lowards white, and tliougl]

not reaching sullieient heat to move the glaze^’ it iii

sufficient in a hard kiln to soften it to allow the colours

to sink in to a certain extent, and affix themselves firml^^

to it. As in oven firing the skilled fireman knows frora

the oolour of the interior of his kiln, and by the working

of the fire, the heat to which ho has attained, this is

unfortunately an individual matter, and can only be

obtained by experience. If an almost accurate gauge is

required, Brogniarfs silver pyrometer, as described ir

Vol. II, p. 674, of his Traite des Arts Ceramiqiies, would

probably meet the object
;

but the trials describod wiL

be found vsufficient for ordinary commercial purposes.

Firing ,—Enamel kilns generally have iron doors

though this is not a necessity
;
when they have them il

is advisable to build a wall of ordinary firebrick throe*

quarters of the way up inside the door to keep in th(

heat, and to save the doors. Whenever bricks are usee

they should be carefully lime-washed. ^ However th(

doors may bo formed there should always be left a spy*

.hole and a trial-hole. Sometimes there is also a spy-hoh

in the back of the kiln, wdiich may also be used as a moani

of escape for steam, &c., when the kiln is first lighted

The clainins should never be luted up, or the door«

stopped with firc-sand, till some time after the fires hav(

been lighted
;

in fact, not as long as the hand can bi

hold in the kiln, so that there may bo sufficient heat in th(

kiln to drive out all the moisture and vapour from oils

&c., used in the application of the colours and metals.
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Should the ^mes be shut in the kiln, the more delicate

oolcwrs, especially those at the top^of the kiln, are almost
sure to be affected, and for this mason it is not advisable

\o fire plates with their laec d(>wnward8
,
as they may

thus become a sort pf receptacle for the vapour rising

from below. When the ware is in the kiln the fire should

1)0 started slo'^ly to avoid breaking any specially large

or tiiick pieces, and the heat should be a continually

increasing one, till the necessary point is r< .wdied. Quick,

steady firing is what is required, and the fireman must be

ready at any m oftient to stop his kiln, as if the degree
necessary to properly fire the colours be pa^^^ed the result

will *bo disastrous. If the heat rises too fast the brick

in the trial-hole may be removed (this is, however, always

dangerous and should be avoided, as the admission of cold

air is liable to dunt the ware).

In firing enamel kilns it is best to use coal, as slack,

though more economical, would be dangerous from fear of

sulphur. In firing, Iheie should always bo space left for

the admission of air in the mouths over l ie coal, as

baiting up to the arch is likely to starve the kiln, and is

also ruination to the brickwork, and the kiln will not

last half the time it^bliould if this fault bo persisted in.

If towiirds the end of firinc it is seen that a small

baiting extra will bo required, care must be taken not to

overdo it,. When the necessary heat has been obtained,

the fires can be at oncS drawn and water thrown on to

put out the fire

It will sometimes be essary to di-aw part of the

fire, more especially from the back mouth, as some kilns

increase in heat enormously after the last baiting has

been put on, which is detrimental to many colours, and
especially to coral red. A* small kiln with one mouth
would take about five hours to fire

;
a two-mouthed kiln,

between six and seven hours, and large kihis with three

z
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mouths eight or nine hours
;

but, as iu tho case of ovens,

time is only an app^ximate guide, and must not be

relied on. A, two^ttuthed kiln would require some

12 cwt. of ooal to fire it, and a large kiln would consume

nearly a ton.

In cooling down a kiln the sand may be removed from

the doors or clamins of a small kiln about six hours after

the fires are out, and an hour after the doors may be

slightly opened, and each half-hour they may be opened

slightly wider. Cold air must bo admitted most

cautiously. In fact, the cooling should^ go on slowly till

the fireman can himself go in, when there is no fear of

dunting. When there are very large articles in a' kiln

the greatest care is required, and the time allowed for

cooling should bo considerably increased. A two-mouthed

kiln should be left at least half an hour longer than a

one-mouthed, and a three or four-mouthed longer in

proportion.

'A Kiln Book should be kept, with particulars as to

date, the class of ware fired, the quantity of fuel burnt,

the result of the firing, with the percentage of lose, and

the valuq of the ware when fired, with any other details

that may be of interest. When drawn every piece of ware

must be accounted for in the warehouse, whether spoilt,

cracked, or what not. The most common defects in kiln-

fired ware are : (1) spitting out
; (2) over-firing

;

(3). under-firing ; (4) dunted, (5) chipped, or (6) stuck

ware
; (7) sulphured ware

; (8) or ware soiled by faUing

dirt or grains.

(1) Spitting out is generally attributed to the ware

being damp when going into the kiln. The ware becomes

rough and covered with small black specks, and this

defect will more often be observed in ware that has been

lying in the warehouse some time before being decorated.

It is therefore, as a rule, better to decorate ware that has

newly oome from the oven.
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(2) Under-firjng will at onco be detected, as thb colours

willjbo matt, and when rubbed witfi the finger will come
away from the ware. ,

• (3) Over-firing is also very evident
;

the colours will

liave a washed-out appearance, and will be in some (Jasos

cracked and blistered.
*

(4) Bunted ware will be caused either by starting the

firing too quietly, or by the admission of cold air too

soon, or in too large quantities when cooling down the

kiln.

(5) Chipped ware will be caused by falls in the kiln, or

carelessness in drawing. Both are defects of placing.

(6) Stuck ware is due also to bcui placing.

(7) Sulphured ware is either duo to the kiln being

badly stopped before firing, to insufficient lime-washing,

or to a cracked kiln side or bottom during the firing, the

latter cause being acjcidental and unavoidable.

(8) Soiled warie is caused by the kiln, bats, and props

not being thoroughly brushed and cleaned before placing,

or to too thick application of whitewash, which causes it

to scale off and fall during the firing.

Tools .—The fireman will require a punching poker, a
rako to draw out b’s fires, a drawing rod to draw his

trials, or tongs for the same purpose, and some pieces of

flannel to protect his haudv^j if the ware has to be drawn
very hot ^ Ho wall also require his coal shovel, and a pail

for water in case his fires have to be put out very quickly.
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GLOST WAREHOUSES. AND GETTING UP O’ftDERS-.

The number and size of glost warehoiisi^, will depend oA

the amount and class of business to bo dono. In ''some

branches of tho trade it is necessary to hold far larger

stocks than in others, and it is therefore im}X)esible to lay

down any hard and fast rule. It will, however, be found

to be most convenient to keep the different classevs of goods

as much as possible separate. The white ware iii one

store, the printed in another, the decorated in another,

and so on, the seconds also having a warehouse allotted

to them.

The warehouses should be near each other in order to

facilitate tho “ laying out ” of orders, and should bo

furnished inside from floor to roof with penning or

shelving, in which any ware that is to be kept in stock

or which cannot bo immediately packed, may be stored'

out of harm’s way. It should always bo put away

according to shape, size, colour,
^
and pattern—more

especially according to the latter—and when possible it

ehould be placed “ in count ”, so that at any moment the

quantity of any one given article or pattern in-stock can

be ascertained. This is important, as the constant daily

movement in earthenware is so great that the work of

keeping a stock-book, noting the entry and exit of every

piece to and from the warehouse, would be so great that

it would hardly bo compensated for by the advantages

obtained. A rough note, however, of the chief quantitiies

of certain articles is always useful to have by one.

It is needless to say that order is absolutely essential in

a warehouse,* and when articles are removed from a pen
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for any purpo^ and arc not leqiyrcd for packing', they

should be replaced in their oroper pen, and not be put on

,the nearest shelf, jufit to ge> theifi out of the way for the

time being. Care should bo taken that the contents of

each pen can bo seen, and that the waie in front is not

piled up so high, if there be mon? than one class of

article in the ]»en, that the pieces at the back are hidden,

as ft may easily happen that the wareliouscnum may

forget where he has ]> laced certain articles, and when

wanted for packing they cannot be found, and will

perhaps have to be ordered up again. As little ware as

l^asible should be left on the floors, as pieces remaining

about on the ground are likely to get chipped or broken,

and when ware has been brought in from the oven, if

not wanted for packing, it should ho put away. Boarded

floors are the best in wandiousos, as there is less risk of

pieces being chipped when they are put down than if the

floors are paved, and the: 'r is also loss likelihood of damp,

which is always deiriiiK'ntel to finished ware
;

ware-

houses should also bo very light, so that colours can bo

easily distinguished and defects detected.

One warehouse wrll prohaoB be ‘?el apart for “laying

out “ orders ;
tliat»is to say, all the ware necessary for

any particular order will be orought from the different

warehouses and will be put in order on* the floor
;

if

complete it will be choekod vver and it will be sent out

to be packed. Should, however, some of the pieces

required to complete it lU^t in stock, it will have to wait

till the necessary “ shortages “ come through the oven.

When orders are laid out in this way, a list of the pieces

wanted should bo placed on each, so that the cause of the

delay can always be seen, and the necessary pieces coining

from the ovens may at once be added to the lots to which

they belong, and the order dispatched. The"^ are many

systems of getting up orders in different works, and what
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would be admirably,^ suited in one would not work in

another
;
a rough outline will, however, be given of the

way the work should ISre done, though it must be bornq

in mind that special circumstances will require special

arrangements, and in modem business one must be ready

to adapt oneself to the wishes of one’s customers, and

to the ever-changing conditions of trade. <

The orders will be entered up in the office dail^^ in

the order-book, whether they come directly from the

customers, agents, or travellers. Each order should have

a consecutive number attached to it, which, should be

retained in all departments, and by which it can every-,

where be traced.

The order-books should then contain the following

details : The number, the date of the receipt of order,

the name and residence of the customer, the channel

through which the order has been received, full

particulars of the quantities, shapes, sizes, patterns,

colours, &c., prices, discounts, instructions as to for-

warding or shipping. It should also have columns for

filling in the number and date of the invoices, and the

date on which the goods are sent forward. Each lot of

aiticles will be marked off in the book when dispatched,

so that at a glance it can be seen how much of an order has

been executed) how much still remains outstanding,^ and

at what interval of time the goods have been s^fiit, with-

out the trouble of referring to invoice, packing or

shipping books. This book becomes, therefore, the basis

of the business, and it must be most carefully written

up and chocked, as should a mistake occur here, it will

inevitably be repeated all through the works. The
orders, also, when ready, will be finally checked before

packing by this book, to make sure that the goods are

exactly in accordance with the order received..

From this book all the uecessary details as to manu**
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facturo, such as quantity and class of ware, decoration,

and^ observations as to when it is foquired, including the

date and number of the cider, jtvill be copied into the

warehouse book, and from this point the responsibility

leaves the office and^ rests on the head warehousemain, or

whoever is responsible for tCe “ getting up ” of the

orders, and tj^e office does not again intervene till the

goods ore ready to be packed.

In some factories the orders are passed on by one

head of department to another
;

let us, however, take

it tliat the head* warehouseman is discharging the duty

of arranging with all departments, as by this means
it is easier to fix the responsibility of delay or mistakes

in the execution of the orders. He will first see what

wore ho has in the glost warehouse towards an order.

Ajnything he has not got, ho will go down and order

up from the biscuit warehouseman, making the necessary

entry, in the biscuit-book as to his requirements, with

the number of the order. Should the goods not exist

in the biscuit warehouse, he will go on to the clay end,

and enter up what is required in the foieman of the

potters’ book, still entering the number of the order.

By this moans an^order can be followed through the

whole course of its manufacture, and if the ware does not

come through to the glost warehouse i^ a reasonable

time, the cause can at pnoo be traced. If the ware has

to be printed, it will be entered in the printer’s book
;

if

to be decorated, in the deoorator’s book
;
and each head

of department will be held liable for the execution of his

part of the order. '

The details of the method of keeping these different

books will vary in acoordanoe with the class of work, and
several slight alterations will have to be made till the

system most suitable to the work has been evolved
;

the

point to be kept in view being absolute ‘clearness as to
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the date of the completion of each order, or part of order,

in every department* The biscuit warehousoiiianj for

instance, sends on so raany dozen plates to be printed up

in such a pattern and such a colour for order No. 100.

The printer refers to his book, cheeky off the quantity and

particulars, and if correct, gives out the work to the

various printers, and when finished marks ^it off his book,

with the date of execution
;

in like manner in* the

decorating department, the biscuit warehouseman sending

on the ware for undcr-glazo work, and the wliite glost

warehouseman sending on the ware r(^quired for over-

glaze decoration.

The head w'arehouscman will always have to piit a

ccriain percentage dxtra on to his orders to cover losses in

the different processos of manufacture, and different pieces

and shapes wall require different percentages
;

but this

is soon ascertained in practice, and the necessary

allowances made in the various departments. Directly

a glost oven has been looked over, the head warehouse-

man should at once go through the seconds to see what

pieces have come out defective, so that ho can order up
again any that ho requires for his orders without loss of

time, and the same system should^, bo observed with

regard to kilns, ^ho number of the order should also

bo re-entered ,in whatever books those shortages .are

ordered up in.

It is only by strict attenlion to these details that orders

can be got through with dispatch, and it is clear that

this is one of the most important points in the business,

as not only are customers better satisfied if they receive

their goods quickly, but they are enabled to dispose of

them and give repeat orders, which means increased

business to the factory
;

if, on the contrary, delay is

caused in the execution of orders, the repeat orders would

be lost, as it i& improbable that customers would order
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fi.g'ain till the 'v^re previously ordered had been received,

and thus business is lost and the turnover decreased.

It is easy to doscrilie the si stemiby which orders should

t)0 “ got up ”, but there are innumerable little difliculties

and hitches which will cause (Jelay. It is, however,

really not a difficult matter, if the system be thoroughly

organised and, the work be done hourly without pro-

crastfnation. A' thoroughly systematic man with a good

memory will do the work well, but withoui order chaos

and hopeless grief will result. There is nothing more

annoying to both* manager and master than to see tho

laying-out floor covered with orders that cannot be pa(‘ked,

owing to the absence of one or two insignifleant pieces

or covers —insignificant, true, in themselves, but of tho

utmost importance for tho completion of tho orders.

Warehousemen, like all other people, have to learn their

trade, and the more patterns, sizes, and shapes manu-
factured, tho longer doo^s it take to master tho various

details. A good eye for colour is also of great advantage,

as colours, from one cause or another, are sure to vary

a little in tone, and it is important to match up tlie sets

with as little variation in tone and as like each other as

possible. ,

The stock in the glost warehouse requiras careful

management, and sliould be kept as low aa possible. If

stock must bo hold, bi8c\jit stock is tho most useful, as it

can be applied to any puq)ose required. There are, of

course, certain articles for which there is always a demand,

and of which stock may be lield with safety
;
but as new

patterns and shapes have constantly to bo introduced, and
tho probability l>eiiig that a new pattern or shape will

kill an old one, it is always advisable to reduce the stock

of the old article as much as possible before the new one

is introduced into tho markets. It is essential that there

should be no dead stock, but that it should* be constantly
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moving off and making way for newer designs. A nole

should be taken of all articles for which the de'mand

seems to be falling olP, and of which there is a stock,

order tliat they may be pushed and cleared out before the

demand altogether fails* Fashion, changes quickly, and

an article once out of fashion is very difficult to

re-introduce, except at a very considerable reduction in

price. In some trades the holding of considerable ‘stock

is a necessity, and the more stock held the more carefully

must it be attended to and looked after.

It is remarkable how stock will increase unless watched,

and there are many reasons for a few more pieces coming

through than are absolutely required for tlio orders. The

warehouseman may overlook goods in stock and order

up again
;

the percentage alone that he puts on in

different departments are sure, sooner or later, to bring

through extra pieces. Work is usually given out to the

different workmen in complete dozens : this will also give

a slight increase over requirements. Often pieces not on

order have to be sent through ovens or kilns when there

is not sufficient ware of the shapes or colours required for

the different parts of the ovens or kilns
;

otherwise the

firing would have to be delayed, and the pieces that are

required for the orders would be longer coming through.

It is therefore specially important to clear out of stock

whenever possible pieces of this class, and td see that

they do not unduly accumulate. In fact, to put it broadly,

it is necessary sometimes to make certain pieces in order

to sell others. It may be considered advisable to keep

certain workmen at work, even though there are no orders

on the books for the articles they are making. Orders

may be cancelled when partly made, or it may be

xindesirable to send them forward when they are made,

for financial reasons
;

these and many other similar

circumstances* are all conducive to increase of stock.
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Happy is the irfanufaoturer who ca^ so oomhine his trade

as td avoid making stock. One thing is certain : the

gtock, however goodf can hardly •increase in value, and

from breakage, change in fashion, and competition, it is

far more likely to decrease. Bseokage is a very serious

item, especially where ample warehouse room does not

exist, as pieces tftre piled up too high, and the lower pieces

will bften be found broken by the superimposed weight.

New articles, when first introduced, fetch a good price,

and therefore bring in their train a host of imitators

offering a somewhat similar article at a lower price
;
and

though it may not be of so good quality, it is sure to

affect adversely the price of the original article. It is

a great expense to be continually producing something

new, but it is far cheaper than making stock of old

articles, which the market is tired of, and which may have

to be sold at a considerable reduction, or perhaps have

eventually to be cleared out at a heavy loss.

A Show Room on some works will be a necessity,

especially in places where a large variety of artistic and

highly decorated goods are manufactured, and more

especially if the works are coustantly visited by buyers.

On the Continent some of the show-rooms are magnificent,

and very great taste is displayed in their arrangement.

Nothing is lost by presenting the goods to* the buyer in

the best fJossible manner, and the difference between the

same articles nicely displayed and huddled together in

sdme odd corner is enormous . Probably goods look worse

in an ordinary warehouse than anywhere else
;

there is

always a certain amount of dust on them, and the pieces

are arranged merely with a view to facility in working,

regardless of Lhe clashing of colours, one decoration

practically killing the one next it. Delicate colours look

washed out by comparison with some vivid piece of

colour by their side, and the vivid colour appears crude
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and coarse, judged by the standard of its more sober

neighboui'. It is only by arrangement and tast6 that

good effects can be obtained, and the difficulties ca;i

hardly be realised till an attempt has been made to

procure an effective arrangement.

If no show room should bo required, a Sample Boom
will be absolutely necessary, so that a sample of every

size and sliapo manufactured, and every decol'ation

executed on the Avorks, may be ke})t, and on which the

hand can always be laid without having to send to the

warehouse to find the piece or pattern required. Besides,

it may easily happen that the piece has not been made

for some time and the stock cleared out, and therefore

it does not exist in the warchoase. A piece may be

required at any moment for comparison as to decoration

or price with some article sent to be matched, or for

which prices have to be quoted, and it is very annoying

to find that the piece particularly wanted does not exist,

or, at any rate, cannot bo found.

If many pieces ore made to customers’ patterns,

a sample room will also be required for those. They

should all bo numbered, and a full record kept of all

details concerning them.



CIMPTEE X5fIX.

TUfi PACKING gHED.

Not tlic least ^portaiit doparlment on a potl^t^ is the

packkig' shed. When goods have been satisfaoforily,

manufactuRHl, tlio next object to bo attai.ied is their

delivery in good condition into the castomors’ hands. In

England far loss ilttention has been given to the delivery

of goods than’on the Continent, and many manufacturers

eoem'to think that once the goods are off the works, their

part of the transaction is ended.

The real way, however, to look at it is from the

customer’s point of view. How will the goods look when
unpacked ? and what view will the customer take of the

execution of his order ? For, after all, one order is of

little importance to the manufa<!turer : what is required

is to inducM3 the customer to become a regular buyer, and

to imbue him with the confidence that his orders will be

promptly and carefully attended to. Different markets

require different methods of packing—different customers,

even in the same market, sometimes require their goods

to be put up in different quantities. It is absurd to send

packages^which, tliough easily handled on tte works or at

railway stations with cranes, are intended for markets

whore no such appliances exist. It is equally absurd to

pack articles in dozens, merely because it is the manu-
facturer’s custom 60 to do, when the buyer requires them
in quantities of ten or a hundred.

These remarks may seem unnecessary, but it is extra-

ordinary the amount of business that is lost through not

attending to these matters of detail. Goods that are

ordered in sets should always be sent complete. It may
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Buit the manufacturer to get the pieces off his works as

they come out of the,ovens, but they are probably quite

useless to the buyer. The customer has to sell the goods

according to the custom of his market, and the manu-

facturer, to bo successful, must send tho goods in the

form desired by his custumer, and not in the manner thlat

best suits himself.

The packing shed should be dry and airangod in close

proximity to the various warehouses, and to the gate of

tho works from which the goods are dispatched.

However the packing may be arranged,whether by piece

work or by day ws^, it is essential that tho packages

should be well filled and no space lost. It is, therefore,

necessary, when looking out the packages, that there

are sufficient small articles to fill up any large hollow

pieces, such as chambers, &c., which is technically called

“ stuffing It is manifest that the more ware sent in a

package the less will be the percentage on the value of

the goods for packages, straw packing, and charges. It

will be packed in crates, coses, drums, barrels, and in

some cases in baskets or hampers, depending on the

different n;iarkets for which it is intended, and on the

suitability of the ware for ilie different packages.

It is also necessary, that goods should be packed inj

proper combination; if heavy articles, such as plates, are

packed with fragile hollow ware, breakage is almost sure

to occur, and onoe a piece is broken in a package it

loosens the packing, and with much movement the

breakage is likely to be very laige indeed. Good packing

is most necessary, as breakage leads to many claims and

much unpleasantness.

When the goods are carried out for patching they should

be carefully checked from the office with the order book,

they having been previously chocked by th0 warehouse-

man with the warehouse book. A* note should be kept of
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the oontente an(} numhei* of every package, together with

the ryime or number of the packer *vho has peucked it, so

that in case of claims for jhortagcs or breakages the*

details can be traced*. Dry, straw should be used, and

special goods should be wrapped in paper. Any, ware

that has been in stock should bd cleaned before going to

the packing shod, as nothing looks so unsightlv wdien it

is unpacked dirty ware with damp straw sticking to

it, &o. Packages for shipment should be m ide specially

strong as they receive such rough treatment when being

loaded and unlofided.

The expense of strong packages, even if the customers

will not pay much more for them, is repaid again and

again by absence of claims and annoyance with customers.

Claims, however just, are always a source of annoyance,

and both parties are sure to consider they have been

hardly treated—the manufacturer, because he knows that

the goods have gone as safely packed as it is possible to

send them
;
the customer, because he considers he should

not pay for goods which have arrived in an imsalcable

condition
;
and it must be owned that the carriers, who

are really liable, nine times out of ten escape free, partly

owing to the fact that the customer tliinks he can make
an easier claim on ftie manufacturer than on a railway

or steamship company, and partly because the manu-

facturer,^ though admitting no responsibihty after the

goods jhave left his w6rks, wmuld rather make some
allowance than lose a customer who, he is sure, would

not make a claim unless there was just cause for it.

Unreasonable people there will always be, and the class of

customer who makes a point of starting a claim on receipt

of every lot of goods exists in every, trade
;

these people

are, however, soon known, and their complaints treated

with the contempt they deserve.

All packages should be dearly marked %nd numbered,
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and it is neodlees to say, that the mark!?, numbers, and

contents of every package should be detailed onf the

invoice, or on a special pote, as in many markets goods are

re-sold and passed on without ever being opened
;
and io

is, therefore, essential that the contents of each package

should be known. Packers should be kept busy, but

probably it will be found better to bo slightly over than

under manned at this end of the works, as finished goods

should be packed and dispatched as soon as possible.



CHAPTER XXX.

AHUANGEMENT OF POTTERY.

The first matter that must be taken into con'^ideration

is thfj sclocrtion ’of a site for a pottery, and many factors

will enter into the calculation before this ini;x)riant point

can be decided. For instance, water power is a great

advantage when obtainable. Though, probably, it must

not be reckoned of so great importance as it would bo in

many other manufactures, in j>otting heat is a necessity

for drying the ware, &c.
;
and even if steam were not

used as the motive power, steam would have to be raised

as being the most economical method of heating.

Proximity to the sources of primary materials will also

have to bo considered.

Facility for obtaining fuel must be carefully studied,

as the weight of ooal consumed on a pottery is greater

than that of all the other materials combined, as, roughly,

it takes about throe tons of coal to produce one ton of

finished ware. This calculation, however, takes no account

of the sagger marl fised, which is in itself a very con-

siderable item, though it might with fairness be advanced

that as the marl is often obtained from the coal measures,

the balance is all in favcfur of proximity to the source of

fuel rather than to that of the other materials. Situation

on the banks of a ocmal or on a navigable river will

clearly have great advantages, both for the carriage of

fuel and materials to the works, and for the dispatch of

the finished article. Facility as to railway transport will,

no doubt, also affect the final decision. All these matters,

then, must be carefully gone into before the site for a new
pottery can be decided on.
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OnoG the site has been settled on,, the necessary,

building's will be efocted in such a manner that tha

manufacture becomest a continuously forward moving

stream; that is to say, the sliops must be so arranged thrfc

each operation in the manufacture carries the piece one

stop forward, and it is constantly moving forward till it

is finally packed and dispatched off the works. The stores

for the raw materials should bo in qlose proximky to

the slip-house, and covered stores will bo necossary where

largo stocks of china clay, dry ground flint and stone ai'e

held. Ball clay will be all the better' for weathering in

the open, though it is always as well to have some under'

cover ready for daily use close to the si ip-house.

Once the clay is made, it should be passed on to thoi

different potter’s shops to be made into the various articles

required, and these shops should be so arranged that the

turnoi’S are near the throwers or jolliers, vkoso work they

have to finish. The handlers should also be near the

turners, as the latter pass on a large amount of work to the

former, to have the neoes.sary handles, &o., applied to it.

In like manner the “stickers up ” should not be far away

from the
'

jolliers, so that the work can bo oontinually

sent out to them in proper condition for sticking up.

From the potters the ware will go on to the greenhouse

and thence tp the biscuit oven. All departments sliould

be so arranged that there is no passing backwards and

forwards with ware, but that all ware is always being

carried in the same direction forward to the shop where

the next process in connection with it is to be carried

out. From the biscuit oven it will be passed to the

biscuit warehouse, and thence to the dippers, or to the

printers and underglaze painters—in the two latter cases

it will have to pass through the hardening-on kiln before

ewiiving in the dippers’ hands. It will, when dipped,

go on to the dippers’ drying room, whence it will be
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fetched by the CM^en Tnon ix> l>e placed in the g^lost oven.

J^^rom-t'-tJie glost oven it will g*o to life sorting warehouse.

The necessary white ware \ ill tligan bo sent on to the

enamel shops to be decorated and to be afterwards fired

in the enamel kilns, jvhile the yrintdd and white ware
tliat is not to be furllior decorated will lie carried to the

various warehoi^ses to be laid out foi orders.

Thfl» warehouses should bo close to the pm king shed and

also to the gate from wliich the goods are eventually

dispatched. The carpenter’s shop, where the crates, cases,

barrels, &c., are ‘irlade may also bo conveniently placed

near the packing shed. Therefore, on a well laid out

works* a piece of ware should start at the clay end, and

should continue its course on the works through all its

various processes, never retracing its steps, but continually

going forward till it eventually arrives a finished pieoe at

the door of the works.

The glaze pans should be close to the load-house and

fritt kiln, and all long distances between one department

and the next, where successive proc-esses are to oe carried

out, should be avoided as much as possible. It is evident

that short distances and proper arrangement of depart-

ments mean considertjjle economy, while the carrying of

ware backwards and forwards over long distances, at any

period of its manufacture, must take up time end increase

the cost oi production. Jlio w.igger-making department

should bo close to the ovens, eo that the green saggers

are always to hand when wanted, and the sagger-maker

caji thus keep an eye on the saggers and .note the

treatment they are receiving at the hands of the oven

men- Sagger marl is also one of the largest items of

consumption on a pottery, and it is therefore important

that the distance that the materials, either in the finished

or unfinished state, have to be carried should be as short

as possible.
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All the streets on tlie works should be kept clean and

in good condition, and they should bo well dradifed, so

that water does not sLand about in them after rain. If

not properly drained, when wet, the streets will always te

dirty and muddy, and, everyone going into a shop or

warehouse will carry in unnecessary dirt with them.

Cleanliness must be studied everywhere, ajid every

precaution must bo talcen to prevent the introducCion of

dirt into any department. There should be receptacles

placed at fixed points for the reception of refuse, and no

rubbish should be allowed to be thrown about either in

the shops or any^v!llero on the works. Sanitary arrange-

ments will require careful attention, and should always be

inspected from time to time.

Light is of very great importance, and defective light is

almost certain to cause defective waro^ and in no depart-

ment is this, perhaps, so apparent as in that of the

turners. A liberal use of whitewash both lightens and

freshens up the workshops. Every door should be

numbered and its corresponding key should also be

numbered and labelled, and a list, giving particulars as to

each key, should be hung up in the place where the keys

are kept, so that if after work it is necessary to go into

any shop the key can at once bo found without any

trouble. Those small matters of detail, though apparently

of no importance, will often bo found of great assistance

and convenience.

The manager’s office, if possible, should be situated in

the centre ot the worko, so that he is in touch with eveij

department, and the store for colours and small articles of

everyday requirement may conveniently be attached to it.

If coal is stocked in considerable quantities, it is evident

that the nearer it esan be stored to the ovens the bettor.

The position of the boilers must also be studied, as it will

generally be found more economical to have large boilers
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from which all the necessary etoaiii for engines, printers’

tables^ potters’ or dippers’ etx)ves, Ac., can be supplied!,

than to have smaller boilers distr^uted about for these

various objects
;

as not only will the consumption of fuel

bo greater, but more men will bo required to attend to

them. It will, therefore, be necessary to have the

steam-using de|j|artments as near the boilers a
'

possible,

to avdid long transmissions through pipes, by which both

power and heat are lost. Boilers must, uf course, be

tested from time to time, in order to detect any weakness.

AH stoves or (ir;^ing rooms should be arranged close to

the workmen, the doors, if possible, being exactly behind

them*when working at the bench. The proper warming

of drying rooms is very important, and the more heat

that can be supplied the better, as it not only augments

tlio production of the workman, but it increases the

duration of the moulds. Whenever ware has to be taken

from one shop to the other, or from the shops to the kilns,

it should be carried, whenever possible, under cover, as

in wet weather drops of rain falling or splashing on ware

will often cause serious defects, and this will be found to

be specially the case in any unfired overglaze painting

with delicate colours^ Clay ware is also likely to suffer,

as the moisture is absorbed into the clay at different

points, and if sent on to the biscuit oven the contraction

will be different in di§[erent parts and the piece will

probably become crooked.

The mould making, engraving, and modelling depart-

ments may often equally well be placed in different parts

of the works, though the former should, for convenience,

be handy to the potting shops.

The Sample Boom and Show Boom should be in a

convenient situation near the entrance, as also the

General Office.



CHAPTER XXXI.

GENlfilAL REMARkS-

It will have been seen from the foregoing notes that the

manufacture of earthenware is made up of details, aftd for

the successful management of the business it is absolutely,

necassary that all these varied matters should be looked

into most carefully. No matter ‘ how apparently

insignificant the defect, it must at once be corrected with

the greatest care. Nothing which is likol^y to lower the

quality of the production must be allowed to pass without

remark, whether in clay, glazing, printing, or decoration.

It must bo always remembered that the ])ioces pass

through a considerable number of hands, and if defects,

however small, occur in two or three of the differenti

processes, the piece, when finished, is defective in several

points and becomes a seconds instead of a firsts, and its

value is considerably lowered. The expense of producing

t his second’s or defective piece is exactly the same as that

of producing a firsts, and too many^seconds are made by

circumstances over which one may say one lias no control,

to admit of* seconds being produced by carelessness.

Besides, if one is continually on the watch a mistake is

found out or a defect is observed in the first few pieces

made, and can at once be pointed out and corrected,

whereas if matters are allowed to go on without

suflScient supervision, dozens of pieces may pass through

the whole of their proces.ses only to be found useless, or

unsuitable for the purposes for which they were originally

designed on their arrival in the finished warehouse.

The manager will probably find it convenient to have

certain fixed hours in which he may always be found in
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his offic0. By ibis means he will save his own time, as

ho wiH not bo troubled by people *00ntinually coming to

ask questions out of,the uppuiiitqji hoiim, and foremen’s

time will be saved, as they, will not be running about the

works looking for thq manager, knowing that he is always

to be found at stated times at liis office.

The managciiient of every business must var^ according

to cill-cumstancas, but it wall generally be found to be a

mistake to make too many different shapes, and a multi-

tude of patterns and forms should be avoided as much as

possible. When colours have once been hit on that may
suit the trade, tliey should bo kept to and followed as

closely as possible, and no alterations should bo made in

them, as if once an alteration be made to suit the whim
of some particular customer, there will be different tones

of colour coming into the warchomse, and mistakes will

most probably result. In fact, if customers require

special colours, they must be prepared to pay an extra

price, as the manufacturer will, sooneir or later, find

himself with pieces on hand which he cannot apply to his

ordinary trade.

Strict discipline and rigid attention to the rules of the

works must bo enforced, and the larger the works and

the more hands employed tiro more necessary will it be

found to enforce disciphne. It is, therefore, very

nocessaiy to avoid makbig ruies which cannot bo enforced

or carried out. Workmen should not bo allowed in each

others’ shops, but should bo kept strictly to their own
departments, and there should be no continual running

about the works. The fewer x>eople that are seen walking

about on the works the better, as it is a sure sign that

everyone is oetter employed than in nmning about.

Times should be fixed for counting the ware and for

giving out stores, colours, printing paper, &c.. and should

bo strictly adhered to. A head should ]Jq appointed in
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each shop, and he should bo hold rcspousiblo for the

cleanliness, order, and proper management of that cl* op.

As the business is a ciass of details, and it is necessary

in the manufacture to look after every little defect, so is

it necessary to look out for little leakages in exj>enditurc.

It is wonderful what a lot of waste may go on in little

driblets in vaidous parts of the works ip clay, colour,

press cloths, oil, turpentine, and a hundred and one «/ther

things that are used during the manufacture
;
and it is

often attention to these apparently insignificant details

that will make the difference between ai profit and a loss

at the end of a year
;
and it is surprising how tlie account

for small stores, odds and ends, &c., mounts up in the

course of a year.

A careful account must be kept of all repairs done

during the year, as this is another account that quickly

mounts up. Small improvements must be carefully noted.

A new door here, a new window there, a bit of stillaging

in one shop, a bench in another—there is always some-

thing that wants doing to facilitate work and to economise

space. Oven and kiln repairs, which are almost con-

tinuous, should be kept in a separate account, as also

repairs to machinery and plant. Eqpnomy must be the

goal in view in every department, not only by preventing

all Waste and unnecessary expenditure, but by the proper

arrangement of the work and the saving of labour when-

ever possible. All books should be kept written up to

the day, and no work should be put off till to-morrow

that should be done to-day; there is probably no business

in which time is such an important factor as in potting.

Wore has to be dried, ovens and kilns have to l)e fired,

and these processes require their regular fixed times, and
it is impossible to shorten them by an hour. Therefore,

if an oven is not got in on the day fixed for it, but has

to wait over till the next day before it can be closed up
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and fired, no amount of activity afterwards can ever

mak(? \ip for the day lost. A day* or an hour lost on a

factory can never recovered, jind this is one of the

important facts that must be always borne in mind.

Everyone, therefore, must do their work exactly to time,

and the putting otf work and not doing* it at its appointed

time should bejooked upon, in Juiy department, as a very

seriofts offence,

A pottery is like a watch, and a stoppage in any part

of it acts like the stoppage of a wheel in the watch,

bringing the whole organisation to a standstill. One
must, therefore, always be on the look-out tor weakness

in any part of the organisation, so that should it fail it

may be at once strengthened, as, no matter how strong

the rest of the departments may be, if there is failure in

one, it will bo felt everywhere. The strength of a chain

is onjy that of its weakest link.

Cost of production should be carefully calculated out

and prices should be fixed accordingly, and should never

be based on what other manufacturers can do. Because

one manufacturer is selling at one price, it does not follow

that another can do the same. Owing to certain com-

binations of orders, ^he one may be able to produce some

articles cheaper than the other. On the other hand, the

other may have facilities for producing another class of

article, but it is clearly necessary to know what each

article costs, and then if special largo linos are offered

to be executed at exceptional price, it can at once be

decided if they should be accepted or not
;

for cheapness

tempts the million, while unfortunately super-excellence

of workmanship and goodness of material appeal to the

few only.

Large orders are always attractive, as they make a

certainty of work in advance, and one is far more likely

to take a large order at an unremunerative price than
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a small ono, so that quotations for IhosG' ospocial orders

require most careful' attojition, as the consequences, in

case of error, will be ficrious.

Stochtaking must be (arricd out systematically at the

end of every year, or every six months if necessary.

Attention is thus called to any odd lots of ware 'wliicb are

not movdngf off, and steps must be taken to^clear them out.

Not only must stock bo taken of the ware, but of^'^very

article in use on the works, deductions bein^ made for

depreciation of boilers, machinery, and plant generally,

and a value put on any improvements druicw implements

purchased during the year. No doubt it takes a little

time to do this thoroughly, and woik may have to bo

suspended in some dei)artments, but it is absolutely

necessary, and the time is well sjient, as the cost of

jiroduction can only be ascertained accurately by attention

to every item of expenditure.

To sum up briefly, the objects the potter must always

keep in view are—good quality, cleanliness, order, system,

and attention to detail. Much useful information can be

obtained from books, and sound technical knowledge and

a good insight into chemistry are absolutely necessary for

the modern potter
;

but these are ^uite useless without

practical knowledge and actual experience
;

for, without

doubt, the trfide can be only learnt “at the mixing ’ark,

the dipping tub, and the oven mouth ",
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CALCULATION OF COST OF niODUCTT^vN.
•

iN^rdor to fix the price of a manufactiii cd article, it is

necessary to know what it ha.s cost to produce it. In the

manufacture of earthenware this is all the more

import-ant, as llie selling- price of each individual piece is

so low that'a slig'ht excess of cost in any one department

may oause a loss on its sale. The processes through which

it passes are so many] and so varied that, if a business is

to be worked at a profit in those days of keen cut prices,

it is essential to know the cost of its progress through

each department in order to check waste and to see that

value is received for the money spent. It seems difficult

to fix the exact amount spent in the produ-tion of one

small article, such as an egg-cup, but if all expenses and

charges are carefully tabulated the cost can be arrived

at with considoriible aocurac} , and by taking each group

of expenses togetl^r it often draws attention to excessive

expenditure in one article as compared with another in *

the ^amo department, owijig fio faulty tombinations or

methods of manufacture
;
and in no department is this

more likely to occur than in the ovens.

The system of calcuhit.'on that will suit one factory,

may ,iiot be convenient in another, vso it is proposed to

give a rough outline of how the cost of production may bo
arrived at, leaving it to each individual to augment or

curtail any details as may be most convenient in las own
particular case.

Broadly, the principle is to take every G' penditure,

both of materials and reproductive labour, and then add
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on a percentage to cover cost of management, rent,

travelling expenses, <tc’., insurance, lighting, and taxes,

warehouse work, looking over biscuit and glost--in fact,

all work which is not absolutely, part of the production
*

—though if considered desirable, as
,
already mentioned,

each one oan keep any one of these charges separately
;

finally, a percentage must be added for profi^t.

We will suppose we are dealing with a factory arranged!

with modern machinery and appliances, so that the first

expense to bo considered will be steam-raising. We must
therefore calculate the interest and depredation on boilers

and engfines, consumption of fuel, water, oil, Cotton waste,

packing, tools, &c., and the wages of the men attending

to them. The probability is that steam will have to be

divided up into different departments—slip-house, jigger,

shops, glaze pans, colour pans, Inills, printing stoves, &c.

Mills may have to be subdivided under various heads if

different materials are ground, such as fireclay and grog

for saggers, flint and stone for body, plaster stone for

plaster, bitstone for placing, &c. We may take the total

cost of developing so many horse-power of steam, and
then allot the neoessaiy proportion of horse-power to the

different departments as they may reqip.re.

Having obtained the cost of steam, let us first proceed

to the slip-house and work out the cost of the body. As
several materials at different weights and of variom^ prices

are mixed together, it is first necessary to get at the

amount of each material used and its value.

The simplest method is to take a pint of each of the

materials in the slop state at the weight at which it enters

into the composition of the body, after it has been passed

through the lawns. First pour them into moulds and
when sufficient water has been absorbed, remove the

materials and thoroughly dry them before a fire, or in an

ordinary kitcheh oven, till all the moisture that oan be
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extracted lia?, been driven off. Each material is then

weighed, which will give the anaonnt of dry, material of

the various substances in jjjint of slip. To arrive at

the value of these va^rious jnat>erials, it is necessary also to

bring the materials as originally purchased to the same

state of dryness, as all these "materials, when sold com-

mercially, contain a considerable amount of moisture in

vailing quantities. To obtain accurate results it will,

therefore, be as well, if possible, to dry, both tlie materials

as purcha^d and the materials extracted from tho

different pints of slip, under the same conditions, just

before they are weighed.

’Ball clay, when dried in this way, will lose some 20 per

cent or more of its weight; china clay about 12 per cent.

Flint, -when bought in the dry state, will lose about per

cent, and stone, under the same conditions, about 6 per

cent. These percentages will vary considerably, according

to the conditions under which the materials have

been received. Ball clay, for instance, will contain more

moisture in winter than in summer, especially if weathered

in the open. Flints and stones, when bought dry, will

vary in accordance with th«^ amount of water that haa

been driven off after they have been ground. In fact, all

materials should be tested for moisture, as should they «

contain on excessive quantity the buyer wBl be paying for

water#instead of mat<jrial. If flint and stone are bought

in the slop state a pint of eacli jshould be treated and dried

in H^he way described. The quantity of dry material in

a pint of stone will be fotmd to vary, largely, owing to

the diversity of the different qualities of this material.

A deduction must always be made for the dirt, &c.,

extracted during the process of lawning, and probably

something between 1| to o per cent will cover this, though'

it depends largely on the size of the lawns used and the

cleanliness or reverse of the clays, &!t. Once having
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deducted the percentage of water, the true cost of the

material dry can be caJculaied from the invoice.

The mixing ark must now be measured up, and the

niimber of pints in cacli inch of de[)th calculated
;

then

wo have so many inches depth of cacli material, which

equals so many pints, coniaining so liiany ounces of dry

material, at such and such a price.

A small experimental ark may also be made, and^^ho

mixing carried put with a few pints of the ditTcrent

materials
;
and in this case, if oonsidcred desirable, the

whole amount of slip may he dried and wuighod up again.

The wet mixing may also he reduced to a dry mixing,

and the calculations made on the whole amount of

material, by deducting the porccntag*es of excessive

moistme in the matoriais as received from the furnishers,

or the proportion may bo calculated according to the

specific gravities of the materials in the slij) state.

The amount of stain with its cost must next be

calculated. A pint of stain at tlic weight at which it is

used must first be dried to obtain the dry material in it,

and the pro]:iortion of cobalt, flint, stone, &o., that enter

into its composition must bo arrived at, together with the

cost of calcining, including loss and Hinting saggers, &c.,

together with the cost of grinding, lawning, and

labour.

Many tables and calculations for these prooesseg have

been published from time to time, but those published in

the Manual of Practical Pottmg (Scott, Greenwood and

Co.) will be found both useful and concise.

Having obtained the value of materials used in each

mixing, the cost of water must be added. The value of

the machinery in the slip-house must then be obtained

to calculate interest and depreciation, including upkeep of

magnets, lawns, press cloths, taps and stand pipes,

buckets, brushesjisponges, tools, Ac.
;
and to this must bo
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added the proportion of cost of stcain-po-welr, iogother with,

oil, cotton waste* pump riiij^s, washers, and pa(*king, &c.,

insurance rent, or interest on capital of freehold and

structural repairs, lighting, and ta^es, and, finally, loss in

the various processes. Something should be charged for

nl^^Jlagement, when making up tJie cost of ilic body, but

in calculating the cost of individual ]no(os it will bo found

more^aiisfactofy to put a porcenlage on to cover cost of

management during all the pro<'essos togctliO’', rather than

to allot something for management to each piocess
;

the

same rule may al;^ well be applied to taxes, insurance,

rent, repairs, ^nd general charges.

Having now the cost of the body, wo have merely to

extract the moisture from a pound of pugged clay, in

order to obtain the amount of dry material in it and its

value. We thus have the <‘ost of a ]X)iind of pugged clay,

and by w'eighing up any, piece in the clay state wo obtain

the value of clay in it. Roughly, a good body ready

for use, under present ciroumstauces, wall have cost about

£2 per ton.

The next department to proceed to is that of mould

making, as in modern earthenware manufacture the cost

of moulds enters into the cost of production of nearly all

pieces. The cost of*plaster must first be ascertained, and

if manufactured on the premises, the various processes of

boiling, grinding, lawning, must be gone through till tlic

cost of it in the mould-maker’s shop has been arrived at.

Then the cost of plant, interest, repairs, &c., wages, &c.,

as in the slip-house, musi, be added. Eacli mould must

then be weighed and its value ascertained. To these

amounts must be joined the proportion for modelling and

blocking and ''asing, wdiich form heavy items in the

mould-making expenses. It is also necessary to know
approximately the number of pieces that can be made

off each mould. This can only, be obtained pracucally by
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noting how long " a round ” of moulds lasts, and tho

amount of ware prod^^ced off them in that time.

Wo next proceed to the clay-shops, and again make a

calculation for the machinery, including interovst, deprecia-

tion, and repairs, both on machinery and plant, such as

steam, ropes, stoves, boards, tools, files, &c., adding on the

cost of steam-power allotted to those particular shops. AJl

the expenses should then be divided amongst tlie di^erent

machines, taking into consideration that some of the

machines are not always running, and so are not always

producing. We thus arrive at what it costs to run each

individual machine daily. To this must .be added the

cost of labour, whether day wage or piece work. The

total divided by tho number of pieces made during the

day off any one machine, plus any expenses incurred for

handling, turning, fettling, or sticking up, will give the

cost of making, which must be added to tho value of tho

clay in the piece to obtain the cost of the article up to tliis

stage in the manufacture. The piece, after being looked

over, passes to the biscuit oven.

It will now be necessary to calculate the cost of sagger

making, 'including steam-raising, interest and repairs of

machinery, grog grinding, clay mahing and pugging, &c.,

upkeep of drums, tools and wage^, till the cost of a
“ common height oval ” sagger 20 in. X 15 X 8 is

obtained, as this is generally used as the standard by

which all firing oaloulations are made. Other systems are

in use, such as taking the cubic space in a sagger and

calculating the costs per inch cube, but the most practical

is the common height sagger, os when in any difficulty

the pieces can be tried in the fiiagger itself, and there is

then no doubt os to how many pieces can be placed on it.

It is also necessary to. know the number of saggars

destroyed in every firing, and this again must be obtained

by actual experience, as ovens vary so. The foreman of
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tlio placers shojild g-ivc in a return after every firing of

the Tj4imber of saggers wli'ch liane boon destroyed, ajid

these should be entered up in the oven book, so that at

Ithe end of the year^the averag<^ saggers destroyed por

oven may be cheeked.

In firing an oven the following items nurst be taken

into consideration :

—

Ir^rcst or lent of ovens and })lant, such as barrows,

baskets, ladders, jwkers, drawing-rods, buckets, boards,

fire-bars, &c. R,e[)airs to bri('kwork.

“ Ridding new bottom) once every three years,

and a new oven every twenty years.

Saggers, placing sand, or wad clay, if used. Coal.

Wages for placers for setting in and drawing, firemen,

and sitters up.

When all these (•harg('S and other expenses in con-

nection with the biscuit firing have been obtained, they

must bo divided by the number of “common height”

saggers that can be placed in the oven, wliicli gives the

cost of firing one common height sjiggcr. Therefore, to

obtain the cost of firing in biscuit, the cost of firing a

common height saggir mu.'^ he divided amongst the

number of pic(‘es that can be placed in it. Tf a taller or

wider sagger is required for < rtain pieces, it is reckoned

as 9ne and a half, or one and a quarter, common height

saggers^ if a lower sagger is oqnired, then it is reckoned

as a one-half or t wo-ihirds of a common height sagger.

By this means a different price for every sized sagger is

avoided, and calculation is facilitated.

If the piece is to be sold in white the next process will

be to glaze it, and for this purpose the cost of the glaze

must bo worked out. First, interest and repairs of fritt

kiln (the latter being an item usually considerably under-

estimated). Utensils and plant must also be taken into

oemsideratioUj Then the cost of the varioue ingredients

—
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borax, boracio acid, soda ash, flint, whiting', china clay,

lead, stain, &o., &c., Yrater for cooling^, coal, and l(*j30iir.

Tho yield of fritt will be some 25 per cent to 33 per cent

less than tlie quantity oldhe originaf materials
;

tliis will;-

of course, vary with the mixture used, but must be tahen

into account before tho bost of the fritt per lb. oiin be

arrived at.

Tlie cost of the mill mixing must then bd ascertained by

taking tho value of the fritt, stone, flint, lead, &c., added

to the cost of grinding, if this is done on the works
;

interest on mills, depreciation and repairs, oil, re-picking

stones, wages, &c., must be biken account .of
,
and there

must also be a small deduction made, both in fritting and

grinding, for losses and leakages during tho various

operations. The quantity of glaze used in the actual

operation of dipping each piece can again only be obtained

by actual experiment. The dipper will generally dip tlie

greater part of the ware in the same strength of glaze,

so that a pint should bo taken fiem tlie tub and weighed

and then dried, in order to obtain the value of tlie

material in a pint of glaze at the weight tho dipper is

using it. ,

Tho number of inches in the dipper’s tub—which must
be an upright one and not conical stfape, or tho quantity

contained in each inch of tho tub would vary—should
be measured.’’ Or if this is not feasible on account of

the shape of the tub, the glaze can be measured in,

gallon by gallon. So many dozens of any ariiole can then

be sent in to the dipper, and when he has dipped them
the glaze is again measured, either by inches or by,

gallons, care being taken before measuring it that the

glaze has been brought back to the same weight per

pint as at the commencement, by adding some water to

oompcn.sate for the excess that has been extracted in

tho operation ©f dipping. The result will then be that
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it has taken tfto many pints, W)ntaiiiinpf sO much dry

inat(?#Sal, worth so much, to dip* a ^Iven quantity of

^waro
;

to which af^ajn ina^ ’. be ^dod labour for dipping

and cleaning off, and interest and repairs on iiten.sils and

tools, &c., in the dipping shop^

If white ware is tlie article to bo priced, g]ost firing

will be the njxt process, and the cost niiLst be treated

in tlfo same way as in biscuit firing, the common height

sagger again being the unit. Sagger wash, wadding

and stilts, thimbles and bitstone must be included, but

no sand will be 'required as in biscuit placing.

If the ware is printed, then the cost of printing must

be gone into, which would include steam, interest and

Impairs on presses, stoves and plant, wear and tear to

copper plates, and cost of engraving, pajier, colour, oil,

flannel, string, turpentinio, &c., tools, if supplied, water

for washing off, and then the labour must be added.

The consumption of paper and colours will vary with

different patterns, and the cost oan only bo arjived at

by practical trials— in fact, by giving out fixed quantities

of materials and having a return of all v’ork done with

them—and a note sliould tx* kept of the duration of

a set of flannels, a^^d the quantity used during the year

will also act as a guide, ilio same remarks apply to

painting underglazo, the CM^t of which paust be gone

into, psttern by pattern. To these expenses must then

be added on the oost of hardening-on kiln, including

interest and repairs of 1 i'j
,
labour, tools, and coal, and

by, cxiunting the contents of a kiln a time or two, the

average number of dozens can be ascertained and the

cost per dozen calculated. For overglazu work the same

system must uq adhered to, but oven greater care must

be observed, as the colours, &c., are considerably more

expensive, and the contents of everv^ kiln will l o counted

and valued, -and entered in the kiln bo5k.
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Iiil/erest and repairs on kiln will a^a/n be the first

charge, and the repaii^s are no small item, as an e/limel

kiln should be looked ^over every (iring
;
then labour,

utensils, colours, gold, &c. A return should be kept of

all work done with gold, and it should be weighed out

with the utmost care to check any waste.

Having gone into all the expenses of tjie actual pro-

duction of the pieces, it will be necessary to put fyii a

j)ercentage to cover all other expenses that have not been

taken into accx)uiit, such as management, all work in

warehouses, clay, biscuit, and glost, looking over and

sorting, &c., oOice w^ork, travellers, special discounts, bad

debts, rent, taxes, insurance, &c. ;
in facd, all expenses

and general charges of eveiry kind which have not been

already included, except such charge as are paid in full

by ciL^>tomers, such as packing
;
though should a loss be

incurred on this department, that loss Avoiild also have to

be included. Many of those charges may vary from year

to year, and it is clearly necessary to analyse the accounts

every year in order to ascertain what percentage on the

production the cost of tliese different departments really

is, as apart from it eiiahling one to form a more accurate

calculation of cost, it draws attentioi^ to the increase of

. expense in any one department, or to the economy effected

• in another.

It ^eems a rather complicated system to embark on,

but once in working order the difficulties vanish, and

every detail collected serves as a check on some part of

the calculations—till, eventually, one can establish certain

rules of comparison between the (xjnsumption of materials,

labour, cost of firing, &c., which serve as wonderful

guides in calculating cost, and often enable one to arrive

at a very near guess at the cost of production of an

article before any calculations have been gone into
;
and

the more accoulits can be analysed at the. end of the
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year, and the *iiore pcnjontaj^'tis of vaiioas expcnditore

that Ac taken out, the more accurffte will the calculations

of CO* become, and the uio e intiuiate will fhc knowledge

of the working of the biLsinasis* be.

A book may bo kept in which^all arlieles may be tabu-

lated in alphabetical order for facility of reference, and

Roraethiiig likc^the following system iiiav be adopted ;

—

o
•a

o
a
•o
o

Each cx)lumu explains itseif
;
the most diflicult amount

to arrive at is the percentage for managemnd and all

other charges ; but each year, as tlie accouAts are studied,
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this may be clieeked so that the expev.ses are fully

covered. In making- dut the cost of printed or dee^mted

ware, the cost of printiq^ or decorating must bo adtred to

the cost of tlic white avare, without any charge for

management or profit, aiul then the amount of those two

charges must be calculated on the whole. A column or

two may be used for any s})ecial decx)ratij)ns, and if all

decorations are numbered, the number may be plac^^d in

the column, which at once shows what decoration is

referred to.

There is one very impoi'tant matter which must be kept

in mind through all thcise calculations, and that is, that

a “ flozen ” varies in the number of pieces it contains in

different factories, and in the different processes in the

same factory
;
and the same article may count six to the

dozen in one department, nine in another, and twelve in

another
;

or again, twenty-four to tho dozen in one

department and thirty-«ix in another. In fact, the safest

basis to go on is to start with the supposition that a

dozen is anything but twelve. Tho object of these

different counts is to facilitate payment for work done,

and a man is often paid the same amount for doz^p of

articles of quite different size, and therefore necessitating

a longer or shorter time to make them. The price remains

the same, but.tho quantity of pieces in each dozen alters

in acoordance with the work and time required totproduoe

them. Great care is therefore nec3essary in calculating

cost to be sure of the number of pieces that correspond

to the amount paid per dozen.

There ought also to be a certain allowance made for

seconds
;

this can only be learnt by experience, and

probably the easiest way of dealing wdth it is to allow

for it in the firing in tho different departments, should

it be considered undesirable to increase the number of

columns.
**
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Other special books may be kept with advantage to

guid»in the calciilatidu of co.<, liach as oven and kiln

book^with details and res Jts of every firing
;

materials

<)ook/shoAving the e^act cost on^ho works, including all

charges for cartage, ‘loading, &c., of every material used

in the manufacture, sb that the Cost of any article may bo

seen at a glance, in every bran(;h of the tr do, in fact,

certain detaffe*will be required to bo kept apart, so that

each one must decide what special books \.ill be required

for his special circumstances, and what may bo judiciously

suppressed. . is evident that a cost book as above

described will be of the greatest use in dec iding whether

certain orders should bo accepted at special prices, or

whether it would be better to leave them alone
;
and if

a manufacturer docs not know what it costs him to

produce an article, how can ho possibly know at what

price he can sell it
'(

Prinied in Great Britain by
^
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